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I. Executive Summary 

The Dakota Access Pipeline is unsafe and is operating illegally. It must be shut down 

immediately. 

The pipeline is unsafe because of a fai lure to properly integrate the safety systems. There 

is inadequate pressure surge relief at the shut off valves at Lake Oahe, creating a high risk of 

over-pressurization of the pipeline at the Standing Rock Reservation. Under the applicable 

regulations, the DAPL Lake Oahe crossing is characterized as a "high consequence area" due to 

the existence of sensitive environmental receptors as well as the drinking water supply of the 

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. High consequence areas require a higher level of integrity 

management planning, due to the high environmental and public health values that could be 

affected by a spill . 

A court-ordered independent assessment in 20 18 and an inspection by federal regulators 

in 202 1 and 2022 found DAPL's operations, maintenance and emergency plans to violate federal 

regulations, in addition to other violations. In fact, the operators of DAPL have the worst 

compliance record in the federal tracking database. They have even been convicted of 

environmenta l crimes. On August 5, 2022, Energy Transfer and its related companies were 

convicted of23 counts of criminal violations of the Pennsylvania Clean Water Act. 

The criminal conduct in Pennsylvania resembles the way Energy Transfer has treated the 

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. The emergency plans for an oil spill on the Reservation are largely 

redacted. No information has been shared with the Tribal Council, or the Standing Rock 

Department of Emergency Management. Repeated invitations by the Tribe to Energy Transfer 

were ignored or disrespected. From the limited information available, the Tribe understands that 

Energy Transfer has significantly under-estimated the amount of Bakken crnde oil that could be 

re leased into the Missouri River and onto the Standing Rock Reservation. 

DAPL went on Line in 20 I 7, but the Corps of Engineers has yet to prepare a proper 

environmental impact statement for the pipeline. DAPL has been operating illegally for over six 

years. Nevertheless, on September 8, 2023, the Corps released the Draji Environmental Impact 

Statement, Dakota Access Pipeline Lake Oahe Crossing (Draft EIS) and has requested public 

comment. This three-part report constitutes the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe's comments to the 

Draft EIS. 
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DAPL crosses the Treaty land of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and Oceti Sakowin 

Oyate (Seven Council Gires of the Lakota, Dakota and Nakota Nation), under the Fort Laramie 

Treaties of 185 1 and 1868. The Tribe retains extensive usufructory and other Treaty rights to 

this land, but in the Draft EIS the Corps of Engineers downplays the impacts to Standing Rock's 

Treaty rights. Other than a brief compilation of fauna and flora species of interest to the T1ibe, 

the Corps ignores Standing Rock's Treaty rights, in violation of federa l and international law and 

pol icy. Indeed, DAPL is a Treaty and human rights violation against the Standing Rock Sioux 

Tribe. 

Neve11heless, it appears that the Corps bas drafted an environmental study designed to re

approve an easement for the pipeline (it has been operating illega lly on federally-administered 

land wi thout an easement) at nearly double the original capacity. Although the Corps identified 

five separate a lternatives in the Draft EIS, the document clearly expressed a bias toward 

alternative 4 - reapproving and re-upping the pipeline, with requ irements that Energy Transfer 

provide alternate food and water sources when there is an oil spill, and monitor the water. None 

of these decisions were made in consultation with Standing Rock, as required by law. 

Energy Transfer is not even eligible for an easement. During pipeline constmction, 

Energy Transfer learned in papers filed by the Tribe in cou11 of the existence of Tribal burials 

adjacent to the pipeline route . Company contractors then graded, dug up and destroyed the sites. 

That violates section 11 0(k) of the National Historic Preservation Act. Under this sta tute, an 

applicant for federa l assistance, such as Energy Transfer LP, is ineligible for the assistance if 

they intentionally destroy historic properties or Native burials. 

Sim ilarly, as a result of its criminal convictions, Energy Transfer is debarred from federal 

assistance under General Service Administration regulations. By law, the government generally 

does not do business with criminals. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has temporari ly 

debarred Energy Transfer and is considering pe1rnanent debam1ent. This also disqualifies 

Energy Transfer from obta ining an easement for DAPL. 

In its Draft EIS, the Corps of Engineers fai led to note these significant developments. 

The Corps continues to refuse to engage in a proper, scientific risk analysis at Standing Rock. 

DAPL fai ls to comply with numerous impo11ant industry-sponsored safety standards and federal 

regulations, which mandates consideration. The Corps accepted the worst case discharge 
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calculations for DAPL, which T1ibal experts opine may under-state the potential pollution by 

I 00,000 ba1Tels. 

The Corps of Engineers has not made a serious effort to evaluate DAPL's environmental 

impact to the Reservation environment at Standing Rock. It rel ies on unsupported findings that 

oi l spills are rare occurrences, and the hope that there will be not be a spill in Lake Oahe. There 

is a real Alice in Wonderland aspect to the Draft EIS. 

The Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and residents of the Cannon Ball community deserve 

better. In the Draft EIS, the Corps of Engineers continues to demonstrate its unwillingness to 

fulfill its Treaty and trust responsibilities to Standing Rock. The Corps should implement 

Alternative 2 in the Draft EIS and pennanently shut down DAPL. 
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II. DAPL is Unsafe, Operating Illegally and Must be Shut Down 
Immediately 

A. DAPL is Unsafe 

The Dakota Access Pipeline is an unsafe pipeline operated by a company that has been 

convicted of numerous environmental crimes. DAPL must be shut down immediately. 

The Dakota Access Pipeline should not be operating due to the failure to properly design 

and operate the pipeline system in a manner that complies with the federal regu lations and 

industry standards for integrity management and protection from over-pressurization. DAPL is 

at serious risk of over-pressurization, which could cause a serious breach or an explosion. 

Energy Transfer's own Pressure Surge Report acknowledges this. 1 

The DAPL Missouri River crossing is designated a "high consequence area." A high 

consequence area is a pipeline crossing that could affect drinking water systems or sensitive 

environmental receptors, such as the Missouri River, bald eagle nests along the river and Native 

American cultural resources,2 all of which would be affected by an oil spill from DAPL. The 

federa l regulations subject a pipeline crossing in a high consequence area to enhanced integrity 

management planning requirements and the deployment of "best available technology," to meet 

enhanced risk reduction targets for critical safety devices. 3 DAPL fails to meet these 

requirements, on account of inadequate surge protection and other factors. 

The fai lure to install by-pass storage at the Lake Oahe emergency flow restriction devices 

creates a potential for dangerous pressurization of the pipeline. This design failure could resu lt 

in a catastrophic over-pressurization of the pipeline, in the event ofa spurious valve closure. It is 

a major fatal flaw resulting in an unsafe pipeline. 

The pipeline was constructed and has been operated wi thout a secondary power supply at 

the Lake Oahe valves. Closure of the va lves during inclement weather may require manual 

closure. The valves were built in a remote location, which would be difficult to access during 

1 Fluid Flow Consultants, DAPL Gathering System, DAPL Mainline and ETCOP Oil Pipeline 
Surge Analysis (June 20 17). 
2 49 CFR § 195.450; see also the defin ition of"Unusually sensitive area" in 49 CFR § 195.6. 
3 49CFR §l95.452. 
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inclement winter weather. If there is an oil spill during a power outage, the operators may have 

to travel over undeveloped roads to a remote location and close the devices by hand. 

Nevertheless, in the Dakota Access Pipeline Lake Oahe Crossing Project Draft 

Environmental Impact Statement ("draft EIS"), the Corps of Engineers endorses the 12 minute 

shutdown time identified in Appendix G, Energy Transfer's Facility Response Plan ("FRP") for 

the Lake Oahe crossing. That is completely unrealistic for emergency planning purposes. Based 

on that assumption, the Corps accepts Energy Transfer's estimate of the worst case discharge of 

I 6,996 barrels of crnde oil into the Missouri River. By way of contrast, the Environmental 

Protection Agency On-Scene Coordinator for the Mid-Missouri River Sub-Area Contingency 

Plan estimates the worst case discharge from a pipeline of DAPL 's diameter to be 50,800 barre ls, 

over 300 percent more oil than estimated by Energy Transfer and the Corps ofEngineers. 4 

The entire planning program for remediation of an oi l spill on the Standing Rock 

Reservation fails to comport with reality. The plan is to clean up less than one-third of the oil 

that could spill on the Standing Rock Reservation. Although the spill response zone at Lake 

Oahe is within the Reservation, the operator has no working relationship with the Tribal Council 

or the Tribal Emergency Response Commission that will oversee spill response, and at present is 

not even pennitted to enter Tribal land. There is no adequate plan for oil spill remediation 

during winter conditions or periods of low water. Some of the control points identi tied in the 

original FRP for oi l spill recovery do not even exist, and none of them are accessible during 

periods of low water. Ultimately, the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and its first responders are put 

in undue risk due to the Corp's failure to require a realistic shut down time and worst case 

discharge, and prepare emergency plans in compliance with the Oil Pollution Act and applicable 

regulations. 5 

Energy Transfer has a terrib le safety record, with dozens of major spills, civil penalties 

and criminal convictions. Since 2017, Energy Transfer has the worst spill record among 

hazardous liquid pipeline operators in the database of the Pipeline and Hazardous Materia ls 

4 The Mid-Missouri River Sub-Area Contingency Plan (April 16, 2015) p. I 0, located at 
https://www.nrt.org/si tes/32/files/Final%20M0%20with%20Appendices%204. 17. l 5.pdf 
5 The facil ity response plan requirements are prescri bed in section 311 of the Oil Pollution Act, 
33 U.S.C. §132l(j)(5). The regulations for response plans are located at 49 CFR Patt 194. 
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Safety Administration ("PHMSA"). During this time, Energy Transfer has experienced 66 

"significant incidents" - about one per month. That is more than any other pipeline operator in 

the United States. From 20 17 to the present, Energy Transfer pipelines have spi lled 48,005 

barrels (2,016,2 10 gallons) of oil, or about 600 barrels (25,200 gallons) per month. During th is 

time, Energy Transfer oil spi lls have caused property damage totaling $56,877,7 19, or $710,971 

per month. 

The land and water that is vulnerable to a release of oil from DAPL is protected for the 

Standing Rock and other Sioux Tribes by the Treaty of Fort Laramie of April 29, 1868. The 

value of this land to the Tribe is immeasurable, yet the Tribe is facing potential damages from a 

public ly traded, po litically connected oil and gas pipeline company, that has been liable for over 

$700,000 in property damage per month over the past six years. Tribal Treaty land is at risk 

from DAPL. 

This pipeline company is dangerous. Literally, they are criminals. On October 5, 2021, 

the Pennsylvania Attorney General charged Energy Transfer with 48 criminal violations of the 

sta te Clean Water Act in the construction of the Mariner East pipeline.6 The charges involved 

significant groundwater contamination with illegal and unapproved drilling fluid, and the failure 

to report violations. Four months later, on Februa1y 2, 2022, the state fi led nine additional 

charges related 10 the explosion in 20 18 of the Revolution pipe line. Energy Transfer pied no 

contest and was convicted on August 5, 2022 of 23 of the nearly-60 criminal charges that had 

been filed. 

On Ju ly 22, 2021, PHMSA issued a Notice of Probable Violation to Energy Transfer for 

the Dakota Access Pipeline. The notice staled: 

The items inspected and the probable violations are: 

§195.264 lmpoundment (and) normal/emergency venting or pressure 
vacuum reli<?ffor aboveground (sic) reli(?ftanks. 

§195.40J(b)(I) Whenever an operator discovers any condition that could 
adversely affect the safe operation of its pipeline system, it must correct 

6 https://www.attorneygeneral.gov/wp-conlent/uploads/2022/08/2022-08-05-energy-transfer
fact-sheet.pdf 
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the condition within a reasonable time .... Energy Transfer failed to 
correct a condition that could adversely affect the safe operation of its 
pipeline within a reasonable time on its relief valves that utilize a nitrogen 
supply for correct operation .. . Relief valves are used on this pipeline to 
relieve ove1pressure conditions and these relief valves operated by 
nitrogen are part of the surge protection for the pipeline ... [F}rom June 
1, 2017 to December 13, 2019, Energy Transfer fa iled to correct a 
condition that could adversely affect the safe operation of its pipeline by 
allowing the relief valve setpoints to jluctuMe 

§195.402 Each operator shall prepare and follow for each pipeline 
system a manual of written procedures for conducting normal operations 
and maintenance activities and handling abnormal operations and 
emergencies) .. . Energy Transfer failed to prepare and follow its 
Operations and Maintenance Manual. 

§195.406(b) No operator may permit the pressure in a pipeline during 
surges or other variations to exceed 110 percent of the operating pressure 
limit. 

§195.428(a) [£Jach operator shall inspect and inspect each pressure 
limiting device, relief valve, pressure regulator, or other item of pressure 
control equipment to determine that it isfimctioning properly. 

§195.440(c) A review of Energy Transfer's public awareness program 
evidenced that it did not consider consequences from a spill designated as 
high consequence areas. 7 

For its part, the Corps of Engineers received notice of many of these violations years 

earl ier, on April 2, 20 18, when Energy Transfer filed the In.dependent Assessment of Dakota 

Access Pipeline, U.S. Army Co,ps of Engineers Easement Special Conditions with the district 

court. 8 The Corps has known for years that there was no compliant Operations, Maintenance 

and Emergency Manual, and other required plans to protect high consequence areas such as the 

Missouri River cross ing. Yet the Corps did nothing to protect the Tribe. 

7 https://www.phmsa.dot.gov/s ites/phmsa.dot.gov/files/202 I -07 /Enerey%20Transfer
Dakota%20Access%2032021049NOPV PCP%20PCO 07222021 %282 1-2 11190%29.pdf. 
The sections of the c ited regulations are in the Code of Federal Register volume 49. 
8 Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. Army Corps ofEng'rs, I: 16-cv-01534-JEB ECF 347-2,Jiled 
April 2, 2018. 
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In the Draft EIS, the Corps downplays the significance of Energy Transfer's failed 

inspection for DAPL. The Corps stated, "[I]t is important to understand that the items above are 

notices of probable violations .. . these violations have all been corrected."9 Even though the 

Corps has been on notice ofDAPL' s pipeline safety violations since the Independent Assessment 

was filed in 2018, as confirmed by PHMSA on July 21, 2022, the Corps states in the Draft EIS, 

"To date, the USACE has not identi fied any non-compliance with the existing easement 

conditions."10 

Worse yet, the Corps a lso wrote that "none of the violations affect the likelihood or 

consequences of a crude oil release at Lale Oahe."11 Actually, the Probable Violations all re late 

to a lax, comers-cutti ng safety culture at Energy Transfer, which directly affects the operation at 

the Lake Oahe crossing. Violation number 6 directly relates to coordination with local 

emergency responders in high consequence areas, such as the Lake Oahe crossing at Standing 

Rock. 

At every juncture, and throughout the draft EIS, the Corps of Engineers ignores DAPL's 

risk factors. The Corps hypes minimum compliance by the pipel ine operator with weak 

regulations, and ignores the operators' fa ilure to comply with numerous industry best practices, 

as described in this report. Neither the Corps of Engineers nor any other federal agency are 

protecting publ ic health or the environment of the Standing Rock Indian Reservation. 

DAPL is unsafe. The pipel ine lacks completed and integrated safety systems and 

devices, such as by-passes at key shut-off va lves. The emergency response plans fail to plan for 

remediation for a worst case discharge into the Missouri River, and fail to address recovery of oil 

during winter conditions or periods of low water. Integrity management and the manuals for 

operations and emergencies have been found to be inadequate. Energy Transfer has the most 

significant oil spi lls of any pipeline operator in the United States, as evidenced by criminal 

9 Dakota Access Pipeline Lake Oahe Crossing Project Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(2023) ("Drafl EIS") p. 3- 11 . 
10 Id. at 2-1 5. 
11 Id. at 3-11. 
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convictions for intentional violations. As stated by Judge James Boasberg, " the seriousness of 

the Corps ' deficiencies outweighs the negative effects of halting the oil flow . .. " 12 

The Standing Rock Sioux Tribe is at undue risk. DAPL must be shut down immediate ly. 

8. DAPL is Operating in Violation of Numerous Federal laws 

The continuing operation of the Dakota Access Pipeline violates numerous federal laws. 

By allowing DAPL 10 operate illegally, the Corps of Engineers undermines the ru le of law in the 

United Stales. DAPL is brazenly illegal and should not be in operation. 

1 . DAPL Violates the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 

An easement is required lo cross all federally-managed land, under the Mineral Leasing 

Act of 1920. 13 On February 8, 2017, the Corps issued an easement to Energy Transfer for DAPL 

to cross the Corps-administered land at Oahe Reservoir immediately adjacent to the Standing 

Rock Reservation. On July 6, 2020, Judge Boasberg vacated the easement granted by the Corps 

for DAPL, for fai lure to comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) prior to 

issuing the permit.14 On January 26, 2021, the Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit affirmed 

that ruling. 15 

The Mineral Leasing Act requires the environmental compliance under NEPA and related 

statutes "prior to granting a right-of-way or permit. " 16 The environmental review under NEPA 

must be completed before a pipeline may be pem1itted to operate across federally-administered 

land. As Judge Boasberg wrote, "If you can bui ld first and consider environmental impacts later, 

NEPA's action-forcing purpose loses its bi te." 17 For this reason, the federal courts have 

repeatedly called upon the Corps of Engineers to shut down DAPL. 

12 Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. Army Co1ps of Eng 'rs, I: I 6-cv-01534-JEB, s lip op. at *9 (July 
6, 2020). 
13 30 U.S.C. § I 85. 
14 Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. Army COJps of Eng 'rs, I: 16-cv-0 1534-JEB, s lip op. at 9. 
15 Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. Army Co,ps of Engineers, 985 F.3d 1032, 1039 (D.C. Cir. 
2021). 
16 30 U.S.C. § I 85(h)(2). 
17 Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. Army Corps of Eng 'rs, 1: 16-cv-01534-JEB, s lip op. at 19. 
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Notwithstanding repeated instruction from this Court and the O.C. 
Circuit to "decide promptly" and "in the first instance" how "it will 
enforce (the Mineral Leasing Act)" vis-c)-vis the pipeline's encroaching on 
federal land at Lake Oahe, the Corps has not yet issued any detennination 
at all - more than IO months since the invalidation of the original 
easement... For now, it suffices to note that by ducking the controversy 
sunounding the Lake Oahe crossing, the Corps active ly tolerates OAPL's 
continued operation under a key federal waterway it lacks the necessaiJ' 
authorization to traverse. 18 

DAPL violates the Mineral Leasing Act due to its operation on federally-managed land 

without a required easement. 19 It should be shut down immediately. 

2. DAPL Violates the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 

DAPL also violates the National Environmental Policy Act,20 due to the Corps' failure to 

properly evaluate it potential environmental impacts prior to approval of its operation. On 

March 25, 2020, the District Court ruled that the Corps' 2016 Environmental Assessment on 

DAPL violated NEPA in three respects: (1) failure to identify impacts of an oil to Treaty

protected hunting and fishing rights; (2) failure to resolve controversies relating to the impacts of 

a spill; and (3) failure to identify environmental impacts to the environmental j ustice community 

of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. 21 The Corps of Engineers filed a report purporting to address 

those issues in February 20 19.22 On March 25, 2020, the court ruled that the Corps fai led to 

resolve the controversy surrounding the impacts of an oil spill at Standing Rock, that the 20 16 

environmental assessment failed to comply with NEPA, and ordered the Corps of Engineers to 

prepare an environmental impact statement.23 The court explained, " If any 'significant' 

18 Id. at 29. 
19 30U.S.C. §185. 
20 42 U.S.C. §423 1 et seq 
21 Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. Army Co1ps of Engineers, 255 F.3d IOI (O.O.C. 20 17). 
22 Id. , ECF No. 398. 
23 Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. Army Corps of Engineers, 440 F. Supp.3d 1, 11 (0.O.C. 2020). 
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environmental impacts might result from the proposed agency action[,) then an EIS must be 

prepared before agency action is taken."24 

The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals also warned the Corps to shut down DAPL: 

It may well be - though we have no occasion to consider it here - that 
the law or the Corps' regu lations oblige the Corps to ... requir(e) the 
pipeline to cease operation ... To do otherwise would be to issue a de facto 
outgrant without engaging in the NEPA analysis that the Corps concedes 
such action requires. 25 

The Corps' refusal to shut-down DAPL pending compliance with NEPA violates federal 

law and places the members of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe at undue and unevaluated risk -

exactly what NEPA is designed to prevent. The pipeline should be shut down. 

3. DAPL Violates Section 311 of the Clean Water Act 

The Corps of Engineers operates the Missouri River mam stem dams under the 

authorization of the Flood Control Act of 1944.26 The dams are operated for downstream flood 

control and navigation, as well as hydropower generation and downstream water supply. The 

Corps' operations have a significant adverse effect on the water supplies available at Lake Oahe 

for the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. Flood waters are stored in Oahe Reservoir, and then are 

re leased to the lower Missouri Basin for navigation and municipal intakes. The Corps ' 

operations result in dramatic fluctuations in the reservoir levels at Lake Oahe, causing the 

erosion of Tribal land, degradation of fish and wi ldlife habitat, and diminished water supplies for 

Tribal municipal and agricultural intakes. 

Section 3 11 of the Clean Water Act governs oil and hazardous substance liabi lity. 27 

Subsection (j) establishes the National Response System for "methods and procedures for the 

removal of discharged oi l and hazardous substances."28 The requirements for "facility response 

plans" for a release of oil are prescribed in subsection (j)(5). This section requires: 

24 Id. at 8, quotations omitted, emphasis in original. 
25 Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. Army Co,ps of Engineers, 255 F.3d IO I. 
26 58 Stat. 887. 
27 33 u.s.c. § 132 1. 
28 Id. at §132l(j)(l). 
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[A]n owner or operator of a tank vessel or faci lity . .. to prepare and 
submit to (PHMSA) a plan for responding, to the maximum extent 
practicable, to a worst case discharge, and to a substantial threat to such a 
discharge, of oi l or a hazardous substance. 29 

DAPL bas a Faci lity Response Plan and a Geographic Response Plan, compiled as 

Appendix F to the Draft EIS. However, the plans fai l to comply with section 3 11 (j)(5) of the 

Clean Water Act. As discussed in detail below, the calculation of the worst case discharge is 

significantly under-stated. The plans fail to comply with the statutory requirements that they 

properly calculate the worst case discharge and be sufficient to remediate the release of oil " to 

the maximum extent practicable." 

The manner in which the Corps operates the dams causes dramatic fluctuations in the 

elevation ofOahe Reservoir. The Corps' water releases at Oahe Dam have the effect of lowering 

water elevations to a level that impedes boat access to the reservoir. As the DAPL response 

plans rely exclusively on surface conta inment and removal of oil, the deployment of equipment 

that will be necessary to remove oil cannot be accomplished as a practical matter. Access to the 

water is frustrated by the Corps of Engineers' own operation of Oabe Dam. The pipeline 

operator's plan fails to provide for a response to a worst case discharge "to the maximum extent 

practicable" because it relies on water elevations mush higher than 1598 msl - the elevation on 

December 11, 2023, which is 9 feet below the normal elevation at the top of Oahe's multi

purpose pool. 

The Corps implements its functions under the 1944 Flood Control Act in a maimer that 

undermines the ability of DAPL's operators to comply with section 3 1 l(j)(S) of the Clean Water 

Act. Accordingly, DAPL must be shut down. 

4. Energy Transfer Violated Section llO(k) of the National Historic 
Preservation Act 

Section 11 0(k) of the National Historic Preservation Act addresses the "anticipatory 

demoli tion of historic properties by federal pennit applicants. The statute provides: 

29 Id. at §132l(j)(5). 
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Each Federal agency shall ensure that the agency shall not grant . .. a 
permit, license, or other assistance to an appl icant who, with the intent to 
avoid the requirements of section ( 106 of the NHPA), has intentionally 
significantly adversely affected a historic property lo which the grant would 
re late, or having the legal power 10 prevent it, allow the significant adverse 
effect to occur. 30 

On September 3, 20 I 6, Energy Transfer violated th is section by intentionally bulldozing 

up lo 27 buria l sites, immediately adjacent to the Corps-administered lands al the Lake Oahe 

crossing. As described by the district comt in Standing Rock I: 

Mentz, over the course of several days beginning on August 30 (20 I 6), 
avers that he surveyed the private land around the pipeline right-of-way. 
During these surveys, he observed several rock cairns and other sites of 
cul tural significance inside the 150 foot corridor staked for DAPL 
construction . ... Mentz documented the presence of several s ites that he 
believed to be of great cultural note nearby, including a stone constellation 
used to mark the burial site of a very important tribal leader. .. The next day, 
on September 3, Dakota Access graded this area.31 

This violation of section I I 0(k) of the National Historic Preservation Act disqualifies 

Energy Transfer from obtaining the easement for DAPL. The violation should be identified in 

the Draft EIS and the pipeline should be shut down. 

5. The Pipeline Must be Shut Down under the Administrative 
Procedure Act 

The j udicial review provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act authorize the district 

courts to review and set aside agency actions found 10 be "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of 

discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law. "32 The D.C. Circui t Court of Appeals stated 

that is the case: "the Tribes or others could seek judicia l relief under the APA should the Corps 

fa il to do so (shut down DAPL)."33 

JO 54 U.S.C.§306 113. 
JI Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. U.S. Army Co,ps of Engineers, 205 Supp.3d 4, 25 (D.D.C. 
2016). 
32 5 U.S.C. §706(2)(A). 
33 Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. Army Corps of Engineers, 255 F.3d IO I. 
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The continued operation of DAPL, in violation of the Mineral Leasing Act, NEPA, the 

Clean Water Act, and the National Historic Preservation Act renders the Corps of Engineers in 

violation of the Administrative Procedure Act. The failure of the Corps to comply with these 

laws renders the current NEPA process a farce. 
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Ill. The Corps of Engineers Must Comply with the 1851 and 1868 Fort 
Laramie Treaties in the Draft EIS 

The Corps of Engineers must comply wi th the Treaty of Fort Laramie of September 15, 

1851 34 and the Treaty of Fort Laramie of Apri l 29, 1868.35 DAPL affects the Treaty rights of 

Standing Rock and the entire Oceti Sakowin Oyate ("Seven Council Fires" comprising the bands 

of what is refe1Ted to as the Great Sioux Nation). The Draft EIS has a short section on 

subsistence hunting and fishing, but it generally ignores the Treaty rights of the Standing Rock 

Sioux Tribe in the Draft EIS. 

The Fort Laramie Treaties recognize the Oceti Sakowin Oyate, of which Standing Rock is 

a part, as a sovereign nation capable of making Treaties. The U.S. Supreme Court has recognized 

the status of these Treaties under international law: 

The words "treaty" and "nation" are words of our own language, 
se)e.cted in our diplomatic and legislative proceedings, by ourselves, each 
having a definite ad well understood meaning. We have applied them to 
Indians as we have applied them to other nations of the ea1t h. They are 
applied to all in the same sense. 36 

Ultimately, the Corps of Engineers has an international law obl igation to uphold the Fort 

Laramie Treaties. That is completely ignored in the Draft EIS. 

The late Jesse Taken Alive, was a Chainnan and longtime Tribal leader of the Standing 

Rock Sioux Tribe, and a prominent teacher of Lakota history and culture. Chairman Taken 

Alive expla ined that the binding nature of the 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty stems from the spiri tual 

act of smoking from a sacred pipe, when negotiations were completed. An eye witness account 

of his explanation of this to U.S. Senator Tom Daschle is as follows: 

(Chairman Taken Alive) stated that he learned about the importance of 
the Treaty from the elders on the Reservation. He explained that when his 
ancestors negotiated the Fo1t Laramie Treaty, upon reaching the agreement 
they smoked from a sacred pipe. To the Lakotas, it was more than a peace 
treaty that established land boundaries. There was a religious connotation. 

34 I I Stat. 749. 
35 15 Stat. 638. 
36 Worcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 513, 559-560 (1832). 
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Taken Alive explained that, for these reasons, he could not agree to give up 
Treaty land.37 

With respect to the Draft EIS, the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) has 

published guidance on implementing environmental justice for Treaty Tribes.38 The CEQ 

Guidance provides that "Where environments of Indian tribes may be affected, agencies must 

consider pertinent treaty (and) statutory ... rights."39 Nevertheless, the Draft EIS contains very 

limited references to the predominant issue of Treaty rights. It fails to comply with the CEQ 

Guidance for Environmenta l Justice in NEPA. 

Most impo1tant, DAPL violates the 1851 and 1868 Fort Laramie Treaties. The binding 

nature of Treaties with the Indian Nations such as Standing Rock is codified in Executi ve Order 

13175. Executive Order 13 175 requires all agencies, including the Corps of Engineers, to 

respect Treaty rights when making decisions such as whether to issue an easement for DAPL: 

Agencies shall respect Indian tribal se lf-government and sovereignty 
( and) honor treaty and other rights ... 40 

DAPL violates the Fort Laramie Treaties of 1851 and 1868. Yet in the Draft EIS, the 

Corps of Engineers generally fails to consider DAPL's impacts on the Treaty rights of the 

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and the Oceti Sakowin Oyate. The Draft EIS ignores DAPL's 

Treaty violations. It is a fatal naw. 

A. 1851 Fort Laramie Treaty 

DAPL crosses the Treaty and aborigina l lands of Standing Rock and the Oyate for 

hundreds of miles, but the Corps ignores this in the EIS. Under Article 5 of the I 851 Treaty, the 

37 Peter Capossela, THE LAND ALONG THE RIVER: THE ONGOING SAGA OF THE SIOUX NATION 
LAND CLAIM 1851-2012 (2015) 184. 
38 Council on Environmenta l Quality, Environmental Justice: Guidance Under the National 
Environmental Policy Act (I 997), located at https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-
02/documents/ej_guidance _ nepa _ ceq 1297.pdf. 
39 Id. at 9. 
•0 Executive Order 13 175 on Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments, 
65 Fed. Reg. 67250 (Nov. 9, 2000) (emphasis added). 
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United States recognized the land base of the Sioux Nation, including the bands comprising the 

Standing Rock Sioux T ribe, as follows: 

The territory of the Sioux or Decotah Nation, commencing at the mouth 
of the White Earth River on the Missouri River; thence in a southwesterly 
direction to the forks of the Platte River; thence up the n01th fork of the 
Platte River to a point known as the Red Butte, or where the road leaves the 
river; thence along the mountain range known as the Black Hills, to the 
headwaters of the Heart River; thence down Heart River to its mouth and 
thence down the Missouri River to the place of beginning. 4 1 

The 1851 Fort Laramie Treaty established as Sioux land a vast territory of the no11hern 

plains, ranging from the crest of the Big Hom mountains, to the Yellowstone and Heart Rivers to 

the Missouri River, and south to the Platte and Republican Rivers. In exchange, the United 

States was granted the 1ight to cross the Oregon Trail, through Sioux ten-itory. As explained by 

the late Johnson Holy Rock, Tribal President and historian of the Oglala Sioux Tribe, "The 1851 

Treaty, as you are probably aware, was just a guarantee of right of way across Indian Country 

while the settlers, the emigrants, head west. A right of way. Nothing more, nothing less." 42 

But the 185 1 Treaty did not hold. As the prominent scholar, Vine Deloria Jr. of the 

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, explained, "It is clear that the United States never intended to keep 

any of its promises" made in the Treaty.43 Professor Deloria's admonition rings true today, as 

evidenced by the Corps of Engineers' Treaty violations in approving DAPL in 2017, and in its 

lies about the potential environmental impacts of DAPL in the 2023 Draft EIS. 

Neve11heless, in 1863, gold was discovered in the northern Rocky Mountains, near the 

headwaters of Standing Rock and the Oyate's Mni Sose - Missouri River. The 185 1 Treaty gave 

the emigrants the right to traverse the Oregon Trail westward, but the ensuing gold msh resulted 

in trespassers moving northward on the "Bozeman Trail," and the construction of mi litary forts 

to protect the trespassers. The Lakota Nation resisted these violations of the 185 1 Treaty. In the 

41 11 Stat. 749. 
42 Herman J. Viola, LITTLE BIG HORN REMEMBERED: THE UNTOLD STORY OF CUSTER'S LAST 
STAND (1999) p. 67. 
43 Vine Deloria Jr., CUSTER Oum FOR YOUR SINS: AN INDIAN MANIFESTO (1969) p. 55. 
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Powder River War of 1866-1867, Lakota forces under the Oglala Chief Red Cloud defeated U.S. 

deployments led by John Fetterman, leading the government to seek a peace treaty.44 

As explained by historian Charles M. Robinson: 

Once again, an entire military force had been annihilated by the 
Sioux ... As Red Cloud had anticipated ... military defeat, together with 
constant guerilla warfare along the trai ls, had worn down the government. 
The Bozeman Trail was blocked by the Indians. Communications between 
military posts was difficult. Crazy Horse and Small Hawk surrounded Fort 
Reno, and Red Cloud kept (Fort) Phil Kearney under constant 
surveillance.45 

The Lakota Nation defeated the United States in the Powder River War of 1866- 1867. 

The U.S, government sued for peace. Thus came about the Treaty of Fort Laramie of April 29, 

1868. 

B. 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty 

Out of the vast area of the northern plains recognized in the 185 1 Fort Laramie Treaty as 

Sioux Country, the 1868 Treaty established the Great Sioux Reservation from the east bank of 

the Missouri River to the 103rd parallel (the present-day boundary between South Dakota and 

Wyoming). This Reservation encompasses all of present-day South Dakota west of the 

Missouri. This land: 

.... shall be and the same is, set apart for the absolute and undisturbed use 
and occupation of the Indians herein named ... and the United States now 
solemnly agrees that no persons, except those herein designated and 
authorized so to do ... shall ever be permitted to pass over, settle upon, or 
reside in the ten-itory described in this article.% 

Under Article 16 of the 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty, the Sioux Nation retained aboriginal 

lands previously recognized as Sioux territory in the I 85 I Fort Laramie Treaty: 

44 James C. Olson, RED CLOUD AND THE SIOUX PROBLEM (2000). 
4 5 Charl es M. Robinson Ill, A GOOD YEAR TO DIE: THE STORY OF THE GREAT SIOUX WAR 
( 1995) 20-2 1. 
46 15 Stat. 635. 
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The United States hereby agrees and stipulates that the country north of 
the North Platte River and east of the summits of the Big Horn mountains 
shall be held and considered to be unceded Indian territory, and also 
stipulates and agrees that no white person or persons shall be permitted to 
settle upon or occupy any po1tion of the same; or without the consent of the 
Indians, first had and obtained, to pass through the same.47 

In the Draft EIS, the Corps wrote, "The Treaty of Fort Laramie of I 85 I has been 

superseded by other agreements and legislation that cede any claim to the land."48 The above 

language from Article I 6 of the I 868 Treaty makes clear that there was no cession of I 851 

Treaty lands. The historical revisionism on page 3-2 14 of the Draft EIS mis-states the broad 

extent of Tribal usufructory and other Treaty rights throughout the lands identified in Article 16 

of the 1868 Treaty. 

Article 12 of the Treaty was designed to protect the Treaty lands from foture land 

takings or cessions: 

No treaty for the cession of any portion or part of the reservation 
herein described . .. shall be of any validity or force as against said the 
Indians, unless executed and signed by at least three-fourths of all adult 
male Indians. 49 

These Treaty obligations have the same status as treaties with foreign nations under 

international law. Once DAPL crosses the Heart River, it encroaches upon Sioux land as 

recognized in the Article 5 of the 1851 Treaty, which remained unceded Sioux terri tory under 

Article 15 of the 1868 Treaty, wi th hunting and fish ing rights preserved.50 Recognized Treaty 

rights throughout this area also include gathering natural fruits, foods and medicines;51 public 

safety and the right of indigenous women to remain safe; the rigl1t to Nation-to-Nation 

consultation and consent;52 protection and repatriation of cultural objects and burials;53 and the 

47 Id. at 639. 
48 Draft EIS at 3-214. 
49 Id at 638. 
50 E.g. Hererra v. Wyoming, 139 S. Ct. I 686, 1694(2019). 
51 E.g. Minnesota v. Mille lacs Band of Chippewa Indians, 526 U.S. 172 (1999), 
52 E.g. 54 U.S.C. §§302706(b); 306108. 
53 E.g. 25 U.S.C. §3001 et al. 
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right to access sacred sites and engage in trad itional religious practices - the right to continue to 

exist as Lakota and Dakota. 

DAPL violates these Treaty rights of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. The Draft EIS fai ls 

to consider these impacts. 
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IV. DAPL Violates the 1851 and 1868 Fort Laramie Treaties 

A. DAPL Violates Land Rights Under the 18S1 Treaty and Article 2 of the 
1868 Treaty 

Article 5 of the 1851 Treaty establishes the Heart River as the northern boundary of 

Sioux territory. Article 16 of the 1868 Treaty deemed this land "unceded" and reaffirmed 

hunting rights on this land. 

WYOMING 

()(IMpleee<l 1869 

THE GREAT SIOUX RESERVATION 
AND OTHER SIOUX LANDS 

As defined in the 1868 Treaty, as found 
by the Indian Claims Commission 

By a well -establi shed rule of interpretation, the Treaties with Indian Nations, such as the 

Fort Laramie Treaties with the Sioux, are interpreted " to give effect to the terms as the Indians 
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themselves understood them."54 With respect to Article 2 of the 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty, the 

term "undisturbed use and occupation" is interpreted as reserving a Treaty right to protect Tribal 

members from the undue risk of a dangerous high capacity hazardous liquid pipeline on Treaty 

lands adjacent to the Standing Rock Reservation. 

DAPL violates Artic le 2 of the 1868 Fort La1mie Treaty because of its adverse impact on 

Standing Rock's "absolute and undisturbed use" of its Treaty and Reservation lands. DAPL 

constitutes a trespass on Treaty lands under Article 5 of the I 85 I Fort Laramie Treaty and 

Articles 2 and 16 of the 1868 Treaty. 

Standing Rock's right to exclude dangerous projects on Treaty lands is recognized under 

international law in the UN. Declaration 011 the Rights of Indigenous Nations. Arti cle 32 

outlines the international law consent requirement: 

Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop priorities 
and strategies for the development and use of their lands or territories and 
other resources. 

States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous 
peoples concerned through their own representative institutions in order to 
obtain their free and informed consent prior to the approval of any project 
affecting their lands or territories and other resources. 55 

The Declaration a lso provides international law authority to implement the "undisturbed 

use and occupation" language in Artic le 2 of the 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty. Article 7 of the 

Declaration states: "Indigenous peoples have the collective right to live in freedom, peace and 

security as distinct peoples."56 DAPL violates Standing Rock's Treaty right to the peaceful 

occupation of its permanent homeland, and in doing so, it violates international human rights 

law. 

Incredibly, in the Draft EIS, the Corps of Engineers explicitly claims to possess the 

authority to violate international law with respect to DAPL. The Corps uses the same anodyne 

and misleading language that permeates the Draft EIS: 

54 Minnesota v. Mille Lacs Band of Chippewa Jndians, 526 U.S. I 72, 196 ( I 999). 
55 G.A. Res. 6 1/295, Art. 32 (Sept. 13, 2007). 
56 Id. at Art. 7. 
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Neither FPIC nor UNDRIP is legally binding on the federal 
government, however, robust federal laws and processes are consistent 
with them. 57 

As described above, provisions in the Declaration buttress Treaty rights, yet IN THE 

Draft EIS, the Corps contends it has unilateral authority to violate the Treaties, while claiming to 

comply with unnamed "robust" federal laws. It is an admission to violating Standing Rock's 

Treaty rights, as well as the directive in E.O. 13 175 to comply with Treaty rights. 

DAPL also trespasses upon Standing Rock and Oceti Sakowin Oyate' aboriginally

occupied lands east of the Missouri River. In the case of United States v. Sioux Nation of 

Jndians, the U.S. Supreme Court described the government's violations of the 1868 Treaty: "A 

more ripe and rank case of dishonorable deal ings will never, in all probability, be found in our 

history."58 The Docket 74 land cla im adjudicated before the Indian Claims Commission and the 

j udgment affinned by the Supreme Court identified the aboriginal land of the Standing Rock 

Sioux Tribe and Oceti Sakowin Oyate. 

As explained in CoHEN'S HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW: 

[A]boriginal title .. . refers to land claimed by a tribe by virtue of its 
possession and exercise of sovereignty rather than by virtue of . .. any formal 
conveyance .. . The Supreme Court has continuously held that tribes have a 
" legal as well as just claim to retain possession" of the lands they 
historically occupied within the United States that is not dependent on the 
United States' recognition for its existence. Aboriginal title is also 
recognized today by .. . international law. 59 

The adjudicated aborigina l lands of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and Oceti Sakowin 

Oyate extend well east of the Great Sioux Reservation boundary on the east bank of the Missouri 

River. The aboriginal boundary extends eastward to the Mississippi and Wisconsin Rivers. 

DAPL crosses th is territory for hundreds of miles. As its adjudicated aboriginal land, Standing 

Rock possesses certain rights on this land, particularly in the area of traditiona l cultural 

properties and Native American buria ls. 

57 Draft EIS 1-22. 
58 Uni ted States v. Sioux Nation of Indians, 448 U.S. 371, 388 ( 1980). 
59 COHEN'S HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW (2005 Ed.) 969-970. 
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Figure 2 Adjudicated Aboriginal Boundaries of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe 
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As discussed in more detail below, Standing Rock possesses statuto1y rights on 

aboriginal lands, including the right of repatriation of certain Native Ame1ican human remains 

and funerary and other cul tural objects, and the right of consul tation on the identification, 

evaluation and detennination of a project 's impacts to traditional cultural properties. 
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Figure 3 Dakota Access Pipeline Trespassing on Standing Rock Treaty and Aboriginal Land 
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Under section 2(a) of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act: 

The ownership or control of Native Ame1ican cultural items which are 
excavated or discovered on Federal or tribal land .. . shall be .. . in the Indian 
tribe or Native Hawaiian organization that has the c losest cultural 
affi liation .. . (or) if the cultural affi liation of the objects cannot be 
reasonably ascertained and if the objects were discovered on Federal land 
that is recognized by a final judgment of the Indian Claims Commiss ion or 
the United States Court of Claims .. . in the Indian tribe that is recognized as 
aboriginally occupying the area. 6-0 

Similarly, Standing Rock possesses the right of consultation for impacts to traditional 

cultural properti es surveyed along the DAPL pipeline route on its aborigina l lands, as part of the 

60 25 U.S.C. §3002(a)(2)(8) & (C)(l) . 
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National Historic Preservation Act section 106 process. Under the applicable regulations of the 

Advisory Council for Historic Preservation: 

When Indian Tribes and Native American organizations attach 
re ligious and cultural s ignificance to historic properties off triba l lands, 
section 10l(d)(6)(b) of the act requires Federal agencies to consult with 
such Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian organizations in the section 106 
process. Federal agencies should be aware that frequently historic properties 
of religious and cultural significance are located on ancestral, aboriginal, or 
ceded lands of Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian organizations and should 
consider that when complying with the procedures in this part.61 

Thus, the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe possesses valuable statutory rights on the aboriginal 

lands adjudicated by the Indian Claims Commission in Docket 74. This includes much of the 

land traversed by DAPL east of the Missouri River. The Corps of Engineers ignored the Tribe's 

rights on its adjudicated abo1iginal lands in the Draft EIS. 

8. The Draft EIS Fails to Identify Impacts to Water Rights Reserved 
in the 1851 and 1868 Fort Laramie Treaties 

In the 1851 and 1868 Treaties, the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe implicitly reserved water 

rights for its Reservation homelands. That is the well-established principle recognized by the 

U.S. Supreme Court in Winters v. United States. 62 Under the Winters Doctrine, the Treaties and 

other agreements between Indian Nations and the United States that identified Reservation lands 

for the Tribes also reserved the amount of water needed to fulfill the purpose of the 

Reservation. 63 

As stated above, under Article 15 of the Fort Laramie Treaty, the purpose of the Sioux 

Reservation is a "permanent home."64 Thus, Standing Rock's reserved water rights for all 

present and future beneficial uses are extensive. The Tribe's water rights extend to the Missouri 

River, its tributaries bordering, flowing through or within the Standing Rock Reservation, and to 

groundwater. The waters of the Missouri River and the affected aquifer that could be polluted by 

61 36 CFR §800.2(c)(2)(ii)(D). 
62 207 U.S. 564, 573 ( 1908). 
63 Id. 
64 15 Stat. 639. 
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a breach of the Dakota Access Pipeline are subject to Standing Rock's reserved water rights 

claims, under the 1851 and 1868 Fort Laramie Treaties. 

The U.S. Supreme Court has described Indian reserved waler rights as "present, perfected 

rights."65 Standing Rock's reserved water rights to the Missouri River are property rights. The 

Corps of Engineers must disclose the fact that oil released into the Missouri River will 

immediately pollute waters of the Tribe under the Winters Doctrine. The fact that there are 

treaty-protected property rights subject to trespass and degradation upon a release of oil from 

DAPL warrants disclosure and strong consideration in the determination of impacts. The Corps 

failed to do so in the Draft EIS. 

The Reservation's drinking and agricultural intakes on the Missouri River are not 

accurately identified in the Draft EIS. Consequently, the impacts to the public health of Tribal 

members and to the Tribe' s agricultural economy are not accurately evaluated. 

Standing Rock's reserved water rights contemplate the right to water of a sufficient 

quali ty for Tribal bene ficial uses. As explained in COHEN'S HANDBOOK ON FEDERAL INDIAN 

LAW: 

Indian reserved water rights should be protected against these 
impairments of water quality, as well as diminutions of water 
quantity .. . Fulfilling the purposes of Indian Reservations depends on the 
tribes receiving waler of adequate quality as we ll as sufficient quantity. 
Many of the purposes for which tribes hold water rights involve 
consumptive uses of water ... Each use, however, requires water that is 
clean enough to support the use. 66 

DAPL directly threatens the water quality needed for Tribal benefic ial uses of water on 

the Standing Rock Reservation. As water rights are Treaty rights, the pipeline directly 

j eopardizes the exerc ise of Treaty rights on the Standing Rock Reservation. This must be 

disc losed in the Draft EIS. Instead, the Corps stra ins to minimize DAPL's potential impact to 

the Tribe 's water: 

In the event of a WCD crude oil release under Alternative 3, short to 
long-term and minor to moderate water quality impacts would occur to 
surface waters. With the implementation of mitigation measures, 

65 Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546,600 (1963). 
66 COHEN'S HANDBOOK ON FEDERAL INDIAN LAW (2005 Ed.) 1199-1200. 
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temporary to long-term, minor to major impacts would occur on 
agricultural and drinking water intakes, depending on the depth of the 
intake and how long the intakes are offiine. The SRST, CRST, and Mni 
Wiconi Project drinking water intakes would not likely be affected ... as 
the potential for a crude oil release is remote to very unl ikely, these 
alternatives (3 and" 4, which re-approve the easement) would not 
significantly impact surface waters.67 

The description of impacts to Standing Rock's surface water is so vague - "short to long

term and minor to moderate water quali ty impacts ... temporary to long-term, minor to major 

impacts would occur on agricultural and drinking water intakes" - as to be completely 

meaningless. The findings in the Draft EIS on impacts to surface waters fa il to meet the 

applicable standard in the CEQ regulations: "Statements shall be concise, clear and to the 

point."68 Moreover, the hope and prayer that "a crude oi l re lease is remote (and) unlikely" is not 

"environmental analysis" as required.69 

Standing Rock' s reserved water rights extend to groundwater. 70 In the Draft EIS, the 

Corps of Engineers makes the same mistake for groundwater as surface water. The Corps wrote: 

Under Alternatives 3 and 4, a crude oil release would result in 
temporary minor (e.g. from a shallower release) to long-tenn major impacts 
depending on the location, volume and extent of the release if it resulted in 
groundwater contamination. However, the potential for occurrence is 
remote to very unlikely.7 1 

Vague generalizations and conclusory statements do not constitute environmental 

analysis under NEPA. The Draft EIS does not provide a basis for dete1mining the potential 

impacts to the Standing Rock Reservation groundwater. 

Moreover, the proposed mitigation for the protection of surface and groundwater is 

wholly inadequate and reflects the Corps ' failure to consult and work cooperatively with the 

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. The Corps described its future mitigation plan for Alternative 4 (re-

67 Draft EIS at ES- I 2. 
68 40 CFR §1502.1 
69 Id. 
70 Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians v. Coachella Valley Water Dist., 849 FJd 1262, 
1270- 1271 (9th Cir. 20 I 7). 
71 Draft EIS at ES-12. 
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approving the easement and allowing the flow increase to I. I million barrels per day, with 

additional conditions) on page 3-95: 

To confirm there is no contamination of groundwater from an 
undetected pipeline re lease at the Lake Oahe crossing, Dakota Access 
shall develop a groundwater monitoring plan and install and maintain a 
groundwater monitoring network within surficial aquifers connected to 
Lake Oahe to monitor for the presence of petroleum-based hydrocarbons 
(specifically GROs/DROs). The plan shall specify location and extent of 
the network based on regulatory expertise (e.g. NDDEQ). If there is any 
increase in hydrocarbon levels, Dakota Access shall immediately inspect 
the pipeline for leaks. Dakota Access shall make sampling results publicly 
avai lable online, and an annual report summarizing results shall be 
provided to the USACE, NDDEQ, and interested Tribes. 72 

This "proposed additional conditions" in Alternative 4 is designed to allow DAPL to 

remain in operation at double the flow. They are meaningless, because the Standing Rock Sioux 

Tribe Department of Water Resources, in consultation with the Envirorunental Protection 

Agency, has already developed and is implementing a groundwater monitoring plan downstream 

of the DAPL Missouri River crossing. For over two years, the Tribe has been doing what the 

EIS proposes as future mitigation to be conducted by DAPL and the North Dakota DEQ. 

In the Draft EIS, the Corps of Engineers appears to be completely unaware of the Tribe's 

on-going groundwater monitori ng program below the Lake Oahe crossing, and other current 

mitigation efforts. That demonstrates a total lack of the requisite Nation-to-Nation consultation 

with the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. The proposed reliance on the North Dakota Department of 

Envirorunental Quality to devise the program is an insult to the Tribal government whose 

Reservation will be affected by an oil spill, and which has already established such a program. 

Similarly, the description of the affected water resources on page 3-74 of the Draft EIS 

references North Dakota law, rather than the Standing Rock Clean Water Code and Tribal Water 

Quality Standards. That is misleading, because Tribal law applies to the Missouri River within 

the Reservation boundaries. The Corps cites the wrong law, and in do ing so offends the 

sovereignty of the Tribe. 

72 Draft EIS at 2-17, 3-95. 
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The proposal to require Energy Transfer to provide an alternate water supply and food 

supply upon an oil spill is likewise inadequate mitigation to the environmental threat to Treaty

protected and federal trust resources from an oil spi ll. This proposal is insulting. Ultimately, the 

proposed additional conditions in Alternative 4 do nothing to protect Standing Rock's water. 

Alternatives 3 and 4 pose serious jeopardy to the Missouri River and underlying aquifer. 

The Standing Rock Sioux Tribe possesses property rights to these waters under the Winters 

Doctrine, and depends upon them for the Tribe's water supplies. Alternatives 3 and 4 must be 

rejected by the Corps of Engineers. 

There is a brief section in the Draft EIS captioned "Tribal Water Rights" on pages 3-215-

3-2 16, but it focuses on the land taking for Oahe Dam, not the Tribe's right to the waters 

impacted by an o il spi ll from DAPL, or the Tribe's current or foture water needs. The 2-page 

"Tribal Water Rights" section in the Draft EIS contains no evaluation whatsoever of DAPL's 

potentia l impacts on the Tribe's water rights. 

The construction and operation of Oahe Dam also has an on-going s ignificant impact on 

the water resources of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. The Corps failed to consider those 

impacts as a cumulative impact in the Draft EIS, despite Standing Rock's request to do so in the 

Report to the Corps of Engineers on the Scope of the Court-Ordered Environme11tal Impact 

Statement for cw Easement for the Dakota Access Pipeline, submitted on November 24, 2020. 

The Corps' operations under the AOP and Master Manual are "present and reasonably 

foreseeable foture actions" that affect the water resources and fish and wildlife habitat of the 

Reservation. Under 40 CFR §§1508.7 and 1508.9(b), the Corps must evaluate the impacts of 

DAPL on Standing Rock's water cumulatively with the impacts of the Corps' actions in 

operating the dams. The failure to consider the cumulative impacts to the Standing Rock 

Reservation environment of the Missouri River Mainstem System 2023-2024 Annual Operating 

Plan and the 1\1aster Water Control Manual, added to the impacts of DAPL, is a significant 

omission in the Draft EIS. 

C. Hunting and Fishing Rights 
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As stated above, the Corps of Engineers ignores vi11ually all of the Tribe 's Treaty rights 

in the Draft EIS. The impacts to fish and wi ldl ife habitat from an oi l spill is addressed briefly. 

However, there was no quantitative or qualitative analysis of the impacts of different oil spill 

scenarios on habitat, species or the food chain, and the impact to Tribal harvests of game and fish 

at Standing Rock. 

The CEQ regulations require that "Environmental impact statements sha ll be analytic 

rather than encyclopedic."73 In the Draft EIS, the Corps compiled some infonnation on species, 

but otherwise conducted no analysis on DAPL's potential adverse economic or cultural impacts 

re lated to subsistence activities, and no serious analysis of impacts to the wetlands that sustain 

fish and wildlife resources on the Standing Rock Reservation. The only Treaty right of the 

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe referred to in the Draft EIS, characterized as "subsistence resources," 

is addressed in the bare minimum, with actual impacts ignored. 

The Draft EIS states in section 3.3.3: 

A worst case discharge event would result in habitat contamination 
and wild li fe injury and mortali ty. However, the potential for a worst case 
discharge crude oil re lease event is considered remote to ve1y unlikely; 
therefor these alternatives (3 and 4) are not expected to have significant 
impacts. 

The Corps concludes that DAPL does not impact Standing Rock's Treaty right to hunt 

and fish on its Reservation and Treaty land. The Corps' erroneous conclusion is based upon the 

conclusory and unsupported statement that is repeated over and over in the Draft EIS, that a 

"cmde oil release event is cons idered remote . . . "74 

Actually, a crude oi l release occurs in the United States virtually every day. A Natural 

Resources Defense Counci l report issued in 2019 found that from 20I0-201 8, there were 5,500 

tota l pipeline incidents.75 Nevertheless, the proper risk analysis for an oil spill would reveal the 

risk of a spill from this pipeline - DAPL. As discussed below, the risk of a spill from DAPL on 

73 40 CFR § I 502.2(a). 
74 Draft EIS, section 3.3.3. 
75 Amy Mall , Pipeline Incident Statistics Reveal Significant Dangers, located at 
https://www.nrdc.orf/bio-amy-mall/pipeline-incident-statistics-reveal-signficant-dangers. 
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the Standing Rock Reservation is very significant, because of the operator's atrocious safety 

record, and shortcuts in the planning, design and construction of the pipeline. 

The EIS must "be supported by evidence that the agency has made the necessary 

environmental analyses."76 In the Draft EIS, the Corps acknowledges "habitat contamination 

and wi ldlife injury and mo11ality," but dismisses it because "it is considered remote." That is a 

hope, a "consideration," not an environmental analysis as required by the applicable regulations. 

And this problem affects the Corps' analysis of DAPL environmental impacts for all 

environmental media, as well as the impacts to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. 

The Missouri River bounds the Standing Rock Reservation for approximately 95 miles, 

with the east bank designated in Article 2 of the 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty as the boundary of the 

Great Sioux Reservation. In the 30 mi les below the Lake Oahe crossing of DAPL on the 

Standing Rock Reservation, there are 40,000 acres of wetland types. The most vulnerable 

wetlands are in the reaches j ust below the mouth of the Cannon Ball River - just below DAPL. 

A 20 17 inventory of the Standing Rock Game and Fish program revealed a fairly diverse 

remaining riparian corridor, with 80 upland floral species. Approximate ly 1,000 fish were 

collected, with 24 species of fish represented. They forage and spawn at the mouth of the 

Camion Ball - immediately below the pipe line. The Tribe identified 41 bird species from 3,366 

observations in this area. This habitat is a high consequence area and an extremely valuable 

resource of the Tribe. 

The exercise of Treaty-protected hunting and fishing rights are core economic and 

lifeway activities of the Tribe. These activities, which could be pem1anently ham1ed by an oil 

spill from DAPL, are also adversely impacted by the operation of Garrison and Oahe Dams, 

under the Missouri River Master Water Control Manual and the 2024 Annual Operating Plan. 

Nevertheless, the cumulative impacts ana lysis in the Draft EIS ignores that impact. 

Consequently, the Corps s ignificantly understates DAPL's impact to subsistence hunting and 

fish ing, and its cumulative impact on Tribal hunting and fi shing rights, with the operation of the 

Missouri River main stem dams. 

76 40 CFR § 1502.1. 
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D. Gathering Rights-Natural Foods and Medicines and Indigenous 
Traditional Ecological Knowledge 

The Corps acknowledges "Access to traditional resources (including fi sh, wi ldlife and 

cul turally important plants) is a right the Tribes had tradi tiona lly exercised and that they reserved 

to themselves in treaties."77 Yet the draft EIS fails to identify environmental impacts to 

gathering practices today. it fai ls to evaluate DAPL' s potential impacts to natural fruits and 

trad itional foods and medicines of the Tribe. 

As with game species, the Corps did include a list of common plant species that serve as 

food or medicines, from a report compiled by the Standing Rock Department of Game and Fish. 

The list consists mostly of riparian plants, which could inevitably be impacted by an o il spi ll. 

Many of the fruits listed may be found in low-lying draws along the reservoir, where oi l on the 

reservoir surface could pool. This is not discussed in the Draft EIS. 

There are some important plant species not listed: 

• Wild onion (Allium canadense) 

• Wild turnip (Psoralea esculenta) 

• Wild mint (Mentha arrensis L.) 

• Mouse bean (Amphicarpaes bracteate). 

The flaw for NEPA purposes is the failure by the Corps to do anyth ing with the 

information provided by the Tribe. There is no analysis of the proximity of the listed plants to 

the oil spill response zone, of the respective importance of the different species listed, or whether 

they are food or medicine that is ingested, or topical medicines applied to the skin, or plants 

burned in ceremony. There is no discussion of the cumulative impacts to plants from the 

operation of the dams under the Annual Operating Plan and Master Manual, added to the risk of 

an oi l spi ll. 

The Corps compiled a list that was provided by the Tribe, that is a ll. There is no analysis 

of the impacts of the different alternatives to plant habitat. That is what is required under NEPA. 

The identi fication and uses of frui ts and plants stems from indigenous tradi tional 

ecological knowledge. On November 30, 2022, the Counci l on Environmental Quality and 
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Office of Science and Technology Policy issued Guidance for Federal Departments and 

Agencies 011 Indigenous Knowledge. Under the Guidance, agencies such as the Corps of 

Engineers are to consider, include and apply "Indigenous Knowledge in Federal research, 

policies and decision making." It is recognized that: 

Agencies often lack the expe1t ise to appropriately consider and apply 
Indigenous Knowledge. As a resu lt, consultation and collaboration with 
Tribal Nations and Indigenous Peoples is critical to ensuring that 
Indigenous Knowledge is considered and applied in a manner that respects 
Tri bal sovereign ty and achieves mutually beneficial outcomes for Tribal 
and Indigenous communities. 78 

The Corps of Engineers ignored Indigenous Knowledge in the Draft EIS. The document 

does not comply with the requirements of the CEQ Guidance. There is no cooperation or 

collaboration on the part of the Corps of Engineers. In the envi ronmental review of an easement 

for DAPL, Tribal priorities with respect to natura l foods and culturally-significant plants, and the 

impacts to sensitive environmental and cultural resources have been ignored by the Corps. The 

Corps did not consider Indigenous Knowledge in the Draft EIS; the agency has not demonstrated 

that it can be trusted with Indigenous Knowledge, or be trusted at al l. 

E. The Draft EIS Ignores the Treaty Right to Protection from Bad Men 

1. The Bad Man Clause Applies to Energy Transfer's Criminal 
Convictions 

Under Article I of the 1868 Treaty, 

If bad men among the whites, or among people subject to the 
authority of the United States, shall commit any wrong upon the person 
or property of the Indians, the United States will . .. proceed at once to 
cause the offender to be arrested and . .. also reimburse the inj ured person 
for the loss sustained.79 

77 Draft EIS at 3-21 4. 
78 Located at https://wvAv. whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/OSTP-CEO-IK
Guidance.pdf. 

79 15 Stat. 635. 
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The "Bad man c lause" should be considered in the Draft EIS. It is relevant to DAPL in at 

least two respects: Energy Transfer and its related companies have been convicted of crimes, and 

DAPL contribution to Bakken production threatens the safety of Indian women, resul ting in an 

epidemic of missing and murdered Indian women. 

As stated above, Energy Transfer and its related companies pied no contest and were 

convicted on August 5, 2022 of 23 of the nearl y-60 crimina l charges fi led in Pennsylvania for 

criminal violations of the state 's Clean Water Act. Arguably, Energy Transfer is a "bad man" 

within the meaning of Article I. One commentator explained: 

The question that remains is how to determine what the bad men 
clauses do mean ... (and) the work of interpreting these treaties naturally 
rests on nuanced historical inquiry .. . For instance, one of the complaints 
that the Indian tribes made during this period was that white traders entered 
their reservations and cheated them through dishonest practices . .. 80 

As discussed above, Treaties are to be interpreted as understood by the Tribes, and there 

is historical evidence indicating that trespassers and swindlers were considered a significant 

problem. Energy Transfer is a convicted criminal "under the authority of the Uni ted States," as 

evidenced by the requirement in the Mineral Leasing Act that DAPL have an easement for the 

Lake Oahe crossing. The Corps of Engineers should invoke Article I of the 1868 Treaty and 

deny the easement for DAPL under Alternative 2 of the Draft EIS. 

2. The Corps of Engineers Must Give Serious Consideration to DAPL's 
Impact on the Safety of Indian Women 

In the socioeconomics section of the Draft EIS, the Corps wrote one-third of a page on 

human trafficking, merely identifying it as a concern associated with the Bakken oil region. 81 In 

contrast, there is an entire section opining on North Dakota's lost revenue if DAPL were to be 

shut down. 

Under the applicable regulations, the EIS for DAPL must identify effects relating to 

"social or hea lth," and the detennination of whether effects are "significant'' includes "[t]he 

80 Note, A Bad Man is Hard to Find, 127 HARVARD L. REV. 252 1, 2538-2539 (20 14). 
81 Draft EIS at 3-243. 
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degree to which the proposed actions affect public safety."82 A Harvard study has detem1ined 

there is an "[i]ntersection of sex trafficking and the extractive industries in the Bakken."83 An 

earl ier report commissioned by the Department of Justice revealed that American Indian and 

Alaska Native women are victims of rape or sexual assault at rates two and one-halftimes higher 

than non-Native women, and are more likely to be murdered, assau lted or stalked.84 Indigenous 

women have been victimized by violent crime and human trafficking throughout the United 

States, but in particular in the Bakken region of North Dakota. The Harvard study details a 31 

percent increase in federal crimes from 2012-2013 in western North Dakota. 85 

The Corps approvingly cites infonnation filed with the District Court by Lyim D. Helms 

of the North Dakota IndustTial Commission that the shut-down of DAPL would result in 

significant job losses in North Dakota - between 4,475 and 7,175 permanent jobs were estimated 

to be lost.86 There is no documentation to verify Helms' claim. But if it is true, a large 

percentage of a workforce of whom a small but significant number may engage in violence or 

human trafficking of Indian women in North Dakota, will no longer be employed in the Bakken 

region. 

If 4-7,000 oil workers are forced to leave the state, Indian women will be safer. 

Neve1theless, in the Draft EIS, the Corps makes no mention of the positive impact to women's 

safety that would result from Alternatives I or 2, the shutdown of DAPL. The Corps ignores 

th is. Consequently, the Draft EIS fails lo comply with the regulations requiring intensity 

analysis to include public safety. 

The Draft EIS includes a b1ief and oblivious discussion on the potential threat to women 

from an influx of emergency workers in the event ofan o il spill . The Corps wrote: 

82 40 CFR §§ I 508.8(b) & 1508.27(b )(2). 
83 Kath leen Finn el al., Responsible Resource Development and Prevention of Sex Trafficking: 
SCl(eguarding Native Wome11 a11d Children 011 the Fort Berthold Reservatio11, 40 HARV. J.L. & 
GENDER 1, 7-8 (2017). 
84 Ronet Bachman et al., Viole11ce Agai11st American Indian and Alaska Native Wome11 and the 
Criminal Justice Response: What is Known (2008) 33, 48, 59-60, located at 
https://ww.ojs.gov/pdffi les l/nij/grants/223691.pdf. 
85 Finn et a l. at 8. 
86 Draft EIS at 3-206. 
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Emergency responders would be a combination of local and non-local 
personnel. Non-local responders would seek rental housing rather than 
being housed in work camps. Therefore, human trafficking, which is 
typically associated with work camps, is not anticipated. 87 

The threat to women's safety from oil workers in the Bakken is an extremely serious 

issue. The g lib language in the Draft EIS completely ignores the threat from the overall 

workforce in the oil fields. The Corps suggests that the only threat to women from DAPL would 

result from an inti.ix of workers for clean-up of an oil spill. The proposed mitigation for 

women's safety is to house these workers in "rental housing." 

The oi l spill response zone for DAPL's Lake Oahe crossing is practically entirely within 

the Standing Rock Indian Reservation. On the Reservation, 12 percent of all homes are over

crowded, and 16.5 percent of rental homes are over-crowded, based on Housing and Urban 

Development definitions.88 Nearly one in four respondents to the Tribe's community survey 

were under-housed, doubling up with family or friends. 89 

The point is that there is no rental housing available on the Reservation for an influx of 

emergency workers. As a matter of emergency planning and as a matter of women's safety, the 

language in the Draft EIS purporting to address the housing for an influx of emergency workers 

is quite ridicu lous. 

This is a serious issue, which the Corps of Engineers fails to treat seriously in the Draft 

EIS. The safety of women is a Treaty issue under Article I of the 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty, and 

under international law. As explained by one commentator: 

The crisis of miss ing and murdered Indian women in North America is 
an example of environmental violence and must be analyzed as a violation 

87 Draft EIS at 3-246. 
88 Standing Rock Sioux Tribe Community Development Corporation, Housing Needs and Home 
Ownership Study 2 (20 19) located at 
https://www.sdnativehomeownershipcoalition.org/20 I 9/wpcontent/uploads/2020/09/SDNHC S 
RCDC Final Report.pd[ 
89 Id. at 3. 
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of international human rights standards, including the rights to life, to 
dignity, to live free from violence (and} crnel and inhumane treatment.90 

Advocates for the rights of Indigenous women note the lack of information associated 

with missing and murdered Indian women. In the draft EIS, the Corps barely mentions this 

issue, and conducts no analysis of the impact of the different alternatives on the safety of Indian 

women at Standing Rock and throughout North Dakota. Under the applicable regulations: 

"[W]hen an agency is evaluating reasonably foreseeable significant adverse effects .. . and there 

is incomplete or unavai lable information, the agency shall always make clear such information is 

lacking." 91 

In the drafl EIS, the Corps should take the issue of women's safety seriously. If there are 

to be job losses in the oil industry, the Draft EIS should acknowledge that there may be a 

positive impact to the safety of women. Gaps in the avai lable information should be identified, 

as required in the applicable re1,'lllations. 

F. The Corps Violated the Treaty Right to Consultation 

The consultation rights of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe arise from Article 5 of the 1868 

Fort Laramie Treaty. This provision states: 

The United States agrees that the agent for said Indians shall in the 
future make his home at the agency bui lding; that he shall reside among 
them, and keep an office open at all times for the purpose of prompt and 
diligent inquiry by and against the Indians as may be presented for 
investigation under the provisions of their treaty stipu lations. 92 

In Article 11 of the 1868 Treaty, the parties included a provision requiring the fo1mation 

of a commission, to include a head man of the Tribe, prior to approval of "works of uti lity or 

90 Laura Cahier, Environmental Justice in the United Nations Human Rights System: challenges 
and Opportunities for the Protection of Indigenous Women's Rights Against Environmental 
Violence, 13 George Washington J. Energy & Envt' I L. 37, 
9 1 40 CFR § 1502.22. 
92 15 Stat. 636. 
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necessity. "93 Thus, the 1868 Treaty includes specific provisions for Tribal consultation on issues 

such as DAPL. 

The Treaty right of consultation is exercised today through administrative authorities 

such as Executive Order 13 175. E.O. 13 175 provides in part -

The United States continues to work with Indian tribes on a 
government-to-government basis to address issues concerning Indian tribal 
se lf-government, tribal trust resources, and Indian treaty and other rights . 

Agencies shall respect Indian tribal self-government and sovereignty, 
honor treaty rights and other rights .. . (and) ensure meaningful and timely 
input by tri ba l officials .. . 94 

Under section 5, each agency is to establish a Tribal consultation policy and process. The 

Corps of Engineers developed its Tribal Consultation Policy, which requires: 

Open, timely, meaningful, collaborative and effective deliberative 
communication process that emphasizes trust, respect and shared 
responsib ility ... [C]onsul tation works toward mutual consensus and begins 
at the earliest planning stages, before decisions are made and actions are 
taken.95 

The Corps of Engineers has complied with none of these policies in the preparation of the 

Draft EIS. The Tribal Consultation Policy requires the Corps to consult with the Tribe "at the 

earliest poss ible stage." But the Corps of Engineers published the Notice oflntent for the EIS on 

September I 0, 2020, outlining the alternatives to be evaluated and the scoping process, well 

before any outreach to Standing Rock on a Nation-to-Nation basis. The Corps did not consult in 

a timely manner. In the Draft EIS, the Corps actually doubled down on its violations of the 

Tribal Consultation Policy: 

The SRST expressed concerns that the scoping process was initiated 
prior to government consultation. The scoping process allows the lead 

93 Id. at 639. 
94 Executive Order 13175 on Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments, 
65 Fed. Reg. 67249-67250, Nov. 9, 2000. 
95https://www.spk.usace.an11y.mil/Portals/12/documents/tribal program/USACE%20Native%20 
American%20Policy%20brochure%?02013.pdf--
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agency to receive input from all stakeholders on the range of issues to be 
addressed in the EIS. The USACE acknowledges the importance of 
engaging in government-to-government consultation early in the process; 
however, the NEPA process does not dictate when consul tation needs to 
occur in relation to scoping. 96 

E.O. 13175 and the Corps' Tribal Consultation Policy require consultation to be "timely" 

and "earl y." There is no "however," in the executive order or Tribal Consultation Policy, but 

there is in the Draft EIS. The above passage demonstrates how the Corps fai ls to comply with 

E.O. 13 175 and its own Tribal Consultation Policy, even on a high-profile issue such as DAPL. 

Under E.O. 3175 and the Corps' Consultation Policy, Standing Rock has every right to 

early consultati on on the a lternatives to be considered in the EIS, prior to their publ ication by the 

Corps. The Tribe has every right to have input into the public scoping process, in order to ensure 

the voices of Tribal members are heard. The statement on page 1-17 of the Draft EIS that the 

consultation requirements do not apply to the NEPA process for a hazardous liquid pipeline at 

the Reservation boundary is outrageous. It demonstrates that the Corps has violated the 

consultation pol icies on the Draft EIS from the outset. 

Nevertheless, the Tribe attempted to cooperate with the Corps during the NEPA process. 

The Tribe initially agreed to serve as a cooperating agency, but withdrew less than a year later, 

due to the lack of transparency and the Corps' refusal to share technical documents relied upon 

in preparing the Draft EIS. The Tribe attended meetings with the Corps during the NEPA 

process, but virtually every request for information was denied or ignored. There was no 

"collaboration" or "deliberative communication" as prescribed in the Corps' Tribal Consultation 

Pol icy. The Tribe has been completely stonewalled by the Corps of Engineers at every juncture, 

and that is reflected in the Draft EIS. 

In the Scoping Report submitted on November 24, 2020, Standing Rock requested 

consultation from the Corps prior to its' retaining any consultants for the EIS on DAPL. The 

Corps ignored th is request. The Tribe requested early consultation on the scope of the Draft EIS, 

to ensure adequate consideration of the need to shut down DAPL pending completion of the EIS 

96 Draft EIS at 1-17. 
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process. There was no such consultation, and the Corps bas refused to comply with the law and 

shut it down. 

The Tribe also requested consul tation on the risk assessment methodology to be utilized 

in the Draft EIS, and pointed out that the risk analysis in the 20 I 6 Environmental Assessment 

was outdated. The Corps refused to collaborate with the Tribe on risk. The Draft EIS contains 

the exact same obsolete risk index (Figure 3- 1 on page 3-4) used in the EA. The Corps re lies on 

the discredi ted risk approach to support the finding, repeated ad infinitum in the Draft EIS, that 

DAPL has no significant impact on Standing Rock because an oil spill is "remote and very 

unlike ly" 

As stated above, Nation-to-Nation consultation is much more than executive branch 

administrative policy, it is a Treaty right. In the process of developing the Draft EIS, the Corps 

violated the consultation requirements in Article 5 of the I 868 Treaty, as well as Executive Order 

13175, the Corps' own Tribal Consultation Policy, and President Biden's Memorandum on 

Tribal Consultation and Strengthening Nation-to-Nation Relationships.91 Consequently, the 

Draft EIS does not provide a legal basis for the continued operation of the Dakota Access 

Pipeline. 

97 https://www.whitehouse.gov/b1ie fin g-room/presidential-actions/202 1 /0 l /26/memorandum-on
tribal-consultation-and-strengthening-nation-to-nation-relationships/ 
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V. The Corps of Engineers has Failed to Properly Define the Purpose 
and Need and the Scope of the Draft EIS 

A. The Purpose and Need Section Identifies the Wrong Pipeline Capacity 

This NEPA study relates back to an agency action taken by the Corps of Engineers on 

February 8, 2018, approving an easement for DAPL at a capacity of 574,000 barrels per day. 

That approval re lied upon the Find ing of No Significant Impact approved on July 25, 2017. The 

FONS) was vacated on March 25, 2020, and, as described above, DAPL has been operating in 

violation of NEPA since that time. 

This EIS relates back to agency actions taken in July 2017 and February 2018. The 

Purpose and Need for the Draft EIS is to comply with NEPA for a pipeline whose capacity was 

574,000 barrels at the time NEPA compliance was required. The purpose and need for the EIS 

must be to evaluate DAPL's environmental impacts at a capacity of 574,000 barrels per day, not 

1.1 million barrels per day. Neve1theless, the Draft EIS states on page 1-10: 

The purpose and need for th is EIS is to evaluate whether a new 
easement can be issued under the MLA for the DAPL Project to cross 
USACE-managed land at Lake Oahe. This evaluation considers the Project 
purpose of the Applicant Proposed Action to be the purpose of the proposed 
project (to transport up to 1, I 00,000 bpd from the Bakken and Three Forks 
Producti on region in North Dakota to a crude oi l market hub located in 
Patoka, Illinois, and ultimately to refineries in the Midwest and the Gulf 
Coast). 

The regulations require that "Statements shall be concise, clear and to the point."98 The 

description of the Purpose and Need in the Draft EIS is barely comprehensible. It is also wrong. 

Energy Transfer made two requests: ( 1) an easement for a pipeline with capacity of 

574,000 barrels per day; and (2) an increase in capacity to 1.1 mi llion barrels per day. The first 

request had been approved, but the approval was subsequently vacated by the district court, 

which was affirmed by the court of appeals. This court-ordered EIS is being prepared to decide 

whether to re-approve an easement for the current pipeline, not a significantly a ltered project. 

98 40 CFR § 1502.1. 
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By defining the Purpose and Need as approval of the increase in capacity, the Corps is 

ignoring the fact that the environmenta l impacts of the pipeline currently operating have never 

been evaluated or disclosed as required by NEPA. The task at hand is to evaluate these impacts, 

not the impacts of a different project because that is what the pipeline company wants now. 

The Corps is combining a two-step analysis into one belated step. First, the Corps should 

evaluate and disclose the environmental impacts of the DAPL pipeline at 574,000 bpd. That 

should have been done in 2016. Second, the Corps should evaluate the operator's level of 

compliance, and the Management of Change documentation for any requested increase. By 

combining Energy Transfer's two separate requests together, the Corps has lost sight of its 

mission in th is EIS. The Corps of Engineers studied the wrong project. 

8. The Scope of the Draft EIS is too Nan-ow 

The Corps states on page 1-7 of the Draft EIS: 

Whether Dakota Access should continue to operate the pipeline during 
preparation of this EIS is outside of the scope of this EIS.99 

It is an outrageous violation of federal and international law for the Corps to expose the 

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe to unevaluated environmental risk, by permitting DAPL to continue 

to operate. The continued operation of the pipeline demonstrates the Corps of Engineers' 

willingness to vio late NEPA. By ignoring this and limiting the scope of the EIS, the Corps is 

violating applicable CEQ regulations. 

The EIS must discuss, as an environmental consequence of DAPL: 

Possible conflicts between the proposed action and the objectives of 
Federal, regional, State, and local (and in the case of a reservation, Indian 
tribe) land use plans, policies, and controls for the area concerned. 100 

The conflict exists today, and the Corps faci litates the conflict by allowing DAPL to 

operate illegally. DAPL is one-half mile from Cannon Ball Community School, and is near the 

intake for the Cannon Ball hTigation Project. Community public health in Cannon Ball, and 

99 Draft EIS at 1-7. 
100 40 CFR §1502.16(c) 
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Tribal schools and infrastructure are directly adjacent to DAPL. The Tribe has had to develop 

and institute expensive ground and surface water monitoring, and oil spill response plans (all of 

which are ignored by the Corps in the Draft EIS). 

The operation of DAPL today creates "possible conflicts" within the meaning of the 

regulation. The Corps should shut down DAPL; at the ve1y least it should take its head out of 

the sand and expand the scope of the EIS and properl y evaluate the cuJTent risk facing the Tribe. 

The Corps' refusal to shut down the pipeline, or to even address the issue in the Draft 

EIS, gives rise to concems of prejudgment on its pa1t. The CEQ regulations require agencies to 

make decisions based upon the findings in the final EIS, and not to pre-judge the decision: 

Environmental impact statements shall serve as the means of assessing 
the environmental impact of proposed agency actions, rather than j ustifying 
decisions already made. IOI 

The continuing illegal operation of the pipeline totally d iscredits the NEPA process that 

is underway. The Corps of Engineers cannot be trnsted to follow NEPA. The decision appears 

to a lready have been made to allow DAPL to continue operating indefinitely, regardless of the 

findings in the Drafl EIS. 

The improper bias is further illustrated by the conflicted consultant retained by the Corps 

for assistance with the EIS. The finn Environmenta l Resources Management is an oil industry 

consulting firm and member of the American Petroleum Institute. The APl filed an amicus brie f 

against the Tribe in Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. T he consultant 

assisting the Corps with the EIS is a member of an organization that argued in the litigation there 

is no need for the EIS. And they ended up writing it. 

"Agencies shall ensure the professional integrity .. . o f the discussions and analyses in 

environmenta l impact statements.'' 102 There may be legi timate concern with the "professional 

integrity" of the work of a consultant whose trade assoc iation challenged the need for the very 

environmenta l study it is now preparing. Similarly, many of the sources used for socioeconomic 

and environmental impacts appear to be publications by partisan non-governmental 

101 40 CFR §1502.2(g). 

102 40 CFR §1502.24 
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organizations, rather than authoritative or peer-reviewed papers. For example, the Manhattan 

Insti tute has been characterized as "an extremely conservative organization .. . fonded largely by 

major corporations and conservative foundations."103 The Fraser Institute has been criticized for 

climate science denia lism and promotion of fossil foels. The use of these sources and 

publications lend question to the credibility of the assumptions relating to the continued output of 

the Bakken if DAPL were to be shut down. Indeed, the scope of the EIS should include the 

projected future demand for Bakken crude, and whether the dangerous high-capacity pipeline is 

even needed in light of declining demand. 

io, Fact sheet: Manhattan lnstilllle (no date) centeijd.org. Available at: 
https://centerjd.org/content/fact-sheet- manhattan-
insti tute#:-:text=The%20Manhattan%20lnsti tute%20 for%20Pol icy, former%20CI A %20d irecto 
r%20Will iam%20J. (Accessed: 04 November 2023). 
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VI. The Corps Has Not Demonstrated Compliance with the 
Consultation and Cultural Resource Protection Obligations 

In the Scoping Report, Standing Rock Tribe provided an initial deta iled inventory of the 

issues that the agency must address in the context of its Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS") 

to comply with federal law requirements regard ing government-to-government consultation, the 

National Historic Preservation Act ("NHPA") 1°', as well as applicable Executive Orders and 

Department of Defense guidance and policy. 105 The decision as to whether to grant the easement 

constitutes a new and separate "undertaking" by the federal agency. T hus, the consultation 

requirements apply anew, and with full force, to the preparation of the EIS. As such, the agency 

must demonstrate that it has met all re levant federal law requ irements with respect to the EIS 

analysis and its decision on whether to grant or deny the easement, under what conditions and 

subject to what mitigation measures. 

Unfortunately, as prefaced by the Scoping Report, letters submitted to the agency by the 

Standing Rock Sioux Tribal Historic Preservation Office and others, and as discussed below, the 

agency has yet to meet all relevant requirements with respect to its consultation requirements and 

the inventory, assessment, and protection of historic and cultural resources. Indeed, the agency 

appears to have neglected to even address several of the NHPA issues raised in the Scoping 

Report and the Tribal Histori c Preservation Office 's submissions. As a resul t, the Draft 

Environmental Impact Statement requires substantial and substantive revis ion in order to comply 

with the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA")106 and the NHPA. 

104 16 U.S.C. §§ 470, et seq. 
105 As the November 24, 2020 Report makes clear, meaningful government-to-government 
consultation is a Treaty right held by the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and other Treaty tri bes. The 
deta iled discussion of the applicable Fort Laramie Treaties of 185 1 and 1868 contained in the 
November 24. 2020 Report, at pp. 6-12, is expressly incorporated herein and forms the backbone 
of the obligations of the federal government, including the Corps, to conduct itself in good faith 
and fulfill its federal trust responsibility to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. 
106 42 U.S.C. §§ 4231, et seq. 
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A. The Corps Has Not Fulfilled its NHPA Consultation and Cultural 
Resource Protection Requirements 

The federa l courts have addressed the strict NHPA mandates: 

Under the NHPA, a federal agency must make a reasonable and good faith 
effort 10 identify historic properties, 36 C.F.R. § 800.4(b); determine 
whether identified properties are eligible for listing on the National 
Register based on criteria in 36 C.F.R. § 60.4; assess the effects of the 
undertaking on any e ligible historic properties found, 36 C.F.R. §§ 
800.4(c), 800.5, 800.9(a); determine whether the effect will be adverse, 36 
C.F.R. §§ 800.5(c), 800.9(b); and avoid or mitigate any adverse effects, 36 
C.F.R. §§ 800.8[c], 800.9(c). The [federal agency] must confer with the 
State Historic Preservation Officer ("SHPO") and seek the approval of the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation ("Council"). 107 

The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation ("ACHP"), the independent federal 

agency created by Congress to implement and enforce NHPA section I 06, determines the 

methods for compliance with the NHPA section 106's requirements. 108 The ACHP's regulations 

"govem the implementation of Section 106," not only for the Council itself, but for all other 

federal agencies, including the Corps. 109 

NHPA Section I 06 requires federal agencies, prior to approving any "undertaking," to 

"take into account the effect of the undertaking on any district, site, bui lding, structure or object 

that is included in or eligible for inclusion in the National Register." 110 Section I 06 applies to 

properties already listed in the National Register, as well as those prope1ties that may be eligible 

for listing. 11 1 Section I 06 provides a mechanism by which govemmental agencies may play an 

107 Muckleshoot Indian Tribe v. U.S. Forest Service, 177 F.3d 800, 805 (9th Cir. 1999). See also, 
36 C.F.R. § 800.8(c)(l)(v)(agency must "[d]evelop in consultation with identified consulting 
parties alternatives and proposed measures that might avoid, minimize or mitigate any adverse 
effects of the undertaking on historic properties .... "). 
108 See National Center/or Preservation law v. landrieu, 496 F. Supp. 7 16, 742 (D.S.C.), ajJ'd 
per curiam, 635 F.2d 324 ( 4th Cir. 1980). 
109 Jd. See also National Trust for Historic Preservation v. U.S. Army Corps ofEng'rs, 552 F. 
Supp. 784, 790-91 (S.D. Ohio 1982). 
IIO 16 u.s.c. § 470(f). 
111 See Pueblo of Sandia v. United States, 50 F.3d 856, 859 (10th Cir. 1995). 
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important ro le in "preserving, restoring, and maintaining the historic and cultural foundations of 

the nation." 112 

If an undertaking is the type that "may affect" an eligible site, the agency must make a 

reasonable and good faith effort to seek infonnation from consulting parties, other members of 

the public, and Native American tribes to identify historic properties in the area of potential 

effect. 113 

The NHPA also requi res that federal agencies consult with any "Indian tribe ... that 

attaches religious and cultural significance" to the sites. 114 Consultation must provide the tri be 

"a reasonable opportunity to identi fy its concerns about historic properties, advise on the 

identification and evaluation of historic properties, including those of traditional re ligious and 

cultural importance, articulate its views on the undertaking's effects on such properties, and 

participate in the resolution of adverse effects."115 The Tribe must be involved in a ll three 

efforts: 

( I) identi fying historic or cultural resources; 

(2) evaluating impacts on historic or cultural resources and those resources ' eligibility for 

inclus ion on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP); and, 

(3) developing project alternatives or mitigation measures to protect those resources that 

are or may be eligible. 

As the D.C. Circuit confinned, NEPA imposes a separate but closely related set of duties 

on federal agencies to identify and assess impacts to cultural resources when engaging in any 

permitting exercise. 116 In addition to Section 106 NHPA duties, NHPA Section I JO also 

contains requirements to ensure proper identi ft cation and evaluation of cultural resources. 117 

These duties extend beyond those imposed by the Section I 06 consultation process and cannot 

be satisfied by mere outreach letters. 

112 16 U.S.C. § 470. 
rn 36 C.F.R. § 800.4(b)(l). See also, Pueblo <>/Sandia, 50 F.3d at 859-863 (agency fai led to 
make reasonable and good faith effort to identify historic prope1ties). 
114 16 U.S.C. § 470(a)(d)(6)(B). 
11 5 36 C.F.R. § 800.2(c)(2)(ii). 
116 Oglala Sioux Tribe v. NRC, 896 F.3d 520, 526 (D.C. Cir. 2018). 
117 16 U.S.C. § 470h-2. 
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Federal policy confirms that " federal agencies have affirmative responsibilities under 

section I IO that go beyond the responsib ility for compliance with section I 06."118 "This 

responsibility extends to a systematic consideration of properties not under the jurisdiction or 

control of the agency, but potentially affected by agency actions." 119 Further, "[f]ull 

consideration of historic properties includes consideration of all kinds of effects on those 

properties: direct effects, indirect or secondary effects, and cumulative effects." 120 

The Corps has yet to demonstrate compliance with its federal consultation requirements, 

including those mandated by NHPA Section 106. In the DEIS, the Corps' primary evidence of 

NHPA Section 106 compliance is a laundry li st ofletters and phone calls that it asserts fulfi ll s its 

government-to-government and NHP A Section I 06 consultation requirements. 121 However, that 

list does not demonstrate compliance with NHPA I 06, as it merely represents an attempt to 

substitute quantity of communication for quality of communication. 

For instance, several of the entries the Corps re lies on for consultation are mere phone 

voicemail messages, emai ls attempting to schedule discussions, and the like. Relying on such 

outreach without more is not "reasonable" for purposes of identifying, assessing, and protecting 

cultural resources. To the extent the list references meetings and letters between the agency and 

Tribal representatives, no detai ls regarding the substance of those discussions is provided. 

Federal courts have expressly rejected such an approach: 

Preliminarily, several points bear noting. First, the sheer volume of 
documents is not meaningful. The number of letters, repo1ts, meetings, 
etc. and the size of the various documents doesn't in itself show the 
NHPA-required consultation occurred. 

Second, the (agency's] communications are replete with recitals oflaw 
(including Section 106), professions of good intent, and solicitations to 
consult with the Tribe. But mere proforma recita ls do not, by themselves, 
show [the agency] actually complied with the law. As discussed below, 

118 63 Fed.Reg. 20496 (April 24, 1998). 
119 63 Fed.Reg. 20496, 20503 (Apri l 24, 1998) c iting NHPA Section I IO(a)(2)(C). 
120 Id. 
121 DEIS 1-26 to 1-31 (Table 1.6-1: Government-to-Government Consultation and Coordination 
Summary), and generalized discuss ion located at DEIS 3-183 to 3-193 (Section 3.7). 
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documentation that might support a finding that true government-to
government consultation occurred is painfully thin. 122 

8. The Corps Failed to Properly Consult on the Area of Potential Effects 

The Corps' failure to address issues of substance in its consultation efforts related to the 

Draft EIS is an overriding problem. The Corps has fai led to do so with respect to the scope of its 

arbitrari ly designated Area of Potential Effect ("APE") for purposes of its NHPA Section 106 

consultation. According to the NHPA, the APE is defined as: 

.. . the geographic area or areas within which an undertaking may 
directly or indirectly cause changes in the character or use of historic 
properties, if any such prope1ties exist. The area of potential effects is 
influenced by the scale and nature of an undertaking and may be different 
for d ifferent kinds of effects caused by the undertaking.123 

In this instance, however, the Corps has defined the APE so narrowly as to negate its 

legal obligation to assess indirect impacts to cultural resources from the project. This issue of an 

inappropriately narrow APE is articulately presented to the Corps through the letter sent to Col. 

Mark R. Himes of the Corps' Omaha District from Dr. Thomas F. King, PhD on behalf of the 

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe124 as well as in the Tribe's Scoping Report.125 

In this case, the APE must be extended to include the po1t ions of the Standing Rock 

Reservation immediately downstream from the pipeline river-crossing where oi l or other 

contaminants associated with a leak may migrate. The Corps' refusal to consult and seek 

resolution of this issue with the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe undennines the entirety of its NHPA 

(and NEPA) analysis, because it uni laterally excludes the potential effects to the Standing Rock 

Reservation. 

122 Quechan Tribe of Fort Yuma Indian Rsrv. v. U.S. Dep't ofinterior, 755 F. Supp. 2d 1104, 
1118 (S.D. Cal. 20 l 0); see also, In the Matter of Powertech USA, Inc. (Dewey-Burdock in Situ 
Uranium Recove1y Facilily), 81 N.R.C. 6 18, 656 (Apr. 30, 2015} ("quantity does not necessarily 
equate with meaningful or reasonable consultation") afrd, 84 N.R.C. 219, 247 (Dec. 23, 2016). 
123 36 C.F.R. § 800. 16(d)(emphasis added). 
124 SRST Enclosure # 10, included in DEIS Appendix B. 
125 November 24, 2020 Report at 34, 29-30. 
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This failure by the Corps to meaningfully consult in good faith on extending the APE is 

contrary to its trust responsib ili ty to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and is an unlawful tacti c to 

undennine NHPA Section 106 consultation. The ACHP regulations specifically require 

"consultation with the Indian tribe regarding undertakings occurring on such tribe's lands or 

effects on such tribal lands shall be in addition to and on the same basis as consultation with the 

SHPO." 126 Thus, the Corps' decision to unreasonably construe the APE effectively devalues the 

Standing Rock Sioux T ribe's lawful NHPA Section 106 consultation opportunities. 

This decision to arbitrarily limit the NHPA consultation (and NEPA analysis) to an 

unreasonably narrow APE to exclude the potential direct and indirect effects within the 

boundaries of the Standing Rock Sioux Reservation bas the added problem of not just excluding 

the Standing Rock THPO from his rightful role in the process, but also the U.S. Department of 

the Interior. This was the bas is of the Department of the Interior's criticism of the Corps' flawed 

detennination to not prepare an EIS for the project. As the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals 

recognized, the Department urged an EIS "given the pipeline's potential impact on trust 

resources, criticizing the Corps for 'not adequately justify[ing] or otherwise support[ing] its 

conclusion that there would be no significant impacts upon the su1Tounding environment and 

community." 127 Given the potential environmental impacts overall , including potential direct 

and indirect effects on cultural resources, the Corps must revisit its NHPA Section 106 

consultation with the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and involve the Depa1tment of the Interior to 

assess the potential impacts on trust resources. 

C Tribal ownership of the Bed of the Missouri River 

Notably, when Congress passed the laws providing for the taking of portions of the 

Standing Rock Reservation for the creation of Lake Oabe, the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe 

reta ined hunting, fishing, and grazing rights on the taken lands, subsurface minera l rights, and 

126 36 C.F.R. § 800.3(d) 
127 Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. United States Army Corps of Engineers, 985 F.3d I 032, I 040 
(D.C. Cir. 202 1 ), cert. denied sub nom. Dakota Access, LLC v. Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, 142 
S. Ct. 1187, 212 L. Ed. 2d 54 (2022). 
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guaranteed access to the reservoir. 128 Also, significantly, Congress omitted payment to the 

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe of compensation for the bed of the Missouri River with in the 

Reservation.129 Consequently, any activities contemplated in the bed of the Missouri River, or 

that may have direct or indirect effects on any of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe' s reserved 

rights, requires attention by the Corps in fulfilling its NHPA Section 106 and Section 110 

responsib ilities - as well as its NEPA analysis. The Corps has not yet done so. 

Indirect impacts that should have been, but were not, the subject of NHPA I 06 

consultation and NHPA 1 10 cultural resource protection protocols include such basic issues as 

the potential impact on burials and sacred sites from with an oil spill from DAPL In the Draft 

EIS, the Corps avoids addressing these topics in its consultation efforts by simply c laiming that 

the risk ofa spill or leak is "remote to very unl ikely." 130 However, as discussed elsewhere in the 

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe' s submission on the DEIS, the "remote to very unlikely" risk 

assessment is not scientifically supportable and cannot lawfully form the basis of the Corps' 

refusal to directly engage the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe in Section I 06/ 1 IO Consultation 

regarding these direct and indirect effects. Indeed, the D.C. District Court remand that gave rise 

to the DEIS was highly critical of the Corps' faulty leak analys is: 

The many commenters in this case pointed to serious gaps in crucial 
parts of the Corps' analysis - to name a few, that the pipe line's leak
detection system was unlikely to work, that it was not designed to catch 
slow spi lls, that the operator's serious history of incidents had not been 
taken into account, and that the worst-case scenario used by the Corps was 
potentially only a fraction of what a realistic figure would be - and the 
Corps was not able to fill any of them. 131 

Effocts to cultural resources resulting from a spill from the pipeline must be part of the 

NHPA Section 106 consultation and must be analyzed in the Draft EIS. 

128 Act of Sept. 2, 1958, Pub. L. No. 85-915, 72 Stat. 1762, 1763-64. 

129 See H.R. REP. NO. 58-1888, at 29 ( 1958) ("The Corps of Engineers elected not to acquire the 
bed of the Missouri River .... The bed of the Missouri River continues to be part of the 
reservation, and marks the eastern boundary of the reservation."). 
130 DEIS at 3- 191. 
131 March 25, 2020 Remand Order, at 35. 
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In any case, and perhaps indicating a higher likelihood of a leak than disclosed, the Corps 

has included in the Dral:t EIS, as a mitigation measure, a Facility Response Plan describing the 

methods the applicant will implement to attempt to control a leak from the pipel ine. 132 In 

multiple places, the Faci lity Response Plan expressly contemplates the use of excavating 

machinery to attempt containment of a spi ll. The use of excavating machinery is express ly 

proposed for spills on land, including in exposed ri ver bottoms, to construct large and small 

earthen berm structures for spill containment, as well as for river bottom soi l excavation as an oil 

recovery method. 133 The applicant's Geographical Response Plan contains the same express 

direction to use excavating machinery to create earthen berm structures in the exposed river mud 

flats (i.e . river bottoms) for containment and recovery of spilled oil from the pipeline.134 

D. Significance of the Goodhouse Report 

Cri tically, the authoritative scholarly report prepared by Dakota W. Goodhouse, M.A. an 

enrolled member of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, documents in detail and with original 

sources, the extensive occupation and uses of the Missouri River bottomlands at and near the 

Cannonball-Missouri River confluence by multiple cultures and peoples over many centuries. 135 

Based on the direct evidence of long-term occupation of the site and the still-existing cultural 

resources at the site, including numerous documented burials, the author' s conclusions include 

"that the area of the Cannonball-Missouri Confluence, the north bank of the Cannonball River at 

the mouth of the Cannonball River, and the floodplain in the vicinity of the confluence . 

qualify .. . for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places."136 

Further, as the Corps is aware due to the lengthy discussion contained in the Scoping 

Report, the Missouri River bottomlands were fundamental and sacred to the Sioux culture, 

providing not only shelter, food, and grounds for ceremonies, among myriad other uses, but also 

132 DEIS Appendix F. 
133 DEIS Appendix Fat 39 (Facility Response Plan at 32). 
134 DEIS Appendix Fat 171 (Geographical Response Plan at 17). 
135 The Cannonball River Occupations and Events for the NEPA Process by the Corps of 
Engineers for the Environmental Rev iew of the Dakota Access Pipeline, prepared by Dakota W. 
Goodhouse, M.A. ("Goodhouse Report") (November I, 2023; Updated: December I, 2023) 
136 Id. at 43. 
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burial grounds - all of which have a high likelihood of leaving physical evidence on and in the 

ground. 137 As a result, the applicant's proposed mitigation plan for spills would have direct and 

indirect effects on as-of-yet undetennined cultural resources. The Corps has not conducted the 

required government-to-government consultations on these issues, including those required 

under NHP A Section I 06 and NHPA Section 110. 

Indeed, with respect to mitigation, the NHPA regulations unambiguously state that "the 

agency official shall consult with the SHPO/THPO and other consulting parties, including Indian 

tribes ... to develop and evaluate alternatives or modifications to the undertaking that could 

avoid, minimize, or mitigate adverse effects to historic properties." 138 Absent an analysis of 

these effects and consultation thereon, the Corps cannot meet its obligati ons under e ither NEPA 

or the NHPA. This is in addition to the failure of the Corps or the appl icant to address the 

serious practical issues of how to even implement either the Facility Response Plan or the 

Geographical Response Plan, and especially the use of mechanical excavating equipment, 

depending on the water level of Lake Oahe. As discussed below, in recent times has fallen so 

low as to make access to the Missouri River infeasible for the required equipment. 

£ Inadequate Treatment of Traditional Cultural Properties 

Additional effects that the Corps has largely, if not entirely, ignored in both its NHPA 

and NEPA compliance are those associated with landscape level cultural resources. These are 

someti mes referred to as Traditional Cultural Properties ("TCP"). The Corps concedes that "[ n Jo 

federal lands were surveyed for archaeological, architectura l, or TCPs because no Project 

impacts were anticipated to occur between the HOD workspaces on either side of Lake Oahe. "139 

However, as amended in 1992, the NHPA allows that "properti es of traditional re ligious and 

cul tural importance to an Indian tribe" may be determined to be eligible for inclusion on the 

137 November 24, 2020 Report at 83-87. See a lso Yankton Sioux Tribe v. U.S. Army Corps of 
Eng'rs, 83 F. Supp. 2d 1047, 1048 (D.S.D. 2000) (documenting use of Missouri River 
bottomlands for cemetery purposes). 
138 36 C.F.R. § 800.6(a) 
139 DEIS at 3-186 
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National Register. 140 The 1992 amendments direct federal agencies, including the Corps, " to 

consult .. . with any tribe . .. that attaches religious and cultural significance" to a s ite regarding 

federal "undertakings" that may affect it. 141 

The Corps' attempt to escape these consultation requirements by simply defining the area 

of potential effect in the narrowest possible tem1s is inconsistent with the NHP A, which requires 

"reasonable and good faith" consultation 142 and is contrary to Department of Defense policy 

embodied in Instmction 47 I 9.02, 14 3 which requires the Corps to establish "mutually agreed to" 

protocols for consultation.144 The Scoping Report provides significant, detailed discussion on 

the contours of the Department of Defense pol icy as well as Executive Order 13175 Consultation 

and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments, both of which emphasize the collaborative 

approach to consultation.145 These admonitions to Corps are in stark contrast to the unilateral 

and hard-nosed tactics the agency has employed here so as to attempt to minimize and deva lue 

the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe's meaningfu l involvement in the assessment of effects to cultural 

resources. 

F. Sacred Sites 

In addition, in contrast to the primarily procedural requirements of the NHPA, Executive 

Order 13007 directs federal agencies to: "(I) accommodate access to and ceremonial use of 

Indian sacred sites by Indian religious practitioners and (2) avoid adversely affecting the physical 

integrity of such sacred s ites." 146 Executive Order 13007 defines a "sacred s ite" as "any specific, 

discrete, narrowly delineated location on Federal land that is identified by an Indian tribe, or 

Indian individual detem1ined to be an appropriately authoritative representative of an Indian 

religion, as sacred by virtue of its established religious significance to, or ceremonial use by, an 

140 36 C.F.R. 800.16(1)(1). 
14 1 54 U.S.C. § 306108; 36 C.F.R. § 800.4(c). 
142 36 C.F.R. § 800.4(b)(J). 
143 Department of Defense Instruction 47 10.02 on Interactions with Federally Recognized Tribes. 
144 'd 4 • • ,, . at , n. 1; :>. 
145 November 24, 2020 Report at 13-1 6. 
146 Executive Order 13007, "Indian Sacred Sites" (May 24, 1996), 61 Fed. Reg. 26771, Sec. l(a). 
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Indian re ligion; provided that the tribe or appropriately authoritative representative of an Indian 

re ligion has informed the agency of the existence of such a site."147 

Numerous other decisions have recognized the federal government's mandate to protect 

sacred sites on public land under EO 13007. "Because of the unique status of Native American 

societies in North American history, protecting Native American shrines and other culturally

important sites bas historical value for the nation as a whole."148 Federal courts have expressly 

recognized the need to protect sacred sites under the EO as part of the government's public land 

management authorities: 

Executive Order no. 13007 signed by President Clinton, May 24, 1996, 
orders Federal agencies to accommodate access to and ceremonial use of 
Indian sacred sites by Indian religious practitioners and avoid adversely 
affecting the physical integrity of such sacred sites. 149 

Here, the Goodhouse Report goes into scholarly detail as to the significance of the 

cultural landscape through which the project transverses, including the area of the Cannonball

Missouri Confluence, the n011h bank of the Cannonball River at the mouth of the Cannonball 

River, and the floodplain in the vicinity of the confluence. Similarly, the letter sent to Col. Mark 

R. Himes of the Corps' Omaha District from Dr. Thomas F. King, PhD on behalf of the Standing 

Rock Sioux Tribe150 demonstrates the same, referencing the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe THPO's 

concurrence as to the s ignificance of this landscape. Given this highly credible evidence of the 

extreme cultural sign ificance of this landscape, further review by the Corps is required in order 

to meet the letter and intent of both the NHPA and E.O. 13007. 151 

141 Id. at Sec. I (b ). 
148 Chol/a Ready Mix, Inc. v. Civish, 382 F.3d 969, 976 (9th Cir. 2004). 
149 Wyoming Sawmills, Inc. v. US. Forest Service, 383 F.3d 1241, 1245 (10th Cir. 2004). 
150 SRST Enclosure #10, included in DEIS Appendix B. 
151 See Independent Meat Packers Ass'n v. Butz, 526 F.2d 228 (8th Cir. 1975), rehearing and 
rehearing en bane den ied, 96 S.Ct. 1461 (1976) ("Presidential proclamations and orders have the 
force and efiect of laws when issued pursuant to a statutory mandate or de legation of authority 
from Congress.") Conservation Law Foundation v. Secretary oflnterior, 864 F.2d 954, 960 n. 
12 (1st Cir. 1989). 
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VII. The Corps Has Failed to Address the Allegations of Anticipatory 
Demolition in Violation of NHPA Section llO(k). 

As discussed in detail in the Scoping Report, NHPA Section I IO also imposes a 

mandatory duty on all federal agencies to ensure that no permit or license is issued to any 

applicant that has intentionally destroyed an historic property in order to undennine the NHPA 

Section I 06 review process. The NHPA provides: 

Each agency shall ensure that the agency shall not grant a ... permit, 
license, or other assistance to an applicant who, with intent to avoid the 
requirements of section ( I 06) ... has intentiona lly, significantly, adversely 
affected a historic property to which the grant would re late .. . 152 

The National Park Service ("NPS"), the agency delegated the authority by Congress for 

developing guidance and protocols for all federal agencies, including the Corps, for 

implementation ofNHPA Section 110, has confinned: 

When an historic property is destroyed or irreparably hanned with the 
express purpose of circumventing or preordaining the outcome of section I 06 
review (e.g. , demol ition or removal of all or part of the property) prior to 
application for Federal funding, a Federal license, permit, or loan guarantee, 
the agency considering that application is required by section 11 O(k) to 
withhold the assistance sought, unless the agency, after consultation with the 
Council, detennines and documents that "circumstances justify granting such 
assistance despite the adverse effect created or pennitted by the applicant. ' ' 153 

Further, federal administrative adjudications confirm that "where an applicant may have 

engaged in ' anticipatory demolition'- that is, violated Section I IO(k)-the [agency] is required 

to make a determination on that issue before granting a permit or license or providing any other 

assistance to an applicant." 154 This requirement to make a dete1mination as to a violation of 

152 54 U.S.C.§3061 13. 
153 63 F.R. 20496, 20503 (April 24, 1998) citing NHPA Section 1 IO(k). 
154 Consol. Rail Co,p. -Abandonment Exemption-in Hudson Cnty., N.J. CSX Transportation, Inc. -
Discontinuance of Serv. Exemption-in Hudson Cnty., NJ. No,jolk S. Ry. Co.-Discontim,ance of 
Serv. Exemption-in Hudson Cnty., N.J., No. AB 167 (SUB-l I 89X), 2022 WL 3595013, at *3 
(Aug. 18, 2022) ( emphasis added). 
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NHP A Section 11 0(k) is triggered anytime "consulting parties ... [have] made allegations of 

'anticipatory demolition'" to the action agency. 155 Recent examples include the process carried 

out by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission against Energy Transfer Partners, where the 

Commission issued a show cause order and a proposed $20.1 million fine to the applicant based 

on allegations of deliberate destruction of historic and cultural resources, specifically finding that 

an investigation is requ ired because "Section I I0(k) prohibits [federal agencies] from approving 

an application if the applicant significantly adversely affected a historic property with the intent 

to avoid the requirements of section I 06." 156 

The T1ibe's Scoping Report provides the required fact-based allegation of "anticipatory 

demoli tion" to trigger the Corps ' mandatory investigation in this matter prior to issuance of any 

easement as contemplated under any action alternative in the Draft EIS.157 Surprisingly, and 

despite the legally-mandated investigation, the Draft EIS appears to be completely si lent as to 

this matter. Federal courts have held that agency action cannot survive federal Administrative 

Procedure Act judicial review unless the agency has investigated such a credible allegation and 

provided a reasoned basis for its analysis and determination on the administrative record.158 The 

failure to do so renders the any pennitting decision by the Corps illegitimate and unlawful. 

15s Id. 
156 Rover Pipeline, LLC, & Energy Transfer Partners, L.P., 174 FERC i! 6 1,208, 61,883 (202 1). 
157 November 25, 2020 Report at p. 28-30. 
158 Protect Our Parks, Inc. v. Buttigieg, 39 F.4th 389, 402 (7th Cir. 2022). 
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VIII. The Corps of Engineers Failed to Identify Heightened Risk Factors 
and Made Erroneous Findings on DAPL:'s Impact on the 
Environmental Justice Community of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. 

A. The Corps Failed to Collect and Analyze Sufficient Data 

The Draft EIS often reads more like a legal argument, than an objective environmental 

review document. For example, the Corps wrote: 

The SRST stated that the geographic extent of the analysis in the 2016 
EA was too limited and therefore could misrepresent the socioeconomic 
.disparities of the tribal populations. The environmental justice analys is in 
this EIS addresses the SRST's concern by: I} expanding the 2016 EA's 
geographic extent of analysis from I-mile buffer of the Missouri River to 
include reservations that may be directly affected by a crnde oil release 
from DAPL at the Lake Oahe crossing ... 2) analyzing the input provided 
by the SRST, CRST and the Ogla la Sioux Tribe through USACE 
outreach; and 3) further considering the interrelated environmental, 
socioeconomic, and cultural factors that amplify the environmental effects 
of a potential release.159 

That is weak. The Corps should not take credit for recognizing DAPL's potential 

environmenta l impacts to Standing Rock in the Draft EIS. Instead, the fact that it fai led to do so 

in 2016 should be a source of embarrassment. Second, the "Corps' outreach" is ineffective. 

Third, a lthough the Corps compiled some documentation on animal and plant species of concern, 

the Draft EIS is generally devoid of"consideration of interrelated environmental, socioeconomic 

and cultural factors." The Corps failed to compile relevant data on the impacts to the Tribe, and 

failed to conduct a scientific impacts analysis on the environmental justice population on the 

Standing Rock Reservation. The Draft EIS reflects the overall institutional fa ilure on the part of 

the Army Corps of Engineers to take environmental justice seriously in the upper Missouri River 

Basin. 

The Draft EIS suffers from the Corps' failure over decades to work cooperatively with 

the Tribes to implement the subsistence data requirements of Executive Order 12898 on Fedeml 

159 Draft EIS at 3-208. 
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Actions to Address Environmental Justice in ,lfinority and low Income Populations. 160 

According to the CEQ Guidance: Environmental Justice Under the National Environmental 

Policy Act, "the Executive Order makes clear that its provisions apply folly to programs 

involving Native Americans."161 Section 4-4 governs "Subsistence Consumption of Fish and 

Wildlife." Subsection 4-401 requires agencies such as the Corps of Engineers to "collect, 

maintain, and ana lyze information on the consumptive patterns of populations who principally 

rely on fish and/or wildli fe for subsistence."162 

This section requires the Corps to work cooperatively with other agencies " to publish 

guidance reflecting the latest scientific infomiation available concerning methods for evaluating 

the human health risks associated with the consumption of pollutant-bearing fi sh or wildlife."163 

The Corps' decisions must be based on scientific information. 

For years, the Corps has done none of the things required in E.O. 12898 relating to Tribal 

subsistence hunting and fishing in the Missouri River. The Corps has not established a 

relationship of trust to enable Standing Rock to share information about the Tribal subsistence 

harvest. The "collaboration" and "mutual consensus" contemplated in the Corps' Tribal 

Consultation Policy are mere words on paper. 

For decades, the Corps has made no effort to work cooperatively with our Tribe, and now 

it has prepared a Draft EIS purporting to evaluate impacts on Standing Rock 's subsistence 

hunting, fishing and gathering. But the Corps does not how to do ii, because it has skirted its 

environmental j ustice responsibilities to Standing Rock for decades. As a result, the Draft EIS 

fails miserably to comply with E.O. 12898 as well as E.O. 14096 on Revitalizing Our Nation's 

Commitment to Environmental Justice/or Al!.164 

•• 0 59 Fed. Reg. 7629 (Nov. 11, 1994). 
161 CEQ, Guidance: En.vironmen.tal Justice Under the Nation.al Environmental Policy Act at I. 
162 59 Fed. Reg. 7631. 
••• Id. at 763 1-7632. 
1•• 88 Fed. Reg. 25251 (April 21, 2023). 
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8. The Corps Failed to Engage in Environmental Justice Scoping 

The CEQ Guidance emphasizes scoping as integral to the determination of a project's 

impacts on environmental j ustice conununities. The Guidance provides that: "During the 

scoping process, an agency should preliminarily determine whether an area potentially affected 

by a proposed agency action may include low income populations, minority populations or 

Indian tribes, and seek input accordingly." 165 Thus, potential impacts to Tribes from a federally

permitted project automatically trigger environmental j ustice protections - there is no need for 

the conunon census block analysis to determine the relative population of Indians and non

Indians in the area. 

With respect to DAPL, any release of oil into the Missouri River automatically affects the 

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, because it could contaminate the food chain relied upon to support 

subsistence hunting and fishing. Consequently, the Corps must comply with CEQ scoping 

recommendations for enviroiunental j ustice communities: 

Parti cipation of low-income populations, minority populations or 
Indian tribes may require adaptive or innovative approaches to overcome 
linguistic, institutional, cultural, economic, historical, or other potential 
barriers to effective participation.16Q 

Accordingly, scoping in environmental justice communities such as Standing Rock is 

n.ecessa,y to accurately identify and evaluate a project's potential impacts. The CEQ Guidance 

provides the requisite road map for effective scoping in environmental justice communities such 

as Standing Rock, which includes stakeholder outreach to: 

• Local Tribal media; 

• Religious organizations on the Reservation; 

• Colleges, such as Sitting Bull College; 

• Local schools and school boards; 

• Local business organizati ons, such as the Tribal Chamber of Commerce; 

• Community development organizations; 

••• CEQ Guidance at I 0- 11 . 
166 Id. at 13. 
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• Legal services' providers, such as Dakota Plains Legal Services; 

• Homeowner organizations, such as the Standing Rock Housing Authority; and 

• Senior c itizen groups.167 

Scoping for the Draft EIS must demonstrate outreach efforts to these Standing Rock 

Reservation stakeholders. This is necessary in order for the Corps to accurately determine 

DAPL's impacts on the Standing Rock Reservation. 

For example, outreach to the Standing Rock Housing Authority would enable the Corps 

to identify the location of homesites and residents in the Cannon Ball community, which is one

half mile from the DAPL Lake Oahe crossing, and whose residents wi ll be most affected by an 

oi l spill. These fami lies may have to be evacuated if airborne benzene caused acute hea lth risk, 

such as in Marshall, Michigan in 20 10. The CEQ Guidance instructs that the Corps should have 

met with the Cannon Ball Community School Board, and researched the number of children 

attending c lasses closest to the pipeline, and background health concerns from the School Nurse. 

The CEQ instrncts that "Agencies should recognize the interrelated cultural. .. factors that 

may amplify the natura l and physical environmenta l effects of the proposed agency action." 168 

On pages 3-217 - 3-2 18 of the Draft EIS, the Corps cites this Guidance and quotes from two 

letters Standing Rock sent the Corps, two court declarati ons by a Cheyenne River Tribal witness 

on the importance of the waters of the Reservation, and a statement by the Yankton Tribal THPO 

on gathering plants. But court documents and EA comment letters and testimonials are no 

substitute for scoping, and it shows in the Draft EIS. The Corps made no effort to collect data 

re lated to the intensity of the environmental impact to resources that re late to the cultural impacts 

identified in the testimonials. 

This information could have been obtained, for example, through meetings with the 

Standing Rock Elders Preservation Counci l, or the ethnobotany researchers in the Environmental 

Sciences Department at Sitting Bull College. In its Scoping Report, the Tribe requested the 

Corps to consult with Mor-Gran-Sou Rural Electrical Cooperative, to determine the frequency of 

power outages that could affect the Lake Oahe shut-off valves, which have lacked a secondary 

power source. 

1•
1 Id. at 11. 
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For the Draft EIS, the Corps conducted no actual scoping meetings at all. The Corps' 

Notice of Intent to prepare this EIS was published in the Federal Register on September 10, 

2020, prior to any consul tation with the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. 169 The Corps stated in the 

Notice: "Due to the ongoing coronavims (COVID- 19) pandemic, virtual meetings will be held 

on October 15 and 16, 2020. .. The meeting infom1ation can be accessed at 

https://go.usa.gov/xG2 PT." 170 

The Tribe asked the Corps in its Scoping Report to shut down DAPL pending completion 

of the EIS, and delay the scoping phase of the NEPA process until COVID subsided, and then to 

work collaboratively to conduct Environmental Justice scoping on the Reservation. 

Notwithstanding the requi rement in the Corps' Tribal Consultation Policy for "collaborative and 

effective deliberative communication (and) shared responsibil ity," the Corps ignored the Tribe's 

request, has kept the dangerous pipeline operating, and never conducted any scoping in the 

Environmental Justice community on the Standing Rock Reservation. 

It is little wonder, then, that the Corps failed to accurately identify DAPL's 

environmenta l impacts at Standing Rock. 

C The Draft EIS Fails to Identify the Heightened Environmental and 
Health Risk to Standing Rock Tribal Members 

"There is a high degree of variability in response to humans to different levels of 

pollution." 17 1 The Corps of Engineers has failed to disclose specific information relating the 

composition of Bakken cmde transported by DAPL, or the chemical additives and friction 

reducers that could also be released into the Reservation environment. Neve1theless, available 

information does indicate that Standing Rock Tribal members are at heightened risk from an oil 

spil l. 

The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) estimates that Native Americans genera lly suffer 

diabetes mellitus at twice the rate of white Americans, and at Standing Rock the rate may be 

1
•• Id. at 9. 
••• 85 Fed. Reg. 55843 (Sept. 10, 2020). 
"" Id. 
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even higher. 172 The rate of deaths from diabetes among Native Americans is estimated at 430 

percent higher than the general population. 173 Diabetes is a lso the leading causes of kidney 

failure among Native Americans, necess itating costly and difficult dialysis treatments, kidney 

transplant surgery, and medications. Kidney failure from diabetes among Native Americans is 

the highest of any race. 

Diabetes can require a li fetime of daily medical tTeatments and management. Diabetics 

living in poverty in rural areas have difficulty affording the fresh meats and vegetables necessary 

to control their blood sugar. Meanwhile, subsistence hunting and fishing are part of the Tribe's 

culture, which makes Tribal members more vulnerable to pollutants contaminating the food 

chain. The public health baseline on the Reservation, in combination with high unemployment 

and poverty levels, and a diet related to subsistence hunting and fishing practices, results in a 

heightened vulnerabi lity of Standing Rock Tribal members to certain pollutants. This is ignored 

by the Corps of Engineers in the Draft EIS. 

A DAPL pipeline release - even one that is of low volume - could exacerbate diabetes 

and kidney disease among Tribe residents. Benzene - the main component of Bakken cmde - is 

well known for its toxicity to blood, including its causal link to leukemia and other blood 

disorders. Benzene has been shown in both laborato1y rodent studies and in human 

epidemiologic studies to increase insul in resistance. Persistent ambient benzene exposure may be 

a heretofore contributor to the epidemics of diabetes and cardiovascular disease. 

The contaminants in Bakken crude oil contain volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and 

hazardous air po llutants, including benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene (BTEX). These 

contaminants cause endocrine disruption acti vity. VOCs are chemical compounds that vaporize 

in air and dissolve in water. They are endocrine dismptors, which "interfere with the body's 

endocrine system and produce adverse developmental, reproductive, neurological and immune 

171 Robert R. Kuehn, The Environmental Justice Implications of Quantitative Risk Assessment, 
1996 U. ILL. L. REv. 103, 122. 

172 Centers for Disease Control, Vital Signs: Native Americans wi th diabetes. Atlanta, GA: US 
Department of Health and Human Services (20 17) located at 
https://www.cdc.gov/vitalsigns/aian-d iabetes/index.html 
m www.doh.gov/nndep/campaign/DIABET-2DOC. 
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effects in both humans and animals." 174There are impacts to the functions of the adrenal and 

thyroid glands, which control metabolism and bone growth, as well as reproductive organs. 

Even at low levels, endocrine disruptors can affect "male and female reproduction, breast 

development and cancer, neuroendocrinology, the thyroid gland, metabolism and obesity, and 

cardiovascular endocrinology."175 The adrenal glands regulate sugar, and consequently the 

endocrine disruptors m Bakken crnde directly disproportionately affects diabetics. 

Consequently, Standing Rock Tribal members, who suffer diabetes at rates twice as high as the 

general population, are a highly vulnerable population to the endocrine disruptors found in the 

Bakken crude transpo1ted by DAPL. The Corps of Engineers fails to disclose this in the Draft 

EIS. 

Women are also especially vulnerable to these contaminants, due lo impacts to the 

reproductive system and to breast development and health. Women of child-bearing age are 

especially at risk. The Standing Rock Reservation population is younger than the surrounding 

communities and the general population. For example, in Sioux County on the Standing Rock 

Reservation, the U.S. Census estimates that 35.8 percent of the fema le population is 18 years o ld 

or younger - approaching child-bearing age. 176 In nearby Burleigh County, North Dakota, the 

figure is 23 percent, which is also the national average. 

Thus, there is a significantly higher percentage of women of child-bearing age amongst 

Standing Rock Tribal members than in nearby communi ties and the nation as a whole. 

Consequently, the young women of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe are at elevated risk from the 

VOCs and BTEX contaminants in Bakken crude, and are disproportionately impacted by DAPL. 

Significantly, the risk of an oil spill from DAPL threatens current Tribal efforts 10 protect 

public health on the Reservation. Contaminating or collapsing traditional food sources that 

provide health, affordable, and readily available foods for the community, are undermine Tribal 

efforts to prevent diabetes and kidney disease. The Standing Rock Sioux Tribe has had 

measurable success in tacking its diabetes epidemic using population heallh and wellness plans 

174 Madelon L. Finkel, The Human and Environmental Impact ofFracking: How Fracturing 
Shale for Gas Affects Us and Our World (2015) 26. 
m Id. al 27. 
176 https://www.census.gov/guickfacts/s iouxcountynorthdakota. 
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that re-connect people to local production of healthy traditional foods, traditional physical 

activities, and traditional health knowledge. The Tribe has worked with the CDC since 2008 to 

design and launch a successful Traditional Foods Projects, using traditional foods and 

sustainable ecological approaches to promote health and prevent Type 2 Diabetes. 

Standing Rock is a founding partner of the CDC project, with its highly successful Native 

Gardens Project: An Indigenous Permaculture Approach to the Prevention and Treatment of 

Diabete •. These successfol strategies rely on traditional methods for food gathering and 

preparation, including organic growing methods that protect the environment and increase local 

and affordable access to health foods. Some of the most popular items are wild turnips 

(timpsila), chokecherries, wild plums, squashes, com, potatoes, and onions - a ll used in 

traditional healthy foods like soups, wojapi, and wasna (a patty of dried wild meat and 

chokecherries). 

The Standing Rock Native Gardens Coalition is also growing the local economy, by 

regularly hosting Fam1er's Market days that regularly serve several thousand consumers. Its 

partners including the Tribal diabetes program, and nutrition programs for elders, school 

sn1dents, and local extension services. 

A DAPL pipeline release - even one that is re lative ly low-volume or of short duration -

could easily undo these hard-won gains, by contaminating soil and irrigation water, reducing 

crop output, and contaminating or ki lling the crops, forage, and wi ld game that provide nutritious 

food for the Tribe. A spill of only days or even hours during critical windows of crop production 

could compromise the year's output, injuring the health of the Tribe and robbing it of both its 

local food sources and the economic contTibution provided by sell ing fresh produce at its market 

gardens. Yet none of these impacts are identified by the Corps of Engineers in the Draft EIS. 
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D. The Draft EIS Contains Erroneous Conclusions on the Environmental 
and Public Health Impacts to Standing Rock 

The Draft EIS acknowledges that "The intensity of impacts may be greater on tribal 

communities because of thei r cultural and spiritual connection to the natural environment."177 

That is a truism, but it is not helpfol in determining the impacts to Standing Rock, because the 

Corps failed to evaluate those impacts - the intensified impacts of BTEX to diabetics, pregnant 

women, etc. 

Instead, the Corps relies on the proposed mi tigation in Al ternative 4: 

Mitigation measures have been developed to minimize and reduce 
impacts to tribal communities... therefore, high and adverse 
disproportionate impacts on enviroiunenta l justice communities are not 
anticipated with the implementation of the additional easement 
conditions. 178 

In the Draft EIS, the Corps concedes that an oi l spill could affect Tribal communities and 

that the impacts are magnified by cultura l considerations. But the Corps assumes that the 

mitigation measures in Alternative 4 will ensure any impacts are temporary and ins ignificant. 

The record does not bear that out. 

The conditions that are supposed to save the Tribe include the use improved leak 

detecti on technologies as they come avai lable, which the operator must do anyway; trucking in 

alternative food and water supplies if the river is polluted, which is unacceptable and is 

compensation, not mitigation; and water monitoring, which the Tribe is al ready doing. In other 

words, the proposed mitigation that is supposed to protect the Tribe from disproportionate and 

adverse impacts is meaningless and wi ll make no difference. The conclusion that the project has 

no adverse disproportionate effect on the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe is patently erroneous. 

NEPA requi res that the agency take a "hard look" at the impacts, a lternatives, mitigation 

measures, and other aspects of a federal action at the earl iest stages of the decision process, in 

recognition that when a "decision is made without the information that NEPA seeks to put before 

177 Draft EIS at 3-230. 
178 Id. at 3-230, 3-235. 
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the decisionmaker, the harm that NEPA seeks to prevent occurs."179 The NEPA hard look must 

emerge from an engagement in infonned and reasoned decision making, as the agency 'obtains 

opinions from its own experts, obtains opinions from experts outside the agency (and) gives 

careful scientific scrutiny. ,,, iso 

The Corps failed to comply with these requirements in the Draft EIS. The Corps re lies 

on optimistic assumptions of "remote occurrence" of an oil spill , without evaluating the factors 

that cause spi lls, or detailing the impacts to sensitive environmental and public health receptors 

on the Standing Rock Reservation. The Draft EIS is replete with unsupported conclusions of no 

impact. 

NEPA's "hard look" mandate prohibits agency reliance upon conclusions or assumptions 

that are not supported by scientific or objective data. 181 "Unsubstantiated determinations or 

claims lacking in specificity can be fatal for an [ environmental study] .. .. Such documents 

must. . . (contain) thoughtful and probing reflection of the possible impacts associated with the 

proposed project."182 Under NEPA, the Corps much more than include a few quotes from letters 

or court affidavits, and propose meaningless mitigation measures. 

D. The Secrecy and l.3ck of Transparency Violate Environmental Justice 

Environmental justice also requires transparency. The EPA defines environmental justice 

as "the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people, regardless of race, color, 

national origin or income, with respect to the... implementation and enforcement of 

environmental laws."183 Standing Rock has been denied "meaningful involvement" in the NEPA 

process due to the secrecy surrounding the data and documents relied upon by the Corps for its 

conclusions in the Draft EIS. 

179 See Sierra Club v. Marsh, 872 F.2d 497, 500 (1st Cir. 1989) quoting Commonwealth of 
1\tfassachusetts v. Watt, 716 F.2d 946 at 953 (1st Cir. 1983). 
180 Hughes River Watershed Conservancy v. Johnson, 165 F.3d 283, 288 (4th Cir. 1999) (citing 
Marsh v. Or. Natural Res. Council, 490 U.S. 360, 378-85 (1989)). 
181 Citizens Against Toxic Sprays, Inc. v. Bergland, 428 F.Supp. 908 (D. Or. 1977). 
182 Commillee to Preserve Boomer Lake Park v. Dept. of Transportation, 4 F.3d 1543, 1553 
( I 0th Cir. 1993) . 
.., www.epa.gov/environrnental/justice. 
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The applicable regulations provide that: 

NEPA procedures must ensure that environmenta l informati on is 
avai !able to public officials and citizens before decisions are made and 
actions are taken. The infomiation must be of high quality.. . public 
scmtiny (is) essentia l to implementing NEPA. 184 

In the Draft EIS, the Corps purports to support its conclusions of no adverse impact to 

Standing Rock by reference to information that is redacted and undisclosed. For example, the 

Corps states: 

(The) FRP Modeling Report (Appendix G) include(s) modeling 
analysis to identify impacts on drinking wter intakes upstream and 
downstream of the crossing location .. . The modeling predicts there will be 
no dissolved hydrocarbons present at this depth or distance and the SRST 
drinking water intake would likely be unaffected. 185 

Thus, the Corps re lies on the spill model to conclude there wi ll be no impact, but the 

results of the spill model in Appendix G are redacted and remain secret. The redactions violate 

40 CFR § 1500.1 (b ), and conclusions based upon undisclosed data violates the admonition in 40 

CFR § I 500.2 that the conclusions "shall be supported by evidence." 

The Draft EIS violates Environmental Justice and does not remedy the NEPA vio lations 

identified in Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. Army Corps of Engineers. It does not establish a legal 

basis for the continued operation ofDAPL under Alternatives 3 or 4 of the Draft EIS. 

1•• 40 CFR § 1500. l(b). 
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IX. The Draft EIS Fails to Consider the Cumulative Effects of DAPL and 
the Corps' Construction and Operation of Oahe Dam Under the 
1944 Flood Control Act and 2024 Annual Operating Plan. 

A. The Relocation of Cannon Ball and Other Communities had a 
Devastating Effect on the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe that Continues to 
be Experienced Today 

The Cannon Ball community is located at the Reservation's northern boundary, near the 

confluence of the Missouri and Cannon Ball Rivers. It is about one-half mile from DAPL. The 

U.S. Census estimates the 2018 population as 945, 186 but it is likely considerably higher, per 

historical under-counting of Reservation populations by the Census. The Cannon Ball 

elementary school at the center of the community is the closest school to the pipel ine, and may 

have to be evacuated in the event of a spill from DAPL. The children of the Ca1mo11 Ball 

community may be at higher risk than children in any other town a long the 1, 170-mi le pipeline 

route. 

Cannon Ball is known for the perfectly rounded tuft rocks deposited and formed at the 

mouth the Cannon Ball and Rivers. The community and surrounding riverine areas have ferti le 

and productive soils. The intake for the 800-acre Standing Rock irrigation project Cannon Ball 

Unit is approximately one mile downstream from DAPL. In the EA and the remand Analysis 

document, the Corps ignored this intake and erroneously stated that a non-Tribal water intake 

was the closest one to DAPL. An important component of the Tribal farm system is adjacent to 

the pipeline, providing a pathway of exposure. 

There are successfol Tribal-member owned ranches and livestock operations in this area, 

as wel l. Local wells for livestock watering could be affected, providing an exposure pathway 

and jeopardizing the livelihood of Indian ranching fami lies in Cannon Ball district. 

Life in Cannon Ball and its neighbo1ing communities on the Standing Rock Reservation 

was seriously disrupted by the construction of the Oahe Dam. Authorized by Congress in the 

I 944 Flood Control Act as part of the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin program, Oahe is one of the 

m Draft EIS at 3-233, 
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largest dam and reservoir projects in the United States. "The Oahe Dam destroyed more Indian 

land than any other public works project in America."187 

As the Tribe indicated in the Impacts of an Oil Spill report, the Standing Rock 

Reservation was dramatically impacted by Oahe Dam: 

The Corps of Engineers acquired 56,000 acres of Standing Rock 
Reservation land for the site of Lake Oahe, under the authority of the Act of 
September 2, 1957. This land was prime Missouri River bottomland, 
teaming wi th timberlands and wildlife; a low-lying area in the plains with 
abundant water supplies and fe1t ile soil. Four Reservation communities 
(including Cannon Ball) were located in this area and forc ibly relocated by 
the Corps of Engineers in the winter of 1960. 188 

Further: 

For those unfamiliar with Sioux culture and the geography of the 
Dakotas, it is perhaps difficult to appreciate how important the bottomlands 
were to their way of life. The trees along the river had provided the tribes 
with their primary source of fuel and lumber ... The inundation of the 
bottomlands destroyed 99 percent of the timber (at Standing Rock) ... 

The gathering and preserving of wild fruits and vegetables was a 
trad itional facet of Plains Indian culture. The many herbs, roots, berries, 
currants, plums, cherries and beans that grew in the bottomlands added bulk 
and variety to the diet... Traditionally, they were also used for medicinal 
purposes. Buffalo berries, for example, were . .. used in female puberty 
rites, and chokecherries were a cure for (digestive ailments) ... A form of 
wild ben called "mouse bean" was regarded. .. as a palatable wi ld 
vegetable . . . According to tradition, the Sioux always replaced the beans 
they took with an equal amount of corn or other gra in (as an offering) .. . 
The loss of these and other plants greatly reduced the Indian natural food 
supply. 

The wooded bottomlands also served as shelter and feeding grounds for 
many kinds of wi ldlife. Deer, beaver, rabbits and raccoons were abundant 
year-round, and thousands of pheasants and other game birds wintered 
there. The hunting and trapping of th is game provided the tribes with an 
important source of food, income and recreation. Destruction of this 
environment by the Pick-Sloan dams reduced the wild game and plant 
supply .. . by 75 percent. 

186 https:/ /worldpopulat ionreview. com/us-cit ies/cannon-ball-nd-population. 
187 Michael L. Lawson, DAMMED INOIANS: THE PIO<·SLOAN PLAN ANO THE MISSOURI RIVER SIOUX, 1944-1980 (1980I, p. so. 
188 Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, p. 24. 
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Damages caused by the Pick-Sloan projects touched every aspect of 
Sioux life. Abmptly the tribes were transformed from a subsistence to a 
cash economy, and forced to develop new ways of making a living. 

Because of their close relationship with nature, the Sioux had a sacred 
attachment to their land. The areas a long the river had afforded them a 
comfortable and relatively scenic environment with resources to sustain 
their way of life. The loss of this land and livelihood had a strong 
emotional impact. 189 

The Corps moved four towns ites on the Reservation, including Cannon Ball, the Tribal 

community adjacent to DAPL. Hundreds of Standing Rock families were uprooted in the middle 

of winter, against their wi l I. Many elders on the Reservation remember growing up in the 

pleasant area a long the river, and then being forced out by the Army Corps during the frigid 

winter in January 1960. The people of Standing Rock remember how they were treated by the 

Army. There is significant historical trauma, and the Standing Rock Reservation economy 

continues to sufier from these losses, today. 190 

The Bureau of Indian Affairs recently estimated the unemployment rate on the Standing 

Rock Reservation to be 63 percent. 191 The poverty rate at Standing Rock is approximately 51 

percent, as compared to 15 percent nationwide. 192 Per capita income on the Standing Rock 

Reservation is $9,688, as compared to $28,774 nationwide, and median household income on the 

Reservation is $26,440, as compared to $55,322 for the nation as a whole. 193 The loss of 

economic resources and community infrastmcture as a result of Oahe Dam directly contributed 

to the socioeconomic challenges facing the Tribe today. 

Consequentl y, under the requisite cumulative impacts analysis, the Corps of Engineers 

must consider the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of the taking of Tribal land and 

relocation of Reservation communities in the Draft EIS. It fa iled to do so. 

189 Id. at 24-25, quoting Michael L. Lawson, DAMMEDINDIANS REVISITED: THE CONTINUING SAGA OF THE PICK-SLOAN PLAN AND 
MISSOURI RIVER SIOUX (2009), p, 50-51. 
1• • Final Recommendations of the Garrison Unit Joint Tribal Advisory Comm.: Joint Hearing of the S. Comm. on 
Indian Aft., S. Comm. on Energy and Natural Res. and the H. Comm. on Interior and Insular Affairs, 100th Cong. 100-
249. 
191 Bureau of Indian Affairs, ZOl3 American Indian Population and Labor Force Report, p. 50 (2014). 
192 https://www.minneapolisfed.gov/indiancountry/ resources/reservat ion-profiles/standing-rock-reservation. 
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8. The Corps Must Evaluate the Cumulative Impacts of DAPL and the 
Regulation of Reservoir Levels under the Master Water Control 
Manual and Annual Operating Plan 

The Corps' operation of the Missouri River mainstem reservoir system is a federal 

agency action that adversely affects the Standing Rock Reservation environment. In the EIS, the 

Corps must evaluate the cumulative impact of its Missouri River operations under the Master 

Manual and 2024 Annual Operating Plan with the potential impacts of DAPL. This is 

parti cularly the case with respect to the impact of low water on the implementation of the DAPL 

Facility and Geographic Response Plans. 

As of December I 0, the elevation of Oahe Reservoir was 1598.56 msl, which is about 9 

feet below the multi-purpose pool level of 1607.5 msl. When water is this low, the Corps 

describes its operational plans as follows: "The water stored in this zone .. . wi ll maintain 

downstream flows through a succession of well-below normal run-off years into the System." 194 

Thus, Corps prioritizes downstream water service, to the detriment of Standing Rock. 

The impacts at Standing Rock are devastating. Water supplies available for community 

and economic uses on the Reservation are degraded and the Tribe suffers water shortages, as the 

Corps manages water flows for the benefi t of non-Indian communities downstream. Recently, 

the intake at the Tribe's Eagle Unit Irrigation Project was damaged by eroding land from water 

fluctuations. This requires expensive repairs. The intake for the Cannon Ball Unit Irrigation 

Project shall also require expensive rehabi litati on work due to low water. 

In recent years, receding reservoir levels have exposed thousands of acres of mud flats, 

which now surround the Cannon Ball, Long Soldier, Kenel and Wakpala conununities. Invasive 

plants and insects are causing ecological damage to important fish and wi ldlife habitat. The 

proli feration of invasive midges is infecting upland game. Tribal subsistence hunti ng, fishing 

and gathering is adversely affected by low water. Extensive fish spawning beds on the 

Reservation are de-watered, causing damage to prey fish, which in turn diminishes important 

food sources for walleye, northern pike and small mouth bass. The boat docks relied upon by 

"' Id. 
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Tribal members to access fishing rights are not usable at the present time. They no longer reach 

the water. 

The fluctuation of reservoir levels on the Reservation impacts Tribal roads and other 

infrastructure. Tribal and fam ily-owned allotted lands in Cannon Ball, Long Soldier and 

Wakpala are being eroded, with some homes literally falling into Oahe Reservoir. 

These significant adverse impacts experienced by Standing Rock from the Corps of 

Engineers' actions in operating Oahe Dam must be evaluated cumulatively with the potential 

impacts of an oil spi ll from the Dakota Access Pipeline. 

194 U.S. Am1y Corps of Engineers, Master Water Control Manual, Missouri River Mainstem 
System (2018) VII-6 - VII-7. 
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I. The Corps' EIS has Failed to Eva luate the True Risk of a DAPL Oil 
Spill into the High Consequence Area of the Lake Oahe Pipeline 
Undercrossing. 

A. Overview 

The Standing Rock Sioux Tribe (SRST) detailed in its November 2020 DAPL EIS (DEIS) 

Scoping Report I and appended Safety and Environmental Impact Analysis Report2 critical safety 

and environmental deficiencies concerning the design, integrity management, emergency response 

procedures and operation of the Dakota Access Pipeline (DAPL). These reports documented that 

the DAPL parent corporation Energy Transfer L.P. and the Corps in its evaluation leading up to 

the EIS had failed to meet or apply even minimum pipeline safety regulatory requirements3 in the ir 

operating histo1y since 2012.4 The Tribe's Scoping Report described how Energy Transfer had not 

applied the pipeline safety management system requirements of recent pipeline indust1y safety 

standards5 that required risk reduction and continuous improvement. These SRST scoping 

documents are incorporated into this report by reference. 

The Corps in its DEIS ignored the Tribe's scoping input and bas fai led to address these 

serious concerns. In fact, now in the DEIS the Corps bas omitted the application of consensus 

safety standards all together out of their analys is in 3.1 Rel iability and Safety. As a result, safety 

critical hazards and vital needed controls remain unevaluated or verified - and even more 

importantly unimplemented for DAPL. This is a critical omission. Recommended Practi ces and 

standards such as those from the American Petroleum Institute (API) have been updated in recent 

years incorporating important lessons learned from major pipeline incidents. API RP 1173 

emphasizes "Pipeline operators confo1rn to applicable industry codes and consensus standards with 

the goal of reducing risk, preventing releases, and minimizing the occurrence of abnormal 

1 Report Jo the U.S. Army Cmps of Engineers 011 the Scope of the Court-Ordered Enviromnenfal lmJNICI Statement 
for an Easeme11tfor the Dakota Access Pipeli11e, Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, November 24, 2020. 
2 Safety and Environmental Impact Analysis of the Energy Tram,fer ·s Dakota Access P1/1eli11e Report fo the Standing 
Rock Siaux Tribe, Donald S. Holmstrom, 2020. 
' Sec Safety and Environmental Impact Analysis e.g. worst case discharge, integrity management plans; operations, 
maintenance, and emergency rc.~ponsc procedures. 
• Id. e.g., American Petroleum Institute Recommended Practice.~ I 160, 1173, I 174, 1175, 1130, and I 133. 
' American Petroleum Institute (API) Recommended Practice (RP) 1173, Pipeline Safety Management 
Systems (2015) and Managing System fll1egrify for Hazardous Lit/tlid Pipelines, American Petroleum Instin,te (API) 
Recommended Practice (RP) I 160, Third Ed., 2019. 
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operations" as a principle of its Recommended Practice. Many of these changes have occurred 

from federal government agency recommendations and bipartisan Congressional activity. Major 

chemical accident prevention requires both prescriptive and goal setting elements. The source for 

prescriptive requirements typically comes from consensus industry safety standards and 

reco1mnended practices.6 The Federal pipeline safety regulator PHMSA recognizes this and has 

incorporated many pipeline safety standards into its regulatory scheme. 7 However there have been 

no standards incorporated in over ten years making the appl ication of the recent, more rigorous 

revisions incorporating lessons learned from recent disasters even more important.8 It is critical 

that the oil industry be held accountable to apply the safety standards they developed. PHMSA bas 

not incorporated key modern standards into their regulatory scheme that will be referenced in th is 

report into including API RP 1173, RP I I 60(2019), RP 1174, RP 1133, or RP 1175. 

Federal law has long recognized the impo1tance of the use of voluntary consensus technical 

standards to cany out agency decision-making. The National Technology Transfer and 

Advancement Act of 19959 states that 

Except as provided in paragraph (3) of this subsection, all Federal agencies and 
departments shall use technical standards that are developed or adopted by 
voluntary consensus standards bodies, using such technical standards as a means 
to ca1Ty out policy objectives or activities determined by the agencies and 
departments. 10 

The language in the Act broadly addresses the use consensus technical standards 11 and is not 

limited to the use of standards by agencies that have been incorporated by reference in federal 

~ "A prescriptive regulation or standard describes !he specific means or activity-based actions to l>e taken for hazard 
abatement and compliance. Perfom1ance or goal•based regulations, on the other hand, state the objective to be 
obtained (such as risk reduction or hazard abatement) without describing the specific means of obtaining that 
objective." Chevron Reg11/ato1y Report, US CSB, 2014, p. 9. 
7 49 CFR § 195.3 
8 For example, PHMSA bas not incorporated a new AJ'I standard by reference into their regulatory scheme since 
2013. 49 CFR § 195.3. API standards arc typically updated on a 5-year schedule. PHMSA has not incorporated key 
modern standards into their regulatory scheme under 49 CFR § 195.3 including API RJ' 
1173, RP I 160, RP 1174, RP I 133 or RP 1175. 
• The National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of I 995, Pub. L. No. I 04-1 I 3, I IO Stat. 775 (Mar. 7, 
1996). 
10 Id. § 12( d)( I). Exceptions arc provided in Section 12( d)(3) for standards that arc "inconsistent with applicable 
with federal law or otherwise impractical." II will be argued herein that these exceptions do not apply. 
11 Id. The Act define.~ " technical standards" as "performance based or design-specific technical specifications and 
related management systems practices." 
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regulations. Federal agencies such as the Army Corps are required to use re levant consensus 

standards in their activities, inc luding in the EIS process but have failed to do so. 

Since 2017, Energy Transfer L.P. and its subsidiaries' p ipeline safety record is the worst 

among those corporate pipel ine families with the most incidents. More recently, from 2022 to 

present Energy Transfer has been criminally convicted of 23 pipeline spill re lated Clean Water 

Act violations, debarred by the EPA from Federal contracting, and experienced nine 1000 Bbl 

spills with its hazardous liquid12 pipeline subsidiaries. The data shows these serious incidents are 

pervasive across the corporation's pipeline subsidiaries, hazardous liquid product, and the part of 

the pipeline system involved in the incident. For example, of the recent nine 1000 Bbl. spi lls four 

were cmde spi lls from the PHMSA system part designation "pipeline including va lve sites" 

rebutting the Corps' tmncated review of Energy Transfer's safety record. The Tribe will provide 

a detai led data analysis of many safety issues of concern and address why these DA.PL safety 

threats have become more dire. 

These serious spill incidents are corporate safety management system deficiencies - a 

prevention approach supported by more rigorous and essential industry pipeline safety standards 

developed in response to recent disasters but not applied by the Corps. These standards emphasize 

that corporate leadership is responsible for developing effective pipel ine safety systems and 

performance improvement. Energy Transfer 's deficiencies are corporate wide, pervasive, and not 

specifi c to DA.PL or its operator Sunoco. 13 A striking documented example of these widespread 

management system failures is the recent October 14, 2023, PHMSA Notice of Proposed Safety 

Order (Appendix C)14 to Energy Transfer's Mid-Valley subsidiary. In the notice, PHMSA details 

34 failures since 2014, six of which were in the last IO months "from various causes, including 

internal corrosion, pump fai lures, th ird-pa1t y damage, faulty equipment, hydrogen cracking, stress 

12 PHMSA defines hazardous liquids as "petroleum, petroleum products, anhydrous ammonia and ethanol." 49 CFR 
195.2 Definitions. Hazardous liquid "commodity rclca.~ed" ca1egorics analyzed for this report include crude o il, 
highly volatile liquid (HVL) and refined products. PHMSA regulates these hazardous liquids under a common 
framework a.~ they prcscn1 similar hazards. This report will analyze Energy Transfer's safety performance under the 
defined commonality of hydrocarbon hazardous liquid pipeline operations, emergency rcsp-0nsc, c1c. 
"Energy Transfer was designating Sunoco i1's wholly owned subsidiary as the DAPL operator and drafl ing a 
Facility Response Plan as c;1rly as June 2015. Sec Sunoco Pipeline L.P. Facility Response Plan Dakota Access 
Pipeline North Response Zone, V. I, June 2015. 
14 Appendix C, Notice ,if Proposed Safety Order, Mid-Valley Pipeline Co. LLC; PHMSA; Oc1obcr 14, 2023; 
https://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/reports/enforce/documents/42023056NOPSO/42023056NOPSO Notice%20of 
%20Prop-0sed%20Safc1v%20Ordcr IO 132023 {23-281044).pdf last accessed 12-4-23. 
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corrosion cracking, pipeline exposures, fai led repairs, operator errors, and unidentified causes."15 

PHMSA identified more systemic de ficiencies as well including failure to investigate incident 

causes, disregarding PHMSA requests for pipe removal and testing, not performing needed follow

up evaluations, and an accident history that indicates the threats "are unmitigated:" 

There have been releases due to time dependent threats such as external corrosion, 
internal corrosion, stTess corrosion cracking, and hydrogen cracking. It is unclear 
what preventative and mitigative measures the Energy Transfer has taken to prevent 
additional simi lar fai lures. 16 

PHMSA also found pervasive problems with Energy Transfer's leak detection and self-monitoring 

systems: 

Numerous fa ilures have been discovered by members of the public and or 
contractors. Other failures were discovered by Energy Transfer personnel during 
routine movements around its facilities, and not through Energy Transfer's 
instrumentation and control system. These trends indicate Energy Transfer's 
inability to self-monitor and detect fai lures. 

It is particularly important to note that the systemic issues such as failure to investigate 

incident causes or follow integrity management good practices for equipment testing created 

common failure modes such as internal co1Tosion across different equipment types (pump stations, 

pipeline and valves, breakout tanks). This is evidence of broader a safety management system 

(SMS) fa ilure that are the root causes of incidents. 17 The same corporate-level SMS deficiencies 

can be causal to incidents across subsidiaries, pipelines equipment types as seen in Mid-Valley, or 

transporting different hazardous liquid [crude oi l, highly volatile liquids (HVL), or refined 

products]. These safety management system de fi cienc ies can cause similar incidents that are not 

limited to one part of a pipeline operation or hazardous liquid commodity. As wi th PHMSA, the 

Tribe has concluded that Energy Transfer's troubling incident history is systemic and pervasive. 

The data will show Energy Transfer's SMS deficiencies impact all corporate pipeline operations. 

Consequently, because these serious problems are corporate-wide, this report wi ll examine the 

"Id. at p. 10. 
16 Id. at p. 12. 
17 G11ideli11esfor l11vestigati11g Chemical Proce.~, l11cide11fs, Center for Chemical Procc.~s Safety (CCPS) of 
the American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AICHE), 1992, at p. 130. CCPS states that thc.~e spcci lie 
failures may be immediate causes or initiating events but not root causes. Underlying them is a 
managcmcnl system failure such as a faulty dcs:ign, integrity management or root cause invcs:tigativc syslcm. 
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safety performance of all hazardous liquid pipelines and other serious pipeline incidents operated 

by Energy Transfer and its subsidiaries. 

As the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission found in its Rover pipeline investigation, 

Energy Transfer's failed corporate safety culture "equally infected the executives." The Corps 

summari ly dismissed these issues and drastically narrowed the scope of its evaluation to exclude 

information that contradicts its conclusions. This treatment is emblematic of the Corps' approach 

to all pipeline safety issues ra ised by the Tribe. The Tribe will show that statements by the Corps 

are replete with omissions, inaccurate facts, misleading conclusions, and superficial analysis. 

When there is a response, it is typically a bald assertion without supporting ana lysis or citation to 

credible authority. The DEIS reads not as a scientific document but more like a legal brief in 

defense ofDAPL on issues raised by the Tribe. Some examples of critical gaps and deficiencies 

of the Corps ' safety and enviroiunental spill risk analysis include the following: 

• Since 20 17, Energy Transfer L.P. and its subsidiaries including Sunoco Pipeline, the 
operator ofDAPL have the worst spill record for hazardous liquid pipelines in terms 
of spill numbers, significance, volume, and enforcement record among pipeline 

corporate fami lies with the most spi lls. In the last 20 months alone, Energy Transfer's 
hazardous liquid pipel ines have had nine hazardous liquid spills over IOOO Bbls. 
(42,000 gals.), the next worst in that period had one. From 20 17 to present DAPL
ETCO had the most hazardous spills (16) for all pipelines with a single operator ID 
for PHMSA-defined new installations. 18 

• In 2022 Energy Transfer and Sunoco have been criminally convicted of 23 pipeline 
spill related Clean Water Act (CWA) criminal violations. As a result of the 
Pennsylvania CW A convictions-, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) had 
debarred both DAPL's parent company Energy Transfer L.P. and DAPL 
operator Sunoco from Federal Agency contracting. Consequently, the Energy 
Transfer is debarred from contracting a Lake Oahe easement with The Corps. 

• In December 2021 , the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) found 176 
pipeline drilling fluid spills laden with toxic waste were "the product of a corporate 
culture--one that equally infected the executives .. . that favored speed and 

18 New installations refer to new equipment, pipelines systems; and expansions, extensions. or rcplaccmcms. The 
review focused on new installations since 2017, the year that DAPL began operations. 
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construction progress over regulato1y compliance" The executive named was the same 
executive over the construction and HDD drilling of DAPL highlighting the 
commonality of corporate level SMS flaws that can impact different pipelines 
transporting different hazardous commodities. FERC also found that Energy 
Transfer did not self-report the violations and committed "obstructionist 
conduct" during its investigation that led in part to the large $40 mill ion fine. 

• On October 14, 2023, PHMSA issued a Notice of Proposed Safety Order to Energy 
Transfer's Mid-Valley crnde pipeline find ing pervas ive deficiencies from an 
examination of 34 spill incidents across the 1048-mile pipeline that "pose a 
pipeline integrity risk to public safety, property, or the environment." 

• Use of an outmoded and unsupported risk assessment methodology that is 
inappropriate for low frequency major accident and not specific to the DAPL project, 
the operation of the pipeline, or the safety performance of the operator - consequently, 
important critical hazards were not evaluated and needed safety controls not 
implemented. 

• A sole focus on minimum compliance with pipeline safety regulatory requirements that 
have not kept pace with changes to industry practices and standards and important 

lessons from recent pipeline disasters. Minimum regulatory compliance is insufficient 
to ensure DAPL safety. 

• A failure to apply any good practice consensus pipeline safety standards to its 
evaluation of DAPL risk or Energy Transfer's operations or performance. 

• Safety critical elements and related standards addressing the design, surge rel ief, 
instrnmentation, and verification of DAPL safety systems are lacking or ineffective. 

• Energy Transfer's (ET) leak detection methodology and past performance are seriously 
flawed. From 2012 to present, using the same methodology as the PHMSA leak 
detecti on study, Energy Transfer's Computational Pipeline Monito1i ng (CPM) system 
only detected hazardous liquid pipeline releases 14% of the time. 

• The Corps has failed to identify and ensure effective controls for the hazards of Bakken 
crude that have been identified by the EPA and other Federal and state agencies with 
emergency response authority. Recent scientific reports have determined that Bakken 
crnde has the flammability of gasoline with elevated components of toxic and 
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carcinogenic BTEX. 19 This omission leaves the Tribe and its emergency responders 
vulnerable to serious harm. 

• Energy Transfer's Geographical Response Plan (2018) fails to effectively address the 
threat of chronic low water conditions on Lake Oahe to emergency response planning. 
Energy Transfer's spill model contradicrs the focus of Lake Oahe spill mitigation. 
Emergency Response plans fail to identify critical safety concerns for successful spill 
response in winter condi tions. 

B. The Corps' Approach to Pipel ine Safety Risk Assessment and Spill Prevention is 
Not Supported by Industry Pipeline Safety Standards and has been Withdrawn 
by the Cited Source 

The Tribe's Scoping Report emphasized that the pipeline risk assessment and management 

approaches taken by the Corps were not supported by the more rigorous methodologies developed 

by industry in response to recent serious pipeline disasters. This issue was ignored by the Corps. 

The Corps in the DEIS uses a simplified and non-pipeline specific risk matrix "to identify the 

significance of impacts associated with a crude oil re lease at Lake Oahe."20 The Corps does not 

provide a rationale why it does not apply widely recognized consensus pipeline industry risk and 

integrity management standards such as the American Petroleum Institute (API) Recommended 

Practice (RP) 1173, Pipeline Safety ,Wanagement Systems (2015) and AP! RP 1160, Managing 

System Integrity for Hazardous Liquid Pipelines (2019) that adopt a safety management system 

framework. These recommended Practices adopt a "plan-do-check-act approach for pipeline spill 

prevention and continuous improvement. The methodology of these API RPs is company-specific, 

and data driven to achieve required risk reduction. The AP! RPs, appropriate for potentially high 

consequence but low frequency incidents, do not focus on generic equipment fai lure rates like the 

Corps approach - ignoring hazards and risk factors for a particular pipel ine project or operator's 

performance. 

The 20 IO Enbridge Marshall MI disaster underscores why the pipeline safety management 

system (SMS) approach is cri tical to incident and spill prevention and the Tribe 's critique of the 

Corps' DAPL EIS. It is important to note that crude spills can be catastrophic - th is spill was a 

19 Benzene, 1oluene, e1hylbenzcne, xylene (BTEX) 
20 Environme11wl lmpacl Su,1e111e111 Dakota Access Pipeli11e lake Oahe Crossing Project, US Anny Corps of 
Engineers (Omaha District), at 3-3, September 2023. Hereinafter DAPL EIS or DEIS. 
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disaster that spilled over a million gallons of diluted bitumen (tar sands) crude that reached 40 

miles down the Kalamazoo River and likely will never be fully cleaned up. This incident and the 

San Bruno gas pipel ine multi-fatality incident also investigated by the NTSB led to many calls for 

reform of pipel ine safety and critiques of PHMSA. The top leadership of PHMSA was eventually 

forced to resign due to their inaction from calls for reform. PHMSA had been severe ly criticized 

for lengthy delays in rulemaking by Congress, GAO, and the DOT IG.21 Subsequent pipeline 

safety rulemaking highlighted these two disasters as the need for reform. 

The NTSB Marshall MI report22 focused on the importance of Enbridge's organizational 

and management system safety de fi ciencies. The NTSB noted that PHMSA did not require a 

pipeline safety system framework and that was causal to the incident. This approach focuses on 

how safety systems under control of management are the root cause of all incidents. This approach 

is widely recognized for chemical accident prevention rather than solely focusing on "operator 

error," and "unavoidable" or "unanticipated" events or the resull of equipment failure rates 

separate from root causes. The NTSB report c ites the 2007 US Chemical Safety Board's (CSB) 

BP Texas City report23 for the importance of organizational analysis and the SMS approach. 

Reviewing recent pipeline incidents, the NTSB concluded that the application of a safety 

management system approach was "needed to enhance the safety of pipeline operations."24 The 

NTSB made a recommendation lo the oil trade association API to adopt a pipeline safety system 

recommendation. API RP 1173 was developed with active participation by PHMSA and CSB staff. 

The NTSB graded the AP! response as "exceeds" acceptable action. The NTSB specifically stated 

pipeline operators should 1101 wai t from action by PHMSA before improving safety. APl RP I 173 

" The PHMSA Inspector General has noted: " PHMSA bas long faced criticism from Congress for its 
lack of timeliness in implementing statutory requirements- mandates- and recommendations from NTSB, 
GAO, and OIG reports." A 2017 report summarized that while PHMSA has made some progress, 60 of 
NTSB's 118 recommendations remain open, 25% of regulatory mandates were unimplemented, and 75% of 
its mandated deadlines: were missed. Insufficient Guidance, Ove,:\"ight. and D)()rdination Hinder PHMSA ·s 
Full lmpleme111atio11 qf Mandates and Recomme11datio11s. U.S. Department of T ransportation, Office of 
Inspector General, Report Number: ST-20 I 7-002, at I (Oct. 2017) (found at 
hups://trid. Jrb.org/view/1 42 7434 ). 
22 Enbridge lnc<>rporated Hazc,rdous Liquid Pipeline Rupture and Release, ivJa,:\·hall A,fichigau, July 25. 
10/0; National Transportation Safety Board Accident Report, 2012. Last accc.~sed 12-2-23, 
hups://www.ntsb.gov/inves1igations/ AccidentReports/Rcp-0t1s/P AR 120 I. pdf 
" BP Texas City Final Investigation Report, US Chemical Safety and Hazard Jnvc.~tigation Board (CSB), 2007.Last 
accessed 12-2-23, https://www.csb.gov/fi le.aspx?Documentld- 5596 
24 Id. at p. I 16. 
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underscores the problems with the Corp's DEIS analysis and ET's failed safety perfom1ance. 

API's RP 1162 on Integrity Management (20 19) takes a similar management safety system 

approach. 

In the Marshall , Ml report, while the technical failure was a crack that "grew and 

coalesced" from C0JT0Sion fatigue there were several broader organizational and management 

system deficiencies that were the root cause that led to the incident - insufficient margin of safety, 

fa ilure to incorporate lessons leamed, etc. A key reason to adopt this approach is that fixing these 

broader issues will have a greater preventative impact. The purpose of inc ident investigation is to 

more broadly prevent similar incidents not just the fact pattern of the one investigated. These 

broader organizational root causes and recommendations can lead to preventing other incidents in 

the corporation's pipeline operations not just in the equipment or section of pipeline where the 

incident occurred. A prime example with Energy Transfer are the production pressures and use of 

unapproved additives in drilling flu id that led to toxic releases to sensitive environments in both 

the Mariner 2 East/Revolution pipeline CW A criminal convictions and the FERC $40 million fine 

with ET's Rover pipeline. FERC correctly identified that these were organizational causes - a 

failed "corporate culture" going all the way to the "executive level." 

So different pipelines, different corporate subsidiaries, with different hazardous material, 

can have serious hazardous material releases related to conunon organizational and cultural 

deficiencies within the corporate parent. It is cri tical to point out that from the Tribe' review of 

PHMSA data Energy Transfer's safety deficiencies are serious and widespread - evident in all 

hazardous liquid subsidiaries (1 I largest examined), hydrocarbon hazardous liquid pipeline 

commodities ( crude, highly volatile liquids, refined products) and equipment types (pipeline and 

valves, pump/meter stations and breakout tanks). The importance of a broader review of Energy 

Transfer's pipeline operations shows systematic failures of more serious incidents "large spills" in 

High Consequence Areas (HCAs),25 "significant spills" as defined by PHMSA. 

"To be classified as a large HCA spill by PHMSA the release must rc.~ull in death or personal injury requiring 
hospitalization, property damage grc>ltcr than $50,000, a release of more than 5 barrels, fire or explosion, or 
pollution of water. 
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Energy Transfer L.P. expe1ienced nine 42,000-gallon (1000 Bbl.} spills in the last 20 

months alone (the nearest worst perfonner had one simi lar spill). ET's record from either 20 12 or 

20 I 7 to date is equally alarming. As with the Marshall Ml pipeline disaster, the organizational 

failures are corporate safety system fai lures which are impacting specific equipment at a specific 

pipeline but the SMS deficiencies have the potential as the data shows to impact a broad array of 

similar incidents unless preventative measures at the corporate level are implemented. 

Large spills are " low frequency, high consequence events. These serious spills are 

infrequent, rare, etc. (because incidents have multiple causes all of which must line up, yet 

fortunately seldom do). However, they are not ra re fo r Energy Transfer . Low frequency 

incidents with catastrophic potential require different risk approaches. They focus more on 

consequences and effective controls than rational izing low frequency as a reason to dismiss the 

threats or needed protections. ET's incident record is additional strong evidence that ET's 

corporate safety leadership, oversight and safety system performance are severely deficient. ET 

has a "run-to-fai lure" integrity management system as the data shows. For the Corps' DEIS their 

choice of an inappropriate risk management approach (simplistic risk matrix withdrawn by the 

source cited) using generic incident frequency data (rather than company and project specific data), 

and a truncated review of ET's safety record (limited timeframe, hazardous liquid commodity 

types, pipeline equipment, etc.) are not supported by PHMSA regulations or pipeline consensus 

safety standards. The API risk approach looks at continuous improvement to the corporations ' 

safety perfom1ance, something sorely lacking for ET. The Corps wants to artificially restrict what 

is examined (only certain equipment, only a specific geographical location, only crude oil, only 

from 20 18 -2020, etc. It should also be pointed out that much the Corps data is misstated. A narrow 

approach is taken by the Corps because a broader review revea ls larger more serious problems that 

are directly relevant to the safety of OAPL. 

T he Corps uses a risk methodology that has been withdrawn by the primary authority 

cited, the UK HSE. The new UK HSE risk assessment guidance urges at a minimum the 

implementation of author itative good practice which the Corps has failed to do in the DEIS. 

The references for the risk matrix in the DE!S26 cite to a 2005 document from United Kingdom 

26 DEIS at p. 3-4. 
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(UK) Health and Safety Executive27 and a paper authored by individuals from a symposium 

published by the UK iChemE.28 The UK HSE is a credible source for guidance related to major 

chemical accident prevention. In the UK hazardous liquid pipelines are covered under their major 

accident hazard regulations. UK HSE regulations and guidance on driving major chemical accident 

risk to As Low as Reasonably Practicable or ALARP are recognized internationally. However, the 

approach and conclusions of the cited DEIS document - UK HSE Guidance on ALA RP decisions 

in COMAH, SPC/Permissioning/12 (2005) - was withdrawn. The current 2023 version of 

Guidance on. ALARP decisions in COMAH, SPC/Permissioning/37 29on the UK HSE website 

states: 

This document aims to give guidance specifically on Af-ARP30 demonstrations in 
the COMAH31 context and replaces SPC/Perm/12 whicl, i~- witl11lrmv1t (emphasis 
added). 

This change is important as significant revisions were made that underscore the importance 

of preventative action rather than idiosyncratic risk estimates to overlook or deny risk. In 

particular, the HSE emphasizes the use of industry good practice standards and guidelines. The 

withdrawn 2005 version of the HSE Guidance that the Corps recommends the use of a risk matrix 

as a one "simple qualitative approach" to risk assessment. The document provides an illustrative 

example and guidance for its use. The cun-ent version has eliminated the discussion of the use of 

a risk matrix and now emphasizes that "operators to "take all measures necessary (AMN) to 

prevent major accidents" which at a minimum must implement "authoritative good practice." 

"HS£ starts with the expectation that suitable controls must be in place to address 
all significant hazards and that those controls, as a minimum, must implement 
autl,oritative good practice irrespective of situation based risk estimates" 
(emphasis added). 

" G11idance 011 ALA RP decisio11s i11 COMAH, HSE (UK Health and Safety Executi,•e). 2005 .. 
28 Risk Ranking of Events by Frequency, Consequence and Attenuating Fae/or: A Three Variable Risk Ranking 
Tech11iq11e; Lee, ct al; iChcmE Hazards XXI I, Symposium Series NO. 156; 20 I I. iChcmE is the professional society 
of chemical engineers in the UK. This paper is authored by individuals in UK 1ha1 arc subject to the regulatory 
requirements and guidance provided in the HS E's Guidance 011 ALA RP decisions in COMAH. 
29 Guidance 011 ALA RP decisions in COMA H SPC/Pcrmissioning/3 7 (last accessed on 12-1-23) 
h11ps://www.hsc.gov.uk/foi/in1crnalops/hid circs/pcrmissioning/spc pc1m 37/ 
30 As Low as Reasonably Practicable (ALARP) 
31 Control of Major Accident Hazards (COMAH) 
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The HSE guidance now places more emphasis on effective controls in place to prevent 

major hazards and the use of "authoritative good practice." The HSE makes clear that risk tools 

and estimates that ignore good practice are unacceptable. This is a criticism of the use of risk 

assessments and tools to deny major hazard risk with individua l operator risk estimates. An 

example is the use of individual frequency or consequence analysis while failing to implement 

good practice or examine the operators performance. The new HSE guidance reflects the modern 

view of major chemical accident prevention that places less focus on an emphasis on the use of 

frequency in the risk assessment and more on the controls in place to prevent high consequence 

re leases to the environment. As emphasized in the Tribes Scoping Report: 32 

Dated constrncts of risk are typically characterized by a static and narrow 

examination of the risk management equation often resul ting in a check-the-box 
exercise. Evaluating the probabi lity of failure and the magnitude of consequence is 
an important component but insufficient, particularly where the consequence can 
be a catastrophic incident. Major hazardous material inc idents - large spills and 
toxic releases, fires, and explosions, etc. - are described in industry safety 
guidelines as low frequency, high consequence events. Even though these major 
incidents are infrequent, because of the potential for catastrophic consequences, 
risk evaluation and treatment for these events must receive high p1iority. 

The changes to the UK HSE Guidance strongly undermine the Corps' primary risk 

emphasis - the inappropriate use of questionable equipment failure rates to assert a DAPL spi ll is 

"remote," "un l.ikely," "very unlikely," etc. whi le failing to apply "authoritative good practi ce" or 

evaluate Energy Transfer's troubled SMS performance. 

An infamous example of the inapprop1iate use of a simplified generic risk matrix was the 

risk assessment performed by Transocean for the Macondo well leading up to the Deepwater 

Horizon disaster that killed 11 workers and was the worst environmenta l disaster in US history. 

The US CSB in its Macondo reportn identified that the use of a generic risk matrix is ineffective 

to prevent major chemical disasters. Transocean had determined that because no blowout bad 

occurred on the Deepwater Horizon the likelihood of occurrence was low. Both Transocean and 

BP stated that a well blowout in the Gulf of Mexico was unheard of and highly unlikely. Despite 

32 SRST Scoping Report, at p. 38. 
33 Deepwater Horizon Incident Investigation Report, Drilling Rig Explosion and Fire at the Macondo Well, Volume 
3, US CSB, pp. 174-175, h11ps://www.csb.gov/ 1ilc.aspx?Documcn1ld=5992 last accessed 12-3-23. 
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the credible scenario of catastrophic consequences, the assessment consideration of event 

frequency was used to dismiss the risks. Therefore, the risk was downgraded, and effective controls 

were not considered. Post-incident Transocean itself concurred the generic risk matrix approach 

was ineffective and agreed that more effective risk methodologies such as the "bov,tie" approach 

were preferred. 

The Corps, like Transocean uses a simplified generic risk matrix for a proposed increase 

in DAPL capacity to 1. 1 million BPD in a PHMSA defined environmental high consequence area. 

In the Reliabi lity and Safety section of the DEIS uses a generic equipment-based frequency 

analysis, specific to a geographical location to dismiss the risk of a spill from DAPL in the project 

area to a near impossibility (for example, I in 949, J 16 years for a spill > 1000 Bbls and < 10,000 

Bbls).34 This is despite doubling the flow, Energy Transfer's pipeline-related criminal convictions 

and Federal government-wide debarment, worsening safety record of Energy Transfer, safety 

cri tica l DAPL design defects, and failure to apply widely recognized pipeline safety standards. All 

these factors are ignored or summari ly dismissed by the Corps. However, Energy Transfer's SMS 

serious deficiencies significantly elevate both DAPL spill consequences and likelihood. This 

renders DAPL an unsafe and high risk pipeline. 

There are many other serious deficiencies with the Corps' identification of hazards, 

risk assessment and implementation of controls. 

• There is no evidence in the DEIS section 3.1 that the Corps conducted a fonnal 
hazard assessment identifying DAPL hazards, reviewing all credible incident 
scenarios, evaluating the corporate and operator performance, identi lying SMS 
deficiencies, implementing needed controls using the hierarchy of controls and 
verifying the existing controls are in place and operating effectively as required by 
industry standards such as APT RP 1173. 

• The Corps has failed to conduct or evaluate an Energy Transfer Management of 
Change (MOC) review for the nearly doubling of the DAPL capacity proposed in 
the DEIS. The production of a technical MOC review and report is required by API 
RP 1173 and 1160 to assess the safety implications of the change. Safety issues 
specific to the doubling of the capacity not examined by the Corps include impacts 
to integrity management, surge prevention and protection, safety critical equipment 

" DEIS at p. 3-24. 
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performance in response to a spill , and emergency response. An MOC review 
typically requires an updated risk analys is to assist in evaluating the changes and 
needed controls. There is no evidence in the DEIS that an updated risk analysis has 
been conducted even though nearly doubling DAPLs capacity greatly increases the 
WCD and consequences from a spill . 

• API RP 11 73 recognizes that covered pipelines are subject to high consequence low 
frequency events that requires focus on risk reduction and continuous 
improvement. The API RP omits reference to risk matrixes or use of generic 
incident or equipment frequency as preferred risk management approaches un like 
the Corps methodology in the DEIS. 35 API RP 1173 and 1160 focus on the pipeline 

operator's own SMS performance and not the generic performance of other pipeline 
operators. 

• The DEIS fa ils to look at all credible release scenarios and grossly underestimates 
DAPL consequences including the worst case discharge (WCD, see section x). A 
much larger WCD significantly the consequences of a spill and hence spill risk. 

The DEIS for example does not effectively consider a spill under the detection limi t 
such as for a I 0-day period between aerial surveillance or under winter ice cover 
conditions. The Corps baldly asserts DAPL's risk assessment approach "focused 
on prevention of releases for scenarios that had high consequences and low 

probabilities to reduce the overall risk"36 but all the DEIS cited scenarios show 
otherwise. 

• In their risk approach, the Corps only examines single event incident causes of 
generic equipment incidents and makes faulty assumptions from this 
mischaracterization. Industry safety guide lines recognize that major chemical 
incidents have multiple causes. While equipment failures can be initiating events 
of inc idents, root causes are management system failures. This issue was raised in 
the Tribe 's reports in the context of WCD and the need to consider leak detection 
human factors issues in addition to equipment performance. DC Circuit Court of 
Appeals decision37 found it to be an unresolved issue amongst expe1ts and 
determined the Corps ' failure to explain why it dismissed the issue lel:t "unresolved 
a substantia l dispute as to its worst case discharge calculation." Unfazed, the Corps 
makes the same bald assertion that it is "important to avoid consideration" of 
multiple event causation refening to it as "double jeopardy." This is a startling 
acknowledgement that the Corps considers understanding the various possible 
causes of incidents not as an impo1tant opportunity for prevention but rather a 

35 API RP 1173, 7.0 Risk Management 
36 DEIS at p. 3-25 
37 Sta11di11g Rock Sioux Tribe et al. v. United States Army Corps of£11gi11eers, F.3d 1032 (DC Cir. 2021) 
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punitive "double jeopardy." This a lso ignores the language of the PHMSA WCD 
regulation38 and API RP 1130 (incorporated into the PHMSA regulations by 
reference) where every e lement including detection time must be considered 
separately for worst case determination. Given the possibility of fa lse alarms and 
instrument indications, API RP 1130 requires pipeline control operators to evaluate 
leak detection a larms which is part of the process of detecting a leak and must be 
considered in the WCD despite the Corps unexplained concern for double jeopardy. 

• The risk matrix and spill scenarios do not evaluate consequences without mitigation 
from failures related to leak detection and operation of the Lake Oahe EFRDs. 
Given the lack of verification of actual performance of safety critical elements such 

as DAPL's leak detection system and EFRD valve closure mitigation cannot be 
credited as functioning in the WCD or risk evaluation. Verification of performance 
is required by pipeline industry safety standards. 

• The DEIS fa ils to address the dire consequences of a DAPL crude oi l release 90-
120 feet under Oahe's lakebed. The DEIS acknowledges that that a leak under the 
detection limi t "would likely take a substantial amount of time to reach Lake 
Oahe.''39 A leak under a detection limit of 2% of the flow4-0 could release up to 
22,000 BPD and last for IO days if detected by aeria l surveillance or possibly longer 
under winter ice cover. The oi l would pool and accumulate for "a substantial 

amount of time" creating a large reservoir of toxic cmde oil released into Lake Oahe 
over time. This type of spill is extremely difficult if not impossible to mitigate and 
remediate . The flow of crude from under the lakebed into Lake Oahe could last for 
years and never be effectively remediated, harming the Tribe and environment for 
decades (see Section x) . 

• The Corps' risk approach is an exercise in risk denial and consequently works to 
dismiss the critica l need for more effecti ve controls such as improved surge 
protection and prevention, use of industry safety standards, veri Ii cation of actual 
pipeline perfonnance, or correction of Energy Transfer's failed safety management 
systems reflected in their pipeline spill record. 

The Corps fails to apply any good practice consensus pipeline safety standards to its 

evaluation of DAPL risk or Energy Transfer's operations or performance. The Corps' DEIS 

Section 3.1 on Reliability and Safety is devoid of citations to any consensus safety standards in 

38 Worst Case Discharge, 49 CFR 194. 105(1) 
39 DEIS at p. 3-25. 
•• The DEIS cannot take credit for a 1% leak detection rate lacking actual performance verification. The actual CPM 
leak detection rate for Energy Transfer from 2012 10 present is 14% undermining the DEIS claims that their CPM 
performance is state of the art. 
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use by OAPL or critically applied in their analysis.41 This is a fatal flaw of the EIS - the very 

safety standards developed out ofrecent pipeline disasters that require more rigorous perfonnance 

to prevent spills are not referenced by the Corps or applied to DAPL. This is especially concerning 

given Energy Transfer's worst- in-class pipeline spi ll and enforcement record. 

C. Since 2017, Energy Transfer L.P. and its subsidiaries have the worst pipeline 
spill and integrity management performance. The Corps has omitted this 
relevant data from their analysis. 

The Corps falsely claims that "generic pipeline release data is worse that Energy Transfer's 

incident record, therefore using industry-wide pipeline incident data is more conservative."42 

PHMSA requires that hazardous liquid pipeline spills meeting specific c1iteria be repo1ied to the 

agency43 and assigns an Operator ID for each pipeline system identi fied in PHMSA submissions. 

Since 20 17, Energy Transfer L.P. and its subsidiaries including Sunoco Pipeline, the operator of 

DAPL have the worst spill record for hazardous liquid pipelines looking at the full picture of 

spill numbers, s ignificance, volume, and enforcement record among pipeline corporate families 

with the most spills (see Table Xl-3). Evaluating the risk of DAPL's Lake Oahe undercrossing 

requires analyzing the incident and integrity management perfonnance data. It 's important to note 

that even the oil indust1y trade association - the American Petroleum Institute (AP!) states the goal 

for pipeline safety is zero spills. 44 The risk management approach of AP! RP 1173 emphasizes 

gathering data related to the specific pipeline system to assess the operator's perfonnance: 

These data serve as the foundation of risk management and sha ll include 
available data over the pipeline life cycle and shall be updated based on work 
performed and as needed during the life of the pipeline. Incident data, including the 
cause of incidents, shall be included as appropriate. The pipeline operator shall 
conduct a regular review to identify data gaps and evaluate data qua lity as part of 

risk assessment, consistent with continuous improvement45 
( emphasis added). 

•• The only reference to pipeline safety API Recommended Prac1iccs (RPs) is on page 3-30. The Corps abs1ractly 
notes that some pipeline leak detection scenarios with ineffective performance "can be mitigated by following API 
RP 1175 and API RP I 130." However, the DEIS neither applies this approach critically in their analysis nor 
evaluate.~ Energy Transfer's application or performance verification with the RPs. 
42 DEIS at p. 3 14. 
0 49 CFR § 195.50. Reporting Accidents requires an accident report for ha,ardous liquid spills (with some 
exceptions) that result in spills over 5 gallons, explosion or lire, death of a person, personal injury requiring 
hospitalization, c.~timatcd property damage exceeding $50,000. 
44 API RP I I 73, p. vii. 
•s API RP 1173, 7.2 Risk Management, Data Gathering, p.11 . 
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The Corps presents a false picture of Energy Transfer's safety performance with the data 

presentation in Table 3. 1.3- 1. As the Tribe detai led in its SRST Scoping Report4<S Sunoco was 

purchased by Energy Transfer Partners in 2012 for $5.3 bill ion.47 In 20 12, Energy Transfer 

announced the "successful completion of merger" between Sunoco and Energy Transfer Partners 

another subsid iary of Energy Transfer Equity. 48 The Corps severely tnmcates the data presented 

to examine only incidents from 20 18 to 2020 leaving out data from 20 12 to 20 17 and 202 I to 

present. They claim Sunoco "operated entire ly independently from Energy Transfer''49 during 

those dates. However, contrary to that assertion from 20 12 onward Sunoco was described as a 

"consolidated subsidiary'' in the parent corporation I OK Reports with Sunoco's liabi lities listed 

as those of Energy Transfer. For example, while the Corps' claims ETE had no responsibil ity or 

liability for Sunoco's pipelines from 20 12 to 2017, ETE's 2016 I OK Report states otherwise. In 

its 2016 I OK section on legal proceed ing, ETE lists eight legal proceedings for hazardous liquid 

spills or other environmental violations against Sunoco including liability for MTBE 

contamination across multiple states, spills in Ohio, Texas, Oklahoma. ETE as the parent 

corporation was responsible and liable for Sunoco's safety and environmental perfo1mance as 

deta iled in their own I0K report to the US SEC50 (p.67-69.) These and other Sunoco legal 

proceedings were listed from I Ok reports from 20 I 3 to 20 I 6 during which the Corps falsely 

states ETE had no accountabi li ty or liability for Sunoco's violations.51 

Both Sunoco and Energy Transfer Partners were subsidiaries of Energy Transfer Equity 

L.P. (ETE), the parent corporation. ETE was the predecessor to Energy Transfer L.P.52 As the 

46 SRST Scoping Report at p. 
47 Energy Transfer Partners to ,4cquire Sunoco in $5.3 Billiou Tra11sactio11; Eoerb'Y Trnnsfer Press Release; Apri l 
20 12. https://ir.eneri;ytransfer.com/news-releases/news-release-<:letails/energy-transfer-partners-acqy ire-sunoco-53-
bill ion-transacti.Qn lasl accessed 12-5-23. 
48 Energy Transfer Partners and Sunoco Announce Successful Complc1ion of Merger, Energy Transfer Website, 10-
5-2012. hm~ir...e_n~an,;ieLJ;Q.n@.e=~sicas_<:,_s/news-releas_~detail_sknergv-transfer-iiartn.e.rs-anc!:fillllQ!;Q:_ 
announce-success ful last accessed 12-7-23. 
49 DEIS, p. 3-13. 
50 20 I 6 US Security Exchange Commission, Form !OK, Energy Transfer L.P. 20 I 7, 
hups://ir.energytransfer.com/static-fi les/64885901-c 785-4b94-8493-62e 706029 78d last accessed 12-4-2 3. 
51 Energy Transfer Reports, on their website https://ir.energ;ytransfer.comifinancial-prolilc/annual-rcports last 
accessed 12-4-23. 
52 Energy Transfer Equity LP (ETE) merged with its subsidiary Energy Transfer Partners in 2018 to form Energy 
Transfer LP in a move described as a name change that simplified its corporate structure - "Energy Transfer Equity 
now called Energy Transfer LP," Energy Transfer Equity, L.P. And Energy Transfer Partners, l .P. Complete 
Merger. Simplify Structure, Energy Transfer Press Release, October 19, 2018, https://ir.encrgvtransfer.com/news• 
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parent company ETE was responsible for not only the liabi lities but also ultimately the safe 

operati on of Sunoco's pipelines. The Corps acknowledges Sunoco's terrible safety record, 

"Sunoco Pipeline's release record is one of the worst pipel ine release records to date."53 Yet, the 

Corps mischaracterizes the relationship and fails to point out that Sunoco was a subsidiary of the 

parent ETE slatting in 2012.54 It was not operating "independently"55 through 2017 as the Corps 

claims. The Corps also misstates facts related to the 2017 merger. The merger was between two 

subsidiaries Energy Transfer Partners and Sunoco - not with the parent Energy Transfer (ETE).56 

The Corps cannot disconnect responsibility for the Sunoco incidents that occurred from the date 

of purchase in 2012 and the acknowledged Sunoco "worst pipeline re lease record to date" 

through omissions and mischaracterizations. There was certainly enough contro l for Energy 

Transfer to make Sunoco its "consolidated subsidiary" with the "worst" pipeline record - the 

named DAPL operator as early as 20 15 - prior to the claimed pivotal merger. These facts are 

important as they underscore the Corps efforts to diminish Energy Transfer 's responsibility and 

accountability for a hannful record of spills and property damage including in HCAs like Lake 

Oahe. This also reflects a lack of corporate safety leadership over safe operations and continuous 

improvement as emphasized in API RP 1173.57 This approach is seen throughout Section 3. 1 on 

Reliability and Safety - omitting and mischaracterizing facts perceived as negative for Energy 

Transfer rather employing ba lanced judgement and a scientific methodology. This report will 

review Energy Transfer's record of incidents including Sunoco's pipelines from 2012 to present 

(8-31-23). The report will also examine the safety data from 2017 and 2022 to present to see if 

there is improvement from the Sunoco "worst pipeline" years as the Corps asserts. 

releases/news•release~etails/~transfer-equitY.:.!J)•and-energY.,:!ransfer-partners-lp . Prior to the merger, Eoerb'Y 
Transfer Partners bad been a consolidated subsidiary ofETE, Energy Transfer Equity 2012 Annual Report, p.4, 
http~ ir.energyjransfer.comlstati~fi les/6a.61U.~d5Jc-4a.26;,.b~ d-hJ.4.fi.e.12.ab.2iQ . 
" DEIS, p. 3-13 
5' 2012 A111111al Repor1, Eneri,,y Transfer Equity (ETE), 20 13, p. 4. "Unless the context requires otherwise, references 
10 "we," " us," "our," the "Partnership" and "ETE" mean Energy T ransfe r Eq uity, L. P. and its consolidated 
subsidiaries, wh ich include ET P, ETP GP, ETP LLC, Regency, Regency GP, Regency LLC, Southern Union, 
Sunoco, Sunoco Logistics and Holdco. Reference.~ to the "Parent Company" mean Energy Trans fer Equity, L.P. on 
a stand-alone basis. hups://ir.cnergytransfer.com/static-filc.~/6a687c75-<15fc-4a96-bc4d-b346c79ab250 last accessed 
12-4-23. 
" Ibid. 
56 Sunoco Logistics Partners and Energy Transfer Partners Announce Succc.~sful Completion of Merger, Energy 
Transfer Press Release, April 28, 20 I 7. hups://ir.cncrg)•transfer.com/ncws-relcascs/news-rclcasc-dctails/sunoco
lo2istics-partners-and-energy-transf er-partners-announce last accessed I 2-4-23. 
57 API RP 1173, at 
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The Corps omits and mischaracterizes the safety and enforcement record of DAPL. 

DAPL and ETCO are considered the same "Bakken Pipeline" in the Corps I OK reports to the US 

Security Exchange Commission (SEC): 58 "the Dakota Access Pipeline and Energy Transfer 

Crnde Oil Pipeline are collectively referred to as the 'Bakken Pipeline ' ." Both pipelines were 

constructed in 2017 and they are described by Energy Transfer as connected and functioning 

together: "the Bakken Pipeline is a 1,9 I 5-mile pipeline that transports domestically produced 

crnde oil from the Bakken/Three Forks production areas in North Dakota to a storage and 

termina l hub outside of Patoka, Illinois, or to gulf coast connections including our cmde terminal 

in Nederland, Texas."59 In the PHMSA database DAPL-ETCO bas one Operator Primary ID and 

all data for inc idents, integrity management information, and PHMSA enforcement actions are 

reported under DAPL-ETCO. The Corps distorts the relationship and separates out the data 

related to DAPL in the DEIS which presents the appearance of fewer incidents and harm than 

including the full record for the Bakken Pipeline (DAPL-ETCO). 

The Bakken Pipeline (OAPL-ETCO) has experienced 16 spills since beginning 

operations in 2017. A review of spill occurrences in newer installations60 commencing in 20 17 to 

present shows DAPL-ETCO had the most spills ( 16) for all pipelines with a single operator JD. 

From 20 I 7 to present, DAPL-ETCO has spi lled 154 Bbls. (6,468 gals) of crude oil leading to 

$ J 91,428 of property damage not addressed in the DEIS. DAPL-ETCO during this period 

experience one significant spill as defined by PHMSA and one spill in a High Consequence Area 

also not listed. 

Significantly for a new installation, there have been three separate enforcement actions 

against DAPL all initiated in 2021 involving violations, fines, and warning letters upheld by 

PHMSA. In the DEIS only one of the three enforcement actions is mentioned.6 1 Three PHMSA 

enforcement actions in one year for a new installation raises serious concerns and this omission 

by the Corps is flagrant. 

58 2022 US Sccuri1y Exchange Commission, Form I0K, Energy Transfer L.P., p. 27, 2023. 
59 Ibid. 
60 New installations refer to PHMSA defined new equipment, pipelines systems; and expansions, extensions, or 
replacements. The review focused on new installations since 2017, the year that DAPL began operations. 
61 DEIS, at p. 3-11. 
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The 7-22-21 DAPL PHMA enforcement action issued a Notice of Probable Violation 

(NOPV) listing seven categories of probable violations some with multiple ofienses. 62 Some 

violations were reduced or dropped in a Consent Agreement which is a typical negotiated 

resolution for many PHMSA enforcement cases. However, the Corps mischaracterizes and omits 

important details concerning the resolution of the enforcement action that attempts to lessen the 

severity of Energy Transfer's unsafe operations. ln the Consent Agreement three violations were 

upheld, two probable vio lations were changed to warn ings letters and two violations were 

withdrawn. 63 The Corps misstates that four violations were withdrawn but fai ls to acknowledge 

that two of those were turned into warning letters. The rationale for withdrawing the two 

violations was the detai l that Energy Transfer "completed the actions" proposed by PHMSA and 

for one of the withdrawn items, agreed to provide follow-up data . This fact is omitted by the 

Corps.64 

The Corps claims without j ustification that none of the violations were relevant to the 

DAPL Lake Oahe undercrossing. However, two of violations upheld in the Consent agreement 

were of concern to the safety ofDAPL-ETCO pipeline system. The cited deficiencies of 

procedures that were not included in the Procedural Manual for Operations, Maintenance, and 

Emergencies are by de fi nition relevant 10 the entire pipeline system including the proj ect area. 65 

The Manual appl ies to the DAPL-ETCO pipeline system. The upheld violation that found 

Energy Transfer "failed to evaluate the consequences of a fai lure on the high consequence area 

when it identified which pipeline segments could affect a high consequence area"66 could clearly 

have a negative safety impact the high consequence area of the DAPL undercrossing at Lake 

Oahe. This is another example of an omission and mischaracterization by the Corps that leaves a 

fa lse impression of the resolution of the enforcement action and Energy T ransfer's safety record. 

62 Notice of Probable Violation and Compliance Order; PHMSA Correspondence to Matt Ramsey, Chief Operating 
Officer, Energy Transfer L.P.; July 22, 2021 
hups://primis.phmsa.dot. gov/comm/rcp0t1s/cnforcc/documcnts/32021049 NO PV /32021049NOPV PCP%20PCO 07 
222021 {21-211190).pdf last accessed 12-4-23. 
61 Consent Decree and Consent Order; PHMSA Correspondence 10 Matt Ramsey, Chief Operating Officer, Energy 
Transfer L.P.; p. 3-S, January 11 , 2022. 
64 Ibid. 
65 Notice of Probable Violation and Compliance Order, at pp. 3-7. 
•• Ibid. Sec also Consent Decree and Consent Order at p. 5. 
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In the 2020 DAPL/ETCO Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Annual Report to PHMSA, Energy 

Transfer revealed significant mechanical issues for a pipeline that had been in service for only 

three years. Energy Transfer reported four "anomalies" that required excavation and repair, three 

of which could affect a High Consequence Area (HCA) like Lake Oahe (see 2.a. I below). More 

concerning is one of those HCA impacting anomalies was an "immediate repair condition"67 

which required PHMSA notificati on and immediate shutdown or reduction in pressure for repair. 

It is concerning that a condition that required shutdown or pressure reduction was required for a 

relative new pipe line. 

Energy 
Transfer/" of All Pl.llns Kinder M 3r-'thon Al Hl 

Enterprise Pipelines Magellan PlpeOne Colonial Morga.n Philllps 32147; 4014' Enbridge Pipelines 

Incidents 
2017-2023 223 191/12" BS .. 64 75 79 Sl ss 1609 

1000 Bbl.s 
2017·23 u 15/18" 3 1 1 2 s 6 0 82 
PHMSA 

Significant 
Incidents 68/9" 23 14 7 12 7 s 2 749 

PHMSA 
Defined 
Serious 
Inc ident 1 l 

Table x.l. Hazardous liquid pipeline incidents from nine pipeline companies including corporate subsidies 
with largest nu mber ofspiUs 2017 to 8-31-23. 

From 2017 to through August 2023, Energy Transfer had the worst overall p ipel ine spill 

record with Enterprise a close second. The Tribe's analysis examined PHMSA data68 for I I o f 

67 Hazardous Liquid Integrity Management Pcrfonnance Measures, PHMSA website, " Immediate Repair - More 
specilically defined in 49 CFR I 95.452 (hX4) (i), these repairs arc deemed important enough 10 require a temporary 
reduction in operating pressure or shutdown of the pipeline until such lime as the urgent repair is completed." 
h11ps://www.phmsa.do1.gov/pipcline/hazardous-liquid-in1egritv-managcmen1/hl-im-perfo1mancc
mcasure.~#:~ :tcxl=lmmcdia1c%20Rcpair%20%2D%20Morc%20specificallv%20delincd lhe%20urgent%20repair%2 
0is%20complctcd. Last accessed 12-4-23. 
68 PHMSA Operator data is available at hltps://opsweb.phmsa.dotgov/primis pdm/pub op search.asp. last accessed 
12-3-23) 
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Energy Transfer L.P largest69 hazardous liquid pipel ine subsidiaries70 and compared it to other 

pipeline operators and the ir subsidiaries that had experienced the most spills in that period (Figure 

x- 1 ). Whi le Enterprise had the most spills, Energy Transfer has the most "significant'' incidents71 

(68) as defined by the federal pipe line safety regulator PHMSA. Also, since 2017 ET has the most 

spills over 1000 Bbls. 72 (15) or 18% of 1000 Bbl. spills for all hazardous liquid pipelines. The 

Corps' Table 3.1.3-1 is truncated and incorrect. For Energy Transfer's spills in this period, 133 

were crude oil spills with 46 of those occurring on pipel ine and valve sites - not the 20 listed by 

the Corps. 
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Table Xl.2. Energy Transfer Hazardous liquid pipeline incidents with 11 corporate subsidies from 2017 to 
8-31-23. 

69 Data was taken from eleven of the larger ( over I 00 miles) Energy Transfer LP subsidiaries hydrocarbon 
hazardous liquid ( HL) pipelines [crude, refined products, highly volatile liquids (HYLs) excluding CO2, Ammon ia, 
c1c. and 1erminals/1ank farms, offshore, c1c.). Sec Table Xl.2 for 1he Energy Transfer subsidiaries analyzed. Note 
Enable Gas Gathering has over JOO miles of crude pipeline. PHMSA 2022 data indicates there arc 223,970 miles of 
crude, refined product and HLV U.S. pipeline.~ active in 2022. The active pipeline operator count is 197. ET's 
hydrocarbon HL combined ( crude, H VL and refined produc1s) mileage is 19,702 or 8.7% of the tOJal combined 
mileage. 
70 The subsidiaries of the parent Energy Transfer L.P. have been confinned in the corporation's I0K Reports 10 the 
SEC and are connected in the PHMSA database witb the same Primary Operator ID for Energy T ransfer (32099) 
and Safety Program Relationship (SPR). 
71 Significant Incidents arc those including any of the following conditions, but Fire First incidents arc excluded: 1. 
Fa1ality or injury requiring in-patient hospi1aliza1ion, 2. $50,000 or more in total cos1s, measured in 1984 dollars, 3. 
Highly vola1ilc liquid releases of 5 barrels or more or other liquid releases of 50 barrels or more, 4.Liquid release.~ 
resulting in an unintentional lire or explosion. 
72 49 CFR 194. 101, A pipeline opcra1or not experiencing a > IOOO Bbl spill is one criteria among 01hcrs such as a 
pipeline length and minimal pipeline diameter 1ha1 exempts an operator from submi1ting an emergency response 
plan. 
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Since 2017, Energy Transfer hazardous liquid pipelines have spilled 48,005 Bbls. (2,016,210 gals.) 

(Table XI-2). ET's hazardous liquid property damage since 20 I 7 totals $56,877,7 I 9. Of that total, 

22,035 Bbls (925,470 gals) of crude oi l was spi lled with $34,638,012 in property damage. Energy 

Transfer had 20 spills in water and 49 spills in high consequence area like Lake Oahe. Compared 

to the total number of spills for this period, 26% of Energy Transfer's spills occurred in an HCA. 

Energy Transfer's performance has not improved examining the company's spill record 

from 2012-2023 compared to 20 17-2023. Again, looking at the nine operators with the most spills, 

Enterprise had the most spills (428) wi th Energy Transfer second worst with 336. Energy Transfe r 

had the most PHMSA-defined significant spi lls (127) while Enterprise had 93. Energy Transfer 

and Enterprise both had 23 1000 Bbl. spills. From 2012 to present Energy Transfer and its relevant 

subsidiaries spilled 78,593 Bbls (3,300,906 gals.) of hazardous liquid causing $122,664,67 1 in 

property damage. As Judge Boasberg found in the Federal District Court NEPA litigation their 

safety record "does not inspire confidence." 

lndd~nts 
2022-23 

1000 Bbls 
2022•23 
PHMSA 
$lgn1flCl)nt 
Incidents 
PHMSA 
Defined 
Serlou$ 
Incident 

Enterprise 

40 

1 

7 

Energy 
Transfer/% All 
Pipelines 

48/15% 

9/47% 

10/16% 

1/100% 

Pa.,lns 
Magellan Pipeline Colon\al 

19 6 

0 1 

3 

Kinder Mar.-thon All HL 

Morgan PhllDps 32147; 40149 Enbridge Pipelines 

15 11 • 17 9 314 

0 0 0 1 0 19 

0 162 

1 

Table XJ.3. Hazardous liqu id pipeline incidents from nine pipeline companies including corporate 
subsidies with largest number of spills 2022 to 8-31-23. 

Yet rather than acknowledging the safety issues and improving their pe1fonnance, Energy 

Transfer's hazardous liquid pipeline safety record is getting worse contrary to the DEIS's c laims 

of "trending downward73 (see Table XI-3). In the last 20 months alone (2022 to 8-3 1-23, the 

company has the highest number of spills in a ll categories including most incidents, significant 

incidents and 1000 Bbl. spills. Energy Transfer's hazardous liquid pipelines have had nine 

73 DEIS, at p.3-14 
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hazardous liquid spills over 1000 Bbls. (42,000 gals.), the next worst in that period bad a single 

!000 Bbl. spil l. For all pipeline companies listed with the most spills, Energy Transfer was 

responsible for 48% of the I 000 Bbl. spills. Energy Transfer in the last 20 months experienced 36 

cmde oil incidents, 17 of which involved pipel ine and valve s ites. From 2021-2022 74 Energy 

Transfer's hazardous liquid pipelines have experienced eight "large spills" as defined by PHMSA 

in High Consequence Areas (HCAs) like Lake Oahe. Energy Transfer reported 53 "immediate 

condition repairs" that required immediate shutdown or reduction in pressure until the urgent repa ir 

is completed. 75 

The Tribe 's Scoping Report a lso detailed Energy Transfer's alanning enforcement history 
from that was not addressed by the Corps in the DEIS other than two enforcement actions. The 
Tribe found: 

Equally concerning is Energy Transfer's bisto1y of re1,,u lato1y violations and 
enforcement actions both in te1ms of cases initiated by PHMSA and penalties 
collected. Since ETE acquired Sunoco in 2012, Energy Transfer's family of 
pipelines have seen 59 PHMSA enforcement cases resulting in $3,41 1,800 in 
penalties collected and five Co1Tective Action Orders (CAOs). Most of the more 
serious enforcement actions have actually occurred recently. From 20 I 6 to 
present76, PHMSA has initiated 37 enforcement cases and collected over $3.3 
mill ion in penalties. The $3.3 million in penalties collected over the most recent 

four-year period represents nearly all of the cumulative fines levied on the nine 
pipelines 77 over the last 8-years. 

A current review of Energy Transfer's enforcement record demonstrates it has not 

improved. For example, from 2017 to present when the Corps claims Energy Transfer's record 

was "trending downward," Sunoco L.P. a lone bas been subject to 23 PHMSA enforcement 

actions with 32 listed violations and $635,700 in fines collected. 

" PHMSA data is only available through 2022. 
75 Hazardous Liquid Integrity Management Pcrfonnance Measures, PHMSA website, " Immediate Repair - More 
specilically defined in 49 CFR I 95.452 (hX4) (i), these repairs arc deemed important enough 10 require a temporary 
reduction in operating pressure or shutdown of the pipeline until such lime as the urgent repair is completed." 
h11ps://www.phmsa.do1.gov/pipcline/hazardous-liquid-in1egritv-managcmen1/hl-im-perfo1mancc
mcasure.~#:~ :tcxl=lmmcdia1c%20Rcpair%20%2D%20Morc%20specificallv%20delincd lhe%20urgent%20repair%2 
0is%20complctcd. Last accessed 12-4-23. 
76 The enforcement data analyzed was up through November 2020. 
77 Nine pipeline companies analyzed wilh the most spi lls. 
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Energy Transfer's pipeline safety incidents have led to unprecedented incidents and 

regulatory actions re lated to the construction and operation of its pipelines, for many different 

violations on different pipelines throughout the United States. Pipeline safety performance 

deficiencies that are reflected in a range of activities, locations, hazardous materials transported, 

and phases of work can be evidence of broader corporate level, systemic problems that has and 

can impact all operations including DAPL if not corrected. This is the case for Energy Transfer, 

and ii requires a broader review of its safety record. 

In 2022 Energy Transfer and Sunoco have been criminally convicted of23 Clean Water 

Act (CW A) criminal violations (Appendix D, E, and F) 78 related to the Ma1iner 2 East pipeline 

construction in Pennsylvania and an explosion on the Revolution gas pipeline.79 The convictions 

stemmed in part from over 176 spills of HDO80 dri lling fluid laden with unapproved toxic 

additives into environmentally sensitive lakes, rivers, and ground water of Pennsylvania - many 

of which were (HCAs). Energy Transfer utilized the illegal toxic additives even after being 

warned by the Pennsylvania DEP- "Even after it learned of the use of unapproved additives, 

however, Sunoco did not direct drillers to stop, nor did it alert DEP."81 

As a result of the Pennsylvania CW A convictions, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

had debarred both DAPL's parent company Energy Transfer L.P. and DAPL operator 

Sunoco from Federal Agency contracting. The Notice of Proposed Debarment (NPD) has been 

in effect since August 5, 2022, and is subject to review.82 As Energy Transfer acknowledges in the 

2022 I OK Report submitted to the SEC: " the NPD presently prevents the named entities from 

pursuing or renewing Federal government contracts or Federal financial assistance 

78 Appended to the SRST Report are Appendix D, Eneri,,y Transfer Mariner 2 East Pipeline, Pennsylvania Attorney 
General Signed Criminal Plea Agreement, August 5, 2022; Appendix E, Energy Transfer Mariner 2 East Pipeline, 
Pennsylvania Attorney General Signed Criminal Complaint, October S, 2021; Appendix F, Energy Transfer Mariner 
2 East Pipeline, Forty-Fifth Statewide Investigating Grand Jury Presentment to the Court, May 28, 202 1. 
79 Case Update: Energy Tram,fer Convicted of Criminal Charges Related to Co11sfn1ctio11 of /1,fariner East 2 
Pipeline, Revoflltion Pipeline in Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania Attorney General website, August S, 2022. 
https://www.attomeygcneral.gov/taking-action/casc-update-<:nergy-transfcr-convicted-of-<:riminal-charges-relatcd
to-construction-of-marincr-cast-2-pipelinc-rcvolution-pipclinc-in 
p<;nnsylvania/#:~:text=HARRISBURG%2C%20PA%20-
Attomcv%20General%20Josh two%20major%20pipclines%20in%20Pcnnsylvania. 
•• Horizontal Directional Drilling (HOD). 
81 Mari11er East l Gra11d Jwy Prese11t111e11t, Pennsylvania A11omcy General, October 5, 202 1. 
https://www.anomeveeneral.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/I0/2021 -1 0--05-Mariner-East-Presentment.pd f 
82 The Tribe understands that the debarment is still in effect as of the time of the draft of the SRST DEIS Report. 
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agreements."83 Any proposed DA.PL Lake Oahe easement is a contract between the Corps and 

Energy Transfer. Consequently, the Corps is debarred from contracting a Lake Oahe easement 

with Energy Transfer. 

Federal Agencies have recently identified that Energy Transfer's safety deficiencies are 

pervasive and rise to the executive level. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 

recently fined Energy Transfer $40 million (Appendix G). 84 Like the Mariner 2 East pipeline, the 

company spilled HOD drilling nuid (over 2 million ga llons) intentionally contaminated with toxic 

unapproved addi tives. FERC found "these violations were the product of a corporate culture

one that equally infected the executives .. . that favored speed and construction progress 

over regulatory compliance" T he executive named was the same executive over the 

construction and HDD drilling of DAPL. FERC also found that Energy T ransfer did not self

report the violations and committed "obstructionist conduct" during its investigation resul ting in 

part in the large $40 million fme. 

The primary focus of the Corps DEIS DAPL risk analysis is on the element of incident 

frequency of generic equipment fa ilures based upon the false premise that the generic data from 

other operators is "worse than Energy Transfer's incident record."85 As shown the Tribe's report, 

a full picture of PHMSA data contradicts this claim. Moreover, major chemical incidents are low 

frequency, and with Lake Oahe as an HCA, high consequence by definition. As the Corps cited 

UK HSE guidance states with credible scenarios, operators must take "take all measures 

necessary" to prevent a major incident. Most concerning is that the frequency-skewed risk 

assessment based upon omissions and mischaracterizations of the incident record is used by the 

Corps to rationalize the reliance on ineffective hazard controls such as the lack of Lake Oahe surge 

protection86 and ineffective leak detection. 87 

., U.S. SEC Fonn !OK, Energy Transfer L.P. at pp. 70, 94; 2022. h1tps://ir.cncrgytransfer.com/static-liles/659d7251-
ddbb-4 7dd-9a27-76c04b3640d8 
•• Appendix G, FERC Order lo Show Cause and Proposed Penalties, Energy Transfer Rover Pipeline, December 
I 6, 202 1, h11ps://www.fere.gov/media/inl 7-4-000 last accessed 12-7-23. 

85 DEIS at p. 3-14. 
86 DEIS at p. 3-48. 
87 DEIS at p. 3-47. 
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The frequency claims88 are invalid in other ways including: 

• AP! RP 1173 requires risk reduction and continuous improvement89 and states 
"pipeline risk management steps are undertaken to reduce risk and support 
achieving a goal of zero incidents."90 The Corps' focus on frequency compares 
relative degrees of failure as a goal such as spills per mile and rejects the goal of 
zero incidents as a benchmark. 

• The Corps' presentation of the concerning spill numbers appears not in the context 
of a performance metric to justify additional preventative measures but rather an 
effort to suggest there is an acceptable number of spills. This normalizes spills 
rather than focuses on spi ll prevention. Risk experts such as Diane Vaughan writing 
about the space shuttle Challenger disaster have referred to this behavior as the 
"normalization of deviance."91 The Center for Chemical Process Safety (CCPS)92 

in their major hazard guidance book Recognizing and Responding to Normalization 
<if Deviance, defines the term as "the gradual erosion of standards of performance 
because of increased tolerance of non-conformance." 

• The over emphasis on generic frequency obscures important distinctions relevant 
to spill consequence and prevention such as spill locations in high consequence 
areas, spills in water, spills that are a reoccu1Tence of the same SMS deficiencies or 
in the same location, the size of the spill, the occu1Tence of the spill in 
environmentally sensitive areas or in population centers, or spills that resu lt in 
significant enforcement actions. A number of Energy Transfer's PHMSA 
enforcement actions, such as the Mid-Valley 2023 Notice of Proposed Safety 
Order, includes repeat violations, fai lure modes, and incident locations with a 
history of fai lure to effectively report or investigate incidents; develop operations, 
maintenance, and emergency response procedures; and implement integrity 

management and corrosion control plans. 

Energy Transfer has demonstrated that it tolerates systematic safety problems in its hazardous 

liquid pipeline operations and is an unsafe operator. Energy Transfer has shown no recognition 

ss DEIS Table 3. 1.3- 1, Figure 3.1.3-1, Table 3.1.4-1, and 3.1.4-2. 
•• API RP 1173, Pipeline Safe~y Ma11age111e11f Systems, p. x. "The intent of the (management system) 
framework is to comprehensively define elements that can identify, manage and reduce risk throughout the 
entirety of a pipeline's life cycle and, at the earliest stage, help prevent or mitigate the likelihood and 
consequences of an unintended release or abnormal operations." 
90 Ibid. at p. I 0. "Risk management is used 10 understand and evaluate threats throughout the pipeline life cycle and 
their interrelationships along particular pipelines. Risk management steps arc undertaken to reduce risk and support 
achieving a goal of zero incidents." 
91 The Challenger Launch Decision, Risky Technology, Culture, and Deviance at NASA, Diane Vaughan, 2015. 
92 CCPS is an industry alliance within the chemical engineering professional society the American Institute of 
Chemical Engineers (AJChE) 1ha1 include major oil industry members such as Chevron, Shell, BP and Conoco. 
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that it has serious pipeline SMS deficiencies. This is a failure of corporate top management 
commitment and oversight that pipeline safety standards such as AP! RP 1173 address in detail.93 

The pipeline operator shall establish and maintain a PSMS and build a shared 
understanding of safety culture. Top management shall communicate expectations 
by documenting the pipeline operator's policies, goals, and commitment to safety, 
as well as identifying safety responsibi lities of personnel at all levels. The pipeline 
operator shall improve upon the PSMS94 and measure its effectiveness and maturity 

in accordance with the requirements of this document. 

Whi le Energy Transfer is responsible for its worst-in-class incident record, failure to 

acknowledge serious safety deficiencies and improve, the Corps mischaracterization and 

omissions of their incident history masks and enables its ongoing magnitude and impact. 

II. The Corps fails to ensure that pipeline system safety critica l 
elements such as surge protection and prevention, emergency 
flow restriction devices (EFRDs) and pipeline leak detection are 
functional, effective, and subject to performance testing and 
verification to prevent major incidents. Relevant safety standards 
requiring a high degree of ava ilability for the safety critica l 
elements are not applied to the Corps' DEIS review. 

DAPL poses an imminent risk lacking effective surge prevention and protection for the 

Lake Oahe undercrossing; a lack of back-up power and verification of full closure for the safety 

critical EFR emergency shutoff valves that minimize a spill into the Lake Oahe, an HCA; and 

ineffective and unverified spill leak detection. The oil industry trend has been towards a more 

rigorous application of standards and practices developed for identifying hazards and for 

quantifying the consequences of failures together with verification including third party 

verification. For oil and gas pipelines, refineries, and related facilities, from the wellhead to the 

loading terminal, instrnmentation and automated controls, known as Safety Instrnmented Systems 

or SIS are designed and installed to meet the required risk reduction to ensure negative 

9l API RP I 173, 5.0 Leadership and Management Commitment, at pp. 6-9. 
•• Pipeline Safety Management System (PSMS). 
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consequences of hydrocarbon re leases are reduced to As Low as Reasonably Practicable or 

ALARP. A "safety li fe cycle" approach that considers assessment, design, maintenance, 

inspection, testing and operation of SISs wi th performance based requirements, has been adopted 

in the U.S. as ANSI/ISA 84.00.0 1-2004 Parts 1-3 (IEC 6151 1 Mod).95 This standard is a 

recognized and generally accepted good engineering practice throughout the oi l and chemical 

industry where major accident hazards are identified. The Corps in its analysis of DAPLs has not 

applied standards like ANSI/ISA S84 that would assist in ensuring cri tical safety systems like 

surge prevention and protection, EFRDs, and leak detection systems are highly effective and 

subject to perfom1ance verification. 

Energy Transfer's DAPL ETCO Pipeline Surge Analysis Report% specifically identified 

the potential risk of overpressure at the Lake Oahe HCA. The third party report listed the risk in 

bold as "unacceptable." No effecti ve action was taken by the company and the Corps fails to 

address the issue in the DEIS. 

In many applications, such as pipelines, storage terminals and manne loading and 

unloading, it is necessary to include surge rel ief systems for the purpose of equipment and 

personnel protection. Surge pressure results from a sudden change in fluid ve locity and, without 

surge relief: these surge pressures can damage pipes, other piping components, equipment, and 

personnel. These failures can be catastrophic. Pressure surges can be generated by anything that 

causes the liquid velocity in a line to change quickly (e.g., valve closure, pump trip, Emergency 

Shut Down (ESD) closure, etc.) and subsequently packing pressure. Total surge pressure may be 

significantly above the maximum allowable pressure of the system, leading to serious damage. 

PHMSA regulations establish pressurization limits and provide that: 

No operator may penn it the pressure in a pipeline during surges or other variations 
from nom1al operations to exceed 110% of the operating pressure limit .. . Each 

95 ANSI/ISA S84 (!EC 6 1 S 11) Standard, Functional safety - Safety instrumented systems for the procc--ss industry 
sector". 
•• "Fluid Flow Consultants, Final report, DAPL Gathering System, DAPL Mainline and ETCOP Oil Pipeline Surge 
Analysis," DAPL_ET COP Oil Pipeline System Surge Analysis, June 2, 2017, pages 1-46, RAR0 17286 -
RAR0 l733 1. 
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operator must provide adequate controls and protection equipment to control 
pressure within this limit. 97 

The fundamental requirements of surge relief systems include the need for fast acting, high 

capacity valves which can open very quickly to remove surge pressures from the line and then 

return to the normal ( closed) state quickly but without causing additional pressure surge during 

closure. These valves are often required to open fully in very short periods of time, so that they 

may pass the entire flowing stream if conditi ons dictate. The design of such systems is dependent 

on a complex range of factors including, but not limited to, the potential for pressure increases, the 

volumes which must be passed by the pressure relief equipment in operation and the capacity of 

the system to contain pressures. 

In bulk liquid transportation, safety systems in the form of pressure control, pressure 

regulation and surge rel ief valves are required. To ensure compliance (and safe operations) 

industry standards were developed to prescribe minimum mandatory requirements for sizing, 

se lection, installation, periodic test and inspecti on of liquid surge relief valves and surge relief 

systems. One requirement is to carry out pipeline hydraulic surge analysis (transient analysis) that 

shall be the basis for the surge relief system design. 

Transient pressure waves are generated in a pipeline system whenever there is a sudden 

change in flow. The waves have both positive crests and negative troughs. The high pressure crest 

is commonly referred to as "surge pressure." Generally, a rapid change in flow is caused by: Pump 

start/stop, or closure of Automatic Emergency Shutdown Valve (EFRD/EIV), or closure of a 

pipeline Emergency Isolation Valve (Mainline Valve/ML V) like the DAPL EFRDs. The prime 

concern is to protect the pipeline system from over pressure. A surge suppression system is 

normally installed to relieve the high pressure peaks that exceed the pipeline Maximum Allowable 

Transient Pressure (MA TP). MATP is the maximum gauge pressure permissible in the piping 

system under abnonnal operating conditions. The MATP is not to exceed 110% of the rated 

MAOP or internal design pressure. 

97 49 CFR § I 95.406(b) 
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In the case of ESD, EIV/EFRD, or ML V pipeline valve fai lure to the closed position, the 

resulting surge pressure waves may exist for an "Extended Period" (up to four hours). This will 

depend on the proximity to pumps and the interaction of related instrumentation systems such as 

pump high discharge pressure trip, which may or may not be activated. For the purpose of 

selection and sizing of surge relief valves, surge studies shall be conducted to establish the duration 

and magnitude of the pressure rise. The transient analysis shall consider all of the possible causes 

of surge pressure waves as applicable to the system under analysis. 

As per ASME B3 1.498, surge calculations should be conducted, and adequate controls and 

protective equipment shall be provided so that the pressure rise due to surges and other variations 

from normal operations shall not exceed the internal design pressure at any point in the piping 

system and equipment by more than l 0%. Surge analysis studies shall be conducted without 

giving credit to process initiated shutdown signals for pump trips, or any other control or shutdown 

system signals. This is because surge protection shall be treated as a separate mechanical 

protection layer. The surge analysis conducted shall serve as the basis for determining the 

maximum relieving rates and the maximum relieving amounts. 

Energy Transfer contacted with a third party to conduct a surge study for DAPL. The 

study found there will be a motor operated valve (MOV) at the suction s ide of each of the 

operational pump stations and at the Nederland terminal. There are twenty-one Main-Line Valves 

(ML Vs) in the gathering system. Numerous (some two-hundred fifty) ML Vs are located along 

the full DAPL-ETCO pipeline route. \Vhen closed, these valves will cause a high-pressure 

surge that propagates upstream. Likewise, when a pump station is shutdown, it initiates a high

pressure surge that travels upstream. The purpose of the surge study was to determine if these 

station suction MOY closure, ML V c losures or pump station shutdown cause excessive pressure 

(greater than 110% of MOP) and to suggest and control measures, such as Surge Relief Valves 

(SRVs) and controlled pump station shutdown via the system Programmable Logic Controller 

•• Pipeline Tra11sportatio11 Systems for liquids and Slurries. B3 1-4, The American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME), 2022. h1tps://www.asmc.org/codes-s1andards/find-codes-s1andards/b3 1-4-pipcline-transpor1a1ion-svs1cms
liguids-slurrics last accessed at 12-4-23. 
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(PLC), to mitigate or eliminate any excessive surges. The surge study established several 

conclusions including the following: 

• If the closing ofa MLV is the surge initiator and the PLC does not shutdown the pumps, 
the surge pressure greatly exceed I 10% of MOP even if the sta tion suction SRVs are in 
place. The station suction SRVs do NOT protect the lines against MLV Closure. 

• With the ML V c losure as the surge initiator the PLC system does not shutdown pumps. In 
the DAPL's system, the ML Vs c losing with no Redfield, South Dakota SRV and no PLC 
station shutdown would experience the highest pressures. The surge pressures in most 
cases would greatly exceed 110% of MOP. The surge study wrote in bold "This is 
unacceptable." 

• The Surge Study specifically identifies that if the EFRD valve ND-390 on the east side of 
Lake Oahe closes (located at MP I 68), the upstream HOD segment wi II see excessing 
pressure reaching 1788 psig. ( 124% MOP) at MP 167. 

DAPL's surge study requ ired addi tional surge prevention and protection measures at the 

Lake Oahe DAPL undercrossing but none were implemented by Energy Transfer. The 

overpressure risk due to a spurious closure ofa main line va lve upstream of the pump station SRV 

would not be mitigated by the surge relief at the pump station. The spurious closing of a motor 

operated valve (MOY) such as the EFRD on the cast side of Lake Oahc (ND-390) could lead 

to surge pressure greatly exceeding I 10% of the MOP. An ND-390 closure would cause major 

surge upstream of the valve but not be subject to any surge protection downstream at the Redfield, 

SD pump station. There is no evidence that Energy Transfer added any additional surge protections 

such as a SRV or PLC to shut down the pumps to protect Lake Oahe from surge in response to the 

study warning concerning ND-390. This major surge event could lead to a DAPL catastrophic 

failure and large release of Bakken crnde into an HCA. None of this is mentioned in the EIS by 

the Corps who has access to the surge study from the administrative record and this issue being 

raised by the Tribe in the SRST Scoping Report. 

Considering that the Lake Oahe pipeline undercrossing is considered a Higl1 Consequence 

Area, where operators designing overpressure protection, emergency shutdown, and leak 

detections systems are require to "evaluate the capabi lity .. . as necessary, to protect the high 
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consequence area" (9 C.F.R. 195.452(i)(3)]. The DAPL surge study found unacceptable 

overpressure risk at the Lake Oahe HDD pipeline segment. PHMSA requires99 additional surge 

pressure protection at the DAPL Lake Oahe undercross ing to mitigate unacceptable levels of 

pressure in the event of a spurious c losure of the remotely activated emergency isolation va lves at 

both sides of the Lake Oahe pipeline undercrossing. The Corps, however, states that surge is not a 

concern - not based upon additional surge protection and prevention measures - but rather because 

a surge event according to its questionable frequency calculations would only occur once every 

10,000,000 years. 100 The Corps uses its artific ia l generic surge frequency analysis to dismiss a 

critical surge threat to DAPL that Energy Transfer 's own study says is unacceptable. Moreover, 

the Corps failed to conduct additional studies to evaluate the Lake Oahe surge or in response to 

the nearly doubling of DAPL capacity with the resulting increase in the velocity of crude flow. 

This is another example of the Corps omitting safety critical information, mischaracterizing the 

evidence, underestimating risk, and failing to identify needed safety critical controls to protect the 

Tribe and the Lake Oahe environment. 

Back-up power was required as an easement condition but has not been provided to 

remotely power the closing of the EFRD valves on each side of the Missouri River in the event of 

a primary power supply fai lure. Back-up power was only supplied to the communications signal 

but not the va lve actuator. If the Corps had performed a hazard ana lysis for the project area, the 

effects ofloss of power preventing EFRD closure would have been identified quickly as key issue. 

Power failures are not uncommon in the harsh winter environment of rural North Dakota. lfa spill 

occurred during a power failure, the emergency shut-off valves could not be closed remotely. It 

would likely take many hours to travel to the isolated valve locations to manually shut the valves 

- especially in harsh winter conditions. In addition, no analysis of the availability of the rural 

primary power supply to the Emergency Isolation Valve control sites was presented or discussed. 

The Independent Assessment prepared by ETP/Sunoco suggests that there is no back-up power to 

remotely activate the shut-off va lves. 101 Even though back-up power was required by the Corps' 

easement conditions and a known issue, none to date has been provided. The Corps' Lake Oahe 

99 49 C.F.R I 95.406(b) 
,oo DEIS at p. 3-48, 49. 
,o, Process Perfonnance Improvement Consultants, LLC, lndependeni Assess111e111 of rhe Dakota Access 
Pipeline, U.S. Army Cmps of £11gi11eers, Special Easeme111 Co11ditio11s, pp. 13-14 (March 29, 2018). 
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Easement Conditions require "Main line valves must be capable of closure at all times." 102 "At all 

times" clearly encompasses a power fai lure. Now over six years later the Corps' claims "backup 

power for remotely actuating the Lake Oahe Valves" 103 will be implemented if alternative 4 is 

selected. In the SRST Scoping Report, the Tribe detailed a number of easement conditions that 

had been violated or unfulfilled by the Corps. 104 If the Corps has fai led to implement issues raised 

by a th ird party Independent Assessment and its own easement conditions for over six years the 

Tribe has little confidence that reiterating th is condi tion will lead to its implementation. This also 

shows that the Corps' easement conditions are unenforced and an ineffective safety control 

mechanism. 

The Corps' support for mere ly pa1tial stroke testi ng of the safety critical EFRDs endanger 

Lake Oahe with potentially greater spill impacts. 105 Partial stroke testing of the EFRDs does not 

demonstrate that the valve will fully close, seat properly, and provide positive iso lation as required 

to protect Lake Oahe. Industry good practice has long recognized that partial stroke testing (PST) 

of safety critical valves only provides limited diagnostic coverage (detects up to 60% of dangerous 

failures within emergency isolation valves ElVs). Accepted industry practice for testing of 

emergency isolation valves within safety instnunented functions that require full valve closure and 

positive isolation, is to combine "pa1tial stroke testing" (without production inte1ruption quarterly 

or every six months) with "full stroke testing" ca1Tied out yearly or extended to periods when 

operations allow (p ipeline shutdown or via foll flow bypass valve wi th reduced production rates) . 

Given that valves may not over time not folly close can happen for a number of reasons including 

erosion/conosion of internal valve and ball, misalignment, pluggage, motor actuator pa1tial failure 

or damage, misconfigurati on, etc. Given that successful full stroke testing of EFRD's was not 

documented, additional WCD scenarios to include time to allow "manual" closure of the EFRD's 

are necessary to control spi lls into Lake Oahe. Manual operation of the EFRD's will extend the 

time to iso late the pipeline from minutes to hours and will significantly increase the estimated 

volume of crude released. This is a serious deficiency brought to light via the Tribe's DEIS review. 

WCD estimates need to be increased to align wi th the documented operations and maintenance 

102 Department of the Army Easement for Fuel Carrying Pipeline Righi-of-Way Located on Lake Oahc Project 
Morton and Emmons Counties, North Dakota; February 8, 2017, USACE_ESMT000037. 
103 DEIS, at p. 2-19. 
,o, DEIS al p. 30-32. 
,o, DEIS, at 3-7, 3-8. 
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carried out on the Lake Oahe HCA pipeline segment EFRD's. The assumed time EFRD to 

remotely close both the EFRD's from the control room in response to a detected leak (minutes) 

will need lo be extended to allow for manual closure of the EFRD's ( 12 or more hours in winter 

conditions). This will significantly increase the volume of crnde oil released estimated within the 

Worst-Case Discharge calculation. 

Energy Transfer's (ET) leak detection systems and past performance are seriously flawed. 

From 2012 to present, using the same methodology as the PHMSA leak detection study, Energy 

Transfer's Computational Pipeline Monitoring (CPM) system only detected pipeline releases 14% 

of the time. Despite requirements in pipeline safety standards, The DEIS lacks stated application 

of industry leak detection standards, metrics for leak detection improvement and verification of 

proven leak detection performance. Given these serious problems the Corps cannot credit the 

functionality of leak detection at Lake Oahe. 

Energy Transfer's (ET) leak detection methodology and past performance are ineffective 

which wi ll allow for an even greater spill into Lake Oahe. Preventing incidents is key to protecting 

people and the environment, but if a spill occurs effective leak detection is vital to mitigating the 

impact of a release of hazardous liquid. The DAPL leak detection system is a safety critical 

system. Energy Transfer has asserted that its computational pipeline monitoring (CPM) leak 

detection software is "robust" and will detect all spills at or below I% of the pipelines flow rate.106 

However, a comprehensive PHMSA study looking at incident data found that CPM only had a 

successful detection rate of20% for hazardous liquid spills. 107 Note that PHMSA's study was 

premised on an examination of all hazardous pipelines as reflecting actual leak detection system 

performance, rather than only focusing on one hazardous liquid such as crnde oil. 

The Tribe has updated the data for Energy Transfer using the same methodology as the 

PHMSA study. From 2012 to 8/2023 for spills in the Right-of-Way where CPM was 

functiona l, 108 CPM was functiona l in 50 of I IO incidents. Of those 50 Energy Transfer spi lls, only 

106 DEIS at p. 3-9. 
107 Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, Final Report 12-173, Leak Detection Study, at 2-1 I. 
https://www .phmsa.dot.gov/sites/phmsa.dot. gov/ liles/docs/tcchnical-resources/pipcline/ 16691/lcak-dctcction
study.pdf last accessed I 2-4-23. 
10• Note one spill was detected by SCADA where CPM was not functional. 
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7 were identified by a "CPM Leak Detection System or SCADA I()<) based infomiation such as 

alanns, alerts, events." This is a successful detection rate of only 14% - worse that the PHMSA 

study and worse than the ET leak detection rate of 20% the Tribe calculated two years ago in 

the SRST Scoping Report. Other resu lts : 

• 26 spills or 52% of the time the leak was detected by members of the public. Accidental 

discoveries by random members of the public were more reliable than Energy Transfer's 

CPM or SCADA systems, 

• 1 by ground patrol, 

• 2 by air patrol , 

• 2 by "controller," 

• 3 by notification from party that caused the accident, 

• 6 by local operating personnel including contractors, 

• 3 by "Other" 

Energy Transfer's leak detection performance has decl ined in relation to CPM/SCADA 

perfo1mance compared to detection by members of the public since the 2020 analysis by the Tribe. 

Energy Transfer hazardous liquid spills are now nearl y 3 times more likely to be discovered by 

members of the public than their CPM/SCADA systems. 

ET has failed to verify its leak detection performance as required by industry standards. 

API RP 1130 on Computational Pipeline Monitoring/or liquids (2007) 110 has been incorporated 

by reference into the PHMSA regulatory scheme. The provisions in the RP are regulatory 

requirements. RP 1130 provides for testing of leak detection systems through withdrawal of the 

pipeline hazardous liquid. The DAPL CPM leak detection system must be evaluated under API 

RP 1130 with actual wi thdrawal testing to verify capabilities for various leak scenarios, including 

the controversial l % detection limit. There is no evidence in the DEIS of any actual CPM 

perfo1mance testing or results. The Ame1ican Petroleum Institute developed a standard to assist 

operators to assess and improve leak detection performance, API RP 1175, Pipeline Leak 

Detection Management (201 5). RP 1175 explains that the standard has been promulgated in 

response to mandates and recommendations from Congress and the NTSB to improve identified 

10• Pipeline Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems arc software and hardware systems that 
monitoring and control pipeline pressure, flow, alanns, etc. that can assist in leak detection. 
11° Co111p11tatio11al Pipeli11e Mo11ifori11gfor liquids. API Recommended Practice 1130, 2007, Reaffirmed April 20 I 2. 
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weaknesses in pipeline leak detection. 111 The recently adopted AP! RP 1175 includes gu idance on 

the se lection of leak detection systems and establ ishing perfonnance criteria and the use of met1ics 

for system improvement. However, there is no evidence that the Corps has adopted RP 1175 to 

require its provisions in the DEIS or examined whether Energy Transfer has used performance 

metrics to improve its own troubled leak detection record. This is another example of the Corps 

failing to adopt a more modem protective safety standard that was developed 10 improve identified 

deficiencies in industry perfonnance or require its appl ication by Energy Transfer with DAPL. 

The Corps has ignored the Tribe's recommendations for existi ng ex ternal leak detection 

technologies that provide improved protection for Lake Oahe. For that reason, the Corps c laim in 

Alternative 4 that it will implement future improvements to leak detection "as new technology 

becomes available" rings exceptionally hollow. The addition of other leak detection technologies 

can augment the reliability of DAPL's leak detection capabilities . All protective systems can fail 

and where the consequence of failure can be catastrophic, additional protective layers are an 

important safeguard. One example is external leak detection technologies that can serve as an 

additional layer of protection. The Lake Oahe site lacks external leak detection that has advantages 

over SCADA and CPM and can be used in addition 10 software systems. The EPA recommended 

external leak detection for the Keystone XL pipel ine in sensitive environmental areas, similar to 

the Lake Oahe high consequence area (HCA). 112 There is no comparable leak detection safety 

layer for DAPL. The PH!v[SA leak detection study defines external leak detection as a technology 

that senses, by some means ( fiber optic, acousti c wave, hydrocarbon sensing) that fluid is escaping 

from the pipeline from outside of the pipeline. The PHMA leak detection study found that most 

external leak detection technologies can be retrofitted to existing pipelines and have " the potential 

to deliver sensitivity and time to detection far ahead of any internal system."113 The PHMSA study 

noted that the EPA had conducted studies verifying these findings. 114 PHMSA found s ignificant 

benefits to ex ternal leak detections systems, yet the Corps in Alternative 4 appears wholly unaware 

of possible new technologies. The Tribe, however, in its Scoping Report made the Corps well 

111 API RP 1175, Pipeline Leak Detection Program Managcmcm, p. 4 (2015). 
112 Keystone XL Slums Ill/rared Sensors to Detect leaks, Bloomberg, January I 8, 20 I 3, last acccs.~cd I 2-4-23, 
hups:// hups://www.bloomb<:rg.com/ncws/ar1iclcs/20 I 3-06-17 /kcys1onc-xl-pipclinc-shuns-high-1cch-oil-spill
dc1cctors . 
113 PHMSA Leak Detection Study at p. 2-14. 
114 Id. at p. 4-21, 22. 
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aware of the external leak technology alternative and the analysis in the PHMSA Leak Detection 

study. This was ignored by the Corps and now they focus on "new technology . .. when it becomes 

avai lable." The Tribe again has no confidence the Corps will follow through on any of the weak 

promises made in Alternative 4 as they have failed to even respond to the Tribe when it engages 

in good faith on technical issues. The Corps' Lake Oahe easement conditions have gone 

unenforced for years and there is no reason to think that this proposal which is only an mere 

promise of possible future action would be any different. 

Energy Transfer's ineffective leak detection system was highlighted in the 20 16 Sunoco 

L.P. pipeline crude oil spi ll. The newly in-serv ice 2016 Sunoco L.P. Permian Express II pipeline 

spilled 361,000 gallons (8600 Bbls) from a pinhole leak that led to $4 million in property damage 

in a high consequence area like Lake Oahe. According to ET's incident report (Appendix H)115 

operators on August 29 in itially observed "line in1balance indications." The Corps downplays 

these "anomalies" stating the re lease was not detected for 12 days "because the pressure readings 

never dropped below tolerable levels." 11 6 However, the anomalies were sufficiently compelling 

for employees to investigate. Energy Transfer's incident narrative states the line was patrolled 

"numerous times," "meters were checked for accuracy" with issues identified on September 3 and 

6. Tank to tank line balance calculations were performed but the results did not indicate a leak 

condition. On September 9 through IO a static pressure test indicated a suspected release resulting 

in a pipeline shutdown 12 days after the suspected "anomalies." 

The Corps emphasizes the CPM leak detection system was not fully functional, yet the 

Corps fails to mention that the CPM system was operating at the time of the incident. The 

investigation report states the SCAD A system was functional and "provided information . .. such as 

alarm(s), alert(s), event(s), and/or volume calculations to assist with the detection of the accident." 

This was omitted in the DEIS. 117 If that was tme then it took Energy Transfer 12 days to evaluate 

the SCADA indications and suffic iently confirm them to make a shutdown decision. The 12 days 

was much longer than the 17 hours it took to shut down the catastrophic Enbridge Marshall, MI 

pipeline that led to Congressional mandating the PHMSA Leak Detection Study. Only by chance, 

115 Appendix H, " PHMSA Accidenl Report - Hazardous Liquid and Carbon Dioxide Pipeline Systems," Sunoco 
Pipeline L.P, 8-29-2016, last revision date 7-24-2017, p.23. 
116 DEIS, at p. 3-12. 
117 Ibid. 
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the Sunoco release was from a pinhole leak and the spill volume was a third the size of the Enbridge 

disaster. T he evidence indicates pipeline was not shut down for 12 days in part due to control 

operator evaluation and decision making but also the prolonged period highlights the human 

reluctance to shut down an operating process like the Enbridge incident. The 20 16 Sunoco 8600 

Bbl. crude spill was the largest incident in Energy Transfer's operating histo1y from 2012 - 2023. 

One lesson from Sunoco spi ll is that a pinhole leak over time can result in a major incident and 

that scenario is an important one to consider in a WCD analysis under what can be the "largest 

volume"11 8 release. However, the Corps does not address this issue and in their WCD scenario 

review only considers pipeline full bore releases. 11 9 

The 20 16 Sunoco pipeline disaster led to a significant enforcement action that included a 

Corrective Action Order. 12° CA Os are one of PHMSA most serious enforcement tools - one that 

is rare ly employed. 12 1 CAOs require operators to take specific necessary actions to address 

conditi ons that PHMSA finds to be hazardous to people, property, or the environment. PHMSA 

stated in the CAO: 

After evaluating the foregoing prelimina1y findings of fact, I find that continued 
operati on of the pipeline without corrective measures is or would be hazardous to 
life, property, or the environment. Additionally, having considered the uncertainties 
as to the cause of the failure; the location of the Failure; the proximity of the 
pipeline to populated areas, public water intake systems, or other high consequence 
areas; the young age of the pipeline and the history of known problems or fa ilures 
on this pipeline, including during construction of the line, I find that a failure to 
issue this Order expeditiously to require immediate corrective action would result 
in the like lihood of serious harm to life, property, or the environment. 

118 CFR 194. 105(b)(l ) 
119 DEIS, at p. 3-36,37. 
120 PHMSA Corrective Action Order to Sunoco Pipeline Co. L.P., 9-14-2016, 
hups://primis.phmsa.dot. gov/comm/rcp0t1s/enforcc/documents/420I65030H/4201 65030H Corrective%20Action%2 
0Order 091420 16.pdf last accessed at 12-4-23. 
12 1 PHMSA has only issues 2 1 Corrective Action Orders since 2017, 
h11ps://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/rcpo11s/enforcc/CAO opid 0.html# TP I tab I last accessed 12-4-23. 
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Figure XI.1. PHMSA website showing the 2016 Sunoco Pipeline Spill Corrective Action 
Order is still listed as open, a key fact not addressed in the Corps DEIS. 

It is noteworthy that the CAO issued to Sunoco in 20 16 is still listed as "open" on the 

PHMSA website (Figure x. I) . 122 The fact that the CAO is open implies that PHMSA's evaluation 

of Energy Transfer's implementation of corrective action is still under review. None of these 

concerning facts were included in thew Corps narrative of the incident. 

These details are important to DAPL as it requires control operator and likely superviso1y 

decision making to evaluate issues such as potential false alam1s, meter accuracy and then the 

ultimate decision to shut down when CPM and SCADA alarms and instrumentation indicate a 

spill. The EFRDs at Lake Oahe do not close automatically in response alarms or instrumentation 

set points. EFR D closure requires human action and decision-making, a fact unaddressed by the 

Corps. PHMSA found that CPM accuracy is often a balance between instrument sensitivity fa lse 

or nuisance alarms. 123 API RP 1130 states that a CPM alarm: 

... could be triggered by many causes including equipment or data failure, an 
abnormal operating condition, or a commodity release. Since there is the potential 
that the alarm infonnation identifies conditions that need attention other than a 
commodity release, the pipeline company procedures should require that all CPM 
alarms be evaluated . .. Simply understanding the cause of the alam1 condition on a 
monitored pipeline may not be the end of the alann evaluation. 

122 PHMSA Sunoco Enforcement Action Details, Case CPF 4201 65030H, 
h11ps://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/rcp0t1s/cnforcc/CaseDc1ail cpf 420 J 65030H.html?nocachc=7733# TP I tab 
! last accessed 12-5-23. 
123 PMSA Leak Detection Study, at p. 4-8. 
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The 2016 Sunoco spill underscores both weaknesses of CPM leak detection and Energy 

Transfer's poor historic performance in particular, but also the importance of including sufficient 

time in the WCD calculation for the human factors of leak detection, evaluation, and the real 

conflicting pressures of shutdown decision-making. The Corps however, states Energy Transfer 

DAPL CPM system is "robust" and only three minutes is needed for detection time in their WCD 

calculation. We shall see that the Corps in effect bases WCD DAPL shutdown time on the 

operation of equipment and very little on this key human factor component. 

Ill. The Corps has Grossly Underestimates Lake Oahe DAPL Worst Case 
Discharge and Spill Risk, Harming Emergency Response and 
Endangering Responders. 

The Worst Case discharge (WCD) volume assessment is required by the pipeline safety PHMSA 

for emergency response planning but is also directly re lated to the risk posed by the pipeline's 

continued operation. The larger the WCD the greater the consequences and higher the risk. WCD 

is a key element of the risk consequence analysis - what credibly can go wrong and what can be 

the result. WCD is also critical to other assessments including emergency response, cumulative 

impacts, ham1 to wildlife, toxic threats to people, damage to cultural sites and spill modeling. 

The Tribe raised the issue about the significantly underestimated Worst Case Discharge 

into the Missouri River in all of its reports, including the failure to comply with the PHMSA WCD 

regulations. PHMSA requires a worst case discharge calculation in its pipeline emergency 

response regulations. The Corps and Energy Transfer's calculation historically has been truncated 

and deceptively communicated. The Corps continues that conduct into the DEIS. 

The PHMSA fomrn la shutdown time requires consideration of detection time, pump 

shutdown, va lve closure, and the effects of adverse weather conditions which was not incorporated 

into the DAPL calculation, even though legally required. Detection time includes not just CPM 

software detection but also the human and organizational factors of evaluation and response. The 

PHMSA formula is depicted as WCD = [(OT + ST) x MF] + DD where DT=detection time, 

ST=shutdown time, and MF=maximum flow rate . PHMSA requires that the worst case 
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definition be applied to each element of the calculation. This is a necessary approach because 

major accidents typically occur when there are multi ple SMS failures. The PHMSA regulation 

address ing Worst Case Discharge 49 CFR 194.1 0S(b)( I) requires a "maximum" worst case 

evaluation of each element of the WCD calculation as follows : 

(b) The worst case discharge is the largest volume, in barrels (cubic meters), of the 
following: 

( I) The pipeline's maximum release time in hours, plus the maximum shutdown 
response time in hours (based on historic discharge data or in the absence of such 
historic data, the operator's best estimate), multip lied by the maximum flow rate 
expressed in barrels per hour (based on the maximum daily capacity of the 
pipeline), plus the largest line drainage volume after shutdown of the line section(s) 
in the response zone expressed in barrels (cubic meters) . .. 

The DEIS fa ils to take the "maximum" time or flow rate in their analysis and leaves out 

required elements. They use a "best case" approach of equipment functioning rather that a worst 

case examining all the requirements of the regulation. In previous calculations prior to the EIS the 

Corps only based the WCD calculation on a best case pump shutdown time plus a modeled drain 

down volume that was not the largest. Detection time including investigation of a larms and 

instrumentation by the control operator, shutdown decision-making, EFRD valve closure were not 

considered or included in the calculation (Table 3-4). The WCD was only based upon pump 

shutdown time, "Given: the pump stations are designed to shut down in 9 minutes." 124 The 

calculation then used the 9-minute shutdown time volume of 3,750 Bbls.: "Therefore in a nine

minute period, 416.6 x 9 = 3750 bbls" 125 (emphasis added). This volume was added to the modeled 

drain down volume of8,751 Bbls. to arrive at a WCD of 12,501 Bbls. Energy Transfer and their 

NEPA litigation declarants provided misleading information that their WCD calculation was based 

upon 12.9 minutes and stated it took 3.9 minutes it takes to shut the EFRDs, however that 

additional time was not included in their calculations. 

124 7 Dakota Access Pipeline Project, North Dakota, Lake Oahc Crossing, Spill Model Discussion Documcni, 
Number DAPL-WGM-GN000-PPL-STY-0019, Wood Group Mustang, May 2016, RAR0l4985. 
"' Ibid. 
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Corps DEIS 
2023 \\'CD 
Calculation 131 

Corps EA 
2016 \\'CD 
Calculation 

Detection Shutdown 
Time Decision-
Including making127 

Evaluation 
126 

I I 

given 

I • None 
calculation; given 
I min. 
stated 

Pump 
Shutdown 12

" 

Time 

9min. 

EFRD 
Closure 12

'' 

Time 

3.9 min. 
not used 

Total 
Shutdown 
Time 

. . ' 
: . 
9min. 
used= 
3,750 Bbls 

Drain 
Down 
Volumcuu 

: . 
8,751 
Bbls. 

Total 
\VCD 
Volume 
Bbls 

• • • 
: . 
12,50 I 
Bbls. 

Table Xl.4-1. The Corps 2016 WCO Calculation Compared 
explanatory footnotes apply to this Table and Table Xl.4-2. 

to the 2023 WCO Calculation. The 

Without explanation the Corps in the DEIS 135 reduces the pump shutdown time by three 

minutes from nine to six (Table XI.4-1 ). The Corps then adds the same three minutes to detection 

time without analysis other than to state "while there are many factors that may affect the 

performance of an LDS (such as human error and technical malfunctions) a FBR will almost 

126 Investigation: Includes CPM funclioning and human investigation and evaluation of CPM data and alanns - see 
API RP 1130 CPM need lo differentiate false alaims, etc. "all CPM alarms be evaluated"' AP! 1130 at p. 20. 
127 S hutdown decision: loc1udes additional verification. addressing communication, and the presence of production 
pressures (pressure nol to shut down a 1. 1 mi llion BPD pipeline) and supervisory consultation leading to a leak 
declaration and making a shutdown decision - see API RP I 130 CPM. 
123 Pump must ramp down to avoid surge. 9•mfoutes used per 20 16 analysis as no justification for the change 
129 EFRDs must ramp down to avoid surge. Round up to 4 minutes for total WCD calculations, 12 hours travel time 
to close in winter conditions. 
" 0 Note an unmitigated WCD considers the total volume in the pipeline and docs not consider modeling or 
estimated changes in pipeline elevation restricting draining. Energy Transfer claimed this was their approach to 
WCD in the PUC hearing in ND. 
' " Note this data was supplied to RPS Group by Energy Transfer, DEIS Appendix G p. 13, 2.3, "Dakota Access 
provided RPS with conservative maximum estimates: for various response timings for the different actions that 
would take place following a release from the pipeline (Table 2.4). " 
in A shorter 3 minute time is with faster actuators is stated but the 3.9 min time was used. 
"' Not provided but calculated (1, I 00,000 BPD/24hrs./60 min.=764 Bbls. per minute• 12.9 min.= 9,854 Bbls 
' 1' Not provided bur calculated from subtracting the shutdown time volume from the total WCD volume. 
' " DEIS, at p. 3-34. 
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certainly be detected in less than 3 minutes."136 The 3 minute time appears to be based on the 

functioning of the CPM/SCADA system rather than on control operator evaluation and shutdown 

decision-making. This statement is contrary to the requirements of API RP 11 30 (incorporated by 

reference into PHMSA regulations) which does not reference human error but the need for the 

control operator to investigate and evaluate alarms and instrumentation and make a shutdown 

decision. Detection time includes the functioning of the CPM leak detection system as well as the 

human decision-making. Energy Transfer took 12 days to evaluate the SCAD A "anomalies" in the 

20 I 6 Sunoco incident before the 8600 Bbl spi ll was detected - clearly 3 minutes is not the 

maximum detection time. The Corps bas lowered the time it takes for the 2016 analysis to shut 

down the EFRD as well as the pumps in the DEIS calculati on without explanation. Also, without 

analysis the drain down volume was lowered by 1,709 Bbls or a 20% reduction. The omissions, 

lack of analysis and failure to comply with PH!v[SA minimum compliance regulations in the DEIS 

WCD calculations are similar to the behavior of the Corps throughout the NEPA process. 

The Corps fai ls to consider the ineffective performance ofleak detection and EFRD closure 

in the PHMSA WCD "maximum" calculation of time to detect a spill or isolate Lake Oahe with 

the EFRDs. The Corps cannot take credit for the successful CPM/SCADA detection of a spi ll in 3 

minutes with an Energy Transfer CPM/SCADA detection rate of 14% and no performance testi ng. 

With EFRDs not subject to full verification of performance (no full va lve stroke testing) and a lack 

of backup power to close the EFRDs during a power fai lure, the Corps cannot take credit for the 

functioning of the EFRDs in their WCD calculations. The Corps did not address these issues in 

the DEIS. 

For the nearly doubling ofDAPL capacity to 1. 1 million BPD a more realistic WCD that the Corps 

did not review needs to incorporate the maximum total shutdown time rather than the best case of 

equipment and instmmentation fonctioning the Corps has employed. The data used by the Corps 

in the DEIS WCD calculations was not independently derived or analyzed. The EIS Appendix 

G spill model report by RPS acknowledges "The site specific characteristics used in this DAPL 

re lease volume modeling included pipe diameter, flow rate, valve location, the e levation profile 

along the pipeline, and conservative estimates ofleak detection, pump shutdown, and valve closure 

136 Ibid. 
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times provided by Dakota Access." Rather than taking an independent, bard look at the critical 

WCD calculation, the Corps is employing key data uncritically from Energy Transfer. The 

infonnation goes to the heart of the risk posed by DAPL and the effectiveness of emergency 

planning, yet the Corps writes it down without questioning or supporting analysis. 

The updated oil spill modeling results continue to focus on the potential effects of a 

catastrophic failure of the pipeline, like a full bore rupture (FBR). The Corps assumes that th is 

scenario represents the worst case spi ll for environmental effects. However, there is a lso potential 

for a smaller, chronic leak or a spill under the leak detection limit that goes undetected for a long 

period of time. For example, there could be a weeks- or months-long discharge under the detection 

limit during ice conditions, or a discharge under the detection limit discovered by an observation 

flight at its longest interval of 10-days. Another example is the pinhole leak such as Energy 

Transfer's own 20 15 Sunoco Pipeline incident that released 8600 Bbls. during a 12-day period. 

The T ribe's hydrogeological analysis indicates that the oi l could be pooling for months or years 

once the oil enters the subsurface. The Corps did not ana lyze important WCD scenarios such as 

smaller leaks under the detection limit that could be pooling under the lakebed before entering the 

Lake Oahe. This includes the scenario of ice cover in winter conditions where aerial survei llance 

would be ineffective depending on the ice conditions. 

The scenarios examined by the Corps are all full bore release (FBR) examples. 137 The 

Corps itself acknowledges "detection times for small releases have historically taken anywhere 

from minutes to weeks to detect, depending on the pipeline and instrnmentation configuration."138 

The Corps further states that a flow under the detection limit would be more di fficult to detect and 

more slowly contaminate Lake Oahe. 139 However the Corps claims without credible analysis that 

a smaller leak under the detection limit would likely migrate to the HOD sites where it would be 

detected before entering the Lake. However, in the Tribe 's hydrogeological analysis there is little 

capacity for the oil to move up the 3" opening of the annulus bel\veen the HOD borehole and the 

pipeline. The force of the oi l will be significant even for a pinhole release. Under this pressure, 

the oil will scour the annulus and penetrate the borehole, migrating into less resistant material and 

"' DEIS, a 1 p. 3-36,37. 
, 3& DEIS, ay p. 3-34. 
" 9 DEIS, a 1 p. 3-48. 
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eventually into the lake bottom. The language of the PHMSA WCD provisions do not limit the 

WCD to a full bore release. In fact, the PHMSA regulatory language uses the wording "largest 

volume" and does not specify a particular release scenario. The lack of an under the detection limit 

scenario for a WCD is a serious deficiency in the DEIS. 

In the Tribe's analysis, a leak under the detection limit represents the strongest credible 

scenario for a worst case discharge at the Lake Oahe undercrossing. The Tribe's WCD scenarios 

displayed in Table XI.4-2. 140challenge the assumptions of the Corps calculation by includ ing 

credible scenarios with true maximum times and volumes as required by the PHMSA regulation. 

surveillance 

Migrating 
Oil, SRST 
water intake 
detection 
> !0days 

I hour 9 minutes 

Maximum 
minutes - IO days 

Bbls. 
220,000 
Bbls. 

3.9 
minutes 

Maximum 
- > 10 days 
Bbls. 
220,000+ 

15,695 
Bbls. 

235,695+ 
Bbls. 

Table XJ.4-2 WCD releases from under Lake Oahe (ULO) in F·igure x.4-2 address an under the detection 
limit (UDL) JO-day aerial de.tection and under ice cover. Explanatory notes are referenced in Table x.4-1. 

The Tribe's WCD releases from under Lake Oahe (ULO) in Figure x.4-2 address an under 

the detection limit (UDL) of 2% spill with a I 0-day aerial detection time and an under ice cover 

scenario. Given the fact that detection would be measured in days not minutes, only detection time 

and drain down volume were used to calculate the total volume for exempla1y purposes. The 

calculations used a 2% detection limit given Energy Transfer ineffective leak detection record and 

the Corps ' I% detection limit has not been subject to performance verification. The Tribe's 

calculations include one hour for both control operator investigation of CPM/SCADA alarms and 

instrument readings as well as the c1itical time of shutdown decision making as in these scenarios 

140 The Table Xl.4-2 re ferences arc the same as from Table Xl.4-1. Please refer to footno1c.~ I 19-127. 
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maximum shutdown time is largely driven by the detection time delays related to an UDL release. 

The Corps states in the DEIS that aerial survei llance fl ights occur every ten days 141 
- that time is 

used in the Tribe's detection time calculations. For a UDL re lease in winter ice condi tions, the 

scenario is using a 2-day detect time based upon the Glendive Montana community's detection of 

Bakken crude in the town's water supply in the 2015 Bridger pipeline spill into the Yellowstone 

River. 142 The scenarios calculated a maximum drain down volume of 15,695 Bbls. 143 based upon 

the foll pipeline distance between the east and west EFRDs rather than a modeled less than 

maximum volume. 144 

The largest WCD is the UDL leak detected by aerial surveillance of 235,695 Bbls. This 

WCD is 14x the Corps' calculation of 16,996 Bbls. A leak of this magnitude would significantly 

increase the consequence and risk of a Lake Oahe spill. This larger WCD would require a 

reevaluation of the DAPL risk assessment, integrity management plan, spill modeling, and oil spill 

emergency response planning for Lake Oahe. For example, the DEIS states that Energy Transfer 

states "resources are also in place to ensure Dakota Access can respond to a release six times larger 

than the largest conceivable release." 145 He UDL spi ll for 10 days is 2.3x larger than the size of 

spill that is beyond the planning resources of Energy Transfer's oil spill response plan. 

It is important that the Corps address other WCD scenarios and factors affecting the 

calculations. Given Energy Transfer's unreliable leak detection and EFRD closure avai lability it 

is necessary for the Corps to review a \VCD scenario where the functionality of the CPM system 

and EFRDs are not credited in the WCD calculations. The Corps has not considered that a leak 

'" DEIS, at p. 3-9. 
'" Note that in Bridger the pipeline was shut down after one hour of detecting "anomalies" but a spill was not 
suspected until the Glendi ve residents complained of the oily smell of their drinking water over a day later. Glendive 
was only seven miles downstream from the Bridger spill location. DAPL is estimated to be 75.4 miles downstream 
from the Fort YaJCs Municipal Water Intake, DEIS, at p. 3-76. 
143 T he Q,:ain Down Volumu;.al_!;_l!lation is significantly underestimated. Bak.ken Crude has an 1',l'l gravity of 40 -
43. Using 42 AP! gravity = 50.76 lbs./cu fi. The volume of a cylinder is pi*r"2*Lcng1h. For one mile of the 30 in. 
DAPL pipeline and a density of crude liquid at 50.76, one mile of Bak.ken crude in a 30" pipeline is 193,875 gals. or 
46 16 Bbls. The WO-Od Group calculated 1hc distance of pipe between 1hc West and East EFRDs as 3.4 mile~ (we do 
no1 have as built schematics to affirm or challenge that number). No1 accounting for pipe clcva1ion or oil re1en1ion 
1he "maximum" drain down volume afler the DAPL Lake Oahe EFRDs arc closed is 15,695 Bbls. 
144 The WO-Od Group calculated the dis1ancc of pipe bc1wccn the We~t and Eas1 EFRDs as 3.4 mile~ and 1ha1 was 
used in the Tribe's calculation. Energy Transfer stated a1 the ND PSC permit hearing that i1 used 1he full length 
bc1ween the EFRDs for drain down volume. However, the company in 1heir calculations modeled the drain down 
volume and asserted that only 1.8958 miles of pipeline would be capable of release or a DD volume. 
'" DEIS at p. 3-47. 
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from the West EFRD would have a larger drain down volume ifa piping of valve failure impacted 

the upstream side of the valve where there may be some distance 10 the next isolation point. The 

Corps hasn' t reviewed the impact of severe weather and a prolonged response time such as 12-

hours to manually close the EFRDs due to to their failure to fully close or with no electricity to the 

valve actuator to close the EFRD during a power failure . 

IV. A Hydrogeological Analysis Supports the Conclusion that a Bakken 
Crude Oil Spi ll 90 to 120 Feet Under the Lakebed Will Reach the 
Waters of Lake Oahe. The Corps Erroneously Asserts that Non

engineered Re mnants of HOD Drilling Mud Wi ll Act as a Barrier to 
an Oil Release into Lake Oahe. 

The Corps' notion that bentonite will form a cement after it has been in place six years is 

an unsupported assertion lacking any technical analysis. The EIS States: "In addition, considering 

all the directions oil can travel before raising to the sediment-water interface, the probability of a 

release actually making it through the now-cemented benlonite encasement around the pipeline 

and approximately 95 to 126 feet of thick, low permeability rock is low."146 Bentonite is a 

thixotropic mate1ial, i.e ., if subjected to vibrational energy, it will flow, much like a bottle of 

ketchup can be inverted but won't flow unless shaken. 147 Because the undercrossing is saturated, 

there is no expectation for the benlonite to dry out and form a cement-like casing. The 

undercrossing was drilled with a drilling mud made of 4% bentonite and 96% water, which in 

practice produces a slurry of bentonite and native materials that pass through the sieves used to 

sort out larger solids. 148 

Although bentonite can be used for sealing borings and trenches, the purpose of the 

bentonite drilling mud mixed for the HOD undercrossing was to facilitate horizontal drilling, and 

not as a designed sealant to prevent the escape of oil from the undercrossing. Because the 

" 6 DEIS, at p. 3-9. 
i -17 This same property ofbentonite is leveraged in the construction o f slurry cut*offwalls and deep excavations below the water 
table. A n excavation trench is held open by a bentonile 5(uny, whic,h seals the 5idewalls and behaves almost like a 50lid, until 
disturbed by an excavator boom or drilling equipment, in response. to which it flows as a liquid. 
h ttps ://www -~Pk .usace.army .m il/ M edia/News-StoriesJ Anicle/2 709 7 2 6/st)I i tting-a-levee-to-m.ake-it-stronger-instal Im g -cutoff
wa II s/ 
148 Directional Drill Plan of Procedure. Horizontal Directional Drilling Augrna 16, 201 6, Rev-2. HOD E..xe.cution Plan. f\ttichels 
Directional Crossings1 Dakota Access Pipeline Project - Spread 6 M issouri River / l ake Oahe Crossing (~7,500' / 30" Steel 
Pipe) 
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emplacement of the pipeline did not include design features for sealing the pipeline trench with 

bentonite, the completeness and efiectiveness of an inadvertent benton ite seal was not measured. 

Accordingly, the Corps cannot know with any certainty whether any manner or a seal was installed. 

The Corps' conclusory claims in the DEIS are lack site specific evidence and are speculative. 

Circumstances that could prevent a complete seal include lenses of geologic materials 

under excess pore pressure, e.g. artesian aquifer units, which could prevent invasion of pore spaces 

by bentonite. If flowing sands were encountered in the HDD drilling, these might create a segment 

of the undercrossing where bentonite was lost and did not form a sea l. It is therefore unrealistic 

and not protective of Lake Oahe to rely on the sealing properties of bentonite as a serendipitous 

means of providing oi l containment within the trench. 

The EIS further claims without support that, "The depth of the HDD provides a barrier 

between the pipeline and water that would impede the ability of any crude oil ji-om reaching the 

lakebed. Additionally, the Pierre Shale aquitard, which is a relatively impermeable aquitard, lies 

between the pipeline and the water." 149 This statement is fundamentally flawed, because: 

• "Depth" is not a barrier; a geologic stratum may be, if sufficiently impermeable, 

however no demonstration is made to identify an impermeable stratum. In the 

absence of a tru ly impermeable stratum, e.g., where vertically accreted river 

channel deposits provide a pathway for the flow of oil to the lake, the depth of the 

undercrossing has no bearing on the inevitable oil pollution of Lake Oahe in the 

event of a breach of the undercrossing. 

• Impeding the flow of oi l is not prevention. If a strata slows the flow of oi l, it only 

delays the arriva l of o il at the lake bottom, for a sufficiently large or long re lease 

from the pipeline. 

• The so-called 'Pierre Shale aquitard' does not exist at the undercrossing above the 

pipeline. While the Pierre Shale can fonn a horizontal barrier to groundwater flow, 

this is a regional feature, described as, "The Pierre Formation, a thick shale that 

underlies the Fox Hills Formation, is the base of active flow systems. Aquifers 

149 DEIS, at p. 3-76. 
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below the Pierre Formation occur at depths greater than 3,000 f eet (900 meters) 

and contain ve,y saline water ."150 The Tribe could find no formal description o f 

the "Pierre Shale Aquitard" in the context of shallow Missouri River deposits or 

bedrock beneath the river, and there has not been a detailed assessment of the local 

hydrostratigraphy at the location of the undercrossing. 

• Although there is a limited clay occurrence in 3 of the 7 borings, the orientation of 

the borings is only along Undercross ing. The geologic cross-section provided for 

the Undercrossing, based on seven borings, indicates that there are locations in 

which clays and clayey sands are essentially absent (e.g. LO-B-5, which found less 

than 15 feet of clayey deposits). The same cross-section shows substantial 

th icknesses of sand with s ilt {100 feet), sand with silt and gravel (40 feet), sand with 

25% gravel (50 feet), and s ilty sand (90 feet). In contrast, the clay units at the top 

of the stratigraphic column (i .e., at the lake bottom) are less than 25 feet thick where 

they occur. The DEIS neither provides nor recommends an assessment of the 

hydrogeologic conditions north and south of the undercrossing. Relying on only 7 

geotechnical borings along the 7,600 feet of the undercrossing (one mile of which 

is under the river) to conc lude that the geologic strata through which the pipeline 

passes can isolate a Bakken Crude re lease fai ls to account for the heterogeneity of 

Missouri River deposits at depth. The geotechnical data collection may have been 

suffic ient to p lan the HOD drilling; however, the spacing of borings is far too wide 

to a llow reliable interpretation of the capacity of geologic units to contain an oil 

spill at the undercross ing. Moreover, the limited data that was collected show a 

coarse gra ined environment between the pipeline and the lake, where clay deposits 

are the exception. 

• To the extent that clay deposits at the undercrossing may confine the upward 

migration of Bakken Crude leaked from the undercrossing, the oil wi ll eventually 

encounter a geologic window in the clay, which is not infinitely continuous in both 

150 Ground-Water Resources of Monon County. North Dakota. by DJ. Ackennan, U.S. Geological Survey County Ground
Water Studies 27 - PART JI I North Dakota State Water Commission, BULLETIN 72 - PART 111 
North Dakota Geological Survey 
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downstream and upstream directions. Consequently, the task of detecting a leak 

below the threshold of the computational leak detection system, or other leak 

detection methods, is exacerbated and made considerably more di fficult. The reach 

of the lake and subsurface that would need to be monitored for indicators of a leak 

is expanded, because oil would migrate beneath the clays through the sands and 

sandy silts for an unknown but possibly long distance, such that when oil does enter 

the lake, it may be a considerable distance downstream, or possibly upstream, of 

the undercrossing. 

Al Page 3-80, the DEIS again references 'bentonite cement casing ' : "A release beneath the 

lakebed would require oil to travel through the cemented bentonite encasement around the pipeline 

and approximately 95 to 126 feet of low-permeability alluvium deposits, reduc ing oi l amounts 

entering Lake Oahe. 151" 

The Corps' analysis fai ls to account for a leak larger than a pinhole but one still below the 

leak detection limit, which can entail scouring effects that would erode the bentonite seal and allow 

oi l to escape the pipeline bo1ing. No citation or data is provided to demonstrate how the bentonite 

clay mud wi ll transform into "cement" over time; apparently the Corps expect readers lo simply 

take this on faith . 

The EIS statement listed above assumes that 'cemented bentonite ' and low penneability 

alluvium will reduce amounts of oil entering Lake Oahe, without c iting a basis for that conclusion. 

If the analys is conducted to prepare the DEIS has reached th is conclusion, the EIS should state 

where the oil would go, for the full range of vo lumes associated with leak scenarios under 

consideration. There are three basic destinations for oil leaked from the DAPL Undercrossing: 

• Oil slays within the pipeline boring. The hole bored to construct the p ipeline was of limited 

diameter (36") to accommodate a 30" p ipe. 152 This means that oil escaping from the pipe 

stays within the 3-inch annulus surrounding the pipe line, which is filled with drilling mud, 

a relatively impermeable materia l. Under this scenario, the EIS apparently assumes that 

151 DEIS, at p. 3-80. 
152 Directional Dri ll Plan of Procedure, Horizontal Directional Drilling August I 6, 20 I 6, Rev-2. HDD Execution 
Plan, Michels Directional Crossings, Dakota Access Pipeline Project - Spread 6 Missouri River / Lake Oahe 
Crossing (~7,500' / 30" Steel Pipe) 
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oi l stays within the pipeline, because flow through the impermeable bentonite mate1ial is 

not expected. ln effect, th is scenario expects that oil will stay inside the pipeline, even 

after a pipeline failure. If the DEIS analysis concludes that oil can escape the pipeline but 

remain in the pipel ine boring, the DEIS should explicitly state where the oil will go, and 

how it can flow in a 3-inch annulus occupied by bentonite drilling mud. The EIS should 

present a calculation of the avai lable porosity within the pipeline bori ng that would favor 

oil transport rather than oi l penetrating the bentonite seal and escaping to the subsurface. 

For example, a 3-inch annulus with an open porosity of20% would accommodate about 

323 gallons per hundred feet. 153 Oil escapes the pipeline boring, but remains confined to 

subsurface geologic strata, without resurfacing in the lake. The DEIS should inc lude an 

assessment of the distance that the range of calculated leak scenario volumes, from pinhole 

to worst-case discharge, would migrate in the subsurface, and the fate of that oil emplaced 

in the Lake Oahe subsu1face in the long tem1. Without a basic analysis of where the oil 

will go and what happens to it in the long term, the DEIS fai ls to predict impacts from a 

pipeline failure at the undercrossing. 

• Oil escapes the pipeline boring, migrates into subsurface, and eventually surfaces in Lake 

Oahe. The DEIS considers the oil-in-water scenarios in the RPS Group 2021 model 

reports. 154 The summary in Section 3 includes a few statements that warrant closer 

examination. For example, the DEIS states, "171ough considered toxic in the dissolved 

state (as a DHC), the majority of benzene will evaporate into the air within hours when oil 

is on the water's swface, and from the air within days (Turner, Mason & Company, 2014; 

USDHHS, 2007)." 

There are two problems with this statement. First, the Turner, Mason & Company repo1t does 

not mention benzene or its prope1ties as an individual compound. Second, the US DHHS report 

notes the following aspects of benzene volatility: "Benzene is considered to be highly volatile with 

a vapor pressure of 95.2 mm Hg at 25 °C. Benzene is moderately soluble in water. with a solubility 

153 36'' diameter boring - 30" pipeline= 3 .. annular space: 361
' diameter = 18" radius = 1.5 feet, and 30"' diameter = 15" radius = 

1.25 fe<:t. (( 1.5 ft)' x n) - (( 1.25)-' x n) = 2.16 ft'; 2.16 II' x 20% x I 00 ft = 43.2 ft '; 43.2 fl' x 7.48 gllllonsl ft'= 323 gallons of 
void space per 100 t"eet of annulus. I bbl = 42 gallons; 323 gallon .. ~= 7.69 bbl void space capacity per 100 t"eet. 
154 Evaluation of Hydrocarbon Releases lnlo Lake Oahe Using Oilmapland And Simap Trajec,1ory. Fa1e. And Effec,1s Modeling 
for the Dakota Access Pipel ioe Optimization. DAPL Optimization Assessment - Site-Speci fie WCD Release Volume-. 
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ofl,780 mg/Lat 25 °C, and the Henry's law constant/or benzene (0.0055 atm-m1/mole at 25 °C) 

indicates that benzene partitions readily to the atmosphere from sw/ace water (Mackay and 

Leinonen / 975). The EIS is concluding that benzene will readi ly volatilize based on a Henry 's 

Law Constant measured at 25 °C (77 °F). Because solubility and vapor pressure, the two 

parameters upon which the Henry's Law Constant depends, vary with temperature, Henry's Law 

constants are also temperature dependent. At lower temperatures, the volati lity of benzene is 

decreased. For the case of a Lake Oahe temperature of33 °F, the Henry's Law Constant of benzene 

is 0.001 53 atm-m3/mol. 155 This means that in a winter release scenario, the volatility of benzene 

is 3.6 times lower than the reference cited in the DEIS. In an under-ice scenario, the volatility of 

benzene wi ll be greatly diminished if not zero, resulting in a far greater proportion of benzene 

remaining in water as a dissolved hydrocarbon. 

The DEIS assumes that benzene will rapid ly dissolve into water, which is likely over time. 

However, the mixing of benzene from Bakken Crude into lake water will not be instantaneous, as 

the dissolution dynamics will follow Raoult's law, which predicts that the rate of dissolution of an 

individual compound from a mixture wi ll depend on its mass fraction as well as its aqueous 

solubility. The rate of dissolution, particularly in slow-moving groundwater, may have bearing on 

the distribution of dissolved constituents in the Lake Oahe water column. A more detailed review 

of the fate of Bakken Crude chemical constituents is provided in the modeling review section of 

th is report . 

The Water Resources section of the DEIS, 3.3.1 .3. Impacts and Mitigation, discusses water 

quality impacts in the context of compliance wi th Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs), which 

in No1th Dakota are identical to federal MCLs. MCLs are the minimum concentration that can be 

practically and economically adopted that are protective of public health and are intended to 

prevent increased incidence of cancer and other toxic endpoints. However, the adverse impacts of 

Bakken Crude in drinking water sources are not limited to toxicity. The aesthetic quality of water 

is also critically important. \Vhile a drinking water source can be replaced by bottled water, 

malodorous contamination of the water supply will impact the ability of impacted communities to 

shower or bathe with tap water. For some compounds, the taste or odor threshold can be lower 

' " https://www 3.cpa. gov/ccampubl/lcarn2modcl/par1-two/onsi1c/cs1hcnry. html 
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than the regulato1y threshold (MCL). While most of the constituents of Bakken Crude, e.g., 

BTEX, 156 have odor thresholds higher than the MCL, the EIS should review and confinn both the 

taste and odor thresholds of the known constituents of the Bakken Crude. 

A limitation to the DEIS approach is that for much of the evaluation of potential water qua lity 

impacts, Bakken Crude is treated as a bulk substance, rather than as a complex mixture of 

individual compounds, each with its own toxicity, volatility, biodegradability, etc. In view of the 

very large scale of the impact of an oil release at the undercrossing, with many miles of shoreline 

potentially impacted, with the lake potentially impacted by dissolved constituents 10 a considerable 

depth for many miles, and the under-lake groundwater resources potentially impacted for an untold 

number of years, the DEIS must take the water qual ity impacts analysis to the next level and review 

the fate and transport of individual compounds. At a minimum, examples for each class of 

compounds, e.g . aliphatic hydrocarbons, aromatic hydrocarbons, polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons, etc., must be analyzed for their fate in the subsurface and in Lake Oahe. 

The DEIS notes that the light-end hydrocarbons such as benzene are prone to volatilization. 

However, the DEIS provides no information on the practical implications of the volatilization of 

these chemicals to communities living on, above, and downwind of Lake Oahe. The DEIS should 

inform members of the communities on both s ides of the lake. A basic question on the minds of 

many who are concerned about impacts from a release of Bakken Crude at the Undercrossing is, 

"if there is a spill, will it smell? Ifso, .for how long?". The issue of taste and odor thresholds is 

potentially complex because the biodegradation or other transformation products of Bakken Crude 

constituents may potentially have lower taste and odor thresholds than the parent compound. The 

2015 Glendive, MT Bridger Pipeline Bakken oil spill into the Yellowstone River provides 

important context here. The residents of Glendive registered numerous complaints concerning an 

oily taste to their drinking water long before response crews were able to visually identify the spill 

in winter ice cover conditions. 

While it is reasonable to assume that, under the windy conditions commonly present at Lake 

Oahe, atmospheric dispersion will quickly attenuate any organoleptic effects of a spill , it is 

nonetheless an assumption. The DEIS should enumerate the potential for lingering odors to affect 

156 Benzene, toluene, e1hylben,ene, xylenes 
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downwind communities on a calm day. To the extent that there is a potential for inhalation of 

volati lized constituents by residents of downwind communi ties, the DEIS should assess the 

potential health effects of those constituents of Bakken Crnde that have low inhalation toxicity 

thresholds. This issue is equa lly important for the hea lth and safety of first responders who will 

deploy oil containment booms on the lake. 

V. DAPL Currently Lacks a Feasible Emergency Oil Spill Response Plan -

Made Worse by a Low Water Crisis at The Lake Oahe Oil Spill 

Response Zone. 

The Tribe has concluded that a spill of Bakken crude oil is high-risk given the operator's 

alanning pipe line safety record and that the WCD potential of a spill could be catastroph ic - many 

times larger than stated by the current DAPL Facility Response Plan (FRP). The Corps has failed 

to evaluate DAPL' s lack of timely leak detection capabilities, transparency and emergency 

response coordination with the Tribe or effective response capability to a pipeline oil spill 

particularly with the chronic low water conditions in the Lake Oahe oil spill response zone. As a 

resul t, the Tribe has taken steps to implement its own safety systems inc luding leak detection and 

water testing to address this serious threat. Additionally, the Tribe has established a Tribal 

Emergency Response Conunittee (TERC) and developed its own Lake Oahe Pipeline Oil Spill 

Emergency Response Plan (ERP). The Corps has shown a dangerous lack of transparency with 

safety critical documents that are vita l for the Tribe's response planning and the protection of its 

emergency responders.157 These documents include the DAPL Facil ity Response Plan (FRP), the 

Lake Oahe Geographical Response Plan (GRP) (both in Appendix F) and the RPS Spill Model 

Reports 158 Moreover, the substantial redactions by the Corps in these documents prevents the Tribe 

from fully evaluating their contents. These actions by the Corps are a serious environmental 

inj ustice to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and other Tribal communities that would be seriously 

impacted by a DAPL spi ll. 

157 These DEIS documents include the recent versions of the DAPL Facility Rcsp-0nse Plan (FRP), the Lake Oahc 
Geographical Response Plan (GRP) (DEIS Appendix F) and the RPS Spill Model (DEIS Appendix G). These 
documents arc highly redacted. The GRP version is dated and superseded and was provided to the Tribe under the 
direction of a 2018 decision by Federal District Judge Boasberg. 
ll& Three reports including Evaluafion of Hydroct1rbo11 Releases into lake Oahe Usi11g Oilmapla11d And Simap 
Trajectory, Fare, mu/ £/feels Modeling/or 71,e Dakola A,~,ess Pipeline Optimizatio11, RPS, December 2021. 
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The Corps fai ls to effectively evaluate the impact of chronic low water levels in Lake Oahe 

particularly impacting the DAPL oil spill response zone. The low water conditions have been 

created by the Corps' operation of the Missouri River system exacerbated by historic severe 

drought from climate change. Energy Transfer's emergency response plans for low water 

conditions are superficial and ultimately infeasible. The compelling nature of the safety crisis of 

low water in Lake Oahe is that it not only impacts river access from unusable boat ramps, but it 

also seriously impairs necessary movement up and down the river and the deployment of necessary 

response equipment (Figure x.2). 
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Figure Xl.2. The Satellite Imagery (10-10-22) shows the severe impacts of low water 
conditions on Lake Oahe from the DAPL Undercrossing (top) above the Cannon Ball River 
to near the Beaver Bay Area. 

The Corps' operation of the Missouri River system severely impacts Lake Oahe water levels. 

Under the Corps ' operation Lake Oahe has fonctioned as an auxiliary deplete and surge reservoir 
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for the rest of the Missouri River system impacting the environment and livelihood of the SRST. 

This operation has also created the low water crisis in Lake Oahe intensified by severe drought 

particularly in the western headwaters of Missouri and Yellowstone system caused by c limate 

change. A recent study159 has described these conditions in the Western U.S. as the worst set of 

dry years since 800 ADS resulting in "shrinking snowpacks, parched topsoil and depleted 

reservoirs."160 The study also predicted the changes of the drought conditions as persisting through 

2030 as 75%. Low water from Fort Rice (approximately 4 miles north of the DAPL crossing) to 

Beaver Bay (approximately IO miles south of the DAPL crossing) has created significant braiding 

of Lake Oahe water with large areas of exposed river bottom as seen in Figure x. l. 

Drought conditions across the country, May 10, 2022 

Intensity: 

0 None 

D DOAbncnnalyDry 

D Dl Moderate Drought 

D D2 Severe Drought 

- D3 Ex~eme Drought 

- 04 Exceptional Drought 

Figure X'J.3 Prolonged Drought Conditions Across the US- worst in 12 centuries, High Country News, 

S-16-22. 

159 How Bad ls the Wes/em Drought? Wow ill /2 Centuries. Study Find,, New York Times, 2-14-22, 
hups://www .nytimcs.com/2022/02/ I 4/cl imatc/wcstcm-drough1-mcgadrought. h1ml last accessed 12-6-23. 
160 Yes, the drought real(y is that bad. High Country News, 5-16-22, https://www.hcn.orgiar1icles/sou1h-drought
yc.Hhc-drough1-rcaliy-is-that-bad/ , last accc.~scd 12-6-23. 
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The Control Point I (CP- 1) area just downstream from the DAPL undercrossing is the most 

critica l for accessing Lake Oahe near the source of a DAPL spill and engaging in spill mitigation 

before greater volumes of oi l can travel downstream and more seriously impact water intakes and 

the environment. Figure x.3 compares the CP-1 area from satellite imagery to Energy Transfer's 

GRP161 and the severely braided water in Lake Oahe nearest the OAPL undercrossing. Energy 

Transfer's GRP requires signifi cant boat and skimmer travel from boat ramps to their identified 

oi l spill Control Points . The upper Control Points areas in Lake Oahe are now in most cases 

exposed river bottom. Identified locations for vacuum trncks and tanks on the north bank of the 

Camion Ball River used for oil clean-up are now distant from the braided water and unusable. 

Figure Xl.4. Lake Oahe Geographic Response Plan (2018) Control Point #1 Compared to Saternte 
Imagery (4-8-22). 

161 The GRP version is dated and superseded. The GRP was provided to the Tribe under the direction of a 2018 
decision by Federal District Judge Boasbcrg, US District Court for the District of Columbia, Memorandum of 
Opinion, Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v, Army Corps of Engineers, Case I: I 6-cv-0 I 534-JEB, Document 304 
12/04/17, p. 7. The Court required safety related "interim conditions" including "Instead, the Court will order that 
the Corps, Dakota Access, and the Tribes coordinate to finalize spill response plans at Lake Oahe, and that the 
parties file such plans with the Court by April I, 2018. During that court-ordered process, the Tribe received a less 
redacted copy of the GRP. 
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The Corps has responded to these issues with unsupported assertions of feasibility and 

claims of equipment avai labi lity not in the company owned inventory of staged emergency 

response equipment. The low water listed equipment is labeled as external with no location 

provided implying the equipment will need to be procured in the event of a spill. Lake Oahe boat 

ramps in the vicinity of the response control points during the low water crisis have largely 

unavailable (Figure x.4). 

Eon Bice {Morton County) 

28 miles south of Mandan on NO Highway 1806, then .5 miles east (Paved access road, fish deaning tacility, primt1ive camping. security ights.. picnic 
shelter, ttash reooptaciOs) 

' Main Ramp: Poured Concrete Ramp: Marginal - Unusable 

' Low-water Ramp: Plank Boat Ramp: Not Usable 

Managed By: Morton County Park Board Contact: Tm Nilsen Phone: 701-667..3363 

Pt:aicift KoirJbt& Macina (Sinmc CQuotyJ 

10 miles south of the Cannonball RMW on NO Highway 1806. then 3.S miles east (Gravel access road, fish deaniog facility, dEM!loped and primitive 
camping, security lights, picnic shelter. trash receptacles, lodg~, rv dump sta1ion) 

' Low-water Ramp: Plank Boat Ramp: Not U.sable 

' Main Ramp: Poured Concrete Ramp: Unusable 

ManagGd By: P,aint Knights Casino concact: wa,,.,.. HO$ie PhOne: 701·854•7777 ext. n 17 

Beawtr Bay {Emmons Cos!lM 
13 miles west of U'lton on NO H~hway 13, then 2 miles sOU1h on NO Highway 1804 (Paved acoess road, fish cleaning facility, developed and pmlitive 
camping, security lights, picnic shelter, trash receptactes.. concession, rv rump station) 

' Low-wat•r Ramp: Plank Boat Ramp: Unusablo 

' Main Ramp: Poured concrete A.amp; Unusabl• 

' Eut Ramp: Poured Concrete Ramp: Unusable 

Managed By: us Amry co,ps 01 EnginOOlS contact: Wall Fairbank Phone: 701·255-0015 

Figure XI.5. The Lake Oahe boat ramps designated for access to r esponse Control Points such as Fort 
Rice and Beaver Bay have been unusable during severe low water. North Dakota Game and fish, Boat 
Ramp Access, Lake Oahe, Website captured 2022. 

The Corps baldly declares "improved boat ramps on Lake Oahe should be capable of 

allowing access even in conditions matching the lowest known water levels at Lake Oahe. In the 

event that water levels decrease to the point whether improved boat ramps are inaccessible, the 

inaccessibi lity of the boat ramps will not inhibit the viabi lity and timeliness of emergency response 
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efforts." 162 V.' here existing boat ramps have been modified for example at the Prairie Knights 

Marina, boat access has not improved. The OSROs extended boat ramps, or the use of cranes are 

not a solution when exposed river bottom and unnavigable low water extend hundreds of yards 

from the historic "multipurpose" (MP) water level shoreline for most of the typical year. From 

April 2022 to May 2023 the Lake Oahe water level below the Cannon Ball River largest braid was 

(9 out of 12 months) more than halfway across the Lake (500- 1000 yards) towards the eastern 

shore leaving vast areas of exposed river bottom on the western side. 

The use of cranes to place boats, skimmers, etc. in Lake Oahe would be difficu lt, seriously 

delay response activity, and ultimately be ineffective. In severe low water the distance from the 

placement of the crane to navigable water would likely be hundreds of feet. The boom length of a 

portable crane would be likely unable to reach navigable water. Cranes require stable, level 

locations to be sited. Many of the possible locations to position a crane for a boat Ii ft are accessed 

on rura l dirt roads with unstable soil near the waters edge and rocky terrain that is not level. 

Moreover, cranes are not itemized in the Energy Transfer's company owned response equipment 

listed as on hand. Cranes are often leased in advance and can be hard to obtain with no notice. The 

same can be said of c laim of the use and availability of airboats. The Corps use of cranes is s imilar 

to many of its low water response statements which are replete with unsupported c laims and 

pronouncements. 

River navigation for the SRST in low draft boats has been impossible for much of the year 

from the DAPL undercrossing area to below the town of Cannon Ball. The SRST is very 

knowledgeable with this section of Lake Oahe within its reservation and has a deep connection 

with the landscape. Boats need to be pulled over sand bars and cannot navigate other areas with 

less than one to two feet of water. In several locations boat travel was blocked by extremely low 

water. The extreme fluctuations in water level make it difficult to create a stable alternative for 

river access and c leanup activities. 

The braided river creates vast areas of exposed river bottom and more shoreline geography 

where increased oil deposition can occur. In a worst case discharge, lower water leads to a greater 

concentration of toxins that are already elevated in Bakken crude. The worst of the low water 

162 DEIS, Appendix F, GRP. at p. 33-34. 
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impacts are most harmful where timely and effective oi l spill response is most critical to mitigate 

downstream hann - near the Cannon Ball River (CBR) where a spill could likely first enter Lake 

Oahe. In fact the area of the DAPL crossing is the worst location for emergency response access 

in low water, for many miles up and down Lake Oahe. These issues are not addressed by the Corps. 

For higher Lake Oahe "multipurpose" (MP) water levels, Energy Transfer's Geographic 

Response Plan (GRP) has specific identified locations on maps for boat ramp usage, Control 

Points, boats, skimmers, booms, vacuum trucks, and oi l storage tanks. With low water, there are 

no identified locations for that equipment or feasible plan of where it would be sited. This will 

resul t in an unplanned and chaotic oi l spill response. Unplanned actions 10 move heavy equipment 

to new and unidentified water and land locations, if undertaken, will irreparably damage the 

environment, cultural and grave sites, and seriously delay mitigation activities. While the Corps 

grossly inflates the enviromnental impact of removing the DAPL pipeline, it completely fai ls to 

describe the serious damage to sacred cultural sites, graves, and sensiti ve environmental areas that 

are abundant in the vicinity of the mouth of the Cannon Ball River (see report from SRST expert 

Dakota Goodhouse). 

Timely response to Lake Oahe oi l spi ll is important for an effective response. The Corps 

states in the DEIS that Energy Transfer has "sufficient resources and personnel in place to respond 

to any incident along the pipeline within 6 hours." 163 It should be noted that 6 hours is the PHMSA 

minimwn compliance for a Lake Oahe spill response in a high volume area. 164 However, Energy 

Transfer has noted in earlier drafts of its GRP that water intakes could be impacted wi thin 6.7 

hours .165 This leaves little time to respond and effectively deploy personnel and equipment to 

prevent Bakken crude from reaching water intakes. The Corps fai ls to critically assess Energy 

Transfer's claims that it can undertake additional safety critical activities and deploy response 

equipment not immediately available to mitigate a DAPL spill with cranes and airboats that are 

not listed in any company or contractor inventory. The DEIS does not address the impact of any 

additional travel time to access more remote boat ramps, longer or impaired travel on the river to 

163 DEIS, a1 p. 3-9. 
164 49 C.F.R. § 194. 115 Rcsp-0nse resources 
16

' Dakota Access Pipeline Geographical Response Plan, April 20 I 7, p. 4. "Based on the current Spill Model, the 
first oil from an unabated release of this volume would take an estimated 6. 7 hours to travel downstream before 
reaching ln1ake I." 
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reach CPs that are not near the boat access. The DEIS also does not address the longer set up time 

it may take for unplanned or non-established Lake Oahe access including new travel routes, 

creating roadways for heavy equipment on unstable, rocky, or muddy soil such as exposed river 

bottom. 

The winter scenarios in the FRP modeling report assumed I 00% ice cover and three ice 

Control Points (CPs). In calm and windy conditions, the response simulations assumed that three 

skimmers would be used at CPs 1-4, two skimmers would be used at CP 5, and one skimmer would 

be used at CPs 6-8. 166 This amounts to a total of 17 skimmers. However, in Section 3.3 of the FRP, 

skimmers are not included in the list of company-owned response equipment and are not pre

positioned at any of the stag ing locations. 167 Since skimmers would need to come from external 

sources, fa ils to address how long it would take for the 17 skimmers to be mobi lized and on site, 

and whether this information is consistent wi th the assumptions used in the FRP oi l spi ll modeling 

report. 

The Corps' analysis and Energy Transfer's emergency response plans have senous 

deficiencies in other areas: 

• The Corps does not adequately address deficiencies with Energy Transfer's 

response to spills in winter conditions. For example, the DEIS GRP states that the 

limit for acceptable work on is on ice 4" and greater. The GRP does not provide 

any emergency response plan guidance of what to do for mitigation wi th a spill 

occurs with less than 4" of ice on Lake Oahe. The plan fails to provide other needed 

safety guidance for spi lls on ice such as the use of non-sparking tools or intrinsically 

safe wquipment for cutting s lots in ice with highly fla1mnable Bakken crude or to 

conduct initial air sampling for toxins such as benzene. The Corps also did not 

address lessons learned from the 2015 Bridger pipeline Yellowstone River spill 

under ice. The harsh winter conditions made crnde oil recovery very difficult and 

the ice slotting using plywood to direct the spill was highly ineffective. The EPA 

reported oil from the spill was detected as far as 60 miles downstream as far as 

166 Table 4-14, Page 90. 
167 DEIS, Appendix F, FRP, at p.23-24. 
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Williston ND. The after action review noted that " ice cover on the Yellowstone 

River appears to have contributed to the crude oil 's efiects on the drinking water 

supply," the ice cover was described as having prevented the volatile components 

from evaporating and provided the right conditions for benzene and other VOCs to 

dissolve into the water. The Glendive MT water supply was shut down when the 

drinking water exceeded safe levels for benzene. The town 's water supply was 

again contaminated in the March ice breakup when additional crude oil entered the 

river that was coating the ice. None of these issues were addressed by the Corps or 

Energy Transfer's GRP. 

• The Corps' again fails to address the serious elevated hazards of Bakken crude oil 

detailed in the Tribe's previous reports putting the emergency responders, tribal 

members, and the environment at risk. The Corps merely repeats superficial 

information concerning Bakken crude hazards168 that the Tribe cri tiqued in 

previous reports. For example, in the FRP's Table 7.2 the listing of crude o il is 

slightly hazardous for toxic hazards even though the Health Hazard Warning 

Statement acknowledged crude oil contains carcinogenic benzene and toxic H2S. 169 

• The Corps' does not address the concern that DAPL's procedures for operations, 

maintenance, and emergencies as required by PHMSA 170 are specific to DAPL. 

The Tribe noted that Energy Transfer, however, did not have a DAPL specific, 

PHMSA compliant set of operation, maintenance and emergency procedures 

prepared at the time the pipeline was put into service or during the NEPA litigation. 

Such procedures would include DAPL specific emergency response requirements 

for employees and contractors in the event of a Lake Oahe spill. 

• The Corps does not examine contingencies that a DAPL spill may be caused by or 

occur during another emergency such as power failure, fl ooding, landsl ide, or 

earthquake. 

168 DEi, at p.3-5. 
16~ FRP (Appendix F) at p. 51. 
170 49 C.F.R. 195. 402(a), Procedural Manual for Operations, Maintenance and Emergencies. 
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• The Corps failed to address adequate notice and communication wi th impacted 

Tribal populations on the SRST Reservation including the planning for shelter- in

place or evacuation notices. The GRP "Initial Response Checklist" does not 

identify the need to conduct air sampl ing for benzene, a highly toxic component of 

Bakken crnde oi I. 17 1 

• The Corps does not evaluate nor does Energy Transfer's FRP or GRP plan for 

access approval or protection of sensitive SRST cultural and environmental 

receptors. The Tribe has identified the vicinity of the waters, tri butaries, estuaries, 

and banks of Lake Oahe Lake all as sensitive environmental, ecological, cultural 

resources and burial s ites, and human receptors. Significant receptors are found at 

the Lake Oahe water's edge. All these areas are of vital importance to the SRST 

and its culture. Energy Transfer fa lsely claims, and the Corps did not address the 

GRP statement "multiple requests for the identification and location of Tribal 

significant environmenta l receptors were made to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, 

and Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe, but no information was provided." The Corps 

also fa lsely claims of outreach efforts to meet concerning Lake Oahe emergency 

response planning. 

• The Corps has only superficially addressed the Tribe's comments on issues such as 

spill modeling and analysis of the Lake Oahe hydrogeology. ET's Lake Oahe 

Geographic Response Plan (GRP) solely focuses on a cleanup of floating crude oil 

utilizing booms, skimming devices and vacuum trucks. However, ET's own oil 

spill modeling for a possible release of Bakken crude oil in Lake Oahe projects that 

the oi l will be on the water surface only hours and wi ll primari ly be entrained in the 

Lake's water column (submerged oil). Oil spi lls entra ined in the water column are 

much more difficult to remediate and require different prototype clean-up 

methodologies than oi l on the surface. The Department of Homeland Secmity has 

evaluated methodologies for the challenge of remediation of oil in the water 

column. 172 DHS found that mitigation of submerged oil was complex and difficult 

111 Energy Transfer GRP, Appendix F, Table 4.1, pp. 8-9. 
172 Deparlmcn1 of Homeland Security, Mitigafio11 of Oil i11 the Water Co/1111111: Mitigation Prototype Tests, 
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with "no well-established technology, technique, or strategy to prevent the detected 

submerged oi l from having further adverse impacts on the environment or 

manmade structures." 173 However, the Corps in the DEIS fails to address the 

difficulty of recovering subsurface oil that is entrained within the water column. 

Based on the mass balance results listed in Tables 6-2 and 6-3 of the oil spill 

modeling report, at the end of the I 0-day simulations, a substantial percentage of 

the total volume spilled remains entrained in the water column (30.8 to 57.3 percent 

for the Lake Oahe cross ing, and 18.4 to 44.1 percent for the ND-380 valve s ite). 

Since the oi l degradation rates used in the model simulations were likely too high 

for winter conditions in Lake Oahe (as acknowledged in the oil spi ll modeling 

report), these percentages of entrained oil in the water column are likely 

underestimated. If the model simulations were extended beyond IO days, this 

entrained oil would continue to move downstream and degrade and could resurface 

during periods of reduced winds ancVor currents. Entrained oil droplets are 

extremely difficult to detect and track in real-time and cannot be recovered by 

typical spill response measures such as the placement of surface booms, skimming, 

or other types surface recovery. The U.S. Coast Guard Research and Development 

Center (RDC) have sought to identify and develop methods of mitigating the 

impacts of entrained oi l through containment, diversion, or removal. 174 The 

prototype systems evaluated by the RDC have shown some promise for mitigation 

of entrained oil but need fu1ther development. Mitigation technologies that could 

be used for entrained oil droplets include deep drafl booms, si lt curtains, sorbents, 

and pneumatic barriers (bubblers), but these methods are not without limitations 

and literature about the appl ication of these technologies to real-life spi lls is 

lacking. The DEIS does not consider any of these teclmologies. 

June 2017, pp. 2-3. "Resp-0nding 10 oil spills on 1he water surface is ofien a difficult task with recovery rates 
generally averaging about 20 percent or less of the oil spilled. Responding to spills of submerged oil is far more 
complex due 10 the problems associated with operating in an underwa1er environment where oil is constantly 
spreading and dispersing in 1hrcc-dimensions visibility is limi1cd, and deploying divers is dangerous. Recovery 
equipment must be far more robust and complex than that used on the surface." 
173 Ibid. 
'1' U.S. Coast Guard Research and Development Center. 2017. Mitigation of Oil in Water Column: Mitigation 
Prototype Tests. 
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• The discussion in Section 3. 1.6.3 of the DEIS assumes that entrained oi l can be 

cleaned up by relying on calm conditions to allow oil to resurface, using benns to 

create a calm, deep area of water, or deflecting oil to calm areas where oil can 

naturally separate from the water column. 175 The DEIS does not discuss the 

feas ibility of these approaches for Lake Oahe which at higher water levels is a 

sizeable body of water. Using berms for containment is further described in the 

FRP176 and is intended for small to medium size streams (fast flowing creeks). Just 

downstream of the pipeline crossing, where surface oi ling amounts would likely be 

greatest, Lake Oahe is not a small or medium stream at higher water levels, and th is 

methodology would not be feasible. In fact, the FRP 177 states that "The containment 

techniques di ffer considerably on large stTeams and rivers. First, the smooth calm 

area of water necessary for oi l-water separation must be found along the stream or 

river rather than creating one, as with small streams." It is not clear where and 

during which flow conditions/seasons these calm areas would be expected to exist 

downstream of the Lake Oahe crossing (if they are expected to be present at all). It 

is unlikely that a large proportion of entrained oi l would be recovered using the 

methods described in the DEIS, unless conditions at the time of a spill happened to 

be ideal. The DEIS a lso fai ls to analyze the potential serious impacts to the 

environment, graves, sacred plants, and cultural sites from using heavy equipment 

to create described berms. The DEIS should fully address the implications of the 

spill modeling results for spill response planning. This should include discussion 

of the difficultly of responding to spills with a sho1t duration of surface oiling and 

spi lls with a high proportion of oi l entrained in the water column. 

' " DEIS, at p. 3-31. 
'76 Page 34. 
177 Page 36. 
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VI. The Oil Spill Modeling Reports in Appendix Gare all Highly 
Redacted Severe ly Restricting Important Information. The 
narrative that is Ava ilable for Review Contains Inaccurate and 
Incomplete Responses to Issues Relating to Oil Spill Modeling and 
Recovery Claims. 

The FRP oil spill simulations overestimate the amount of oil that would be recovered from 

a Lake Oahe spill. One of the outputs of the FRP oil spill simulations is an estimate of the percent 

of oil potentially recovered by c leanup activities in the event of a spi ll. There are two metrics of 

particular interest, the percentage of the spilled oi l that is removed, and the percentage of 

recoverable oil that is removed. "Recoverable" oil refers to the amount of the spill that is available 

for removal, as a substantia l portion of the oil is lost to evaporation, dispersion, and dissolution. 

For example, say there is a hypothetical spill of 100 bbl of oil, and 60 bbl of the spilled oil 

evaporates, degrades, and entrains in the water column. This means that the amount of recoverable 

oil would be 40 bbl. Ifa response effort removes 10 bbl of the oil, the recovery would be 10% of 

the spilled oil, and 25% of the recoverable oi l. Using that same example, if most of the oil entrains 

in the water column and only IO bbl of oil is recoverable (and then subsequently removed), the 

recovery would be I 0% of the spilled oil, but 100% of the recoverable oi l. Using the percent of 

recoverable oil removed as the metric to evaluate response activities can make a response effort 

appear much more successful than it really is. 

The model simulations predicted recovery of 22-30% of the total amount of spi lled oil in 

ice-free conditions (43-56% of the recoverable oil) and 26-51% in ice covered conditions (42-80% 

of the recoverable oi l) during the I 0-day simulation. However, Table 3.1 .6-3 in the DEIS 178 lists 

the "amount of recoverable oil anticipated to be removed upon completion of response activities" 

to be greater than 99%. This is apparently based on the assumption that response efforts would 

conti nue beyond the I 0-day simulation period until all recoverable oil is removed. ln addition, 

Section 3. 1.6.3 of the DEIS refers to a "rapid and complete recovery of the re lease." 179 This is 

misleading and unrea listic. In fact, in the FRP modeling report, almost no oil collection was 

predicted after I to 2.5 days in calm and windy conditions because the oil had already evaporated, 

11& DEIS, at p. 3-45, 3-46. 
179 DEIS, Section 3.1.6.3, page 3-30. 
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entrained in the water column, or stranded on the shoreline. 180 The assumption that all recoverable 

oil would be successfully removed contradicts historical o il spill recovery experience. Also, if the 

amount of recoverable oil was a small fraction of the total oil spilled, even a >99% recovery would 

only remove a small amount of oil from the environment. 

For oil spi ll s in offshore environments, the typical " rule of thumb" used by oi l spill 

response planners is that 10-30% of the total spi lled oil can be recovered by mechanical means 

(e.g., booms, skimmers). 181•182 However, in a recent review of 30 historical offshore oil spi lls, 

mechanical recovery methods removed only 2 to 6% of the spilled oil. 183 In riverine environments, 

the recoverability of oil is highly dependent on the environmental and physical characteristics of 

the river, so it is much more difficult to make generalizations about the amount of oil that could 

be recovered in the event of a spi ll. In calm conditions, where oil can easily be boomed and retained 

in a particular area, recovery rates could be re latively high. ln areas of swift cuiTents, the recovery 

rates would be much lower. 

The first known occurrence of a large release of Bakken crude into a navigable waterway 

occuned in February 2014, when a boat-barge collision resulted in a spill of750-800 barrels from 

the barge E2MS 303. The spill response effort lasted for 8 days, and the total amount of oil 

recovered was estimated to be 95 gallons or 2.3 bbl (0.3 percent of the total oil spi lled). 184 NOAA 

stated that recoverable oil only persisted for 4 to 8 hours because it spread and evaporated rapidly. 

Similarly, in the oil spill modeling repo1t, the duration of suiface oiling is very short for the worst 

case surface oil exposure scenario at the Lake Oahe crossing. In less than approximately 8 hours, 

virtually all of the surface oi l is predicted to either become entrained in the water column, 

evaporated, or deposited on shore. 185 For the worst case shoreline exposure scenario at the Lake 

Oahe crossing, the duration of surface oiling is longer, but the surface oil is still virtually gone by 

,so DEIS, Appendix G, FRP Modeling Repo11, at p. xii. 
181 US Congress Office ofTcchnology Assessment. 1990. Coping With an Oiled Sea: An Analysis of Oil Spill 
Response Technologies. OTA BP-O-63 . US Government Printing Office, Wasbin1,,>1on, DC. 74 pp. 
182 Bureau ofOcc.an Energy Management. 2019. Oil Spill Preparedness, Prevention, and Response on 1he Alaska 
OCS. OCS Report BOEM 2019-006. Anchorage, AK: USDOI, BOEM. 41 pp. 
183 Etkin, D.S. and T.J. Nedwcd. 202 1. Effcc1ivcness of mechanical recovery for large offshore o il spills. Marine 
Pollution Bulletin 163(2021): I I 1848. 
184 Doelling, P., A. Davis, K. Jellision, and S. Mi les. 2014. Bakken Crude Oil Spill Barge E2MS 303, Lower 
Mississippi River, February 2014 Spill. Na1ional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. PowcrPoint 
presentation. 
18' Page 9 1, Figure 6-7. 
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about 36 hours after the spill. 186 As time progresses in the s imulations, there are resurfacings of 

small amounts of surface oil, but these are less than about 2-5% of the spilled volume. This short 

duration of surface oiling would make it challenging to mitigate a release of oil with surface 

booms, skimmers, or other response methods focused on surface oil collection and remova l. 

In the winter model scenarios, ice cover prevents o il from reaching the surface, so the 

majority of the oil is entrained in the water column and subject to degradation. Despite this, the 

FRP modeling report predicted a high rate of recovery (26-51 % of the spilled oil, 42-80% of the 

recoverable oi l) for the winter simulations. In a rea l winter spi ll scenario, the recoverability of oi l 

could be much lower. For example, in January 20 15, approximately 758 bbl of Bakken crude was 

spilled from Bridger Pipeline's Poplar Pipeline into the Yellowstone River. At the time of the spill, 

winter conditions were harsh, and the presence of thick ice greatly hampered cleanup efforts. 

Because of the conditions and the fact that most of the oil became entrained in the water column, 

crews were able to recover only 65 bbl from the river. 187 This equates to about 8% of the total 

volume spilled, but the actual percentage is likely much less because the 65 bbl recovered consisted 

ofan oily, watery mix. 

In the FRP oil spill modeling report, the modeled spill response efforts were not applied to 

the worst case simulations (which had very short durations of surface oiling). Instead, they used 

model s imulations that were considered to be representative of calm conditions, windy conditions, 

and winter conditions. As a result, the calm and windy scenarios that were modeled had longer 

durations of surface oiling (and therefore much more recoverable oil) than the worst case 

simulations. This is an important detail because the mitigated scenarios in the FRP oil spill 

modeling report present a more successful spill response than what could occur in the event of an 

actual spill. The winter scena1ios also appear to greatly overestimate the potential recove1y of oil. 

Given these limitations and considering real-world examples of Bakken crude spills into 

waterways, the amounts of oil recovered in the event of a DAPL spill into Lake Oahe could be 

substantially lower than estimated in the FRP modeling report. 

186 Page I 02, Figure 6-18. 
187 Bridger Pipeline LLC Adminis1ra1i ve Order On Consen1. Docket No. WQ-15-12. 
https://deq.mt.gov/files/DEQAdmin/DIR/Documents/Bridger"lc,20Consenr'/420Order/Final%20Bridger%20Consent 
%20Order.pdf!ver=20 J 7-02-09-121902-843 
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Energy Transfer's oil spill modeling is incomplete which is not addressed by the Corps. 

All of the model simulati ons in the three oil spill model ing reports track the movement of o il for 

IO days following the hypothetical spill. Additionally, the study boundary for the model 

simulations is terminated at 74.67 miles downstream of the Lake Oahe crossing. This is just before 

the SRST drinking water intake ( intake #14, at 75.4 1 mi les downstream). Given the SRST's high 

level of concern surrounding possible contamination at the SRST drinking water intake, the intake 

should have been included in the model domain. Despite not being included in the model domain, 

the DEIS concludes in Section 3.3.1.3 188 that the SRST intake "was not predicted to be impacted 

within the I 0-day period under any modeled scenario." 

In the oil spill modeling report, time series of subsurface oil concentrations show 

substantia l concentrations of oil at intake 13 at the end of the I 0-day model simulation. For 

example, see Figure A-1 3 of the report, reproduced below, which shows the subsurface 

concentration of total hydrocarbons peaking just before the end of the simulation. The oil spill 

modeling report also concludes that it may take IO days for contaminants to initially reach intake 

11 ( one of the three downstream intakes where subsurface concentrations were analyzed in more 

detail). 189 A longer simulation duration would have provided more detai ls about the ultimate fate 

and transport of the spilled oil, impacts on downstream receptors, as well as areas where 

resurfacing of entrained o il would be more likely. 
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Figure A·13. Time history of total hydrocarbon concentration for the 95th percentile unmitigated FBR 
sconario for surface oil oxposuro at tho Lako Oaho pipeline crossing location. drinking wator 
intake 13. 

Section 3.1.6.3 of the DEIS 190 argues that the 10-day simulation duration is conservative 

since spill response activities would begin within 6 hours and further downstream movement of 

188 DEIS. at p.3-83. 
189 DEIS, Appendix G, DAPL OplimizMion Assessment - Sile-Specific WCD Rele,,se Volume. at p. x. 
190 Page 3-32. 
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oil would be restricted. This is unrealistic, and contradicts the FRP oil spill modeling report, which 

showed that even with spill response, only a fraction of the oil is recovered, and o il wi ll continue 

to move downstream. 
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Thank you for agreeing to visit the Standing Rock Reservation on May 11 , 2023. We look forward to field visits 
so you may observe the devastating impact that the Corps of Engineers' mismanagement of Missouri River stream 
flows is inflicting on our land, water and infrastructure, as well as undermining the emergency plans to clean up 
an oil spill from the Dakota Access Pipeline. 

We must also address the of lack genuine consultation, transparency and honesty exhibited by the Corps of 
Engineers in its dealings with the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. In your Jetter to me dated February 17, 2022, you 
stated that "I have requested that the Omaha District pause the scheduled release of the draft EIS in the Federal 
Register in order to ... discuss your concerns." Over one year later, none of Standing Rock's concerns have been 
addressed in the least. 

We have received none of the infonnation requested about emergency plans to address an oil spill, the modeling 
of oil spill impacts on our Reservation, or other documents related to safety of the pipeline. Virtually none of the 
issues raised in the I I 0-page Scoping Report submitted to the Corps of Engineers on November 24, 2020 are 
addressed in the Administrative Draft Environmental Impact Statement that has been circulated. Meanwhi le, the 
Corps of Engineers has drained the Oahe Reservoir, causing our drinking water system to impose shortages, 
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damaging our irrigation intakes, destroying fish and wildlife habitat, damaging the homes and properties of Tribal 
members, and rendering oil clean-up to be virtually impossible, if there were to be an oil spill today. 

On-going Dishonesty on Consultation 

I am especially concerned that representations that you have made to me personally have proven to be false. For 
example, during your previous visit to Standing Rock on March 2, 2022, you stated that you were recently
confirmed as Assistant Secretary and were new on the job, and still learning the issues. You explained that you 
were not yet in a position to engage in substantive dialogue on DAPL. You agreed that in light of the fact that 
your mission was to listen but not engage in substantive dialogue, the Army would not characterize the meeting 
as a government-to-government consultation. 

Nevertheless, the Administrative Draft EIS lists the March 2nd meeting as "government-to-government 
consultation" on page 1-29. The Administrative Draft states the opposite of what you said during your prior visit 
to Standing Rock. This is important, because the Omaha District routinely mischaracterizes interactions with our 
Tribe to make it look as if it works cooperatively with Standing Rock, when it does not. 

The point is not insignificant, because our Tribe has made specific requests for consultation that have been 
completely ignored by the Corps of Engineers. For example, on November 24, 2020, the Tribe requested 
consultation on the procurement by the Corps of any consultants retained for the E[S, out of concern that the 
Corps would contract with a biased oil industry consultant. We were not consulted, and in fact the Omaha District 
hired Environmental Resources Management (ERM), a member of the American Petroleum Industry, which filed 
a legal brief against our Tribe and in support of DAPL in Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. U.S. Army Corps of 
Engr'rs, 440 F. Supp.3d 1 (D.D.C. 2020). 

Failure to Engage in Early Consultation and 
Selection or Consultant with Conflict of Interest 

Our concern that there was a need for pre-decisional consultation on the issue of the Corps' consultants for the 
DAPL EIS were well-founded. Yet the Omaha District ignored our consultation request, in violation of Executive 
Order 13175, the DoD Native American Policy and President Biden's Memorandum on Tribal Consultation on 
Strengthening Nation-to-Nation Relationships (January 26, 2021 ). 

I met with Omaha District Commander Mark Himes on July 25, 2022, and requested that the Corps discontinue 
the ERM contract and re-do its work. ERM has a confl ict of interest and is biased in favor of the oil industry, of 
which it is a member. It should have no role in the evaluation of DAPL's environmental impacts at Standing 
Rock. Nevertheless, Col. Himes refused my request outright, without any discussion or negotiation. 

Having been stonewalled by the Omaha District, I authorized a Freedom of [nformation request relating to ERM's 
conflict disclosures. We received a highly redacted Conflict of Interest Declaration submitted by ERM. The 
document indicates that ERM bas contracted with at least five separate companies with an ownership interest in 
DAPL. The Declaration states, "[T]he corporation has worked for, or is currently working for Multiple Entitles 
on the following projects and capacities ... [totally redacted]. 

All of the information relevant to ERM's conflict of interest has been redacted. The identity of the companies 
that ERM serves, the work they performed, the frequency of their conflicting work, and the financial benefits are 
all concealed by the Corps of Engineers. The secrecy surrounding ERM's conflict of interest reflects the Corps' 
total Jack of transparency in the NEPA process. 
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Total Lack of Transparency in the NEPA Process 

We are deeply disturbed by the secrecy and overall lack of transparency in the NEPA process for DAPL. The 
Tribe's 2020 Scoping Report requested disclosure of numerous documents and data sets, to enable our Tribe to 
critically review the Corps' findings on DAPL's environmental impacts on the Standing Rock Reservation. I 
personally requested this information from you on March 2, and April 28, 2022. On March 2, you said you 
would look into it. We met again on April 28, at which time you suggested that the Tribe should ask the state of 
North Dakota, or file a request under the Freedom of Information Act. 

We are a Tribal Nation and signatory to the 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty and 1851 Fort Laramie Treaty with the 
United States. We have a Nation-to-Nation relationship with your government. You should have more respect 
for our Tribe. 

We are also an environmental justice community. The EPA defines environmental justice as "the fair treatment 
and meaningful involvement of all people, regardless of race, color, national origin or income, with respect to 
the ... implementation and enforcement of environmental laws." www.epa.gov/environmental/justice. In 
correspondence with your office and the Omaha District, and in meetiJ1gs with you and with Col. Himes, Standing 
Rock has made it clear that we cannot have "meaningful involvement'' in the NEPA process for DAPL without 
access to the information rel ied upon for the findings in the EIS. The secrecy surrounding the data used for the 
DAPL EIS clearly violates environmental justice. 

An accurate assessment of environmental risk is also essential for environmental j ustice. Accordingly, in our 
Scoping Report, Standing Rock requested that the Corps dispense with the index method of risk assessment used 
in the 2016 Environmental Assessment. That request was ignored, and the Corps uses the outdated index - the 
very analytical tool that is clearly inapplicable to environmental j ustice communities - on page 3-4 of the 
Administrative Draft EIS. The document brazenly fails to include the requisite risk analysis necessary to achieve 
environmental justice. 

The Corps is also violating the applicable Council on Environmental Quality regulations. The regulations provide 
that: 

NEPA procedures must insure that environmental information is available to public 
ofncials and citizens before decisions are made and actions are taken. The information 
must be of high quality .. . public scrutiny (is) essential to implementing NEPA. 40 CFR 
§1500. l(b) (2019). 

Standing Rock has asked for nothing more that "enviromnental information," the disclosure of which is required 
under the regulations. The refusal to disclose the worst case discharge and unreacted Facility Response and 
Geographic Response Plans puts the lives of Tribal first responders at risk during an oil spill response. It is 
important to note that the Omaha District publicly disclosed the worst case discharge for a different pipeline, the 
Sacagawea Pipeline in North Dakota, in 2016, at virtually the same time it refused to release this information 
for DAPL. The 2016 Amended Environmental Assessment Addendum for the Sacagawea Pipeline states on 
page 59 that the Sacagawea worst case discharge was 500,000 barrels. 
https://usace.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/api/collection/p 16021 coll7/id/2672/download. This very same 
information was redacted in the 20 16 EA for DAPL, and remains hidden by the Corps. 

More effective communication and transparency with Tribal responders is required by the EPA in recent guidance 
implementing Executive Order 13650 on Improving Chemical Facility Safety and Security. The EPA guidance 
emphasizes the need enhance information-sharing with Tribal Emergency Response Commissions, such as the 
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Standing Rock TERC. The report identifies the need to disclose incident data, hazard analysis, risk minimization 
with Tribes. The Corps of Engineers ignores alJ of this in the Administrative Draft EIS. 

The Corps (and PHMSA) have failed to consult with the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe on emergency planning for 
DAPL. Vital information remains withheld. There has been no communication or cooperation with the Standing 
Rock Tribal Emergency Response Commission (TERC) on issues such as emergency notifications, response 
planning, joint exercises, available resources for emergency response and additional needs. The lack of 
transparency and coordination with emergency planning jeopardizes the Tribe and the Reservation environmenL 

Access to the updated DAPL spill model and environmental receptor reports are also essential, because they will 
demonstrate the unmitigated impacts of a worst case discharge (however underestimated that may be). An 
evaluation of the spi ll model is especially important with Oahe Reservoir levels approaching historical low levels, 
to determine if low water scenarios in the model resemble the real-world conditions at Oahe. 

Other documents that we have requested, such as the Integrity Management Plan for the Lake Oahe crossing, and 
the Operations, Maintenance and Emergency Procedures Manual for DAPL, directly relate to tl1e environmental 
risk facing our Reservation. The requested Management of Change documentation is required by industry safety 
standards - API RP I I 60 (2019) and RP 1173 (20 I 5). The documentation should identify critical safety upgrades 
for doubling DAPL's capacity to I.I million barrels per day. Yet these documents remain secret, and we do not 
know if they even exist at all. 

Under the regulations, the Corps must demonstrate that the information relied upon in the DAPL EIS is "of high 
quaJity," and be subject to "public scrutiny." The veil of secrecy imposed by the Corps in the NEPA process for 
DAPL prevents any evaluation of whether the information is high quality and it completely circumvents public 
scrutiny. 

The Corps Ignores Energy Transfer's Horrendous Safety Record 
and Criminal Convictions 

Significantly, the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) issued a Notice of Violation 
to Energy Transfer dated July 22, 2021, for failure to install adequate pressure control in violation of PHMSA 
pipeline safety regulations at 49 CFR § 195.406; as well as the failure to produce an Integrity Management Plan 
in violation of 49 CFR §195.40l(b)( l) and an Operations Manual compliant with 49 CFR §195.402. Thus, 
during the time period in which the Corps of Engineers has been preparing the EIS for DAPL, and hiding 
important documents from our Tribe and the public, PHMSA cited ET because the requisite plans and manuals 
did not even exist. 

Overall, Energy Transfer has a horrendous safety record. It is among the worst violators in PHMSA's recent 
data base. From 2016 (when DAPL was constructed) to 2020, Energy Transfer pipelines experienced 125 
hazardous liquid spills. Over the four-year period, the company averaged 2.4 spills per month. Forty-three of 
these incidents (one out of every three) are categorized by PHMSA as significant spills. During this period, ET 
pipelines released over 1,000,000 gallons of oil (25,597 barrels), leading to nearly $35 million in property damage. 
At least 21 oil spills affected environmentally-sensitive High Consequence Areas, such as the DAPL Lake Oahe 
crossing at Standing Rock. 

From 20 I 6 to the present, PHMSA has initiated 3 7 enforcement actions and collected over $3 .3 million in 
penalties. The recent PHMSA enforcement actions suggest that Energy Transfer's safety performance is getting 
worse over time. 
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In the Administrative Draft EIS, the Corps of Engineers downplays Energy Transfer's terrible safety record. In 
evaluating the potential for an oil spill at Standing Rock, the Corps refuses to consider Energy Transfer's own 
record, and instead relies on industry-wide data. The Administrative Draft EIS states on page 3-14, "using only 
Dakota Access or Energy Transfer owned pipelines would result in limited data and is therefore less appropriate 
than using generic data provided by PHMSA." 

The Corps continues to rely on an outdated risk management approach. Recent pipeline risk management 
standards adopted in response to major accidents and federal recommendations emphasize the safety record of 
the individual pipeline operator. Industry standards require a continuous assessment and improvement approach 
called "Plan-Do-Check-Act." This approach focuses on the real-world pipeline safety risk based upon the 
operator's performance history, not by generic incident data. The risk assessment analysis contained in the 
Administrative Draft EIS is outdated, self-serving and fails to properly identify DAPL's risk to the Reservation 
environment at Standing Rock. 

Moreover, not all PHMSA-regulated companies are convicted criminals. On August 5, 2022, Energy Transfer
related companies pied no contest to 23 criminal violations of Pennsylvania's Clean Water Act. As a result of 
Energy Transfer's criminal convictions, the EPA Office oflnspector General has proposed debarring the company 
and its subsidiaries from government contracts or financial assistance agreements pursuant to 2 CFR Parts I 89 
and 1532. This is evidenced by the Form 10-K Annual Report filed by Energy Transfer with the U.S. Security 
and Exchange Commission on Febrnary 17, 2023. Energy Transfer LLP is a criminal enterprise with the worst 
pipeline safety record in the United States. In the Administrative Draft EIS, the Corps of Engineers ignores this 
and proposes to evaluate DAPL's risk to Standing Rock based on the safety record of other pipeline companies 
regulated by PHMSA. 

As an environmental justice community, Standing Rock is entitled to "fair treatment" in the environmental review 
ofDAPL. It is manifestly unfair to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe for the Corps of Engineers lo ignore Energy 
Transfer's criminal history and government-wide debarment and downplay its terrible safety record. 

Under Article I of the 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty, the United States is required to keep " bad men" - criminals 
amongst the non-Indians - out of our Treaty territory. Energy Transfer is barred from our Reservation under the 
1868 Treaty. This has implications for the operation of the pipeline and the clean-up ofan oil spi ll. 

The DAPL Facility Response Plan Violates the Clean Water Act and Tribal Law 

As explained in the Tribe's 2020 Scoping Report, oil spill clean-up from DAPL on the Standing Rock Reservation 
must be conducted pursuant to Tribal law. The Standing Rock Department of Emergency Management, in 
consultation with EPA's Federal On-Scene Coordinator, will supervise oil spill remediation on the Reservation, 
as it does for any release of hazardous material. Consequently, it is absolutely imperative for the Corps of 
Engineers to disclose complete and unredacted copies of DAPL's worst case discharge and Facility and 
Geographic Response Plans. 

We are concerned that the Corps of Engineers has accepted faci lity response and geographic response plans that 
fail to comply with the requirements of the Clean Water Act and the Standing Rock Emergency Response and 
Community Right-to-Know Code. Under the federal Clean Water Act, Energy Transfer must prepare a facility 
response plan "for responding, to the maximum extent practicable, to a worst case discharge." 33 U.S.C. 
§ I 32 IG)(S)(A)( 1 ). 

The worst case discharge estimate fails to comply with the requirements for the calculation in the PHMSA 
regulations. With reservoir levels in the low 1590's, the boats, booms, vacuums and other heavy equipment 
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identified in the plan cannot be mobilized in the braided river. Thus, the plan fails to include response provisions 
for the oil spill clean-up "to the maximum extent practicable" as required by the statute. 

The facil ity response plan fails to address the specific chemical hazards of Bak.ken crude, which is information 
needed by Tribal first responders during an oil spill. Energy Transfer's spill mitigation plan appears to be 
contrncted by its own spill model. There is no accurate hydrogeologic analysis at the DAPL Missouri River 
crossing. Ultimately, the plan fails to apply modem pipeline safety standards and community involvement 
requirements. 

The Corps' Stream Management of Missouri River Stream flows 
Causes Severe, Adverse Impacts at Standing Rock 

The Corps of Engineers itself has rendered the Facility and Geographic Response plans unworkable, by draining 
Oahe Reservoir in order to maintain navigation service on the lower Missouri River. The Corps has admitted that 
navigation traffic on the lower river is minimal, yet the Corps' operations degrade our Reservation water suppl ies 
in order service a small number of barges on the lower Missouri. These misplaced operational priorities at Oahe 
Dam conflict with the need to maintain minimum reservoir levels for implementation of the DAPL Facility and 
Geographical Response Plans. 

The 2023 Annual Operating Plan for the Missouri River Main Stem Reservoirs will make things worse. The plan 
states on page 10, "a full length navigation season would be provided for median runoff and above, with the two 
upper runoff scenarios including a JO-day extension of the navigation season." That is outrageous. 

We have repeatedly articulated all of the problems caused at Standing Rock from the failure of the Corps to 
engage in adaptive management at Oahe Dam during the current drought. By developing a 2023 plan calling for 
increasing water releases to the lower basin, the Corps is exacerbating the erosion of our land and culture sites, 
damage to our Reservation infrastructure, and degradation of our water and the habitat for fish and wildlife. 
Moreover, the plan will further undermine the ability of first responders to clean up an oi l spill from DAPL. The 
Corps must amend the 2023 AOP immediately, dispense with the proposal to increase navigation releases in 2023, 
and instead decrease navigation flows in order to maintain adequate reservoir levels at Oahe Reservoir. 

Misleading and Erroneous Information Provided to Sen. Merkley 

You addressed the issue of low water in your April 25, 2023 letter to Senator Jeffrey Merkley. Your response 
was disconcerting: 

[W]e have taken steps to investigate this matter with Energy Transfer. The company 
asserts that there is no impact to its spill response capabilities presented by these 
conditions. 

Your agency possesses a trust responsibility to our Tribe that is supposed to meet "the most exacting fiduciary 
standards." Seminole Nation v. United States, 316 U.S. 297 ( 1942). Neither the Corps nor your office has 
addressed our Tribe's concerns with DAPL consistent with the "exacting fiduciary standards" to which we are 
entitled as an Indian Nation, nor do you confer the "fair treatment" to which we are entitled as an environmental 
justice community. In the Administrative Draft EIS, the Corps merely amplifies oil industry speaking points. 
Notwithstanding the fact that all of the boat ramps identified in the FRP were inoperative in 2022 (and some of 
the purported access points are not even ramps), in your letter to Sen. Merkley, you tout the assurances of a 
convicted criminal. 
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The letter is replete \vith falsehoods and distractions. You state, "I understand the need for Tribal participation 
in this EIS process," but none of our Tribe's concerns are getting addressed by the Corps, or your office. Simple 
things, like the proper identification of Tribal agricultural intakes on the Missouri River, are not accurately 
identified in the Administrative Draft EIS. We raised that issue in the Scoping Report, emphasizing the need for 
genuine consultation with our Tribe but the Corps continues to ignore our input, including the need to properly 
identify our water intakes. In spite of our best efforts, there has been no substantive dialogue whatsoever. 

You state that, "The Corps has discussed our limitations on releasing the documents in full with (Standing Rock)." 
There has been no discussion, or attempt at collaboration. As stated above, on March 2, 2022 you said "I'll look 
into it," and on April 28 you said "ask North Dakota." On July 25, Col. Himes said "ask PHMSA." 

The EIS for DAPL is being prepared by the Corps of Engineers, not PHMSA. The Corps is obligated to comply 
with the CEQ regulations and the Executive Order and Administration directives on Environmental Justice in this 
NEPA process. You shouldn't pass the buck. 

You wrote to Sen. Merkley, "I ... have ensured that the Corps is providing the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and all 
Tribal Nations the greatest degree oftransparency . .. available under law." As stated above, the Corps refuses to 
release the worst case discharge or an unreacted copy of the DAPL facility response plans. Section 6 of the 
Pipeline Safety, Regulatory Certainty and Job Creation Act of2011 allows for disclosure of this information. The 
statute provides that "the Secretary ... may provide, upon a written request . .. the most recent response plan, which 
may exclude ... worst case discharges." 49 U.S.C. §60138(a). 

Redactions are discretionary, not mandatory. The authority to release this infom1ation to our Tribe is clear. The 
language in your April 25th letter to Senator Merkley implying that the law prohibits disclosure of this information 
to Standing Rock is misleading and should be clarified. 

Standing Rock has been trying to have a substantive discussion of our concerns \1/ith DAPL \1/ith the Department 
of the Army for nearly 10 years. We have been living with an unsafe pipeline operated by criminals for almost 6 
years. Justice for Standing Rock is long overdue. Our May 11th meeting provides the Army with such an 
opportunity. I look forward to meeting with you. 

Sincerely, 

anet Alkire, Chairwoman 
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe 

Enclosures: ASCW Connor Letter to Sen. Merkley, April 25, 2023 
Sen. Merkley Letter to ASCW Connor, March 14, 2023 
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The Cannonball River Occupations and Events, KOCOA Report 
KOCOA encapsulates the analysis of: Key Terraiu/Decisive Tenaiu; Observation and Fields of 

Fire; Concealment and Cover; Obstacles; and Avenues of Approach/Withdrawal. 

The Cannonball-Missouri Confluence area: the Cannonball Historic Ranch, Gayton's Crossing, 

Big River Village, Horse Head Bottom, Dead Horse Dead Point, Cantopeta Creek, Fort Rice 

State Historic Site, Badger Creek Bottom, Cannonball, Beaver Creek Bottom 

Emmons County, Morton County, Sioux County, North Dakota 

Occupations and Events: 

• Ocheti Shak6wil) (the Great Sioux Nation) and the Late Woodlands Period (circa 

500-1000 CE) 

• The Mandan Indiaus and Cannonball River Phase (circa 1200-1450 CE) 

• Cheyenne ( circa 1700-1803 CE) 

• The Cheyenne-Lakhota Confl ict of 1762- 1763 

• Fort Jupiter, an English Trade Post (est. circa 1798) 

• The Upper Missouri Rjver intertribal confl icts of the l790s 

• The Corps of Discovery (Oct. 1804) 

• The historic spring flood of 1825 

• The Arikara-Lakhota Confl ict of I 835-1 836 

• The 1837 Epidemic of Smallpox 

• The Ass iniboine-Lakhota Confl ict of 1862-1863 

• The historic Cannonball Ranch which operated from 1864 through 1913 
• The 1864 Punitive Campaign led by General Alfred Sully 

• The 1866-1867 winter camp of the Hunkpapa Lakhota 
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Figure I. i17ya17 possessed all powers then and the powers were in his blood, and his blood was 
blue, by Thomas Simms, from Otokahekagapi (First Beginnings): Sioux Creation Sto,y (1987). 

Accord ing to the creation narrative recalled by Ben Black Bear, Jr., "il)yal) katJ k.i iyuha glugxatJ 

cha txa we ki hinapxe na txa w6wash 'ake k.i hinape we ki ogxeya na makxa ihatJke ki kagxe. 

Txawe ki mni ki e eyash taw6wash'ake ki mni etaIJ ihxeyab okax iyayiIJ na Makxa ki 

itxa'okashal'J ich ' ichagxe NiyalJ iyechel. (11Jya1J (Stone] opened all of his veins and his blood left 

him and il)yal') saw that all his powers went from him in his blood and formed the edge of Makxa 

[the World]. His blood became the waters but the powers flowed outward from the waters and 

fonned around Makxa as the spiri t)." The Ocheti Shak6wil) (the Seven Council Fires, or "Great 

Sioux Nation") spoken tenn for W<-1ter is Life is Mni Wich6ni. Water has a long association wi th 

the creation narrative as the source of life according to the Ocheti Shak6wil). 
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Figure 2. The image above is taken from Ganick Mallo1y's Tenth Annual Report of the Bureau of 

Ethnology (1894), plate no. XXI. Pictograph labeled "A" in this image recalls the cycle of time 

from c irca 90 I CE to circa 930 CE recorded by the traditional Lakhota historian Battiste Good, 

also known as High Hawk. This pictograph recalls the earl iest record of time when White 

Buffalo Calf Woman brought the Gift of the Sacred Pipe to the Ocheti Shak6wi1J people. 
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Figure 3. On the bluff located near the center of section 17 of this map is the stone feature il)yal) 
Chaqgleshka Wakxal) Shak6wi1J, or the "Seven Medicine Stone Circles." According to Tim 

Mentz, Sr., former THPO for the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, the ancestral Ocheti Shak6wil) 

came together in communal prayer within the stone circles. Further, the Seven Medicine Stone 

Circles are a physical record of the kind of prayer, the Ha1Jblecheyapi, or "Vision Quest," that 

was held from four to seven days before the sundance held on the floodplain in sections 16 and 

15. The Mandan Indians held their annual sundance in this same vicinity when they lived in their 

Big River Village in the Late Woodland period, or Cannonball Rjver Phase c irca 1200 CE. The 

Cheyenne Who came to live on the north bank of the Cannonball River at the tum of 1700 held 

their annual Sundance here until they moved west at the tum of 1800. See figure 16. 

The Seven Medicine Stone Circles a lso represent the seven sacred rites of the Ocheti Shak6wil). 
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Figure 4. Sitting Rabbit's Map (1905). The Nu'Eta (Mandan) term for the Cannonball River is 

Aashihdia, or "Big River." The Mandan occupation on the south bank of the Cannonball River is 

labeled as Aashihdiatis, or "Big River Village." This unfortified south bank village had as many 

as forty-five rectangular earth lodges in an area of about seventeen acres and was occupied from 

between circa 1200-1450. The Cannonball River Village on the north bank is part of the Huff 

Phase in which the Mandan constructed palisades and fortification ditches around their villages. 

According to Dr. Elizabeth Fenn, the Cannonball River villages mark the earliest times when the 

Mandan practiced the Okipa ceremony as it was practiced in late historic times. State Historical 

Society of North Dakota. OCLC number 95891 1859. 
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Figure 5. Title [Map of Missouri River and vicinity from Saint Charles, Missouri, to Mandan 

villages of North Dakota: used by Meriwether Lewis and William Clark in their 1804 expedition 

up Missouri River) (1798). John Evans recorded the Cannonball River as the "Bomb River" on 

his map of the Missouri River. Evans operated a trading post on the north bank of the Cannonball 

River in the 1790s. Library of Congress Geography and Map Division Washington, D.C. 

20540-4650 USA dcu. Call number G4127.M5 1798 .FS. 
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Figure 6. Title [A map of Lewis and Clark's track, across the western portion of North America 

from the Mississ ippi to the Pacific Ocean: by order of the executive of the United States in 

1804, 5 & 6) ( 1814). The Corps of Discovery recorded the Cannonball River on their map. On 

Oct. 18, 1804, Meriwether Lewis ordered his men 10 take a cannonball concretion to use as an 
anchor for their kee l boat. Note the historical occupation of the Teton (Lakota speaking "Sioux" 

Indians) in the vicinity of the Cannonball River; the "Saone," or Saun, was the historic and 

cultural term for the northern divisions of Teton known today as Hunkpapa; the Teton Saun 
occupied both sides on this stretch of the Missouri River. Library of Congress Geography and 

Map Division Washington, D.C. 20540-4650 USA dcu. Call number O4126.S 12 1814 .L4. 
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Figure 7. The Pictographic Bison Robe, at the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology 

at Harvard University, MA, details the intertribal conflicts amongst the Arikara, Mandan, 

Hidstsa, Hunkpapa Lakota, and Yanktonai Dakota in the Heart River and Cannonball River area 

along the Missouri River during the 1790s. This same robe detai ls one of many conflicts between 

the tribes of the Upper Missouri River which concluded in the 1803 Battle of Heart River, which 

saw the expansion of the Hunkpapa territory. This conflict is remembered in the Drifting Goose 

Winter Count (aka John K. Bear Winter Count) as Ta Chante Wakpa ed okichize, or "There was 
a battle at Heart River." The expansion of Hunkpapa territory is significant. This territorial 

boundary is recognized in the 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty.Peabody Museum of Archaeology and 
Ethnology, Harvard, MA. Call number PM 99-12-10/5312 1. 
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Figure 8. This image represents the intertribal confl ict between the Teton Lakota and the 

Cheyenne in the winter of 1762-1763. That year a band of Lakota fought the Cheyenne at the 

mouth of the Cannonball River. The Cheyenne were living on the north bank of the Cannonball 
River, occupying the same bank and site that the Mandan had previously lived on. The Cheyenne 

reta liated and set fire to the prairie grass. The Lakota sought to outmn the prairie fire and fled up 

the Long Lake Creek, present-day Badger Creek, located in Emmons County, ND. The fire 

caught up to the Lakota and burned them about their legs, the survivors jumped into Long Lake. 

When they emerged they became known as Sicangu, or "Burnt Thighs." The late Albert White 

Hat Sr. (Rosebud; Sican!,'ll), recalled the oral tradition of the Sicangu as taking place in the 

Bismarck region. The connict which resulted in the formation of the Sicangu began at the mouth 

of the Cannonball River. The identity of one of the tribes of the Ocheti Sakowin (The Seven 

Counci l Fires; "The Great Sioux Nation") tied to this location is significant. Annual report of the 

Bureau of Ethnology to the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution ( 1880), page 692. 
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Figure 9. The third entry of the Medicine Bear Winter Count (top row, third from left; #3) recalls 

1825 as Mni wichate, or "They drowned." The Hunkpapa Lakota were camped on the 

bottomland known as "Gayton's Crossing," opposite the mouth of Cannonball River. During the 

night the ice jam broke and the bottomlands suddenly flooded. They lost about thirty lodges, or 

about 150 people, and many of the ir horses to this flood. This event is recorded in other 

Hunkpapa and Yanktonai winter counts such as Blue Thunder, Long Soldier, High Dog, No Two 

Horns, and the Chandler-Porht at the same location. Hood Museum of Art, Dartmouth College, 

Concord, NH. Call number 2009.65. 
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Figure I 0. The thirty-fifth entry on the Long Sold ier Winter Count recalls the winter of 

1835- 1836 when the Arikara made camp on the Cannonball River. The Lakota went to trade with 

them for com, and the Arikara killed six of the Lakota. The lodge in this image represents the 

immovable camp of the Arikara at the approach of the Lakota. National Museum of the 

American Indian , Smithsonian Institution. Call number 11/6720. 
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Figure 11. An entry from the Medicine Bear Winter Count which recalls the 1837 smallpox 

epidemic that swept the Northern Great Plains. Several winter counts recall this year, all with 

similar depictions of a figure covered in marks like this image above. 

The High Dog Winter Count, Blue Thunder Winter Count, and the Long Soldier Winter Count, 

an interview by Mamie Wade (daughter of pioneer rancher William Wade) ofLakhota elder 

Annie Sky, and the fust-hand sto1y remembered by Annie Sky's granddaughter Dr. Harriet Sky, 

the H(mkpapa were camped on the bottomland at the Cannonball-Missouri Confluence when 

smallpox struck. 

The High Dog Winter Count and Blue Thunder Winter Count are in the collections at the State 

Historical Society of North Dakota. The Medicine Bear Winter Count is in the collections at 

Dartmouth College in New Hampshire. A copy of the Long Soldier Winter Count is avai lable for 

viewing at the Sitting Bull College Library. Mamie Wade's interview is ava ilable to read in the 

book Paha Sapa Tawoyake: Wade:~ Stories by William Wade. 

The ND Studies website identifies the steamboat St. Peters, a trading vessel, that brought the 

historic 1837 smallpox epidemic to the Northern Great Plains.' 

1 "Section 3: Smallpox Epidemic of 1837," North Dakota Studies Grnde 4 Cuniculum, accessed December 6, 2023, 
hLLus· //www ndstudics gov/Qr8/contcnt/unit -ii -time-transformation-l 20 t -1860/1csson-4-allianccs-and:<:oonicts/tooic
l -small nox :fnidemics-178 1-18J 7-18'\ 1/sectioo-1-smollPOx-enidemic-1837. 
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Figure 12. An entry from the Long Soldier Winter Count which recalls the winter of 1862-1863 

as the year when twenty Assiniboine came on the warpath, there was a battle at the Cannonball 

River, and the Assiniboine hid behind the ca1111onball concretions. The circle tells us that the 

Ass iniboine were su1Tounded and fired upon. The fox image which overlays the Assiniboine tells 

us they fought with guile. National Museum of the American Indian, Smithsonian Institution. 

Call number I 1/6720. 
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Figure 13. On Ju ly 29, 1864, after spending two weeks hastily constrncting Fort Rice, Genera l 

Sully took his command of2200 soldiers, which included a detachment of Winnebago Indian 

scouts, and ascended the Cannonball River on the south bank, his punitive campaign on the 

Isanyathi Dakota anew. Known or unknown, Sully also marched against the Teton Lakota 

(Hunkpapa, ltazipcho, Sihasapa, and Mnikowozhu), and Il1ankthunwanna Dakota (Yanktonai), 

two Siouan groups who had nothing to do with the 1862 Minnesota Dakota Conflict. Sully 

received a dispatch from Fort Rice at midnight on July 22 that the Dakh6ta were on the Knife 

River. The next day Sully's command crossed the Cannonball River near present-day 

communities of Porcupine and Shields, ND. Capt. Seth Eastman, Fort Rice ( 1864). 

https://histoey.army.mil/html/artphoto/pripos/eastman.html 
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Figure 14. Map of General Alfred Sully's 1864 punitive campaign in Dakota Territory. Rev. 

Louis Pfaller, O.S.B., from Capt. H. von Mindon of Sully's Northwest Expedition. Sully 's 

Expedition of 1864 f eaturing the Battles of Killdeer Mountain and the Badlands Battles. 

https://www.history.nd.gov/pdf/Sully%20 I 864%20by%20Pfa ller l.pdf. Pages 24 & 25. 
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Figure 15. An entry from the Long Soldier Winter Count indicates that the Hunkpapa were 

camped at the Cannonball River in 1866-67. Gall was taken by soldiers that winter to Fort 

Berthold where they stabbed him. Gall was left for dead and the camp moved on. What makes 
this ta le remarkable is that Gall walked to the Hunkpapa camp at the Cannonball River and 

recovered. National Museum of the American Indian, Smithsonian Institution. Call number 

11/6720. 
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State Historical Socie of North Dakota 
Figure 16. Tn 1999, the Cannonball Ranch was inducted into the No1th Dakota Cowboy Hall of 

Fame. It 's one of the oldest ranches in North Dakota. According 10 the ND Cowboy of Fame, the 

ranch served as a gathering point as early as 1865. The ranch included a hotel, a general store, a 

ferry crossing, a steamboat landing and fueling station, a military telegraph station for Fort Rice, 

and a stage line to the Black Hills in the I 870's and 1880s. The ranch also included two houses, a 

barn, a blacksmith shop, a bunk-house, an ice house, a laundry, and tennis court. 

The North Dakota Cowboy Hall of Fame's strict criteria for eligibility to be recognized is that a 

ranch must have been "instnunental in creating or developing the ranching business, traditions, 

and lifestyles ofNorth Dakota 's western heritage and livestock industry." 

State Historical Society of North Dakota (1952-00057). Frank B. Fiske Photograph Collection 

1952. Call number 958906935. 
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Figure 17. An aerial perspective of the north bank of the Cannonball River looking southwest. 
The Mandan Indian village (circa 1250 to 1400) is visible. The DAPL drill pad and earthen fort 

was erected on th is site in 20 16. According to the late Dr. Ray Wood, a world-renowned 
Missouri River archaeologist, John Evans trade post also occupied this locale. Evan referred to 

th is site as "Jupiter's Fort." Prologue to Lewis and Clark: The MacKay and Evans Expeditions, 

University of Oklahoma Press; Norman, OK. 2003. Page 111. Photo by Ray Wood (1955), State 

Historical Society of North Dakota. 
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winter camp of the Hunkpapa Lakota people; it was the location some summers where they had 
sundance. This floodplain is where the Hunkpapa buried an estimated 150 people who drowned 

in the spring flood of 1825. 
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Figure 19. The highlighted area on the eastern floodpla in of the historic Missouri River is where 

the Yanktonai camped in the winter of 1824- 1825. In 1878, the Hunkpapa chief, Ishta Sapa 

("Black Eye/s"), met with Will iam Wade, a cattle rancher on the Cannonball River, and shared 

this about the terrible 1825 flood: " .. . we camped on this bottom land just below here .. .i t was the 

Wolf Month [February) and ii had been wann for a long time. One night the water started 

coming in over the ground from the river and before we could get to higher ground we were 

surrounded by water and ice chunks. Our only chance was to get to high ground before we would 
all be covered up with water. We tried to carry our tepees and supplies but finally had to leave 

them and many of the women were drowned trying to save their children. Most all our old people 

drowned and many others. Most all our horses went under and you can still see their heads 

(skulls) laying [sic) along at the foot of the hills after so many, many years. Two Bears (Mato 
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Nunpa) a Yankton chief[sic], saved the lives of several women and children by carrying them 

from camp to the higher ground." 

The people were buried where they drowned. The line of horses were buried in a line where they 

were picketed. The area that Two Bears refers to is known to locals now as Etu Pha Sung T'a, or 

"Dead Horse Head Point. " The northeast quarter of section 22 is called "The Point," where 

locals once gathered on the bank overlooking the place where their relatives and horses were laid 

to rest. 
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Figure 20. A screen capture of an emai l sent to then ND State Archaeologist Mr. Paul Picha 

regarding missing infom1ation in the DAPL Class III survey. Mr. Picha not only confirmed the 

missing information but included another source regarding the 1825 spring flood. The narrative 

that Mr. Picha pushed that there is nothing there is false. Picha is aware o f people and horses 

buried at this location fo llowing this flood. 
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Figure 21. On March 16, 1875, President Grant extended the boundary of the Standing Rock 

Sioux Indian Reservation east of the Missouri River along Beaver Creek to the fork of South 

Beaver Creek then a straight line south to the Ihanktunwanna reservation. The Ihanktuwanna 

reservation was established by President Grant's executive order the same day Standing Rock 

was extended. U.S. General Land Otftce, Dakota Territory, 1876. 
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Figure 22. The Standing Rock Sioux Indian Reservation in Sioux County and Emmons County, 

North Dakota. This map is based on the 1876 General Land Otftce Map with President Grant's 

executive order. About 628 square miles were added to the Standing Rock Agency. According to 

Mr. Robert Taken Alive, the Standing Rock extension on the east side of the Missouri River was 

known as the "Three Star Reservation," recollection of a personal interview with "Old Man 
Stretches," Aug. 1991 . The term "Three Star" may be a reference to Major General George 

Crook. Map by author. 

The land east of the Missouri was never ceded nor a treaty signed. President Cleveland signed 

the 1889 Indian Appropriations Act into law and opened "unassigned" lands for sale to settlers 

under tenants of the 1863 Homestead Act. 
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Figure 23. Jesuit missionary Fr. Pierre-Jean De Smet, who served as a translator at the 185 1 Fort 

Laramie Treaty, drew a map by hand demarcating the boundaries of the Titunwan Lakota which 

extended to the Heart River. Map of the upper Great Plains and Rocky Mountains region, 185 1. 

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4050.ct000883. Call number 2005630226. 
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Site Summary 
The creation narrative of the Ocheti Shak6wil) recalls the origin of water. Deacon Ben Black 

Bear, Jr. , translating for Thomas Simms in the book 0t<5kahekagxapi (First Beginnings): Sioux 

Creation Sto,y (1987), recalls that in the beginning !l)yal) (the Stone) was alone in the eternal 
dark. He had all the powers of creation and life in his blood, which was blue. He longed for 

another, but he knew that in order for there to be another, he'd have to take from himself. He 

opened his veins and his blood covered the world, becoming the water. 

The headwaters of rivers and streams are vitally impo11ant to the Ocheti Shak6wil) people, 

especially to the Titxul)wa1J (They Who Dwell on the Plains; or "Teton") who moved from 

headwater to headwater across the vast open plains. Confluences are places where the TitXUIJWalJ 

would trade. Confluences are also special sacred sites where a stream "died" and its water or 

" Ii le" became part of a bigger stream. 

The ancestral stone features, Il)yal) Chal)glesheska (Stone Medicine Wheels), carefully 

constructed on summits to be closer to the creator, recall one of the prayer traditions of the 
Ocheti Shak6wil) when one or more went to pray within a the boundary of a stone circle. This 

kind of prayer is called Ha1Jblecheyapi, more commonly known as a "Vision Quest." The quest is 

a kind of pilgrimage where one or more people went to pray for a prescribed number of days 

from at least four days to as many as seven days. The quest itself was generally held before the 

Wiwa1Jya1Jg Wachipi, or "Sundance." The sundance was held at the time of the full moon 

following the summer solstice, and still is. 

The summer solstice was naturally observed in the position of the four main carriers of the 

Wichaxpi Shak6wi1J Wichaxpi Optaye, or the "Seven Star Constellation," more commonly 

known as The Big Dipper. 

In section 17 of figure 2 there are Il)yal) Chal)glesheska WakxatJ Shak6wil), or "Seven Medicine 
Stone Circles." The appearance of stone medicine circles is not surprising. The deliberate 

p lacement of seven stone circles together is significant. The Seven Medicine Stone Circles 

represent a number of great and sacred things including: commemorating the summer solstice, 

communal prayer, the kind of prayer before the arrival of the sacred pipe, the establishment and 

commemoration of the Ocheti Shak6witJ (Seven Council Fires), the observation of the winter 

solstice and equinoxes too. 

The Seven Medicine Stone Circ les recall the Gift of the Sacred Pipe. According to the earliest 

record of the Ocheti Shak6wi1J, the Battiste Good Winter Count, Ptehi!Jchalasal) Wi (the White 

Buffalo Calf Woman) brought the pipe to the people circa 90 I CE. The White Buffalo Calf 

Woman is a major figure in the history and culture of the Ocheti Shak6wil) . She brought law, 
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peace, enlightenment, and medicine. Black Elk, one of the most renowned Lakhota holy men in 

recent history, recalled that in addition to the Gift of the Sacred Pipe, the White Buffalo Calf 
Woman gave the people a sphere of pipestone with seven circles carved upon its surface, 

representing the seven sacred rites. The Seven Medicine Stone Circles also represent the seven 

sacred rites, all of which have been practiced in the vicinity of the Cannonball-Missouri 

confluence area. 

The seven sacred rites of the Ocheti Shak6wi1J include: 

• lnikagxapi, the Purification Ceremony 

• HatJblecheyapi, the Vision Quest 

• Wiwa11yal)g Wachipi, the Sundance 

• HuIJkalowaIJpi, the Making of Relatives Ceremony 

• Wanagxi Yuhapi, the Keeping of the Soul, a ceremony of mourning and loss 

• lsnathi Awichalowal)pi , the Young Women 's Coming of Age Ceremony 

• Thapa WaiJkayeyapi, the Throwing of the Ball Ceremony 

The seven sacred rites are recalled in great detail in Joseph Epes Brown's The Sacred Pipe, Black 

Elk's Account of the Seven Rites of the Oglala Sioux (1953). 

The north and south banks of the Cannonball River are rife with physical evidence of historic 

and cultural occupations of people who are still here. This physica l evidence of village remains 

and midden mounds are complemented by surviving oral tTadition; there are various mentions in 

historic j ournals from English resources (i.e. John Evans) to American resources (i.e. Manuel 

Lisa, Corps of Discovery, etc.) . As to whether or not the historic occupations of the Arikara, 

Cheyenne, and Mandan Indians ever interred their deceased in the vicinity of the Cannonball 

River mouth, it is absolutely preposterous to say that there are no burial grounds nearby - to say 
so would be to suggest that no one ever died in any of the cultural occupations. Alfred Bowers' 

Mandan informants told him that their ancestors buried their deceased "in earlier times." 

The Sitting Rabbit map of the Missouri River, from the No1th Dakota-South Dakota border to the 

No1th Dakota-Montana border, was c01mnissioned by Orin Libby in 1906. At the time, Libby 

was the Secretary of the State Historical Society ofN01th Dakota (SHSND). Libby sought out 

Sitting Rabbit, a Mandan Indian man, to capture the geography of the Missouri River as they 

knew it. Sitting Rabbit didn't disappoint in his efforts. In fact, the Mandan Indian villages at the 

mouth of the Cannonball River, both the north and south bank villages, are called the Big River 

Villages. The Mandan Indian name of the Cannonball River is the Big River. This precious map 

is still in the collections of the SHSND. The SHSND has graciously uploaded th is map for public 

viewing on their ND Studies website. 
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According to Col. A.B. Welch's "Seven Fires," Sometime around 1750, the Sahiyela (Red 

Talkers; Cheyenne) were compelled by the Lakh6ta to cross the Missouri River at the mouth of 
the Cannonball River. The Sahiyela were hard pressed to make peace with the Lakh6ta or be 

exterminated, so they embraced their old foe and became allies. A great inter-tribal adoption, 

cemented by marriages, was arranged. But not all the Lakl16ta were keen to make an ally of a 

fom1er enemy. 

The Brown Hat Winter Count (aka Baptiste Good Winter Count; Sica13gu, "Brule") in the winter 

count co llections at the Nationa l Museum of The American Indian in Washington DC, has been 

made avai lable in its entirety on line. This winter count recalls 1762- 1763 as the "people were 

burnt winter." The entry details a great prair ie fi re that caught up to the ir village. Many people 

and horses were killed in this fire. Survivors themselves were burnt about their legs and made it 

through th is trial by j umping into Long Lake. This band of Lakh6ta had fought the Cheyenne in 

the Cannonball area. The Cheyenne had retal iated by crossing the Missouri River at the mouth of 
the Cannonball River and tracking the Lakhota along Long Lake Creek, where they set fire to the 

p lains. The late Albert White Hat Sr. (Rosebud; Sical)gu), recalled the oral trad ition of the 

Sical)gu as taking p lace in the Bismarck region. The conflict which resulted in the formation of 

the Sica13gu began at the mouth of the Cannonball River. The identity of one of the tribes of the 

Ochethi Sak6wi1J (The Seven Counci l Fires; "The Great Sioux Nation") tied to this location is 

significant. 

The Beinecke Libra1y Map, at Yale, CT, the only evidence of John Evans travels (his journals 

may have been destroyed or lost) provides the only testimony of his j ourney on the Upper 

Missouri River. This map was referenced and annotated by the Corps of Discovery. Evans 

recorded on his map a series of streams, many unknown to him by name; one of the outstanding 
streams he recorded was the "Bomb River," or the Cannonball River. 

The Corps of Discovery mentioned the Cannonball River as "La Bullet" on October 18, 1804. 

Referencing Evans' map, Capta in Will iam Clark walked that evening in search of the remarkable 

p laces mentioned by Evans, but couldn't find them, though by then, the Corps' campsite was 

north of the mouth of the Cannonball River. Co-Captain Meriwether Lewis noted on this same 

date that the cannonball concretions were "of excellent grit for Grindstones," and had his men 

select one to "answer for an anker." 

The Pictographic Bison Robe, at the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology at 

Harvard University, MA, details the intertribal conflicts amongst the Arikara, Mandan, Hidstsa, 

Hunkpapa Lakota, and Yanktonai Dakota in the Heart River and Cannonball River area along the 

Missouri River during the 1790s. This same robe detai ls one of many confl icts between the tribes 
of the Upper Missouri River which concluded in the 1803 Battle of Heart River, which saw the 
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expansion of the Hul)kphapha territory. This conflict is remembered in the Drifting Goose Winter 
Count (aka John K. Bear Winter Count) as Toa Chal)te Wakpa ed okichize, or "There was a 

battle at Heart River." The expansion ofHwJkphapha territory is s ignificant. This territorial 

boundary is recognized in the I 868 Fort Laramie Treaty. 

Ens ign Nathaniel Pryor, a sergeant of the Corps of Discove1y during the expedition, recorded on 

September 9, 1807, that the Arikara and Mandan were at war. The Mandan had killed two 

Arikara at the mouth of the Cannonball River. Testimony of the conflict at Cannonball River was 

delivered to Pryor at the Grand River by the Lakh6ta. Pryor's previous experience with the 

Arikara and Lakl16ta made him aware that the best pol icy was to place every confidence in their 

word; they had no reason to lie. 

Manuel Lisa, a for trader of the American Fur Company, recorded that tensions were high on the 

Northern Plains among tribes who were pro-English trade, those who were pro-American trade, 
and American Fur Company trappers in the fall of 1812. The Crow and Lakh6ta had killed 

American trappers, the Hidatsa had stolen American Fur Company horses, the Arikara had 

indiscriminately killed trappers be they English or American, and the Cheyenne had robbed and 

whipped American Fur Company trappers on the Cannonball River. 

Botanist John Bradbury made a journey to the Cannonball River in 1811. Bradbury noted late in 

the day on June 20, the "valley of Cannon-ball River, bounded on each s ide by a range of small 

hills, visible as far as the eye can reach; and as they appear to diminish regularl y, in the 

proportion of the ir distance, they produce a s ingular and p leasing effect. The Cannon-ball River 

was muddy at this time; but whether it is constantly so or not, I could not learn. It is about one 

hundred and sixty yards wide, but so shallow that we crossed it without swimming. We camped 

on a very fine prairie, near the river, affording grass in abundance, nearly a yard high. The 

alluvion of the river is about a mile in breadth from b luff to bluff, and is very beautiful, be ing 
prairie, interspersed with groves of trees, and ornamented with beautiful p lants, now in flower." 

Among Bradbury's findings was a species of flax he identified as linum perenne. The Lakll6ta 

know the native blue flax as Cha1Jh l6gal) Nablaga ("Hollow-Stem To-Blossom-From-Within") 

and employ the seed in their food stock. 

Bradbury returned again to the Cannonball River on July 7, 1819, for the express purpose of 

procuring additiona l botany specimens. 

The Blue Thunder Winter Count, the No Two Homs Winter Count, and the High Dog Winter 

Count, all of which are in the collections at the State Historical Society of North Dakota - the 

High Dog Winter Count is on display in the Early Peoples Gallery - all recall a devastating flood 

in the spring of 1825. The High Dog Winter Count remembers the flood as Mni wichat 'tA, or 
"Many died by drowning." The Blue Thunder Winter Count remembers the flood as Mni 
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wichat' tE, or "Many died by drowning." According to the High Dog Winter Count, th is fatal 

winter camp was opposite of the mouth of the Cannonball River, and the site is remembered as 
Etu Pha Sul)g t' A, or "Dead Horse Head Point." The Steamboat/Thin Elk Winter Count, in the 

collections of the Buechel Museum at the St. Francis Indian School on the Rosebud Indian 

Reservation in South Dakota, records that it was thirty lodges oflha1Jkthu1JWa1Jna Dakh6ta who 
drowned in the Horsehead Bottom flood. This flood story and location is also remembered in the 

Medicine Bear Winter Count at the Hood Museum at Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH. This 

information is repeated for the same year in the Chandler-Pohrt Winter Count which is located at 

the Detroit Museum of Arts, Detroit, Ml. 

Prince Maximilian von Wied-Neuwied traveled into the interior of North America during the 

summer of 1833. Wied-Neuwied has wri tten probably the most about the Cannonball River than 

any previous visitor. An excerpt is shared here: "On the north side of the mouth, there was a 

steep, yellow clay wall; and on the southern, a flat, covered wi th poplars and willows. This river 
has its name from the singular regular sand-stone balls which are found in its banks, and in those 

of the Missouri in its vicinity. They are of various sizes, from that of a musket ball to that of a 

large bomb, and lie irregularly on the bank, or in the strata, from which they often proj ect to half 

their thickness when the river has washed away the earth; they fall down, and are found in great 

numbers on the bank. Many of them are rather elliptical, others are more flattened, and others 

flat on one s ide, and rather convex on the other. Of the pe1fectly spherical balls, I observed some 

two feet in diameter." 

The Long Soldier Winter Count entry for 1835-36 recorded an Ari kara camp on the Cannonball 

River. The Hitl)kphapha Lakh6ta went to the Arikara camp to trade for wagmiza (corn). The 

Arikara, not wanting the Lakh6ta around, perhaps owing to the part the Lakh6ta played in the 

Arikara War of 1823, killed s ix of the Lakh6ta. 

In 1837, the historic smallpox epidemic that swept the Northem Great Plains and nearly wiped 

out the Mandan Indians at Fort Clark also strnck the Hunkpapa Lakota who were camped on the 

bottomland at the Cannonball-Missouri Confluence. This epidemic is remembered in several 

winter counts such as the Blue Thunder Winter Count, High Dog Winter Count, Long Soldier 

Winter Count, and the Medicine Bear Winter Count. William Wade's daughter, Mamie, met her 

share o f pre-reservation Dakh6ta and Lakl16ta people. Among them was Annie Skye. Skye 

re layed to the younger Wade that smallpox strnck the Lakh6ta in I 837. They were camped at the 

mouth of the Cannonball River when "out ofa clear blue sky smallpox hit them. Afler the death 

of several of their number, who were put to rest up on p latforms suspended in trees, they decided 

to move away from th is infested locality," from William Wade's Paha Sapa Tawoyake: Wade:~ 
Stories (2012). 
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In June, 1837, the steamboat St. Peters, bound for trade at Fort Clark and Fort Union, reported 

crew infected with smallpox aboard ship, but continued to stop and trade . The North Dakota 
Studies website features an article Smallpox Epidemic of I 837 written in stunning and lengthy 

detail informing readers of the origins and spread of this historic disease. 

John James Audubon visited the Cannonball River on June 5, 1943, and wrote of "the very 

remarkable bluffs." According to Audubon, the Cannonball River was formerly a good place for 

beaver. He saw lgugaothila (Rock Wren) on the bluffs, a prairie fire, and noted that the water 

tasted good. 

In September of 1863, General Alfred Sully lead an assau lt on the Siouan encampment at 

Whitestone Hill as part of the puni tive campaigns organized by General Pope to make Americans 

feel safe following the 1862 Minnesota Dakota Conflict, and to open the frontier for settlement -

in particular, to open the frontier for veterans returning from the Civi l War. Sully's command 
ki lled as many as 200 (mostly women and children) and took 256 prisoners (mostly women and 

children) . Survivors, those who escaped, tumed west and crossed the Missouri River at the 

Cannonball confluence. 

A second entry on the Long Soldier Winter Count cites a conflict at the Cannonball River 

between the Lakl16ta and Hohe (Assiniboine) in 1862-63. Twenty Assiniboine came on the 

warpath, there was a battle there, and they hid behind the cannonball concretions. The circ le tells 

us that the Assiniboine were surrounded and fired upon. The fox image which overlays the 

Assiniboine tells us they fought with gui le. 

On July 29, 1864, after spending two weeks hastily constmcting Fort Rice, General Sully took 

his command of 2200 soldiers, which included a detachment of Winnebago Indian scouts, and 
ascended the Cannonball River on the south bank, his punitive campaign on the Isa1Jyathi 

Dakhota anew. Known or unknown, Sully also marched against the Thithu1Jwa1J Lakhota 

(H(11Jkpapha, ltazipcho, Sihasapa, and Mnikhozu), and Ihal)kthUIJWaIJ!la Dakhota, two Siouan 
groups who had nothing to do with the 1862 Minnesota Dakota Conflict. Sully received a 

dispatch from Fort Rice at midnight on Ju ly 22 that the Dakhota were on the Knife River. The 

next day Sully's command crossed the Cannonball River near present-day communities of 

Porcupine and Shields, ND. 

A th ird entry from the Long Soldier Winter Count indicates that the HuIJkpapha were camped at 

the Cannonball River in 1866-67. Gall was taken by soldiers that winter to Fort Berthold where 

they stabbed him. Gall was left for dead and the camp moved on. What makes th is tale 

remarkable is that Gall walked to the H(11Jkpapha camp at the Cannonball River and recovered . 
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In I 878, the HuIJkphapha chief, Bta SapA ("Black Eye/s"), met with William Wade, a cattle 

rancher on the Cannonball River, and shared th is about the terrible I 825 flood: " ... we camped on 
this bottom land just below here ... it was the Wolf Month [Febmary] and it had been warm for a 

long time. One night the water started coming in over the ground from the river and before we 

could get to higher ground we were surrounded by water and ice chunks. Our only chance was to 

get to high ground before we would all be covered up with water. We tried to carry our tepees 

and supplies but finally had to leave them and many of the women were drowned t1ying to save 

their chi ldren. Most all our old people drowned and many others. Most all our horses went under 

and you can still see their heads (skulls) laying [sic] along at the foot of the hills afler so many, 

many years. Two Bears (Mato Nopa) a Yankton chief [sic], saved the lives of several women and 

chi ldren by carrying them from camp to the higher ground." 

Will iam Wade's daughter, Mamie, met her share of pre-reservation Dakh6ta and Lakh6ta people. 

Among them was Annie Skye. Skye relayed to the younger Wade that smallpox struck the 
Lakh6ta in I 837. They were camped at the mouth of the Cannonball River when "out of a clear 

blue sky smallpox hit them. After the death of several of their number, who were put to rest up 

on p latforms suspended in trees, they decided to move away from this infested locality." 

Dr. Harriett Skye, Annie Skye's granddaughter, offers a contemporary perspective on current 

events near the Cannonball River: "I believe that as long as they remain peaceful and unarmed, 

and each day they are there, is a win. This kind of action confuses those who would come in with 

their guns and armor because their intent is to ki ll. They arrested people who were praying, but 

the powers that be know that the world is watching, but more importantly, know that our 

Ancestors are watching because they fought and died so we could be here. This struggle is 

everyone's struggle to maintain our clean water. Water is Ii fe ." Dr. Skye was inducted into the 

North Dakota Heritage Center's Native American Hall of Honor in September, 20 I 6. 

Dr. Elizabeth Fenn, Pulitzer Prize winning author of"Encounters at The Heart of The World: A 

History of The Mandan People," writes that the Huff phase - located between the Cannonball 

River and Hea1t River in a time frame from about circa 1300 to about 1450 - was when and 

where the Mandan became the Mandan. They developed the Ok.ipa ceremony in this location 

during this time. The South Callllonball site was unprotected, that is, there were no palisade 

walls, nor defensive moats surrounding the ir vi llage there. The fortifications at the North 

Cannonball site may well represent a key transformation in plains village life, as drought caused 

strife in the Missouri River valley. This may have been cause for the Mandan to move closer 

together - and build fortifications - for safety. But we need archaeological study to sort these 

th ings out. 
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By the time Mandans moved north from the Cannonball area to Huff and the Heart River, they 

had embraced the key trait that made them Mandan: the Okipa ceremony, with its multi-day 
reenactment of their own rich history. The Cannonball area, according to Fenn, represents "the 

oldest Mandan cultural horizon." 

The late Vine Deloria Jr. essayed that for many Americans, "the first and most familiar kind of 

sacred lands are places to which we attribute sanctity because the location is a site where, within 

our own history, something of great impo11ance has taken place. Unfortunately, many of these 

places are re lated to instances of human violence. Every society needs these kinds of sacred 

places because they help to insti ll a sense of social cohesion in the people and remind them of the 

passage of generations that have brought them to the present. A society that cannot remember 

and honor its past is in peril of losing its soul. Indians, because of our considerably longer tenure 

on thi s continent, have many more sacred places than do non-Indians." 

"A second category of sacred lands has a deeper, more profound sense of the sacred. It can be 

illustrated in . .. [when] Joshua led the Hebrews across the River Jordan into the Holy Land. After 

crossing, Joshua selected one man from each of the Twelve tribes and told him to find a large 

stone. The twelve stones were then placed together in a monument to mark the spot where the 

people had camped after having crossed the river successfully. In the crossing of the River 

Jordan, the sacred or higher powers have appeared in the lives of human beings .. . the essence of 

the event is that the sacred has become a part of our existence." 

"It is not likely that non-Indians have had many of these kinds of relig ious experiences, 

particularly because most churches and synagogues have special rituals that are designed to 

cleanse the buildings so that their services can be held there untainted by the natural world. 

Non-Indians simply have not been on this continent very long; their families have rarely settled 
in one place for any period of time so that no profound relationship with the environment has 

been possible." 

Deloria concluded: "The third kind of sacred lands are places of overwhelming holiness where 

the Higher Powers, on their own initiative, have revealed Themselves to human beings. We can 

illustrate this point in the Old Testament narrative. Moses spent time herding sheep on Mount 

Horeb. One day to his amazement [he] saw a bush burning with fire but not being consumed by 

it. Approaching this spot, Moses was startled when the Lord spoke to him. 'Put off thy shoes, for 

the place where thou standest is holy ground.' This tradition tells us that there are places of 

unquestionable, inherent sacredness on this earth, sites that are holy in and of themselves. These 

holy p laces are locations where people have a lways gone to communicate and commune with 

higher powers." 
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Dr. Ray Wood, renowned expert in Plains Indian cultural and archaeological sites on the Upper 

Missouri River and whose first-hand field experience goes back before the dams of the 1950s, 
interprets the data from John Evans 1796 map in regard to the Cannonball River locality that 

what Evans recorded as "Jupiter's Fort" is without a doubt a prehistoric Mandan village. 

According to Wood's findings regarding the North Cannonball site, "Not only was it a defensive 

setting, but the village was also fo1tified by a curving ditch that isolated a level upland spur from 

the adjoining upland. The village today is badly disturbed by plowing, but from the air one can 

clearly see the fo11ification ditch and the numerous bastions protruding from it. Little wonder 

that Evans referred to it as a fort .. . " In his "Prologue To Lewis & Clark: The Mackay And Evans 

Expeditions," Dr. Wood essays the number of remarkable Indian village s ites north of the 

Cannonball River. Remarkable . Extraordinary. Outstanding. Significant. 

The ND SHPO conducted a follow-up survey west of HWY 1806 and found that no significant 

sites were destroyed. The physical evidence, or lack thereof, cannot be disputed. According to 
the chief archaeologist's published note, he and his associates were looking west of HWY 1806, 

perhaps because Mr. Tim Mentz conducted his own survey and called attention there with his 

findings. The North Cannonball site, and the mouth of the Cannonball River, the confluence of 

history and culture, is east of HWY 1806. 

In 1999, the Cannonball Ranch was inducted into the North Dakota Cowboy Hall of Fame. It's 

one of the oldest ranches in North Dakota. According to the ND Cowboy of Fame, the ranch 

served as a gathering point as early as 1865. The ranch included a hotel, a general store, a ferry 

crossing, a steamboat landing and fueling station, a military telegraph station for Fort Rice, and a 

stage line to the Black Hills in the l 870's and 1880s. The ranch also included two houses, a barn, 

a blacksmith shop, a bunk-house, an ice house, a laundry, and tennis court. 

The North Dakota Cowboy Hall of Fame's strict criteria for eligibility to be recognized is that a 

ranch must have been "instrnmental in creating or developing the ranching business, traditions, 

and lifestyles ofNorth Dakota's western heritage and livestock industry." 

In 2010, Walmart planned to construct a supercenter near Wildemess Battlefield (a Civil War 

battle ground) and people invested in the history of that site grew concerned. Eventually, enough 

people held that ground as sacred and historical that plans for the supercenter were dropped in 

January 201 1. Coincidentally, Walmart and state otlicials had argued that nothing sign ificant 

occurred on that s ite. 

The sum of the north bank of the Cannonball River with a million years of geological history, 

700 years of continual occupation, inter-tribal conflict, smallpox, botany, trade, steamboat traffic, 
US mi litary history, and early ranching, have made that location significant. 
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Spiritual p ilgrimages were conducted on the plateaus of the "Hummit." There would be little to 
no traces of these vision quests, and there shouldn't be. People went to pray, not to leave 

evidence. In September of 2016, the Presiding Bishop of the American Episcopal Church, Rt. 

Rev. Curry made a pi lgrimage of his own to the Cannonball. 

The Cannonball River, and specifically the North Cannonball site, and its importance to the fust 

nations, to North Dakota, must take into account its religious or spiritual significance, its role in 

inter-tr ibal conflicts, its role in the 1837 smallpox ep idemic which struck the Hul)kpapha, its role 

as the starting point in Gen. Sully's 1864 punitive campaign, and the historic Cannonball Ranch. 

Battles 
The Cannonball River is the site of several occupations reaching back to circa 1200. It is a site 

known for intertribal confl ict between the Mandan vs. Dakota-Lakota, the Cheyenne vs. 

Dakota-Lakota, the Assiniboine vs. Dakota-Lakota, the Cheyenne vs. American Fur Company, 
and the Arikara vs. Dakota-Lakota. 

In addition to intertribal conflicts, the Missouri-Cannonball confluence is where General Alfred 
Sully began his 1864 punitive campaign against the Dakota. His campaign is widely known and 

studied. His command of2200 soldiers began their march in a one-mile square across the prairie 

steppe guided by a detachment of Winnebago Indian scouts. The State Historical Society of 

North Dakota recognizes Sully's 1864 campaign as part of the Civi l War. Indeed, it can be 

argued that the very same scorched ea11h campaign of General Shennan's March to the Sea 

began with Sully's campaign (destruction of food resources, destruction of homes and property, 

and the treatment of non-combatants as able-bodied fighters). 

These confl icts are already touched on in the summary above. 

Landscape 
The Missouri River valley is characterized by rolling hills and blu ffs on either side. The 
Missouri River was neither channeled nor dammed at that time. The color of the water was 
brown. The Lakota call the Missouri River: Mnisose, which translates as "The Water-Astir," 
and was known to swirl where tributaries converged. 

The Missouri River is known by many names: 
Cheyenne Eometa (Fat Foam River) 
Dakota-Lakota Mnisose (The Water-Astir) 
Mandan Matah (The River) 
Hidatsa Amati 
Arikara Tawaaruxti 
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Lake Oahe flooded the valley with the constrnction of the Oahe Dam in 1959. The lake reaches 
from Pierre, S.O. to the floodplain below present-day University of Mary in Bismarck, N.O. 
The term "Oahe" translates as "Something To Stand On," in reference to the destruction of 
homes and bui ldings on the floodplain as the water rose. 

The Cannonball River valley is characterized by roll ing hills and bluffs on e ither side. The 
floodplain and bluffs were once renowned for thousands of cannonball concretions ranging in 
size from marbles to a meter or more across. The concretions fonned mill ions of years ago as 
minerals solidified into various shapes resembling mush.rooms, footballs, and spheroids. The 
river rises in the Badlands north of Amidon, N.D. 

The Cannonball River is known by many names: 
Cheyenne Eometa'a'et 
Dakota lnyan lya Wakpa (Talking Stone River) 
Lakota Inyanwakagxapi Wakpa (Sacred Stone River) 
Mandan Pasahxte 
Hidatsa Aashihdia 
Arikara Nishkusu 

Significant Features 

• Oeti lnyanwakagxapi Wakpa (The Stone Maker River Camp), the plain at the fork of the 

Missouri-Cannonball confluence. 

• Etu Pxa Shung T'a (Dead Horse Head Point) 

• Oiyugxe lnyanwakagxapi (Stone Maker Crossing), Oiyugxe Shunkakxan Pxa Ota (Many 

Horse Head Crossing), or Gayton 's Crossing. This crossing point on the Missouri River 
was located just north of the Missouri-Cannonball confluence. Steamboats frequently 

stopped at this point to p ick up cords of wood. 

• Big River Village site, a Mandan village located on the north bank at the mouth of the 

Cannonball River. 

• Historic Cannonball River Ranch. 

• Chekpa Paha (Twin Buttes), located on the south bank near the mouth of the Cannonball 

River. 

• Mnishoshe (The Water-Astir) , or the Missouri River. 

• lnyanwakagxapi Wakpa (Stone Maker River), lnyan Iya Wakpa (Talking Stone River), or 
Cannonball River. 

• Chantopxeta Wakpala (Fireheart Creek), or Cantopeta Creek. 

• Bde Hanska Wakpana (Long Lake Creek), or Badger Creek. 

• Pxa Shung Wakpana (Horse Head Creek), or Horsehead Creek. 

• Chapa Wakpana (Beaver Creek), or Beaver Creek. 
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• The "Hummit," a grassy plateau located about one-mile north of the historic Cannonball 

Ranch. 

Significance of Battie/s 

The Mandan people in the Huff Vi llage Phase (circa 1200 to ~ l350) who transitioned from an 

open village on the south bank of the Cannonball River to a defended one on the north bank 

marks a significant change in tribal warfare on the northern p lains. The Mandan people began to 

bui ld palisades and fortification ditches around their villages in response to an uptick in 
aggressive prolonged campaigns by nomadic peoples. 

The Cheyenne lived on the north bank of the Cannonball from circa 1700 to ~ 1803. Sometime 

around the winter of 1762- 1763 (see figure 5) a band of Titunwan Lakota fought the Cheyenne. 

The Cheyenne retaliated by crossing the Missouri River and setting fire to the prairie grass. The 

fire caught the Lakota who withdrew and followed Long Lake Creek (present-day Badger Creek) 

to its source Long Lake. The Lakota jumped into Long Lake to survive the prairie fire . The 

survivors were burned about their legs and th ighs and thereafter referred to as Sicangu, or "Burnt 

Thighs," whom the French called "Brule." This event is significant because it is the origin story 

of one of the seven major divisions of the Teton or Lakota-speaking Sioux. The Sicangu, or 

Brule, are recognized in the 1851 and 1868 Fort Laramie Treaties. 

The intertribal fighting between the Mandan, Hidatsa, Assiniboine, Hunkpapa Lakota, and 

Yanktonai Dakota in the late 1790s on the northern p lains is recalled in the Pictographic Bison 

Robe, at the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology at Harvard University, MA (see 

fi1,,ure 4). The violence culminated in the Battle of Heart River which saw the boundaries of the 

Titunwan Lakota expanded north to the Heart River. This boundary is recognized in the 1851 De 

Smet map for the 1851 Fort Laramie Treaty. (See figure 19.) 

Ens ign Nathaniel Pryor, a sergeant of the Corps of Discovery during the expedition, recorded on 

September 9, 1807, that the Arikara and Mandan were at war. The Mandan had killed two 

Arikara at the mouth of the Cannonball River. Testimony of the conflict at Cannonball River was 
del ivered to Pryor at the Grand River by the Lakh6ta. Pryor's previous experience with the 

Arikara and Lakh6ta made him aware that the best pol icy was to place every confidence in their 

word; they had no reason to I ie. 

Manuel Lisa, a for trader of the American Fur Company, recorded that tensions were high on the 

Northern Plains among tribes who were pro-English trade, those who were pro-American trade, 
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and American Fur Company trappers in the fall of 1812. The Crow and Lakh6ta had killed 

American trappers, the Hidatsa had stolen American Fur Company horses, the Arikara had 
indiscriminately killed trappers be they English or American, and the Cheyenne had robbed and 

whipped American Fur Company trappers on the Cannonball River. 

The Long Soldier Winter Count entry for 1835-36 recorded an Arikara camp on the Cannonball 

River. The H61Jkphapha Lakh6ta went to the Arikara camp to trade for wagmiza (com). The 

Arikara, not wanting the Lakl16ta around, perhaps owing to the part the Lakh6ta played in the 

Arikara War of 1823, killed s ix of the Lakh6ta. The Arikara War was the first punitive American 

military campaign against a Plains Indian tribe; it happened at the confluence of the Missouri and 

Grand River in South Dakota. 

A second entry on the Long Soldier Winter Count cites a conflict at the Cannonball River 

between the Lakh6ta and H6he (Assiniboine) in 1862-63. Twenty Assiniboine came on the 
warpath, there was a battle there, and they hid behind the cannonball concretions. The circ le tells 

us that the Assiniboine were surrounded and fired upon. The fox image which overlays the 

Assiniboine tells us they fought with guile. 

On July 29, 1864, after spending two weeks hastily constructing Fort Rice, General Sully took 

his command of2200 soldiers, which included a detachment of Winnebago Indian scouts, and 

ascended the Cannonball River on the south bank, his punitive campaign on the Isal)yathi 

Dakh6ta anew. Known or unknown, Sully also marched against the ThithuJJWalJ Lakh6ta 

(HuJJkpap!ia, Itazipcho, Sihasapa, and Mnikh6fo), and Jha1Jkthu1Jwa11na Dakli6ta, two Siouan 

groups who had nothing to do with the 1862 Minnesota Dakota Conflict. Sully received a 

dispatch from Fort Rice at midnight on July 22 that the Dakh6ta were on the Knife River. The 

next day Sully's command crossed the Cannonball River near present-day communities of 
Porcupine and Shields, ND. 
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Figure 20. A topographical map of the Missouri-Cannonball confluence. Cantopeta Creek, the 

Big River Village sites on the north and south banks of the confluence. The bluffs on ei ther side 
rise from 90' -150' above the floodplain at the confluence. Cannonball River Topo Map in Sioux 

County ND, downloaded from www.topozone.com. 
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The earliest fortified Mandan Indian village can be found in section 10 of this map. The Missouri 

River served as a barrier on the east s ide of the village; the Cannonball River served as a barrier 

on the south side of the village. 

The floodplain in sections 15 and 16 at the Cannonball-Missouri confluence was ideal for 

encampments, trade, and ceremony. 

The historic Inyanwakxangxapi Oiyugxe (Stonemaker Crossing) was located in section 14. This 

crossing became known later as Gayton's Crossing. Gayton's Crossing where steamboats picked 

up cords of wood in thei r travel up and down the Missouri River. Because of its location, 

Gayton's Crossing was also a regular trade si te in the last days of the for trade era. The 
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steamboat St. Peter stopped here and spread smallpox. The Hunkpapa who were camped on the 

floodplain of the Cannonball-Missouri confluence lost approximately 150 to this epidemic. 

There are stone features and effigies on the bluff in section 17 overlooking the confluence. There 

are petroglyphs in the sandstone on the Twin Buttes in section 21 . 

Cover and Concealment 
This floodplain was where the Lakota fought the Assiniboine among the cannonball concretions 

in 1835-1836. The concretions of varying sizes and shapes, and once numbering in the 

thousands, have virtually disappeared from the confluence. 

Obstacles 
The Mandan, Cheyenne, and Arikara employed the Missouri River and the Cannonball Rivers as 

the main natural obstacles to their settlements. The cutbank on the north side of the Carmonball 

served as another natural obstacle. 

This floodplain was once a scene of thousands of cannonball concretions. These concretions 

certainly served as cover and concealment for traditional Plains Indians when they engaged in 

confl ict on the floodplain. When General Sully began his advance up the Cannonball River in 

1864 the number of concretions were considerably less and did not stop nor hinder his campaign. 

Avenues of Approach 
In prehistoric times when the Mandan lived in their earthlodge settlement on the north bank of 

the Cannonball River they constructed a palisade wall on the west end of their community. The 

Mandan strengthened the defenses with the addition of a fortification ditch on the outside of the 

palisade wall. The main avenue of approach to the Mandan community was from the west. This 
defense was repeated in the later occupations of the Cheyenne and Arikara. This methodology of 

defense was the first of its kind employed in the late prehistoric period of the Plains Indians. 

Mandan descendants recall that their fortifications were necessary to the defense of their way of 

life from their aggressors, the Ocheti Shakowin. 

In recent historic times, General Sully began his 1864 punitive campaign against the Dakota he 

believed were sheltering amongst the Lakota west of the Missouri Rjver. Sully's advance began 

at the mouth of the Cannonball River after receiving an update from the Department of War via 

telegram received at the now historic Cannonball Ranch. Sully's campaign began at the 

Cannonball River, crossed the r iver near present-day Porcupine, ND and proceeded to Killdeer 

Mountain (located near present-day Killdeer, ND). This advance was a continuation of the 
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previous year's punitive campaign aga inst the Dakota as a result of the outcome of the 1862 

Minnesota-Dakota Confl ict. 

National Register Considerations 
(To be completed by the Standing Rock Tribal Historic Preservation Office.) 

The site is detennined to be .. . for the National Register of Historic Places .. . . 

Key Elements for National Register Consideration 

Element Integrity 

National Register Significance 
There are far more overlapping prehistoric and historic occupations, events, and figures that 

qualify the area of the Cannonball-Missouri Confluence, the north bank of the Cannonball Rjver 

at the mouth of the Cannonball River, and the fl oodplain in the vicin ity of the confluence that 

qualify this site for nomination to the Nationa l Register of Historic Places than many other sites 

currently in the register. 

In 1999, the Cannonball Ranch was inducted into the North Dakota Cowboy Hall of Fame. It's 
one of the oldest ranches in North Dakota. According to the ND Cowboy of Fame, the ranch 

served as a gathering point as early as J 865. The ranch included a hotel, a genera l store, a ferry 

crossing, a steamboat landing and fueling station, a military telegraph station for Fort Rice, and a 

stage line to the Black Hills in the l 870's and 1880s. The ranch also included two houses, a barn, 

a blacksmith shop, a bunk-house, an ice house, a laundry, and tennis court. 

The North Dakota Cowboy Hall of Fame's str ict criteria for eligibi li ty to be recognized is that a 

ranch must have been "instrumental in creating or developing the ranching business, traditions, 

and lifestyles of North Dakota's western heritage and livestock industry." 

The major recognition of just one historic occupation more than meets the th.reshold of the stTict 

criteria for nomination into the National Register of Historic Places. 
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National Register Integrity 
Just as roads, bridges, museums/vis itor centers, and modem development around major historic 

sites like Gettysburg National Military Park, Antietam National Battlefield, Valley Forge 

National Historical Park, and the Little Bighorn National Battlefield, the integrity of the north 
bank of the Cannonball River, the Cannonball-Missouri Confluence, the historic Cannonball 

Ranch, has been disturbed by all but constrnction of a museum/visitor center. 

The Class III Archaeological Survey teams contracted by Energy Transfer minimized and 

omitted the many prehistoric and historic occupations, events, and figures. That document would 

suggest to readers that there is nothing there. It is unfortunate, and frankly, un-American to 

ignore-erase the impact of a place that bad a s ignificant part in the earl y western fur trade, the 

Corps of Discovery expedition, and the 1864 Sully Punitive Campaign. 
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Appendix C 
Energy Transfer Mid-Valley Pipeline 
PHMSA Notice of Proposed Safety Order 
October 13, 2023 



U.S. Department of Transportation 

Pipeline and Hazardous Materials 
Safety Administration 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL TO: tom.long@energvtransfer.com 

October 13, 2023 

Mr. Thomas E. Long 
Chief Executive Officer 
Energy Transfer, LP 
8 I 11 Westchester Drive 
Dallas, Texas 75225 

Dear Mr. Long: 

8701 S. Gessner, Suite 630 
Houston, TX 77074 

CPF 4-2023-056-NOPSO 

Enclosed is a Notice of Proposed Safety Order (Notice) issued by the Pipel ine and Hazardous 
Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) in the above-referenced case. The Notice proposes 
that Energy Transfer, LP, take certain measures to ensure faci lity safety with respect to the Mid
Valley Pipeline system that includes over 1,000 mi les of crude oil pipeline originating in 
Longview, Texas, and terminating in Samaria, Michigan. Your options for responding are set forth 
in the Notice. Service of this Notice by electronic mail is deemed effective upon the date of 
transmission, or as otherwise provided under 49 C.F.R. § 190.5. 

We look forward to a successful resolution to im prove the safety and integrity of the Mid-Valley 
Pipel ine system. Please direct any questions on this matter to me at (7 13) 773-72 I 5. 

Sincerely, 

Bryan Lethcoe 
Director, Southwest Region, Office of Pipeline Safety 
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration 

Enclosures: Notice of Proposed Safety Order 

cc: Mr. Alan K. Mayben-y, Associate Administrator for Pipeline Safety, OPS, PHMSA 
Ms. Linda Daughe11y, Deputy Associate Administrator for Field Operations, OPS, 

PHMSA 
Mr. Greg Mcilwain, Executive Vice President of Operations, Energy Transfer, LP, 

gregory.mci lwain@energytransfer.com 



Mr. Eric Amundsen, Senior Vice President of Operations, Energy Transfer, LP, 
eric.amundsen@energytransfer.com 

Mr. Todd Stamm, Senior Vice President of Operations, Energy Transfer, LP, 
todd.stamm@energytransfer.com 

Ms. Jennifer Street, Senior Vice President of Operations Services, Energy Transfer, LP, 
jennifer.street@energytransfer.com 

Ms. Heidi Murchison, Chief Counsel, Energy Transfer, LP, 
heidi.murchison@energytransfer.com 

Mr. Leif Jensen, Vice President of Tech Services, Energy Transfer, LP, 
lei f.jensen@energytrans fer. com 

Mr. Todd Nardozzi, Director, Regulatory Compliance, Energy Transfer, LP, 
todd.nardozzi@energytTansfer.com 

Ms. Susie Sjulin, Director, Regulatory Compliance, Energy Transfer, LP, 
susie.sjulin@energytransfer.com 
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
PIPELINE AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 

OFFICE OF PIPELINE SAFETY 
SOUTH\.VEST REGION 

HOUSTON, TX 77074 

) 
In the Matter of ) 

) 
Mid-Valley Pipeline Company, LLC, ) CPF No. 4-2023-056-NOPSO 

a subsidiary of Energy Transfer, LP, ) 
) 

Respondent. ) 

NOTICE OF PROPOSED SAFETY ORDER 

Background and Purpose: 

This Notice of Proposed Safety Order (NOPSO or Notice) is being issued by the Pipeline and 
Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA), Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS), under the 
authority of49 U.S.C. § 60117. Pursuant to§ 60117, PHMSA initiated an investigation of the 
safety of Energy Transfer's Mid-Valley Pipeline following a series of recent fai lures, including 
the following: 

• On July 14, 2023, Energy Transfer experienced a pipeline failure at its tenninal facility 
near Oregon, Ohio, resu lting in the initial reported release of approximately 6 ba1Tels of 
crude oil. This was later updated to 28 barrels of crude oi l and 42 barrels of an oil/water 
mixture. The release was spotted on the ground by facility personnel during a routine walk
around during the day. PHMSA requested addi tional information related to the cause of 
the failure, the repair plans prior to placing the facil ity back in service, and the inspections 
performed at the faci lity to ensure that similar conditions that could lead to a failure did 
not exist elsewhere in the facil ity. On July 16, 2023, Energy Transfer indicated the 
apparent cause was internal corrosion, identified other at-risk locations within the facility 
but did not provide any inspection resu lts prior to placing the facility back in service. 
Energy Transfer indicated that the failed segment would be cut out and replaced but did 
not specify if the pipe would be sent for metallurgical evaluation to confirm the cause of 
failure. Energy Transfer did not indicate it made any improvements to its internal corrosion 
program or altered its periodic inspections of tem1inal piping. 

• On July 11 , 2023, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at its terminal faci lity near 
Longview, Texas, which resulted in the re lease of crude oi l and a fire . Energy Transfer 
reported the release to be 2 gallons of crude oil into the secondary containment, which 
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subsequently caught fire and was extinguished by the fire suppression system in the 
facility. The apparent cause was determined by Energy Transfer to be misalignment 
between the pump unit and motor which resu lted in excessive vibration and fa ilure of the 
pump seals. The pump unit failed to shut down due to the high vibration condition as it 
was intended. 

• On Ju ly 5, 2023, Energy Transfer experienced a failure near Cygnet, Ohio, resulting in the 
initial reported release of approximately 1,000 barrels of crude oil. The release quantity 
was later revised by the Energy Transfer to less than 5 barrels. Energy Transfer stated the 
initial reported re lease amount was incorrect due to a miscommunication between the 
control center and a regulatory compliance representative. Energy Transfer initially 
determined the original imbalance ala1rn, set at 200 barrels, was caused by a measurement 
error, and restarted the pipeline. Subsequently, thei r aerial patrol reported evidence of a 
release on the Mid-Valley right-of-way before the pipeline was shut down and the oil spill 
contractor dispatched to the si te. The release was initially reported to have been caused by 
a "linear" defect. Energy Transfer did not perform a cutout of the failed pipe segment so 
that it could be sent for metallurgical evaluation. Energy Transfer stated in a meeting on 
July 6, 2023, that perfo1rning a cutout would disrupt deliveries to a refinery in the upper 
Midwest and likely result in shortages of gasoline. Energy Transfer installed a bolt-on 
sleeve and returned the pipeline to service and stated the cutout would be performed at a 
later, unspecified date. The property damage was approximately $41 1,205. 

• On March 3, 2023, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at the Karnak Pump Station on 
the Longview to Mayersville 20-inch pipeline segment, which resulted in the release of 
approximately 0.3 barrels (I 2 gallons) of crude oil. The release was contained on property 
controlled by Energy Transfer. The apparent cause was determined by Energy Transfer to 
be fai lure of the pump seals. However, the automation detected the loss of pressure and 
closed the suction and discharge valves on the pump station. The pump un it continued to 
run causing an overpressure condition and bad to be shut down manually by a technician 
that tripped the station breaker. The property damage was approximately $12,530. 

• On January 25, 2023, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at the Mayersville Pump 
Station that resulted in the re lease of approximately 3 barrels of crude oil, which was 
contained on the property controlled by Energy Transfer. The apparent cause of the fai lure 
was determined by Energy Transfer to be internal corrosion. The property damage was 
approximately $43,726. 

• On December 23, 2022, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at the Cygnet Pump Station 
that resulted in the release of approximately 1,974 barrels of crude oil , a portion which 
migrated off property controlled by Energy Transfer. A highway adjacent to the pump 
station was closed by local law enforcement due to the threat to public safety. The cause 
of the failure was determined by metallurgical evaluation to be a hydrogen crack in a 
branch weld that increased to a critical s ize so that it could no longer contain the pipeline 
pressure. Energy Transfer stated that it performed visual inspections of other branch welds 
at the Cygnet Pump Station. Energy Transfer did not conduct any non-destructive 
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examinations to determine if defects existed on similar welds. The prope1iy damage was 
approximately $2,306,948. 

ln addition to the above, the following failures have occu1Ted on the Mid-Valley Pipeline system 
since 2014: 

• On June 29, 2022, Energy Transfer experienced a failure on the Abbevi lle to Denver 22-
inch segment near Henderson, TN, which resul ted in the release of approximately 4,345 
barrels of crude oi l. The re lease occurred when a mowing contTactor strnck an exposed 
segment of pipeline resulting in a gouge and release of crude oil. Energy Transfer 
indicated that the segment bad 42-incbes of cover; however, the same repo11 stated that 
the pipeline was exposed due to loss of cover. The release affected soil, vegetation, 
wildlife, and water. Energy Transfer estimated that approximately 3,300 barrels of the 
4,345 barrels of crnde oi l released affected Horse Creek. Energy Transfer appl ied a bolt
on clamp and restarted the pipeline. Energy Transfer did not mention taking any additional 
preventative and mitigation measures. The property damage was approximately 
$4,651,397. 

• On June I, 2022, Energy Transfer experienced a failure on the Haynesvi lle to Magnolia 
8-inch pipeline segment that resulted in the re lease of approximately 8 barrels of crnde oi l. 
The re lease occurred at a road crossing and was reported by a member of the public. The 
apparent cause of the failure was determined by Energy Transfer to be third-party damage 
from excavation work that occurred while a third party was performing maintenance work 
on a ditch adjacent to the pipeline. The pipe damage included an inward dent 
approximately 6-inches in length and 4-inches wide with a I-inch puncture through the 
pipeline wall. The property damage was approx imately $42,565. 

• On December 28, 2021, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at Lima Station (located in 
a High Consequence Area) that resulted in the release of approximately 5 barrels of crnde 
oi l. The apparent cause of the failure was determined by Energy Transfer to be internal 
corrosion. A bolt-on sleeve was installed, and the pipeline was placed back in service. 
The property damage was approximately $40,860. 

• On November 19, 2021, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at Lima Station (located in 
a High Consequence Area) that resulted in the release of approximately I barrel of crnde 
oi l from a 30-inch breakout tank pipeline. The re lease was discovered on the ground by 
operator personnel during a routine check of the station and was contained on property 
controlled by Energy Transfer. The apparent cause of the fai lure was dete1rnined by 
Energy Transfer to be failure of a bolt-on sleeve that had been installed as a previous repair 
for an internal corrosion release. The property damage was approximately $23,380. 
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• On September 20, 202 1, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at Lima Station (located in 
a High Consequence Area) that resulted in the release of approximately 0.3 barrels of 
crude oil. The release was discovered by local personnel during a routine check of the 
station. The apparent cause was determined by Energy Transfer to be the release of crude 
oi l from a previously abandoned pipeline that had not been purged. The property damage 
was approximately $47,050. 

• On June I 0, 2021, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at Lima Station (located in a 
High Consequence Area) that resulted in the re lease of approximately 17 barre ls of crude 
oi l. The release was discovered by a contractor while mowing at the station. The apparent 
cause of the failure was determined by Energy Transfer to be internal corrosion of a 
breakout tank pipeline. The property damage was approximately $79,229. 

• On March 16, 202 1, Energy Transfe r experienced a failure at the Longview Station that 
resulted in the release of approximately 0.8 barrels of crude oi l from a breakout tank. The 
apparent cause of the failure was detern1ined by Energy Transfer to be operator error due 
to overfilling the tank, resulting in a release of cmde oil from the top of the tank after 
exceeding the maximum liquid level height. The property damage was approximately 
$5,376. 

• On February 22, 202 1, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at the Abbeville Pump 
Station that resulted in the release of approximately 15 barrels of cmde oil. The release 
was discovered on the ground near a 12-inch relief pipeline by operator personnel. The 
apparent cause of the fai lure was determined by Energy Transfer to be internal corrosion. 
Energy Transfer bypassed the station and continued operation of the pipel ine. The failed 
pipe segment at the station was cut out and replaced. The property damage was 
approximately $8 1,512. 

• On December 28, 2020, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at the Samaria Station that 
resulted in the release of approximately 3 barrels of crude oil. The re lease was discovered 
on the ground by operator personnel performing a routine station check. The apparent 
cause of the failure was determined by Energy Transfer to be internal corrosion of a 12-
inch pipeline flange weld. The weld was cut out and replaced. The property damage was 
approximately $48,782. 

• On May 29, 2019, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at Lima Station (located in a 
High Consequence Area) that resulted in the release of approximately 0.2 barrels of crude 
oil. Energy Transfer stated the apparent cause of the release was residual product on the 
inside of the tank shell mixed with water on the floating roof that was released when the 
external floating roof drains were opened. The property damage was approximately 
$7,052. 
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• On March 22, 2019, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at Hebron Station, KY, (located 
in a High Consequence Area) which resulted in the release of 0.24 barrels of cmde oil. 
The apparent cause of the failure was determined by Energy Transfer to be operator error 
when a valve was lefl partially open during a pigging operation. The property damage 
was approximately $1 ,030. 

• On March 18, 2019, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at Longview Station (located 
in a High Consequence Area) that resulted in the release of approximately IO barrels of 
crude oi I. The apparent cause of the fai lure was determined by Energy Transfer to be a 
pinhole leak in a breakout tank pipeline cause by internal corrosion. The failed pipe 
segment at the station was cut out and replaced. The property damage was approximately 
$15,719. 

• On February I, 2017, Energy Transfer experienced a fai lure at Mayersville Pump Station 
that resulted in the release of approximately 0.24 barrels of crude oil. The apparent cause 
of the failure was determined by Energy Transfer to be a faulty liquid level switch that led 
to cmde oil backing up into the scraper trap containment basin. The property damage was 
approximately $1 ,000. 

• On January 11, 2017, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at Lima Pump Station (located 
in a High Consequence Area) that resulted in the release of approximately 2 barrels of 
cmde oil. The release was discovered on the ground near a pump unit by operator 
personnel. The apparent cause of the failure was determined by Energy Transfer to be 
failure of a bolt on the pump shaft. The bolt had been replaced during previous 
maintenance with one that did not meet the manufacturer's specificati ons. The property 
damage was approximately $45,000. 

• On December 19, 2016, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at Spearsville Pump Station 
that resulted in the release of approximately 0. 12 barrels of crude oil. The apparent cause 
of the failure was detennined by Energy Transfer to be the unexpected start ofa pump unit 
with the intake and discharge valves closed. The pump unit overheated the seals leading 
to a release of commodity. Energy Transfer noted that the fire suppression system 
activated, meaning the released commodity had ignited. The property damage was 
approximately $328,857. 

• On August 9, 2016, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at Lima Pump Station (located 
in a High Consequence Area) that resulted in the release of approximately 2 barrels of 
cmde oil. The apparent cause of the failure was determined by Energy Transfer to be 
internal corrosion on a I 6-inch breakout tank pipeline. Energy Transfer installed a bolt
on sleeve and returned the pipeline to service. The property damage was approximately 
$29,040. 
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• On June I, 2016, Energy Transfer experienced a fai lure at Cygnet Pump Station (located 
in a High Consequence Area) that resulted in the release of approximately 2 barrels of 
crude oil. The apparent cause of the failure was determined by Energy Transfer to be 
operator error. The liquid level in Tank 83 was lowered so that the floating roof contacted 
the tank mixer impeller and caused the mixer seal to fai l resulting in the release. The tank 
mixer was removed, and a blind manway cover installed. The property damage was 
approximately $4,200. 

• On February 3, 2016, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at Lima Station (located in a 
High Consequence Area) that resulted in the release of approximately 1.2 barrels (50 
gallons) of crude oil. The apparent cause of the failure was determined by Energy Transfer 
to be a leak in the valve stem packing on a partially buried 16-inch va lve that isolated 
dead- leg piping. The property damage was approximately $ 15,000. 

• On January 8, 2016, Energy Transfe r experienced a fai lure at Hebron Stati on (located in a 
High Consequence Area) that resulted in the release of approximately IO barrels of crude 
oi l. The apparent cause of the fa ilure was determined by Energy Transfer to be internal 
corrosion in the sump pump piping. The property damage was approximately $43,800. 

• On January 9, 20 15, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at Lima Station (located in a 
High Consequence Area) that resulted in the release of approximately I 00 barrels of crude 
oil. The apparent cause of the failure was determined by Energy Transfer to be a cracked 
fitting on the pump discharge va lve. The property damage was approximately $45,946. 

• On October 13, 2014, Energy Transfer experienced a pipeline failure near Mooringsport, 
LA, which resulted in the release of approximately 4,509 barrels of cmde oil in a High 
Consequence Area that affected soil, vegetation, and surface water. The apparent cause 
of the failure was determined by Energy Transfer to be stress corrosion cracking. The 
property damage was approximately $1 1,702,787. 

• On April 18, 2014, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at Longview Station (located in 
a High Consequence Area) that resulted in the release of approximately 3 barrels of crude 
oi l. The apparent cause of the failure was determined by Energy Transfer to be a failed 
pump seal. The property damage was approximately $4,50 I. 

• On April 4, 2014, Energy Transfer experienced a failure at Longview Station (located in 
a High Consequence Area) that resulted in the release of approximately I barrel of crude 
oi l. The apparent cause of the failure was determined by Energy Transfer to be a failed 
tank mixer seal. The property damage was approximately $20,798. 

• On March 22, 2014, Energy Transfer experienced a failure of the Mid-Valley Pipel ine at 
Denver Station (located in a High Consequence Area) that resulted in the release of 
approximately 2 barrels of cmde oil. The release was reported by the local fi re department. 
The apparent cause was not identified by Energy Transfer, but the release was from a 
breakout tank pipeline. Energy Transfer drained the pipeline and installed a bolt-on clamp. 
The property damage was approximately $25,000. An NRC report was fi led. 
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• On March 17, 2014, Energy Transfer experienced a failure of the Mid-Valley Pipeline 
Hebron to Lima 20-inch segment near Colerain Township that resul ted in the release of 
approximately 450 barrels of crude oil. The release was reported by local emergency 
responders. Metallurgical evaluation determined the cause to be near neutral stress 
corrosion cracking on the body of the pipe. The release was in a High Consequence Area 
and affected soi l, vegetation, wildl ife, and water. The property damage was estimated to 
be approximately $7, 174,939. 

• On February 24, 20 14, Energy Transfer experienced a failure of the Mid-Valley Pipeline 
at Clarksville Station that resulted in the release of approximately I ba1Tel of crude oil. The 
release was discovered by local operating personnel. The apparent cause was not identified 
by Energy Transfer, but the release was from a breakout tank pipeline. Energy Transfer 
installed a bolt-on clamp and returned the pipeline to service. The property damage was 
approximately $48,200. 

• On Febrnary 20, 20 14, Energy Transfer experienced a failure of the Mid-Valley Pipeline 
at Samaria Station that resulted in the release of approximately I barrel of crude oil. Energy 
Transfer reported that ice in the pig trap drain line prevented commodity from draining into 
the sump and subsequent heavy rain caused crude oi l to float out of the containment bas in. 
The property damage was approximately $ 1,720. 

• On February 17, 2014, Energy Transfer experienced a failure of the Mid-Valley Pipeline 
at Lima Station (located in a High Consequence Area) that resulted in the release of less 
than I barre l of crude oil. The release was discovered by local operating personnel. The 
apparent cause of the fai lure was detennined to Energy Transfer to be a crack in a fitting 
on the small diameter piping around the pump discharge valve. Energy Transfer replaced 
the cracked fitting but provided no additiona l information as to the cause. The property 
damage was approximately $5, 136. 

Additi onally, there have been recent public complaints expressing concerns about the safety 
of the Mid-Valley Pipeline. PHMSA's investigation of these complaints have determined the 
following: 

• An encroachment involving a temporary building was found on the Mid-Valley Pipeline 
right-of-way in Cecelia, KY. Energy Transfer stated that an agreement had been made 
with the landowner to allow the building to remain on the pipeline right-of-way. PHMSA 
asked to review this agreement to verify that there were restrictions on what could be stored 
in the bui lding and that Energy Transfer could move or demolish the building should it be 
required for maintenance or emergency response. Energy Transfer declined to provide the 
agreement. 
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• An exposed pipe in a stream crossing was found near Collinsville, OH, with large stumps 
and tree limbs present in the channel. PHMSA issued an Advisory Bulletin on April 9, 
2015, (ADB-2015-0 1, 80 Fed. Reg. 19114), which provided notification to pipeline 
operators about the need for operators to take actions to ensure the integrity of pipelines in 
the event of flooding, river scour, and river channel migration that may result in additional 
stresses imposed on the pipe by undermining the underlying support soils, exposing the 
pipeline to lateral water forces, and impact from waterborne debris. This pipeline appears 
to be at risk for these threats. The pipeline coating also appears to be in poor condition 
resulting in diminished protection from atmospheric corrosion. No apparent actions have 
been taken by Energy Transfer to mitigate the threats presented by the exposed pipe. 

• The condition of the right-of-way (ROW) near the Collinsville, OH, stream crossing 
exposure obscured the ROW in a manner that would limit the effectiveness of patrolling 
and potentially obscure a release. There was a notable absence of pipeline markers to 
identify the location of the pipeline. The pipeline also crosses under railroad tracks in the 
same area with no casing vents present that could be used to detect leaks in the carrier pipe. 
In response to PHMSA questions about this crossing, Energy Transfer conforned that the 
casing is shorted which does not meet the requirements of 49 C.F.R. § 195.575 for electrica l 
isolation. 

As a result of numerous failures, ex1stmg integrity concerns, and PHMSA's preliminary 
investigation, it appears that conditions exist on the Mid-Valley Pipeline that pose a pipeline 
integrity risk to public safety, property, or the environment. Pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 60l 17(m), 
PHMSA issues th is Notice of Proposed Safety Order, notifying you of the preliminary findings of 
the investigation, and proposing that you take measures to ensure that the public, prope11y, and the 
environment are protected from the potential risks. 

Preliminary Findings: 

The preliminary findings of PHMSA's ongoing investigation are as follows: 

• The Mid-Valley Pipeline consists of approximately 1,048 miles of primarily 20- and 22-
inch mainline pipeline that originates near Longview, TX, and terminates near Samaria, 
Ml. The pipeline system includes 14 pump stations and 41 breakout tanks . It was 
constructed in the 1950s and is designed to del iver approx imately 240,000 barrels of crude 
oi l per day to refineries in the upper Midwest. 

• The pipeline traverses near or through several high population areas, other populated 
areas, unusually sensitive areas, lakes, and crosses several rivers and streams, highways, 
roads, and railroads. Many of the pump stations and terminals are located in High 
Consequence Areas. 

• The Mid-Valley Pipeline has experienced at least 34 fai lures since 2014 from various 
causes, including internal corrosion, pump failures, third-party damage, faulty equipment, 
hydrogen cracking, stress corrosion cracking, pipeline exposures, failed repairs, operator 
errors, and unidentified causes. Some of these failures do not appear to have had a 
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complete investigation as to the causes and contributing factors and it is unclear to 
PHMSA the actions taken by the Energy Transfer to determine if similar integrity threats 
may exist elsewhere on the Mid-Valley Pipeline system. 

• After the July 5, 2023, fai lure, PHMSA requested Energy Transfer remove the failed 
section of pipe and send it to a metallurgical laboratory for evaluation and dete1rnination 
of the cause of the failure. Instead, Energy Transfer installed a temporary bolt-on sleeve 
and stated that the cutout and permanent repair would be scheduled at a later date. 
Consequently, there was no investigation of the cause of the failure and no determination 
by Energy Transfer of the causes and contTibuling factors. 

• The apparent cause of several failures was determined by Energy Transfer to be internal 
corrosion. Energy Transfer stated it has an internal corrosion monitoring program and, in 
some cases, injects chemicals to inhibi t internal corrosion. However, multiple failures 
related 10 internal corrosion have sometimes occurred at the same locations. PHMSA was 
unable to determine if the failures were thoroughly investigated, the specific causes 
determined, and preventative and mitigative measures implemented. 

• For several failures (August 9, 20 16; December 28, 2021 ; June 29, 2022; July 5, 2023), 
Energy Transfer installed temporary bolt-on s leeves. Energy Transfer did not immediately 
cut out the failed secti ons and conduct metallurgical analyses on each of the failures to 
determine or confirm the cause of the failure. 

• After the July 14, 2023, failure at the Mid-Valley terminal near Oregon, OH, PHMSA 
requested that Energy Transfer perform additional inspecti ons to determine if sin1ilar 
integrity threats existed elsewhere in the terminal. Based on the Energy Transfer's 
response, PHMSA was unable to determine if Energy Transfer conducted inspections to 
determine if additional similar integrity threats existed at the terminal or took measures to 
prevent additional failures. 

• Lin1a Station, a pump station located in a High Consequence Area, experienced at least 
eight (8) failures since 20 I 4. Three of the failures were apparently caused by internal 
corrosion, while other failures were caused by equipment fai lure, fai lure to purge an 
abandoned pipeline, and a failed temporary repair. 

• Energy Transfer bas an exposed pipe in a stream crossing near Collinsville, OH, with large 
stumps and tree limbs present in the channel. There appears to be a threat to the exposed 
pipeline segment due to debris carried by the stream, particularly during high water. The 
need to evaluate these types of threats was the subject of a PHMSA Advisory Bulletin 
(ADB-2015-0 1, 80 Fed. Reg. 19 114) reminding pipeline operators about the need to 
evaluate these threats and take the appropriate preventative and mitigative measures as 
required by the underlying regulations. PHMSA also observed damage to the coating on 
the exposed pipeline segment that could result in additional issues related to atmospheric 
corrosion. 
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• There were multiple instances of malfunction of control equipment such as an un• 
commanded pump station start, a pump starts with the suction and discharge valves closed, 
and a pump that would not shut down on command. In one instance, it was necessary for 
the technician to use the main station breaker to finally shut the pump uni t down. These 
issues led to releases due to secondary effects such as pump seal failure. On at least one 
occasion, the released commodity ignited and activated the pump station fire suppression 
system. There were apparent flaws in the control equipment that were not fully 
investigated and corrected. 

• There were instances of equipment failure that resulted in re leases, such as a faulty liquid 
level switch that resulted in a sump overflow, an inco1Tect bolt being used on a pump shaft 
repair which subsequently fa iled, a valve packing leak, a cracked fi tting, misalignment of 
a pump unit that resulted in vibration and failure of the seals, and a failed pump mixer sea l. 

• There have been releases caused by operator error such as overfill ing a breakout tank, 
allowing water to accumulate on the roof of a breakout tank allowing c01mnodity to mix 
with the water which was released when the roof dra ins were opened, and lowering the 
liquid level in a tank to the point where the roof contacted the tank mixer and caused the 
seals to fail. 

• There have been releases due to time dependent threats such as external corrosion, internal 
corrosion, stress corrosion cracking, and hydrogen cracking. It is unclear what preventative 
and mitigative measures the Energy Transfer has taken to prevent additiona l similar 
failures. 

• Numerous fai lures have been discovered by members of the public and or contractors. 
Other failures were discovered by Energy Transfer personnel during routine movements 
around its facil ities, and not through Energy Transfer's instrumentation and control system. 
These trends indicate Energy Transfer 's inabil ity to self-moni tor and detect failures. 

• The Mid-Valley Pipeline accident history indicates there are unmitigated threats associated 
with internal corrosion, time dependent threats, third party damage, equipment failure, and 
operator error. 

• During the investigation of the July 5, 2023, fai lure near Cygnet, OH, PHMSA noted an 
intem1pted cathodic protection pipe-to-soil measurement that was higher than the 
energized measurement. This may be an indication of cathodic protection interference. 
Energy Transfer shares the right-of-way with Buckeye Pipel ine but stated no CIS or 
interference studies had been performed on this pipeline segment to detennine if the 
requirement of electrical isolation required by§ 195.575 has been met. In additi on, Energy 
Transfer has stated that the cased crossing under the railroad tracks near the Collinsville, 
OH stream crossing was shorted, another instance where the requirements for electrical 
isolation have not been met. 
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Proposed Issuance of Safety Order: 

Section 6011 7(111) of Title 49, United States Code, provides for the issuance of a Safety Order, 
after reasonable notice and the opportunity for a hearing, requiring corrective measures, which 
may include physical inspection, testi ng, repair, or other actions, as appropriate. The basis for 
making the detem1ination that a pipeline facility has a condition or conditions that pose a pipeline 
integrity risk to public safety, property, or the environment is set forth both in the above-referenced 
statute and 49 C.F.R. § 190.239, a copy of which is enclosed. 

After evaluating the foregoing preliminary findings of fact and considering the hazardous nature 
of the product, the proximity of the area in which the hazardous liquid pipeline faci li ty is located 
to envi ronmentally sensitive areas, the population density and population and growth patterns of 
the area in which the pipeline facility is located (HCAs), the number of failures that have occu1Ted 
(many with similar and/or related causes) within the past decade, the inadequate or limited failure 
investigations, the absence of preventative and mitigative measures or corrective actions taken to 
mitigate underlying issues and improve the failure trend, the temporary repairs (bol t-on sleeves) 
made with no apparent investi gati ons, the likelihood that these conditions are present or may 
develop in other segments of the pipeline, multiple equipment and materi al failures, multi ple 
releases caused by operator error, and identified integrity issues, the continued operation of the 
Mid-Valley Pipeline without corrective measures poses a threat to public safety, property, and the 
environment. 

Accordingly, PHMSA issues this Notice to notify Energy Transfer of the proposed issuance of a 
safety order and to propose that Energy Transfer take measures specified herein to address the 
potential risks identified in the Prelimina1y Findings and other risks that may be determined as a 
result of the proposed corrective measures. 

Proposed Corrective Measures: 

Pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 60117(111) and 49 C.F.R. § 190.239, PHMSA proposes to issue to Energy 
Transfer, LP, a safety order incorporating the following remedial requirements with respect to the 
Mid-Valley Pipeline: 

I. Within 60 days of issuance of the Order, the Energy Transfer must complete a review 
of all accidents, unintentional re leases, and other reportable fai lures on the Mid
Valley Pipeline since 20 14, determine root causes of each event, and make 
assessments about program deficiencies that cause or contribute to integrity risks. At 
a minimum, the review must include all the accidents and other integrity issues 
identified by this Order. A detailed written report of the program deficiencies that 
resulted in the releases and other integrity threatening conditions must be submitted to 
the Director, Southwest Region (Director) within 60 days of issuance of the Order. 

2. Energy Transfer must complete a full review of its written Mid-Valley Pipeline 
Operating and Maintenance Procedures, Integrity Management Program, and 
Operator Qualification Program to identify deficiencies or inadequacies that cause or 
contribute to integrity risks and corresponding programmatic changes or actions to 
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aimed at eliminating integrity risks. Within 120 days of issuance of the Order, 
Energy Transfer must submit a written report detailing the review and findings. This 
review must include, but is not limited to, the following: 

a. A review of all Operating and Maintenance Procedures and associated training 
requirements to reduce accidents resulti ng from maintenance issues and 
operator errors. In addition, Energy Transfer must pe1form a complete review 
of Energy Transfer Qualification Program including procedures, covered 
tasks, training requirements, qualification and re-qualification requirements, 
span of control, and Abnonnal Operating Conditions. Energy Transfer must 
complete modifications to the Mid-Valley Operating and Maintenance 
Procedures and Operator Qualification Program and submit a redlined version 
of the revised procedures showing the changes to the Director for review and 
approval with in 120 days of issuance of the Order. 

b. A review of the Integrity Management p lan, threat identification, risk 
detennination, and preventative and mitigative measures needed to reduce the 
failures on the Mid-Valley Pipeline system. This rev iew must include all 
accidents, specifically including but not limited to those related to depth of 
cover and pipeline exposures, third party damage, and corrosion. A redlined 
version of the revised Integrity Management Plan must be submitted to the 
Director for review and approval with in 120 days of issuance of the Order. 

c. Inspecti on of all branch welds at pump stations and terminals using a 
combination of visual examination and at least one other fo1rn of Non
destructive Examination to detennine if there are additional cracks that may 
result in failures similar to the Cygnet Station failure that occurred on December 
23, 2022. The Inspection Plan must be submitted to the Director for review and 
approval with in 90 days of issuance of the Order and prior to commencing the 
inspections. The results of the inspecti ons including the speci fie locations 
within each pump station and te1rninal where the inspections were conducted 
must be submitted to the Director within 180 days of approval of the Inspection 
Plan. 

d. Visual inspection ofall above ground piping and fittings to identify defects such 
as cracks, corrosion, and mechanical damage that require repair or replacement. 
A written repo1t detailing the specific locations of the inspections and 
inspection results must be submitted to the Director within 120 days of issuance 
of the Order. 

e. A rev iew of the pump stati on control logic at each pump station to detennine 
that no unordered startups wi ll occur, the valves are in the proper positions for 
the stations to start, and station shutdowns will occur properly based on ce1tain 
alarm conditions. The failures at Longview, Karnak, and Spears Stations must 
be fully investigated to ensure that the units wi ll properly shut down or not start 
without the valves in correct positions. The control logic at all stations must be 
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reviewed and corrected, if necessary. A detailed written repo1t on this review, 
the findings, and the revisions to the control logic or circuits must be submitted 
to the Director within 120 days of issuance of the Order. 

f. A review of the internal corrosion program must be conducted. This includes 
but is not limited to the following: 

1. Investigate and determine the specific causes of the internal corrosion 
failures listed above. 

11. Revise the internal corrosion program to include appropriate periodic 
inspections of piping and facil iti es for internal corrosion. 

111. Define and implement preventative measures to detect corrosion and 
take corresponding action. 

1v. Implement a comprehensive monitoring program using coupons and 
testing of the commodity for residuals of injected chemicals to ensure 
the appropriate injection points and concentrations. 

v. Implement performance measures to evaluate the effecti veness of the 
internal corrosion program. 

v1. Make modifications to the internal co1Tosio11 program such as the types 
and locations chemical injections, number and frequency of cleaning pig 
nms, frequency of in-line inspections, inspections of non-piggable 
pipel ines, and inspection of breakout tanks, sumps, and other facil ities 
that may be subject to internal corrosion. 

v11. Identify and eliminate dead legs where possible, and periodically 
operating bypass lines, lines with low flow rates, and lines with 
infrequent or no flow. 

v111. Define continual improvement measures to ensure the ongoing 
effectiveness of the program. 

1x. Develop a written report that at a minimum includes items (i) through 
(vii i) of the specific causes of the internal corrosion, the written program 
changes, and changes made in the field locations to make the program 
more effective. This report must be submitted to the Director for review 
within 120 days of issuance of the Order. 

x. Every 6 months, beginning 90 days from of issuance of the Order, 
submit reports to the Director that includes the coupon locations, 
coupon measurements, chemical injection sites, types, quantities, and 
concentrations of injected chemicals, tests, and locations for 
determining residual concentrations of injected chemicals. The report 
must include the methods, locations and results of all inspections made 
to determine the effects of internal corrosion, and the timing of 
remediation actions required to prevent failures due to internal 
corrosion. 
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g. A review of the external corrosion program must be performed that includes the 
following: 

1. Assess whether the mm1mum required annual survey cathodic 
protection potentials required by Part 195 are being met along the 
continuous length of the Mid-Valley Pipeline by conducting an 
interrupted close-interval survey. Dete1mination of the adequacy of the 
cathodic protection potentials must include cons ideration of IR drop. 
The detailed results of th is survey must be submitted to the Director for 
review within 150 days of issuance of the Order. 

11. Energy Transfer must assess and document the condition of the coating 
and identify any areas of disbondment. The detai led results of this 
assessment must be submitted to the Director for review within 150 days 
of issuance of the Order. 

111 . Energy Transfer must identify the locations any galvanic anodes on the 
Mid-Valley Pipeline and must ensure the anodes are capable of being 
interrupted so that true polarized potentials can be measured. 

1v. Energy Transfer must perform surveys to determine ifthere are areas of 
cathodic protection interference anywhere on the Mid-Valley Pipeline 
system and implement measures to mitigate the interference. Energy 
Transfer must identify any areas on the Mid-Valley Pipeline that do not 
meet the minimum spacing requirements requi red by Part 195 
regulations. A report of these areas of interference, areas where the 
pipel ine spacing does not meet the minimum requirements, and the 
work plan to mitigate the interference must be submitted to the Director 
for review within 150 days of issuance of the Order. 

v. Within 150 days of issuance of the Order, Energy Transfer must submit 
a detailed written report of the work performed pursuant to Item 2.g. 
that includes the locations of the cathodic protecti on test stations, the 
energized and polarized (instant off) cathodic protection potentials, the 
locations of the rectifiers, the rectifier tap setting before and after any 
adjustments, the procedures used to determine the polarized potentials, 
the coating surveys, the locations of the galvanic anodes, the results of 
the interference study, and the work plan to remedy deficiencies. 

3. Energy Transfer must identify the locations of all exposed pipel ine segments, segments 
of pipeline that currently have less than 30 inches of cover, and whether these segments 
are in High Consequence Areas. For any segments in High Consequence Areas and 
could affect HCA areas, Energy Transfer must identify the current land usage for each 
of these areas, the risk of damage to the pipeline Energy Transfer has assigned to these 
segments in its Integrity Management plan, the justification for the risk assigned, and 
the current preventative and mitigative measures that have been implemented. Energy 
Transfer must also provide records showing the results of the two most recent 
atmospheric corrosion inspections performed for each of these exposures. This 
information must be submitted to the Director with in 90 days of issuance of the Order. 
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4. For all exposed Mid-Valley Pipeline segments in or near stream crossings, Energy 
Transfer must identify the location of these segments, the length of the exposure, and 
indicate if any actions were taken to mitigate the risk of the exposed segments. 
Energy Transfer must also provide the threat identification and risk assessments for 
these stream exposures in the CuJTent Integrity Management Plan and the preventative 
and mitigative measures that have been implemented. This infonnation must be 
submitted to the Director within 120 days of issuance of the Order. 

5. Energy Transfer must identify the location, date of discovery, and details of all 
encroachments on the Mid-Valley Pipeline rights-of-way that includes but is not 
limited to buildings, poles, junk or debris, or any other items that may obscure the 
pipel ine from patrolling activities or limit access to the pipel ine during emergency 
response or routine maintenance activities. Energy Transfer must provide a detailed 
written report that includes the location and detai ls of these encroachments, the 
patrolling records immediately prior to and after the encroachments were discovered, 
and a description of actions taken to address each encroachment within 150 days of 
issuance of the Order. 

6. Within 120 days of issuance of the Order, Energy Transfer must provide a detailed 
description of its right-of-way maintenance program, the criteria used to evaluate the 
condition of the right-of-way, how the determination is made when right-of-way 
maintenance is required, the frequency of right-of-way maintenance, and a report that 
detai ls the complete right-of~way maintenance schedule and when each segment was 
last mowed or cleared, and an explanation of the alternative patrolling measures 
employed when the overgrowth of vegetation on the right-of-way obscures the ground. 

7. Within 120 days of issuance of the Order, Energy Transfer must provide a detailed 
description of its right-of-way pipeline marker program, including the placement, 
locations, and spacing of the pipeline markers. Energy Transfer must also provide a 
description of its ongoing pipeline marker inspection program to identify damaged and 
missing pipeline markers, and the required timing for replacement of damaged or 
missing pipeline markers. 

8. Within 150 days of issuance of the Order, Energy Transfer must complete an inspection 
of the adequacy and placement of pipeline markers on the Mid-Valley Pipeline system. 
Areas with missing or damaged markers and areas requiring additional pipeline 
markers must be identified. This information, including the locations of missing or 
damaged pipeline markers and locations requiring additional pipeline markers needed 
to meet the requirements of Part 195 must be provided in writing within 150 days of 
issuance of the Order. 

9. Energy Transfer must provide a detai led written description of the aerial patrolling 
perfom1ed to meet Part 195 requirements. This must include the frequency of 
patrolling, the actions taken when spotting activity or equipment on the Mid-Valley 
right-of-way, encroachments, releases, right-of-way conditions that may obscure 
releases or limit the effectiveness, or any other threats. Include a complete 
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description of how the pilot identifies the specific locations on the Mid-Valley right
of-way for the reported conditions. Also provide a description of any areas where 
alternative patrolling, such as foot patrolling, is used and why foot patroll ing is 
necessary. Include a description of the inspections and maintenance of pipeline 
milepost markers if they are used to report the location of issues identified by 
patrolling. This information must be provided to the Director within I 20 days of 
issuance of the Order. 

I 0. Energy Transfer must complete a review of all maintenance activities performed at 
pump stations and terminals over the past three years to determine that the work and 
materials used were consistent with the manufacturer's specifications and procedures. 
A detai led written report of this review must be submitted to the Director within I 20 
days of issuance of the Order. 

I I. Many of the Mid-Valley releases were discovered by members of the public or Mid
Valley operating personnel during routine activities at pump stations and terminals 
when re leased commodity was visible on the ground. Energy Transfer must provide a 
complete written description of the routine inspecti ons performed at these locations 
that are intended to identify and address issues prior to fai lure and why these have 
been ineffective in identifying preventative maintenance. This must be provided to 
the Director within 120 days of issuance of the Order. 

I 2. Energy Transfer must submit a written description of the training provided to pump 
station and terminal operations personnel to the Director with in I 20 days of issuance 
of the Order. 

13. The corrective measures may be amended by the Director to ensure publ ic safety as 
required from the responses provided and results produced by Energy Transfer. 

14. The Director may grant an extension of time for compliance with any of the tem1s of 
the Safety Order upon a written request timely submitted demonstrating good cause for 
an extension. 

15. It is requested (not mandated) that Energy Transfer maintain documentation of the 
safety im provement costs associated with fulfilling this Safety Order and submit the 
total to Mr. Bryan Lethcoe, Director, Southwest Region, Pipeline and Hazardous 
Materials Safety Administration. It is requested that these costs be repo1ted in two 
categories: I) total cost associated with preparation/revision of plans, procedures, 
studies, and analyses, and 2) tota l cost associated with replacements, additions, and 
other changes to pipeline infrastructure. 

The actions proposed by this Notice of Proposed Safety Order are in addi tion to and do not waive 
any requirements that apply to Energy Transfer's pipeline system under 49 C.F.R. Parts 190 
through 199, under any other order issued to Energy Transfer under authority of 49 U.S.C. § 6010 1 
et seq., or under any other provision of Federal or state law. 
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After receiving and analyzing additional data in the course of this proceeding, PHMSA may 
identify other safety measures that need to be taken. In that event, Energy Transfer will be notified 
of any proposed additional measures and, if necessary, amendments to the Safety Order. 

Response to this Notice: 

In accordance with § 190.239, you have 30 days following receipt of this Notice to submit a written 
response to the Director. If you do not respond within 30 days, this constitutes a waiver of your 
right to contest this Notice and authorizes the Associate Administrator for Pipeline Safety to find 
facts as alleged in this Notice without forther notice to you and to issue a Safety Order. ln your 
response, you may notify that official that you intend to comply with the tem1s of the Notice as 
proposed, or you may request that an informal consultation be scheduled (you will also have the 
oppo1tunity to request an administrative hearing before a safety order is issued). lnfom1al 
consultation provides you with the opportunity to explain the circumstances associated with the 
risk conditions alleged in the Notice and, as appropriate, to present a proposal for a work plan or 
other remedial measures, without prejudice to your position in any subsequent hearing. 

If you and PHMSA agree wi thin 30 days of the informal consultation on a plan and schedule for 
you to address each identified risk condition, the parties may enter into a written consent 
agreement, in which case PHMSA would then issue an administrative Consent Order incorporating 
the terms of the agreement. lfa consent agreement is not reached, or if you have elected not to 
request informal consultation, you may request an administrative hearing in writing with in 30 days 
following receipt of the Notice or within IO days following the conclusion of an infom1al 
consultation that did not result in a consent agreement, as applicable. Following a hearing, if the 
Associate Administrator finds the Mid-Valley Pipeline system bas a condition or conditions that 
pose a pipeline integrity risk to the public, property, or the environment in accordance with § 
190.239, the Associate Administrator may issue a final Safety Order 

Be advised that al l material you submit in response 10 this enforcement acti on is subject to being 
made publicly avai lable. If you believe that any porti on of your responsive material qualifies for 
confidential treatment under 5 U.S.C. § 552(b), along with the complete original document you 
must provide a second copy of the document with the portions you believe qualify for confidential 
treatment redacted and an explanation of why you believe the redacted information qualifies for 
confidential treatment under 5 U.S.C. § 552(b). 

In your correspondence on th is matter, please refer to CPF 4-2023-056-NOPSO and for each 
document you submit, please provide a copy in electronic format whenever possible. 

Bryan Lethcoe 
Director, Southwest Region, Office of Pipeline Safety 
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration 

October 13, 2023 
Date Issued 
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Appendix D 
Energy Transfer Mariner 2 East Pipeline 
Pennsylvania Attorney General 
Signed Criminal Plea Agreement 
August5,2022 



COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA : IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS 
DAUPHIN COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA 

--- CRIMINAL DIVISION ---v. 

SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P. NO. CP-22-CR-0002685-2022A 

INFORMATION 

The Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, by this In formation, hereby 

charges the above-named Defendant did commit the following offenses in Lebanon, Allegheny, 

Washington, Westmoreland, Indiana, Cambria, Blair, Huntingdon, Juniata, Perry, Cumberland, York, 

Dauphin, Lancaster, Berks, Chester, and Delaware Counties, Pennsylvania, on or about February 13, 

2017 through August 5, 2021: 

COUNT l: UNLAWFUL CONDUCT 
35 P.S. §691.611 (M2) 

T he defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L .P., did fail to comply with any rule or regulation of the 

department or fai l to comply with any order or permit or license of the department, violated any 

of the provisions of this act or ru les and regulations adopted hereunder, or any order or permit or 

l icense of the department, caused air or water pollution, or hindered, obstructed, prevented or 

interfered with the department or its personnel in the performance of any duty hereunder or 

violated the provisions of 18 Pa.C.S. section 4903 or 4904. To wit: During the construction of 

the Mariner East 2 pipel ine, the defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P. did knowingly hinder the 

department by failing to report environmental incidents on numerous occasions between 

February 13, 2017, and May 28, 2021 . Said offenses occurred at the Piney Creek HDD in 

Woodbury Township, Blair County and/or Reservoir Road/Everett RR HDD in Blair Township, 

B lair County and/or Joanna Road HDD in Caernarvon Township, Berks County and/or William 

Penn Avenue HDD and/or Goldfinch Lane HOD in Jackson Township, Cambria County and/or 

Spinner Road HOD in Munster Township, Cambria County and/or 1-81 HDD in Middlesex 



Township, Cumberland County and/or Marsh Creek Lake HOD in Upper Uwchlan Township, 

Chester County and/or Lisa Drive HDD in West Whiteland Township, Chester County and/or 

Glen Riddle HOD in M iddletown Township, Delaware County and/or Raystown Lake HOD in 

Penn Township, Huntingdon County and/or Blacklog Creek HOD in Shirley Township, 

Huntingdon County and/or Buff-Pitt Highway HOD in Burrell Township, Indiana County and/or 

Linden Creek Road HDD and/or Linden Road HDD in North Strabane Township, Washington 

County and/or SR88/Wheel ing & Lake Erie Rai lroad HDD in Union Township, Washington 

County and/or Old William Penn Highway HOD in M urrysville, Westmoreland County and/or 1-

76 HDD in Hempfield Township, Westmoreland County and/or Norfolk Southern Railroad HDD 

in Jeanette, Westmoreland County and/or Loyalhanna Lake HDD in Loyalhanna Township, 

Westmoreland County and/or Snitz Creek/Zinns Mill Road HDD in West Cornwall Township, 

Lebanon County. 

COUNT 2: UNLAWFUL CONDUCT 
35 P.S. §691.611 (M2) 

T he defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P., did fai l to comply with any ru le or regu lation of the 

department or fail to comply with any order or permit or l icense of the department, violated any 

of the provisions of this act or rules and regu lations adopted hereunder, or any order or permit or 

license of the department, caused air or water pollut ion, or hindered, obstructed, prevented or 

interfered with the department or its personnel in the performance of any duty hereunder or 

violated the provisions of 18 Pa.C.S. section 4903 or 4904. To wit: During the construction of 

the Mariner East 2 pipeline, the defendant, Sunoco Pipel ine L .P. did negligently violate 

Pennsylvania ru les and regulations, including Title 25, § 78a.68a (f), by using unapproved 

drilling fluid additives on multiple occasions between February 13, 2017, and May 28, 2021. 

Said offense occurred at the North Zions Mill Road HOD, located in West Cornwall Township, 

Lebanon County and/or one or more of the following locations: Allegheny, Washington, 



Westmoreland, Indiana, Cambria, B lair, Huntingdon, Juniata, Perry, Cumberland, York, 

Dauphin, Lancaster, Berks, Chester, and/or Delaware Counties. 

COUNT 3: PROHIBITIONS AGAINST DISCHARGE OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
35 P.S. §691.301 (M2) 

The defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P., did place, or permitted to be placed, or discharged or 

permitted to flow, or continued to discharge or permit to flow, into any waters of the 

Commonwealth any industrial wastes. To wit: During the construction of the Mariner East 2 

pipeli ne, the defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L .P. did negligentl y discharge, permit to flow or 

continue to discharge or permit to flow, dri lling fluid and/or flowable fill, an industrial waste, 

into waters of the commonwealth on numerous occasions between February 13, 2017, and 

August 5, 202 1. Sai d offenses occurred at the Piney Creek HOD in Woodbury Township and/or 

Reservoir Road/Everett RR HOD in Blair Township, B lair County. 

COUNT 4: PROHIBITIONS AGAINST DISCHARGE OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
35 P.S. §691.301 (M2) 

T he defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P., did place, or permitted to be placed, or discharged or 

permitted to flow, or continued to discharge or permit to flow, i nto any waters of the 

Commonwealth any industrial wastes. To wit: During the construction of the Mariner East 2 

pipel ine, the defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L .P. did negligently discharge, permit to flow or 

continue to discharge or permit to flow, drilling fluid and/or flowable fill, an industrial waste, 

into waters of the commonwealth on numerous occasions between February 13, 2017, and 

August 5, 2021. Said offenses occurred at the Joanna Road HOD in Caernarvon Township, 

Berks County. 



COUNT 5: PROHIBITIONS AGAINST DISCHARGE OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
35 P.S. §691.301 (M2) 

The defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P., did place, or permitted to be placed, or discharged or 

permitted to flow, or continued to discharge or permit to flow, into any waters of the 

Commonwealth any industrial wastes. To wit: During the construction of the Mariner East 2 

pipel ine, the defendant, Sunoco Pipel ine L.P. did negligently discharge, permit to flow or 

cont inue to discharge or permit to flow, drilling fluid and/or flowable fill, an industrial waste, 

into waters of the commonwealth on numerous occasions between February 13, 2017, and 

August 5, 2021. Said offenses occurred at the William Penn Avenue HOD and/or the Goldfinch 

Lane HOD in Jackson Township and/or Spinner Road HOD in Munster Township, Cambria 

County. 

COUNT 6: PROHIBITIONS AGAINST DISCHARGE OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
35 P.S. §691.301 (M2) 

The defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P ., did place, or permitted to be placed, or discharged or 

permitted to flow, or continued to discharge or permit to flow, into any waters of the 

Commonwealth any industrial wastes. To wit: During the construction of the Mariner East 2 

pipeline, the defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P. did negligently discharge, permit to flow or 

continue to discharge or permit 10 flow, drilling fluid and/or flowable fill, an industrial waste, 

into waters of the commonwealth on numerous occasions between February I 3, 20 I 7, and 

August 5, 2021. Said offenses occurred at the 1-81 HOD in Middlesex Township, Cum berland 

County. 

COUNT 7 : PROHIBITIONS AGAINST DISCHARGE OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
35 P.S. §691.301 (M2) 

The defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P., did place, or permitted to be placed, or discharged or 

permitted to flow, or continued to discharge or permit to flow, into any waters of the 



Commonwealth any industrial wastes. To wit: During the construction of the Mariner East 2 

pipeline, the defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P. did negligently discharge, permit lo flow or 

continue to discharge or permit to flow, drilling fluid and/or flowable fill, an industrial waste, 

into waters of the commonwealth on numerous occasions between February 13, 2017, and 

August 5, 2021. Said offenses occurred at the Marsh Creek Lake HOD in Upper Uwchlan 

Township, and/or Lisa Drive HOD and/or a guided auger bore in West Whiteland Township, 

Chester County. 

COUNT 8: PROHIBITIONS AGAINST DISCHARGE OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
35 P.S. §691.301 (M2) 

The defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P., did place, or permitted to be placed, or discharged or 

permitted to flow, or continued to discharge or permit to flow, into any waters of the 

Commonwealth any industrial wastes. To wit: During the construction of the Mariner East 2 

pipeline, the defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P. did negligently discharge, permit to flow or 

continue to discharge or permit to flow, drilling fluid and/or flowable fi ll, an industrial waste, 

into waters of the commonwealth on numerous occasions between February 13, 2017, and 

August 5, 2021. Said offenses occurred at the Glen Riddle HOD in Middletown Township, 

Delaware County. 

COUNT 9: PROHIBITIONS AGAINST DISCHARGE OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
35 P.S. §691.301 (M2) 

The defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P., did place, or permitted to be placed, or discharged or 

permitted to flow, or continued to discharge or permit to flow, into any waters of the 

Commonwealth any industrial wastes. To wit: During the construction of the Mariner East 2 

pipeline, the defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P. did negligently discharge, permit to flow or 

continue to discharge or permit to flow, drilling fluid and/or flowable fill, an industrial waste, 



into waters of the commonwealth on numerous occasions between February 13, 20 17, and 

August 5, 2021. Said offenses occurred at the Raystown Lake HDD in Penn Township and/or 

Blackl og Creek HDD in Shirley Township, Huntingdon County. 

COUNT 10: PROHIBITIONS AGAINST DISCHARGE OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
35 P.S. §691.301 (M2) 

The defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P., did place, or permitted to be placed, or discharged or 

permitted to flow, or continued to discharge or permit to flow, into any waters of the 

Commonwealth any industrial wastes. To wit: During the construction of the Mariner East 2 

pipeline, the defendant, Sunoco Pipel ine L.P. did negligently discharge, permit to flow or 

continue to discharge or permit to flow, drilling fluid and/or flowable fill, an industrial waste, 

into waters of the commonwealth on numerous occasions between February 13, 2017, and 

August 5, 2021. Said offenses occurred at the Buff-Pitt Highway HDD in Burrell Township, 

Indiana County. 

COUNT 11 : PROHIBITIONS AGAINST DISCHARGE OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
35 P.S. §691.301 (M2) 

The defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P., did place, or permitted to be placed, or discharged or 

permitted to flow, or continued to discharge or permit to flow, into any waters of the 

Commonwealth any industrial wastes. To wit: During the construction of the Mariner East 2 

pipeline, the defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P. did negligently discharge, permit to flow or 

continue to discharge or permit to flow, drilling fluid and/or flowable fill, an industrial waste, 

into waters oft he commonwealth on numerous occasions between February 13, 2017, and 

August 5, 2021. Said offenses occurred at the Linden Creek Road HDD and/or Linden Road 

HDD in North Strabane Township and/or SR88/Wheel ing & Lake Eri e Rai lroad HDD in Union 

Township, Washington County. 



COUNT 12: PROHIBITIONS AGAINST DISCHARGE OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
35 P.S. §691.301 (M2) 

T he defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P., did place, or permitted to be placed, or discharged or 

permitted to flow, or continued to discharge or permit to flow, i nto any waters of the 

Commonwealth any industrial wastes. To wit: During the construction of the Mariner East 2 

pipeline, the defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L .P. did negligently discharge, permit to flow or 

continue to discharge or permit to flow, drilling fluid and/or flowable fill, an industrial waste, 

into waters of the commonwealth on numerous occasions between F'ebruary 13, 20 17, and 

August 5, 2021. Said offenses occurred at the Old W illiam Penn Highway HDD in Murrysville 

and/or 1-76 HOD in Hempfield Township and/or Norfolk Southern Railroad HOD in Jeanette 

and/or Loyalhanna Lake HDD in Loyalhanna Township, Westmoreland County. 

COUNT 13: PROHIBITIONS AGAINST DISCHARGE OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
35 P.S. §691.301 (M2) 

The defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P., did place, or permitted to be placed, or discharged or 

permitted to flow, or continued to discharge or permit to flow, into any waters of the 

Commonwealth any industrial wastes. To wit: During the construction of the Mariner East 2 

pipeline, the defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P. did negligently discharge, permit to flow or 

continue to discharge or perrnit to flow, drilling flu id and/or flowable fill, an industrial waste, 

into waters of the commonwealth on numerous occasions between F'ebruary 13, 2017, and 

August 5, 202 1. Said offenses occurred at the Snitz Creek/Zinns Mill Road HOD in West 

Cornwall Township, Lebanon County. 

COUNT 14: PROHIBITIONS AGAINST DISCHARGE OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
35 P.S. §691.301 (M2) 

T he defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P., did place, or permitted to be placed, or discharged or 

permitted to flow, or continued to discharge or permit to flow, i nto any waters of the 



Commonwealth any industrial wastes. To wit: During the construction of the Mariner East 2 

pipeline, the defendant, Sunoco Pipeline L.P. did negligently discharge, permit to flow or 

continue to discharge or permit to flow, drilling fluid and/or flowable fi ll, an industrial waste, 

into private water supplies on numerous occasions between February 13, 20 17, and August 5, 

2021. Said offenses occurred in one or more of the following locations: Allegheny, Washington, 

Westmoreland, Indiana, Cambria, Blair, Hunt ingdon, Juniata, Perry, Cumberland, York, 

Dauphin, Lebanon, Lancaster, Berks, Chester and/or Delaware Counties. 

ALL OF WHICH is against the Act of Assembly and the peace and dignity of the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

By: 

JOSH SHAPIRO 
Attorney General 

Chief Deputy Attorney General 
Environmental Crimes Sect ion 



JOSHUA D. SHAPIRO 

Rebecca S. Franz 
Chief Deputy Attorney Ocneral 
f.nvironmentaJ Crimes Section 
Office of Attorney General 
I ~ Floor, Sttawberry Square 
H"1'isburg. PA 17120 

Dear Ma. Franz: 

COMMONWUL1M OF P~NNSYLVANIA 

O,-P-ICE 01' ATTORNEY GENERAL 

HARRl6.URG, PA 17120 

October 15, 2018 

I ... M rLOOf' 

......... IIIIIIVl,OUMIIC 

""11.MtMUN, Ho 1111'0 

• .,.,,-1-,., )Ml 

Punuent to Sections 20l(c) and 20S(d) of the Commonwealth Attorneys Act, 71 P.S. §§ 
732-20l(c) and 732-205(d). and Section 893 l(i) of the Judicial Code, 42 Pa. C.S. § 893 l(i). you 
are hereby designated to act for the Attorney General of PCC111sylV111ia and authorized to sip 
crimlnaJ informatioos on behalf of the Attorney General in all cal!CS within the proscc:utorial 
jurisdiction of the Attorney Gcncral. 

A copy of this authorization should be filed with the appropriate Clerk of Court prior to the 
filing of informations. 

Vcty truly youn, 

Josh Shapiro 
Attorney General 
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Defendant, being advised of the offense(s) in the within Information and of his rights, hereby in 

open court enters a plea of:___(~~':.i..=.nilt.~t...------------------

WAIYEB OF ,DJRY IBIAlc 

Defendant, being advised of the offense(s) charged in the within Information and of his rights, 
hereby in open court pleads not guilty and with the consent of his attorney and the approval of the 
judge, waives a jury trial and elects to be tried by a judge without a jury. 

Av\, s tv~1 
Date ' Defendant 

APPROVED: ________ _ 
Judge 

WAIYER OF c\RBc\lGNMENI 

Defendant, being advised of the offense(s) charged in the within Information and of his rights, 
hereby in open court consents to proceed on the Information charged by the Commonwealth's 
attorney and hereby waives formal arraignment, as is provided by the Pennsylvania Rules of 
Criminal Procedure. 

Defendant Attorney for Defendant 

CHANGE OF PLEA 

Defendant, being advised of the offense(s) charged in the within Information and of his rights, 
hereby in open court changes his plea to /Jo e_,.._.....,,- on Counts_~/_--_/_l_/ ___ _ 

cb: A-vb c;; 1,c1 'd j 
- I 
Date Defendant Attorney for Defendant 



CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 

I certify that this filing complies with the provisions of the Public Access Policy of the Unified 

Judicial System of Pennsylvania: Case Records of the Appellate and trial Courts that require filing of 

confidential information and documents differently than non-confidential information and documents. 

Date: July 18, 2022 

,lkl/P"'~ 
Attorney ID# 93365 
Office of the Attorney General 
I 6th Floor Strawberry Square 
Harrisburg, Pa. 17120 
(717) 787-6346 



COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF DAUPHIN COUNTY 
COMMONWEAL TH OF PENNSYLVANIA 

COMMON WEAL TH OF PENNSYLVANIA 

vs. NO. CP-22-CR-2685-2022 A 

SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P. 

NOLO CONTENDERE PLEA AGREEMENT AND COLLOQUY OF DEFENDANT 

I. I ASSERT THAT !, Sankar R Devarpiran , HAVE AUTHORITY TO ENTER 
THIS PLEA ON BEHALF OF THE DEFENDANT, SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P. 
(hereinafter "Defendant") Attached to this Plea Agreement and Colloquy is a certificate 
from the Secretary of the Board authorizing me to enter a nolo contendere plea on 
behalf of Sunoco Pipeline L.P. (Exhibit A) 

2. Defendant INTENDS TO PLEAD NOLO CONTEND ERE to the following criminal offense(s): 

Ct Offense Gr OGS Mil Stand 
I Unlawful Conduct 35 PS §69 1.6 I I- Failure to Notify M2 I RS RS 

DEP 
2 Unlawful Conduct 35 PS §691.611- Use of unapproved M2 I RS RS 

additives 
3 Prohibition Against Discharge of Industrial Wastes 35 PS M2 I RS RS 

§691.301 - lnadvertent returns in Blair Co 
4 Prohibition Against Discharge of Industrial Wastes 35 PS M2 I RS RS 

&691.30 I- Inadvertent returns in Berks Co 
5 Prohibition Against Discharge of Industrial Wastes 35 PS M2 I RS RS 

&691.301- lnadvertent returns in Cambria Co 
6 Prohibition Against Discharge of Industrial Wastes 35 PS M2 I RS RS 

§691.301- lnadvertent returns in Cumberland Co 
7 Prohibition Against Discharge of Industrial Wastes 35 PS M2 I RS RS 

&691.30 I-Inadvertent returns in Chester Co 
8 Prohibition Against Discharge of Industrial Wastes 35 PS M2 I RS RS 

§691.301- lnadvertent returns in Delaware Co 
9 Prohibition Against Discharge of Industrial Wastes 35 PS M2 I RS RS 

§691.301- lnadvertent returns in Huntingdon Co 
10 Prohibition Against Discharge of Industrial Wastes 35 PS M2 I RS RS 

§691.301-lnadvertent returns in Indiana Co 
II Prohibition Against Discharge oflndustrial Wastes 35 PS M2 I RS RS 

§691.301 - lnadvertent returns in WashineJon Co 
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12 Prohibition Against Discharge of Industrial Wastes 35 PS M2 I RS RS 
&691.301-lnadvertent returns in Westmoreland Co 

13 . Prohibition Against Discharge of Industrial Wastes 35 PS M2 I RS RS 
&691.30 I-Inadvertent returns in Lebanon Co 

14 Prohibition Against Discharge of Industrial Wastes 35 PS M2 I RS RS 
§69I.30 1--<:ontamination of private drinking water 
sunn)ies 

*Sentence ranges based on PRS of 0 

3. THE MAXIMUM PENALTIES FOR THE ASSOCIATED ENVIRONMENTAL CRIMES 
ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

Offense Gr Max. Jail Max. Fine 

Clean Streams Law violations M2 TWO (2}YRS $25,000.00 

4. FACTUAL BASIS FOR NOLO CONTENDERE PLEA. Defendant understands all of the 
elements of each offense listed above and does not contest that the Commonwealth can 
prove the following at trial: 

The Mariner East 2 Pipeline project crosses 17 counties in the southern tier of Pennsylvania. 
Sunoco Pipeline L.P. received permits forthis project in February, 2017. The permits included 
approvals for multiple locations of the pipel ine to be installed by horizontal directional dri ll ing 
as the construction method. 
Once work began, Sunoco Pipeline L.P. experienced repeated losses of returns of drilling mud, 
an industrial waste, to the subsurface. The project also resulted in numerous inadvertent 
returns of drill ing mud that surfaced in fields, backyards, streams, lakes and wetlands. Sunoco 
Pipeline L.P. fai led to report certain losses of return of drill ing fluid to the Pennsylvania 
Department of Environmental Protection at certain times, as required by the PADEP permits 
and associated plans. Said failure hindered the Department in the performance of its duties. At 
certain locations the horizontal directional drilling process also impacted certain drinking 
water wells located in proximity to the pipeline construction workspace. 
There were multiple locations, along the construction project where the drilling fluid that was 
used contained unapproved additives, in violation of the regulations governing such activity. 
PADEP sought civ il enforcement for some of this conduct previously. 
The above-described conduct occurred in the following counties: Blair , Berks, 
Cambria, Chester, Cumberland, Delaware, Huntingdon, Indiana, Wash ington , 
Westmoreland and Lebanon. 

5. TERMS OF THIS NOLO CONTENDERE PLEA AGREEMENT. The Commonwealth 
and the Defendant agree that all the terms and conditions in consideration of this nolo 
contendere plea are set forth below: 
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The Defendant will pay a fine of $35,000.00 to the Clean Water Fund at the 
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection. 
The Defendant (as part of this case and the ETC Northeast Pipeline, LLC case at 
2684-2022) will establish a fund and set aside $442,500.00 to create and operate a 
Homeowner Well Water Supply Grievance Program. 
The Defendant (as part of this case and the ETC Northeast Pipeline, LLC case at 
2684-2022) wil l pay $10 million to support water quality improvement projects 
along the p ipeline route. 
The Defendant wi II agree to adhere to the parameters of the Grievance Program, 
which is attached to this plea agreement as Exhibit B. 

6. THE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE SENTENCE. 

The maximum sentence for a corporate entity would be a fine of$350,000.00. 

7. THE MANDATORY MINIMUM SENTENCE. Defendant realizes that the following 
mandatory minimum sentence applies in this case: 

A fine of not less than $35,000.00. 

8. THINGS THAT COULD AUTOMATICALLY INCREASE DEFENDANT'S 
SENTENCE. Defendant realizes that there may be increases to Defendant's sentence because a 
weapon was possessed or used, or because of the age of the victim, or the location of Defendant's 
crime as follows: 

I Not applicable 

9. THE SENTENCING COURT IS NOT BOUND BY ANY TERM AS TO SENTENCE 
CONTAINED IN THIS AGREEMENT. Defendant acknowledges that any terms related 10 a 
sentence set forth in paragraph 4 above are not binding on the Court and Defendant has not been 
guaranteed a specific sentence in exchange for this plea. The Court retains the power to decide 
Defendant's sentence. 

IO. THE RIGHTS DEFENDANT GIVES UP BY ENTERING A PLEA OF NOLO 
CONTENDERE. Defendant understands that the law presumes ii innocent and requires proof 
beyond a reasonable doubt to convict it of any crime. Defendant understands that by entering a 
nolo contendere plea, the company will be convicted of the charges and will be presumed guilty of 
those charges beyond a reasonable doubt. Furthermore, Defendant acknowledges the additional 
r ights it possesses which are listed below, and give them up as part of Defendant's plea. 

COM v. Sunoco Pipeline L.P. 
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• To have a trial by jury of 12 people from the community, or by a judge alone. 
• To partic ipate in the selection of a jury, and to challenge any juror for cause, and 

exercise any peremptory challenges that Defendant is entitled to. 
• To require the Commonwealth to prove Defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt 

as to each and every element of the offenses charged. To cross-examine 
Commonwealth witnesses, to compel any witness to testify on Defendant's behalf, to 
justify itself or choose to remain silent at trial. If Defendant remains silent, the judge 
would tell the jury they cannot infer guilt because of it. 

• To have Defendant's attorney file and litigate pre-trial motions as necessary, including 
those challenging illegal evidence, or seeking dismissal of the case on legal grounds, or 
to challenge anything that may have been improper in the investigation and prosecution 
of Defendant 's case by the Commonwealth. 

11. OTHER IMPORTANT CONSEQUENCES OF DEFENDANT'S NOLO CONTENDERE 
PLEA. Defendant understands that by pleading nolo contenderc Defendant will be convicted of 
crime(s) and there may be some collateral consequences of th is criminal conviction. Collateral 
consequences include the ability of the prosecution to hold this conviction against Defendant in 
the future if Defendant is charged with other crimes. The consequences a lso include but are not 
limited to the loss or restriction of a professional license and ineligibility for public funds. 
Lawmakers may in the future add further collateral consequences to criminal conviction that we 
have no way to predict now. 

12. DEFENDANT KNOWS WHAT IT IS DOING AND IT IS VOLUNTARY. Defendant is not 
mentally disabled or under the influence of any drugs or a lcohol. Defendant is not suffering 
from any disability which affects its own free will, and is free of duress. Defendant is giving up 
its rights knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently. 

13. DEFENDANT'S APPEAL RIGHTS ARE LIMITED AFTER A PLEA. Defendant retains the 
right to contest only the following things on appeal after Defendant is sentenced: 

a. Jurisdiction of the Court; 
b. Legality of the sentence; and/or 
c. Validity of this plea, including claims involving my constitutional right to effective 

counsel. 

14. DEFENDANT H.AS CONFERRED WITH ITS ATTORNEY BEFORE THIS PLEA. 
Defendant has had an opportunity to discuss this plea agreement with it~ attorney, with 
whom it is satisfied. 

15. THE COURT CAN REF USE TO ACCEPT THE PROPOSED PLEA. Defendant understands that 
the Court is not required to accept this plea agreement. If it does not, then the proposed plea does 
not become final and Defendant retains its rights to a trial. 
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NOLO CONTENDERE PLEA 

DEFENDANT SWEARS AND AFFIRMS THAT IT HAS READ THIS DOCUMENT IN ITS 
ENTIRETY OR HAD IT EXPLAINED TO DEFENDANT, UNDERSTANDS IT COMPLETELY, 
AND BELIEVES THIS PLEA IS IN DEFENDANT'S BEST INTEREST. 

BY SIGNATURE BELOW DEFENDANT ENTERS A NOLO CONTENDERE PLEA TO THE 
OFFENSE($) SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPH I OF THIS PLEA COLLOQUY FORM, WHICH IS 
FINAL WHEN ACCEPTED BY THE COURT. 

"""""''•"-~ o,. o,}c} '-
DEFENSE A TTORNEV CERTIFICATION. I certify with this Defendant that: ( I) I have explained this 
plea agreement and the Defendant's rights to the Defendant; (2) he/she wishes to plead nolo contendere; 
(3) I have discussed the facts and the law of this case with the Defendant; and (4) I believe the Defendant 
understands the consequences of pleading nolo contendere. 

Anomey for Defendant: ~ (? ~ Date O <( /4, ~ t.. 
MarkRush jv ; ·~ 
K & L Gates LLP 

Approved by: JENNIFER SELBER 
Executive Deputy Attorney General 
Criminal Division 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 

BY:~-
REB~RANZ 
Chief Deputy Attorney General 

COM v. Sunoco Pipeline L.P. 
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SECRETARY'S CERTIFICATE 

The undersigned, in his capacity as the Associate General Counsel and Secretary of each of Energy 
Transfer Operations GP LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the .. Gentrnl P11rtner"), the general 
panner of Sunoco Pipeline, L.P., a Texas limited pannership (··Sunoco Pipeline"), and Energy Transfer LP, a 
Delaware limited partnership (the ··Parenf'). hereby cenifies that: 

I. Sunoco Pipeline is duly formed, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of 
Texas, and the General Panner is duly formed, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the 
State of Delaware. 

2. Parent is the indirect owner of 100% of the membership interests in the General Panner and of I 00% 
of the pannership interests in Sunoco Pipeline. 

3. Sankar R. Dcvarpiran, is the duly qualified and acting Senior Vice President Engineering & Special 
Projects, of the General Panner and of the Parent, and he con1inues to occupy such offices as of the date hereof 
and the signature set forth below is the true ~gnature of said person. 

Sankar R. Dcvarpiran - Senior Vice President - Engineering & Special Projects 

4. Marshall S. McCrea. Ill, Co-Chief Executive Officer of the General Parlner and of the Parent, by 
authority granted to him in the Parent's Delegation of Authority, approved by wrinen consent by the Audit 
Comminee of 1he Boord of Directors of the Parent. is duly authorized and empowered on behalf of the General 
Panner. in its capacity as the general partner of Sunoco Pipeline, to execute, deliver and bind Sunoco Pipeline 
wilh respect to legal seltlcments and expenses in amounts up to SIS million. and that authority has not been 
repealed or rescinded and is in full force and effect as of the date hereof. 

5. Marshall S . McCrea, Ill, as the Co-Chief E.xecutive Officer of the General Panner and of the Parent, 
has delegated such authority to execute, deliver and bind Sunoco Pipeline with respect 10 legal senlemenls and 
expenses in amounts up lo $15 million, to Sankar R. Devarpiran, Senior Vice President Engineering & 
Special Projec1s, and such delegation of au1hori1y has not been repealed or rescinded and is in full force and 
effecl as of the date hereof. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have hereunto set my hand this 19'1' day of July, 2022. 

-' William J. Healy 
Associate General Counsel and Secretary 
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SECRETARY'S CERTIFICATE 

The undersigned, in his capacity as the Associate General Counsel and Secretary of each of ETC 
Northeast Pipeline, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the •·Company"), and Energy Transfer LP, a 
Delaware limited pertnership (the "Parenf' ), hereby certifies that: 

I . The Company is duly formed, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of 
Delaware, and the Parent is the indirect owner of IOO"o of the membership interests in the Company. 

2. Sankar R. Devarpiran, is the duly qualified and acting Senior Vice President Engineering & Special 
Projects, of the Company and of the Parent. and he continues lo occupy such offices as of the date hereof and 
the signature set forth below is the true and ·ne signature of said person. 

enior Vice President - Engineering & Special Projects 

3. Marshall S. McCrea. Ill, Co-Chief Executive Officer of the Company and of the Parent, by authority 
granted to him in the Parent's Delegation of Authority, epproved by wrinen consent by the Audit Comminee 
of the Board of Directors of the Parent. is duly authorized and empowered on behalf of the Company to 
execute. deliver and bind the Company with respect to legal senlements and expenses in amounts up to $15 
million, and that authority has not been repealed or rescinded and is in full force and effect as of the date 
hereof. 

4. Marshall S. McCrea, 111, as the Co-Chief Executive Officer of the Company and of the Parent, has 
delegated such authority 10 execute, deliver and bind the Company with respect 10 legal senlements and 
expenses in amounts up to $IS million. to Sankar R. Devarpiran, Senior Vice President • Engineering & 
Special Projects, and such delegation of authority has not been repealed or rescinded and is in full foroe and 
effect as of the date hereof. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this 19., day of July, 2022. 

' William J. Healy 
Associate General Counsel and Secretary 



Gt1111tor. 

Compan)'(les) 

Aulhorized 
l'rlnia:c:tlons 
(seobtlow) 

.Effective Dale: 

Endingl>aa: 

Orairtor: 

Job Title: 

CtitiJpllny: 

Authorized 
TntJISll,Ction: 

.DELEGATION OF APPROVAL AUTHORITY .FO,RM 

M~ rea. • 
Co•Cnief E.,cC\}live Officer 

Deva!Jll,:in, Sankar R. 
~ior vice ~dent -1!nainccrirlg & 

•• P,r 

ETC Northeast Pipeline LLC and Energy Ttarufer Operations GP LLC, 1111d theirsiillsldiariei 
• Including Sunoco .Pipeline. L.P. 

legal IC1llement lgl'eCIJlcnu up to .SJ 5 million and/or any ae,eements J>i: ir))tn,meots refiled 
dloreto 

July 17; 20"-2 . 

August 18, 20"..l 

Person delegating appr:Qval authority. 

The empioyee being delegated authority. 

Job title of Grantee 

Specify the Company or Companies for which the delegate may act or 
approve transactions. {E.xampl~. ETC, Transwestern, HPL, ALL) 

Specify nic Transaclion{s) for-which approval authority Is being 
dt:legalcd, Please be as ·detailed n itei:essary. Include dollar BlllOunt 
for.lim:it and lrallSaetion categpry. Do not inolude yepdor specific 
delcgatjons. 

Authori:zc:d Lhaic, The maximum doll ... amount that can be approvad for the spcclflod 
,Auiboµzed Tnmsaclion. 'the dollar aot\}unt beiµg delegated canno~ be 
greater lh8l1 the maximwn amount established for the Gnmtor or the 
delegation will noi be completeQ 

Effectiv~ Date: The date on which the Gt:l!IIIOr delegates approval authority to Grantee. 

Ending Date, All delegations will automlll:icaDy expire on May I and November 1 of 
~ yw. ReoC\1111101delegations will 'havc:to be subipittedat that 
time in Oiiler to-cotitioue the desired delegation. Example: Delegali'ons 
submiqed February 'wilLstilJ expire May 1 and rertewalswill ~ to b.e• 
submitted at that time. 

TIie original wpy of the deleption of alithori~ fotm goes to the Gnmtce, A copy of the 
delegation of l!].llhority (ODIi gl)!:s to Supervisqr -Aa:ounts PayabJe (IN~]). 

'The Gtantllr is responsible for the actions of the Grantee. 
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Mariner East and Revolution Fund and Fines 

Establishment of Fund 

Sunoco Pipeline LP (Sunoco) shall pay $442,500 to establish a fund directly for the creation 
and operation of a Homeowner Well Water Supply Grievance Program 1 (the "Grievance 
Program"). 

Fines 

In addition to the fund, Sunoco shall pay a fi ne of$57,500 to the Clean Water Fund pursuant to 
the Clean Streams Law. The $57,500 shall consist of the payment of$2,500 for each of the 14 
counts related to Mariner and 9 counts related to Revolution as set forth in the plea agreement. 

Homeowner Well Water Supply Grievance Program 

The Office of the Attorney General (OAG) shall establish a Homeowner Well Water Supply 
Grievance Program. Procedures for the program are outlined below. 

Purpose and Scope of Grievance Program 

The purpose of the Grievance Program shall be to provide Qualified Homeowners (defined 
below) or Additional Homeowner Complainants (defined below) the services of a Designated 
Professional Geologist (PG) in order to evaluate potential water quality impacts from the 
construction of the Mariner East 2 pipeline (ME2) and offer approved mechanisms for restoring 
or replacing the impacted private water supply. The PG will determine whether Sunoco's 
construction of ME2 impacted the homeowner's water supply which shall mean an adverse 
impact to the quality or quantity of the water supply in the water supply well . If an impact has 
occurred, the PG will issue a report with approved mechanisms to restore or replace the impacted 
private water supply. The PG report shall be issued to the Qualified Homeowner or Additional 
Homeowner Complainant as applicable, the OAG, Sunoco and to the Pennsylvania Department of 
Environmental Protection (DEP). Appeals processes for both the homeowner and Sunoco are 
defined below. 

Qualified Homeowners 

Qualified Homeowners are those who assert that their water supply has been impacted by the 
construction of the Mariner East 2 Pipel ine2 in response to receipt of the Grievance Program 
Notification Letter (Noti fication Letter) from the OAG and have submitted a complaint to the 
OAG no later than two (2) weeks following Sunoco's nolo contendere plea and sentencing, 
which will occur on the same day. Qualified Homeowners shall not include any homeowner 
who previously settled with Sunoco, is in litigation with Sunoco or has retained counsel and is 
currently and actively negotiating a claim with Sunoco. 

1 Should the fund need additional monies to cover all complaint investigations, the Office o f Attorney General may, 
at its d iscretion, utilize money from the separate fund that will be instituted to support water quality improvement 
projects. 
2 The designated Professional Geologists will serve as the arbiter of whether any homeowner's complaint falls 
with in the appropriate criteria to warrant further analysis. 



Designated Professional Geologist 

The OAG and Sunoco will agree to three (3) professional geologists who will serve as 
Designated Professional Geologists (PG). The PG 'swill have the requisite professional skills 
and experience to perfonn the evaluations and render the Report on whether Sunoco's 
construction of ME2 has impacted the homeowner's water supply and what mechanisms are 
approved to restore or replace the impacted private water supply. 

Grievance Procedure for Qualified Homeowners 

I. The OAG will send the Notification Letter to every owner of a private water supply on 
the list previously provided 3. If the homeowner asserts that its private well has been 
impacted by construction of ME2, the homeowner must submit a complaint to the OAG 
with their name, address, and basis for a complaint related to the construction of the 
Mariner East 2 pipeline no later than two (2) weeks following Sunoco's no lo contendere 
plea and sentencing, which will occur on the same day. The homeowner may also 
provide copies of complaints previously made to DEP and include any prior 
correspondence with DEP and/or Sunoco regard ing the claim. Sunoco will cooperate 
and provide any reasonable information regarding construction activ ities in the vicin ity 
of the homeowner to the PG. 

2. The PG shall review all complaints to determine if additional testing and analysis is 
needed in order to render a decision on the complaint. If the PG determines that no 
additional testing is needed, Sunoco will have no further obligations to that Qualified 
Homeowner under this agreement. The costs incurred by the PG to make this initial 
determination, as negotiated by the OAG, shall be paid for by the established fund. 

3. If further testing is recommended by the PG, the Qualified Homeowner may select, in 
their sole discretion, one of the other two (2) Designated Professional Geologists to 
analyze their water supply and issue a Report (Report) as to whether the construction of 
ME2 impacted the Qualified Homeowner's water supply and what mechanisms are 
approved to restore or replace the impacted private water supply. The costs incurred by 
the PG, as negotiated by the OAG, shall be paid for by the establ ished fund . 

4. Upon issuance of the Report by the PG, if the Qualified Homeowner or Sunoco disagrees 
with the conclusion of the Report, the Qual ified Homeowner or Sunoco can appeal that 
decision to the remaining PG. That PG shall review the Report and either confirm or 
reverse the conclusion in the Report. The costs incurred by the PG, as negotiated by the 
OAG, shall be paid by the established fund. The decision of the second PG shall be 
final and binding on all parties within the scope of the Grievance procedure, solely on 
the issue of whether Sunoco's construction ofME-2 impacted the private water supply, 
but is not binding with respect to the PG's approved mechanisms for restoring or 

' See the ME2 Well Line List Trac.ker. 



replacing the impacted water supply. The PG's final decision regarding approved 
mechanisms for restoring or replacing the impacted private water supply will be 
handled pursuant to the procedures set forth in paragraph 6 below. 

5. If the final decision is that there was no impact due to construction of the Mariner East 
2 pipeline, Sunoco shall have no further obligations to that Qualified Homeowner under 
this agreement. 

6. If the final decision is that an impact attributable to Sunoco occurred, that final binding 
decision and the PG's non-binding recommendation for approved mechanisms to 
restore private water supply will be sent to DEP. Sunoco is obligated to restore or 
replace the impacted private water supply in quantity and quality for the purposes 
served by the supply pursuant to applicable laws and regulations and Sunoco's 
Chapter I 05 perrnits for ME-2. The cost of restoration or replacement of the impacted 
water supply will be solely borne by Sunoco and wi ll not be withdrawn from the 
$442,500 fund. The mechanism to restore or replace the water supply will be submitted 
to DEP for approval. DEP's approval or den ial of the mechanism to restore or replace 
the water supply may be appealed by the Qualified Homeowner or Sunoco to the 
Pennsylvania Environmental Hearing Board (EHB). All parties retain all rights and 
defenses during this process. Nothing in this Grievance Procedure prevents a Qualified 
Homeowner and Sunoco from agreeing to the mechanism for restoring or replacing the 
impacted private water supply prior to DEP rendering a final decision or during an 
appeal to the EHB. 

Grievance Procedures for Additional Homeowner Complainants 

I. The Grievance Procedure above appl ies only to Qualified Homeowners. 

2. In the event a homeowner who is not a Qualified Homeowner ("Additional Homeowner 
Complainants" ) makes a claim to the OAG that their private water supply has been 
impacted by Sunoco's construction of ME-2 no later than two (2) weeks following 
Sunoco's nolo contendere plea and sentencing, which will occur on the same day, the 
OAG can use the Designated Professional Geologists to evaluate these claims. 
Additional Homeowner Complainants must provide the OAG with the same inforrnation 
regarding their claim that is required of Qualified Homeowner's in paragraph I above. 
The costs incurred by the PG, as negotiated by the OAG, shall be paid for by the 
established fund. 

3. Sunoco shall not be bound by any decision by the Designated Professional Geologist 
regarding a claim made by Additional Homeowner Complainants, and Sunoco reserves 
all rights to challenge any such decision, including but not limited to in an appeal before 
the EHB. 



Scope Limitation 

The Grievance Program shall not establish any rights, procedures, causes of action against 
Sunoco beyond the limited procedures established herein. Further, Qualified Homeowner's 
cannot use Sunoco's agreement herein to restore or replace the impacted water supply as 
evidence in any subsequent proceeding. 

Termination 

The Homeowner Well Water Supply Grievance Program will terminate once payment is made 
to the Clean Water Fund and all reports have been issued. At that time, any remaining balance 
of the fund can be used for water quality improvement projects in watersheds where the 
Mariner East 2 pipeline construction occurred. 



Appendix E 
Energy Transfer Mariner 2 East Pipeline 
Pennsylvania Attorney General 
Signed Criminal Complaint 
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 

• 
POLICE CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 

COUNTY OF:DAUPHIN COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 
Magisterial District Number: 12-2-02 vs. 
MDJ: Hon. Kenneth A . Lenker DEFENDANT: (NAME and ADDRESS): 

Address: 102 Agnes Street ENERGY -/ TRANSFER LP. 

Harrisburg, PA 17104 First Name .\'s-'f . :; Mid.cl/• Nsm,e .. Las!.Name • Ge 
~- '" ., .\· .:,; " 

535 Fritztown Road, -~,, .. , ":, 
<,> .:~: 

Telephone (717)939-6996 Sinki.ng Spring, PA 19608 
:): 

,. •. 

~~~-~.--J:-6;1t~~•--,-l\'i.0i.~tz~ W~i'J-""t., :S,:;.c,•<>:...):",-,.:'4..~;,;,;ii;. 7· ·: NCIC•Exlradltlon:C.ode T - e ,. -~ c~::.~, ~~fi.:zt~~ ,-u"{f :,. ::~~~ ~f 
u I-Felony Full u 5-Fefony Ponding Extrad~lon u C•Mlsdemea.nor Surrounding States D Distance: _ _ 
0 2-Felonylimtted D 6-FeJony Pencing Extradition Oeterm, D 0-Misdemeanor No Extradition 

D 3-Felony Surrounding States DA-Misdemeanor Fun O E-Misdemeaoor Pending Extradition 

1814-Felony No ~tradition 0 B-Misdemeanor Limfted O F"-tAis.demeanor Pending EX1radition 
~~~?,:~~-&\:~•~z;, :t;. ... , ;,{ 'i '>'; .~ ·•,-~DEFENDANT IDENTIFICATION'INF.ORMATION:$ .;,:;;'-~-:O. ·~·c.:,::.<, ,:~;.;..;;, --· ~· s ,&):: 

Docket Number Date Flied OTN/UveSean Numbor Complal ntllncidont Number Request Lab 
Services? 

CR-302-2021 1 n,n~ l'JffJI ,10_ 1 'Jl'J DYES 0 NO 
GENDER DOB I I l POB I Add'I DOB I I Co-Oef&ndanl{s) D 
D Male Fil'St Name Middle Name Last Name Gen. 

0 Female MA 

RACE 0Whl1e □ Asian □- 0 N.ativc Amorican 1 1 Unknown 

El)INICITY u Hispanic U Non--Hispanic U Unknown 

0 GRY (Gray) 0 RED (Red/Aubn.) 0 SOY (Sandy) 0 BLU (Blue) 0 PLE (Purple) D BRO (Brown} 
Hair D BLK(Bla<k) 0 ONG (O,ange) 0 WHI (W),kc) 0 )00( {UnkJS,ld) 0 GRN (Gro.n) 0 PNK(Pini\) 
Color. 

0 BLN (Bk)nd1t / Strawberry) \ 
Eye D BLK {BIO<k) 0 BLU (Slue) OsRote....n) 0 GRN tG<een) 0 GRY (Gray) 

Color 0 HAZ(Hatol) D MAR(M•roon> 0 PNK (Pini\) 0 MUL (MullioC)}Ored) 0 XXX. (Ur,k...'tOWn) 

D,NA 0 YES 0 NO I DNA Location WEIGHT (lbs.) ,' 
FBI ~Utl)ber · . . I MNUNumber . 
Defendant Flngorprintod ,, I D YES ONO Ft. HEIGHT In. ~ • 

'flngerprlnl Cfa»lfication: -'·, I .. ,:\, . ' DEFENDANT VEHICLE INFORMATION I State I~ Regtstratlon 

I 
Comm'I Vah, 

I 
School Vah. I 0th. NCIC Voh. Code Reg. 

Plato# Sticker (MM/VY) I Ind. D D same 
as Def. 

VIN Year I Make I Model I Style Color □ 

Office of the attorney for the Commonwealth 181 Approved O Disapproved because_: _____________ _ 

(The attorney for the Gommonweaith may require that the comp1an1. arrest warrant a"1davit. or both be approved by tM auomey for tne Commonwealth prie)( 

~~:~·::::~~c;;:N~07) Ii::!!~ - 10/05/2021 
(Name of <he""°"'°' ro, lht Commonweolth) (S.,~ :., for 1he Con,m°""'eo!lh) (0a1e) 

1, c;c;.c. H. JUSTIJS BRAMBLEY IV 528 • 
"•. 

·'~- : 

(Name of th& Affiant) (PSP/MPOETC •Assigned Affianl 10 Numller & Badge# 

of Pennslllll!:!!li!:! Qffice of Attorn!::ll ~!::neral PA0222400 
(Identify Department or Agency Represented and Political Subdvision) (Porice Agency ORI Number) 
do hereby state: (check appropriate box) 

1. 181 I accuse the above named defendant w ho lives at the address set forth above 
•, 

□ I accuse the defendant whose name is un~nown to me but who is described as 

□ I accuse the defendant whose name and popular designation or nickname are unknown to me and whom I have 
therefore desi~nated as John Doe or Jane Doe 

with violating the penal laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania at (201] Conewa~o Township 
(&i5o1viS10il C<SaeJ (Plac~- obl1ta'I Sul5Chv1S1onJ 

in DAUPHIN County [22} on or about FEBRUARY 13, 2017 THROUGH AUGUST 5. 2021 
(County Code\ 

AOPC 412A- Rev. 7 /18 Page I of _ 



- POLICE CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
OTNILiveScan Number Complaint/Incident ['umber . 

49-1237 • ., 
Middle: Last: 
TRANSFER LP. 

2. I ask that a warrant of arrest or~ issued and that the defendant be required to answer the charges I have 
made. ~ 

3. I verify that the facts set forth in this complaint are true and correct to the best of my knowledge or information and 
belief. This verification is made subject to the penalties of Section 4904 of the Crimes Code (18 Pa.C.S. § 4904) relating 
to unswom falsification to authorities. 

4. This complaint consists of the preceding page(s) numbered 1 through_. 

5. I certify that this filing complies with the provisions of the Case Records Public Access Policy of the Unified Judicial 
System of Pennsylvania that require filing confidential information and documents differently that non-confidential 
information and documents. 

The acts committed by the accused, as listed and hereafter, were against the peace and dignity of the Commonwealth 
of Pennsylvania and were contrary to the Act(s) of the Assembly, or in violation of the statutes cited. 
(Before a warrant of arrest can be issued, an affidavit of probable cause must be completed, sworn to before the 
issuing authority, and attached.) 

Odo/xzr~ 
!Date) (Year) 

AND NOW, on this date Oc tobei: 5, 2021 I certify that the complaint has been properly completed and verified. 

An affidavit of probable cause must be completed before a warrant can be issued. 

12-2- 02 
(Magisterial ·District Court Number) 

AOPC 412A- Rev. 7/18 Page _ of _ 



• POLICE CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
OTN/LiveScan Number 

Middle: Last: 
TRANSFER L.P. 

in DAUPHIN County [22] on or about FEBRUARY 13, 2017, THROUGH MAY 28, 2021 
(Coun Code 

The acts committed by the accused are described below with each Act of Assembly or statute allegedly violated, if appropriate. 
When there is more than one offense, each o ffense should be numbered chronologically. 
{Set forth a brlefsummary of the facts sufficient to advl.se the defendant of the nature of the offense(a) charged. A citation to the ttltute(s) allegedly violated, 
without morv, Is not sufficient. In a summ•ry CJH, you mutt cite the spectfic stetion(s) and subsectJon{s) of the statute(s) or ordlnance(s) allegedly viol,ttd. 
Th1t age of the victim at the tltM of the offense ~y be included If known. In addition, soc,al security numbers and financial Information (e.g. PINt) should not 
be llsted. If the klentlty of an account must be ostabll.shed, Utt only the tut four digits. 204 PA.Code§§ 213.1- 213.7.) 

1 

Attempt 
18 901 A 

691.611 

S<>llcltatlon 
18 902 A 

Conspiracy 
18 903 

Number of Victims Age 60 or Older 

Lead? Off~nse Section Subsection PA Statute (Title) Coul\ls Glad& UCRIN18RS Code 

Statute Description (include the name of statute or ordinance): CLEAN STREAMS LAW, UNLAWFUL CONDUCT, 35 P.S, § 691.611, A 
FELONY OF THE THIR.D DEGREE 

Acts of the accused associated with this Offense: See conunuation page 

lead? onense# 

Attempt 
18 901 A 

Section 

Sollcltatlon 
18 902 A 

Subsection 

Conspiracy 
18 903 

PA Slatute (nle) 

Number of Victims Age 60 or Older __ 

Counts UCR/NlBRS Code 

D WorxZone 

Statute Description (include the name of statute or ordinance): CLEAN STREAMS LAW, UNLAWFUL CONDUCT, 35 P.S. § 691.611, A 
MISDEMEANOR OF THE SECOND DEGREE 

Acts of the accused associated with this Offense: See conlinuation page 

D 

Attempt 
18 901 A 

Number of Vlet.lms Age 60 or Older 

Grade NCIC Offense Code 

O work Zone 

Statute Description (include the name of statute or ordinance): CLEAN STREAMS LAW, PROHIBmON AGAINST DISCHARGE OF 
INDUSTRIAL WASTES, 35 P.S. § 691.301, A MISDEMEANOR OF THE 51:COND DEGREE 

AOPC 412A - Rev. 7 / 18 Page _ of _ 



W POLICE CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
OTN/LiveScan Number 

Middle: 

TRANSFER 

Acts of the accused associated with this Offense: See 00<1tinuation page 

Attempt 
18 901 A 

Last: 
LP. 

Number of Victims Age 60 or Older __ 

Grade NCJC 

0 Interstate O Safely Z= 0 Wo111 Zone 

tatute escnpt1on (include the name of statute or ordinance): ClfAN STREAMS LAW, PROHIBITTON AGAINST OTHER POUUTIONS, 
35 P.S. § 691,401, A MISDEMEANOR OF THE SECOND DEGREE 

Acts of the accused associated with this Offense: See oontinuation page 

Number of Victims Age 60 or Older 

UCR/NIBRS Code 

D Interstate D Safety Zone D Work Zone 

a u e escnp IOn inc lJ e e name of statute or ordinance): CLEAN STREAMS LAW, PROHIBITTON AGAINST DISCHARGE OF 
INDUSTRIAL WASTES, 35 P.S. § 691.301, A MISDEMEANOR OF THE SECOND DEGREE 

Acts of the accused associated with this Offense: See continuation page 

Number of Victims Age 60 or Older __ 

PA Statute itle 

0 lnten;tate O Safety Zone 

a e scnp 10n me e e name of statute or ordinance): CLEAN STREAMS LAW, PROHIBITTON AGAINST OTHER POUUTIONS, 
35 P.S. § 691,401, A MISDEMEANOR OF THE SECOND DEGREE 

Acts of the accused associated with this Offense: See continuation page 

AOPC 412A - Rev. 7 / 18 Page _of _ 



Do<:ket Number: 
CR-302-2021 

Date Flied: 
10 5 2021 
First: 

ENERGY 

• POLICE CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
OFFENSE CONTINUATION PAGE 

OTNILiveS<:an Number 

Middle: Last: 

TRANSFER LP. 

OFFENSE DESCRIPTION CONTINUATION 

Offense #3: The defendant, Energy Transfer LP., by Its own conduct or the conduct of another, pursuant to 
18 Pa C.S.A. § 307, did place, or permitted to be placed, or discharged or permitted to flow, or continued to 
discharge or permit to flow, into any waters of the Commonwealth any industrial wastes. To wit: During the 
construction of the Mariner East 2 pipeline, the defendant, Energy Transfer LP. did negligently discharge, 
permit to flow or continue to discharge or permit to flow, drilling fluid and/or flowable fill, an Industrial waste, 
into waters of the commonwealth on numerous occasions between February 13, 2017, and August 5, 2021. 
Said offenses occurred at the Piney Creek HOD in Woodbury Township, Blair County; Reservoir Road/Everett 
RR HOD In Blair Township, Blair County; Joanna Road HOD in Caernarvon Township, Berks County; William 
Penn Avenue HOD and Goldfinch Lane HOD in Jackson Township, Cambria County; Spinner Road HOD In 
Munster Township, Cambria County; I-81 HOD in Middlesex Township, Cumberland County; Marsh Creek Lake 
HOD in Upper Uwchlan Township, Chester County; Lisa Drive HOD in West Whiteland Township, Chester 
County; Glen Rlddle HOD In Middletown Township, Delaware County; Raystown Lake HOD in Penn Township, 
Huntingdon County; Blacklog Creek HOD in Shirley Township, Huntingdon County; Buff-Pitt Highway HOD in 
Burrell Township, Indiana County; linden Creek Road HOD and Linden Road HOD in North Strabane 
Township, Washington County; SR88/Wheeling & lake Erie Railroad HOD in Union Township, Washington 
County; Old William Penn Highway HOD in Murrysville, Westmoreland County; 1-76 HOD in Hempfield 
Township, Westmoreland County; Norfolk Southern Railroad HOD in Jeanette, Westmoreland County; 
Loyalhanna Lake HOD in Loyalhanna Township, Westmoreland County; Snitz Creek/Zinns Mill Road HOD in 
West Cornwall Township, Lebanon County; and a guided auger bore in West Whiteland Township, Chester 
County. 

Offense #4: The defendant, Energy Transfer LP., by Its own conduct or the conduct of another, pursuant to 
18 Pa C.S.A. § 307, did put or place Into any of the waters of the Commonwealth, or allowed or permitted to 
be discharged from property owned or occupied by such person or municipality into any of the waters of the 
Commonwealth, any substance of any kind or character resulting in pollution as herein defined. Any such 
discharge is hereby dedared to be a nuisance. To wit: During the construction of the Mariner East 2 pipeline, 
the defendant, Energy Transfer LP. did negligently allow or permit the discharge of drilling fluid, a substance 
resulting in pollution, into waters of the Commonwealth on numerous occasions between February 13, 2017, 
and May 28, 2021. Said offenses occurred at the Piney Creek HOD In Woodbury Township, Blair County; 
Reservoir Road/Everett RR HOD In Blair Township, Blair County; Joanna Road HOD in Caernarvon Township, 
Berks County; William Penn Avenue HOD and Goldfinch Lane HOD In Jackson Township, Cambria County; 
Spinner Road HOD in Munster Township, Cambria County; 1-81 HOD in Middlesex Township, Cumberland 
County; Marsh Creek Lake HOD in Upper Uwchlan Township, Chester County; Lisa Drive HOD in West 
Whiteland Township, Chester County; Glen Riddle HOD in Middletown Township, Delaware County; Raystown 
Lake HOD in Penn Township, Huntingdon County; Blacklog Creek HOD in Shirley Township, Huntingdon 
County; Buff-Pitt Highway HOD In Burrell Township, Indiana County; Linden Creek Road HOD and Linden 
Road HOD in North Strabane Township, Washington County; SR88/Wheellng & Lake Erle Railroad HOD In 
Union Township, Washington County; Old William Penn Highway HOD in Murrysville, Westmoreland County; 1-
76 HOD in Hempfield Township, Westmoreland County; Norfolk Southern Railroad HOD in Jeanette, 
Westmoreland County; Loyalhanna Lake HOD in Loyalhanna Township, Westmoreland County; Snltz 
Creek/Zinns Mfll Road HOD in West Cornwall Township, Lebanon County; and a guided auger bore in West 
Whiteland Township, Chester County. 
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Docket Number : 
CR-302- 2021 

Date Filed: 
10 5 2021 
First 
ENERGY 

• POLICE CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
OFFENSE CONTINUATION PAGE 

OTN/LiveScan Number Complaintllncident Number. 
-1 7 ·~ ' 

Middle: Last: 
TRANSFER LP. 

OFFENSE DESCRIPTION CONTINUATION 

Offense #1: The defendant, Energy Transfer LP., by its own conduct or the conduct of another, pursuant to 
18 Pa C.S.A. § 307, did fail to comply with any rule or regulation of the department or fail to comply with any 
order or permit or license of the department, violated any of the provisions of this act or ru les and regulations 
adopted hereunder, or any order or permit or license of the department, caused air or water pollution, or 
hindered, obstructed, prevented or interfered with the department or its personnel in the performance of any 
duty hereunder or violated the provisions of 18 Pa.C.S. section 4903 or 4904. To wit: During the construction 
of the Mariner East 2 pipeline, the defendant, Energy Transfer LP. did knowingly hinder the department by 
failing to report environmental incidents on numerous occasions between February 13, 2017, and May 28, 
2021. Said offenses occurred at the Piney Creek HDD in Woodbury Township, Blair County and/or Reservoir 
Road/ Everett RR HDD in Blair Township, Blair County and/or Joanna Road HDD in Caernarvon Township, 
Berks County and/or William Penn Avenue HDD and/or Goldfinch Lane HDD in Jackson Township, Cambria 
County and/or Spinner Road HDD in Munster Township, Cambria County and/or 1-81 HDD in Middlesex 
Township, Cumberland County and/or Marsh Creek Lake HDD in Upper Uwchlan Township, Chester County 
and/or Lisa Drive HDD in West Whiteland Township, Chester County and/ or Glen Riddle HDD in Middletown 
Township, Delaware County and/or Raystown Lake HDD in Penn Township, Huntingdon County and/or 
Blacklog Creek HDD in Shirley Township, Huntingdon County and/or Buff-Pitt Highway HDD in Burrell 
Township, Indiana County and/or Linden Creek Road HDD and/or Linden Road HOD in North Strabane 
Township, Washington County and/or SR88/Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad HDD in Union Township, 
Washington County and/or Old William Penn Highway HDD in Murrysville, Westmoreland County and/or 1-76 
HOD in Hempfield Township, Westmoreland County and/or Norfolk Southern Railroad HDD in Jeanette, 
Westmoreland County and/or Loyalhanna Lake HOD in Loyalhanna Township, Westmoreland County and/or 
Snitz Creek/Zinns Mill Road HDD in West Cornwall Township, Lebanon County. 

Offense #2: The defendant, Energy Transfer LP., by its own conduct or the conduct of another, pursuant to 
18 Pa C.S.A. § 307, did fail to comply with any rule or regulation of the department or fail to comply with any 
order or permit or license of the department, violated any of the provisions of this act or rules and regulations 
adopted hereunder, or any order or permit or license of the department, caused air or water pollution, or 
hindered, obstructed, prevented or interfered with the department or its personnel in the performance of any 
duty hereunder or violated the provisions of 18 Pa.C.S. section 4903 or 4904. To wit: During the construction 
of the Mariner East 2 pipeline, the defendant, Energy Transfer L P. did negligently violate Pennsylvania rules 
and regulations, including ntle 25, § 78a.68a (f), by using unapproved drilling fluid additives on multiple 
occasions between February 13, 2017, and May 28, 2021. Said offense occurred at the North Zinns Mill Road 
HOD, located in West Corwall Township, Lebanon County and/ or one or more of the following locations: 
Allegheny, Washington, Westmoreland, Indiana, Cambria, Blair, Huntingdon, Juniata, Perry, Cumberland, 
York, Dauphin, Lancaster, Berks, Chester, and/or Delaware Counties. 
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Docket Number: Date Filed: 
CR- 302-2021 10 5 202 

First: 
_:ri11ant Nani~,~ ENERGY 

W POLICE CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
OTN/UveScan Number Complaint/Incident Number , ' 

49-1237 . , • •• •• 

Middle: Last: 
TRANSFER LP. 

AFFIDAVIT of PROBABLE CAUSE 

Your affiant, H. Justus Brambley, IV, Supervisory Special Agent, Pennsylvania Office of Attorney General (hereinafter: OAG), 
being duly sworn, deposes and states: 

Your affiant has been conducting an investigation into criminal activity associated with the construction of the Mariner East II 
pipeline conducted by Sunoco Pipeline L.P./Energy Transfer (ET}. On May 28, 2021, the 45"' Statewide Investigating Grand 
Jury issued Presentment No. 27 recommending that criminal charges be filed against Sunoco Pipeline L.P.IEnergy Transfer 
for violations of the Pennsylvania Clean Streams Law. The aforementioned Presentment was accepted by the Honorable 
Richard A. Lewis, Supervising Judge of the 45th Statewide Investigating Grand Jury by Order dated May 28, 2021. 

Your affiant has reviewed the above cited Presentment and having been present at all proceedings, finds that the factual 
findings described therein correspond to the OAG Investigative findings. Your affiant Is adopting the presentment and 
incorporating it into this Affidavit of Probable Cause (a copy of the presentment is attached hereto). Your affiant has 
reviewed the sworn testimony given by the witnesses before the Grand Jury and finds that it is consistent with the information 
contained within the Presentment. Your affiant has reviewed the evidence presented to the Grand Jury and finds that it 
comports with the results of the OAG investigative efforts and findings as to the allegations contained in this criminal 
complaint. 

Subsequent to the expiration of the 45"' Statewide Investigating Grand Jury, the OAG received a referral from the 
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP}. pursuant to the Commonwealth Attorneys Act, 71 P.S. §732-205(a)(6). Your 
affiant reviewed referral documents concerning a guided auger bore located at Briar Road in West Whiteland Township, 
Chester County. According to documents provided by OEP, ET utilized a guided auger bore on dates between April 4, 2021 
and September 3, 2021, to drill approximately 350 feet under a wetland and in the area of Valley Creek and several of its 
tributar ies. 

According to DEP inspection reports, the guided auger bore at Briar Road caused multiple subsidences along the bore path 
on July 7, 12, 14, and August 5, 2021. ET excavated approximately 200 square feet of the wetland and 21.5 square feet of 
Valley Creek in an attempt to investigate the extent of the subsidences. ET then deposited approximately 45 cubic yards of 
flowable fill (also referred to as grout) directly into voids created by the subsidences, without prior DEP approval. 

Your affiant states that based upon the above facts, there is probable cause to believe that the defendant, ET, committed the 
acts alleged therein, in violation of Pennsylvania law and respectfully requests the issuance of a summons. 

AOPC 411C- Rev. 07/18 Page 1 of _ 



Docket Number: 
CR-302-2021 

Date Filed: 
10 S 2021 
First: 

ENERGY 

• POLICE CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
OFFENSE CONTINUATION PAGE 

OTNILiveScan Number Complaintllncident Number 
49-1237 

Middle: Last: 
TRANSFER L.P. 

OFFENSE DESCRIPTION CONTINUATION 

Offense #5: The defendant, Energy Transfer L.P., by its own conduct or the conduct of another, pursuant to 
18 Pa C.S.A. § 307, did place, or permitted to be placed, or discharged or permitted to flow, or continued to 
discharge or permit to flow, into any waters of the Commonwealth any industrial wastes. To wit: During the 
construction of the Mariner East 2 pipeline, the defendant, Energy Transfer L.P. did negligently discharge, 
permit to flow or continue to discharge or permit to flow, drilling fluid, an industrial waste, into private water 
supplies, on multiple occasions between February 13, 2017, and May 28, 2021. Said offense occurred in one 
or more of the following locations: Allegheny, Washington, Westmoreland, Indiana, Cambria, Blair, 
Huntingdon, Juniata, Perry, Cumberland, York, Dauphin, Lebanon, Lancaster, Berks, Chester, and/or Delaware 
Counties. 

Offense #6: The defendant, Energy Transfer L.P., by its own conduct or the conduct of another, pursuant to 
18 Pa C.S.A. § 307, did put or place into any of the waters of the Commonwealth, or allowed or permitted to 
be discharged from property owned or occupied by such person or municipality into any of the waters of the 
Commonwealth, any substance of any kind or character resulting in pollution as herein defined. Any such 
discharge is hereby declared to be a nuisance. To wit: During the construction of the Mariner East 2 pipeline, 
the defendant, Energy Transfer L.P. did negligently allow or permit the discharge of drifting fluid, a substance 
resulting in pollution, into private water supplies, on multiple occasions between February 13, 2017, and May 
28, 2021. Said offense occurred in one or more of the following locations: Allegheny, Washington, 
Westmoreland, Indiana, Cambria, Blair, Huntingdon, Juniata, Perry, Cumberland, York, Dauphin, Lebanon, 
Lancaster, Berks, Chester, and/or Delaware Counties. 

-----------------------------------
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• POLICE CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
Docket Number: 
CR-302-2021 

Date Filed: 
10 5 202 
First: 

ENERGY 

OTN/LiveScan Number Complaint/Incident Number 
'49.1237 • • • • • 

Middle: Last: 

TRANSFER LP. 

I, SSA H. JUSTUS BRAM BLEY, IV, BEING DULY SWORN ACCORDING TO THE LAW, DEPOSE ANO SAY THAT 
THE FACTS SET FORTH IN THE FOREGOING AFFIDAVIT ARE TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY 
KNOWLEDGE, INFORMATION AND BELIEF. 

I CERTIFY THAT THIS FILING COMPLIES WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE CASE RECORDS PUBLIC ACCESS 
POLICY OF THE UNIFIED JUDICIAL SYSTEM OF PENNSYLVANIA THAT REQUIRE FILING CONFIDENTIAL 
INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTS DIFFERENTLY THAT NON-CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTS. 

(Signature of Affiant) 

Sworn to me and subscribed before me this 5Tif day of OCTOBER 2021 
----- ---------

10/05/2021 Date 

My commission expires first Monday of January. 2022 
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Appendix F 
Energy Transfer Mariner 2 East Pipeline 
Forty-Fifth Statewide Investigating 
Grand Jury 
Presentment to the Court 
May 28, 2021 



INRE: 

IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS 
DAUPHIN COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA 

: SUPREME COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA 
: 13 M.D. MISC. DKT. 2019 

THE FORTY-FlFfH STATEWIDE 

INVESTIGATING GRAND JURY 
: DAUPHIN COUNTY COMMON PLEAS 
: CP-22-MD-607-2019 

: NOTICE NO. 56 

ORDER SEALING PRESENTMENT NO. 27 

The Court hos accepted Presentment No. 27. This Presentment shall be sealed and no person 

shaU disclose a return of the Presentment except when necessary for issuance and execution of process, 

or as otherwise directed or permitted by order of the Supervising Judge. 

SO ORDERED thisd_~ ay, 2021 

llY THE COURT: 

/ .---

~ h A. Lewis 
Su' 
The Forty-Pi:fth Statewide Investigating Grand Jury 



INRE: 

IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS 
DAUPHIN COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA 

: SUPREME COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA 
: 13 M.D. MISC. DKT. 2019 

TOE FORTY-FIFflI STATEWIDE 

INVESTIGATING GRAND JURY 
: DAUPHIN COUNTY COMMON PLEAS 
: CP-22-MD-<i07-2019 

: NOTICE NO. 56 

ORDER ACCEPTING PRESENTMENT NO. 27 

I, The Court finds Presentment No. 27 of the Forty-Fifth Statewide Investigating 

Grand Jury is within the authority of said Grand Jury and is in accordance with the provisions of 

the Investigating Grand Jury Act, 42 Pa.C.S. §§ 4541 er seq. Accordingly, this Presentment is 

accepted by the Court. 

2. The County for conducting the trial of all charges pursuant to this Presentment shall 

be Dauphin County. 

3. It is hereby recommended that the Attorney Gcnenll of the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania, or his designee, institute appropriate criminal proceedings in the aforesaid county. 

SO ORDERED this J8'1'ay of May, 2021. 

BYTHE~U 

Supervising Ju ge 
The Forty-Fifth Statewide Investigating Grand Jury 



INRE: 

IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS 
DAUPHIN COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA 

: SUPREME COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA 
: 13 M.D. MISC. DKT. 2019 

THE FORTY-FIFTII STATEWIDE 

INVESTIGATING GRAND JURY 
: DAUPHIN COUNTY COMMON PLEAS 
: CP-22-MD-607-2019 

: NOTICE NO. 56 

PRESENTMENT NO. ~ 7 

We, the Forty-Fifth Statewide Investigating Grand Jury, duly charged to inquire into 

offenses against the criminal laws of the CommonweaJth, have obtained knowledge of such 

matters from witnesses sworn by the Court and testifying hefore us. We find reasonable grounds 

to believe that various violations of the criminal laws have occurred. So finding with not fewer 

than twelve concurring, we do hereby make this Presentment to the Court. 

Foreperson
The Forty-Fifth Statewide Investigating Grand Jury 

Dated: f}lrug, .t~ _ __ _, 2021 



INTRODUCTION 

We, the members of the Forty-Fifth Statewide Investigating Grand Jury, having received 

and reviewed evidence regarding allegations of violations of the Clean StTeams Law and related 

laws, occurring in various counties in Pennsylvania, pursuant to Notice of Submission of 

Investigation Number 56, do hereby make the following findings of fact, conclusions, and 

recommendation of charges. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

This presentment arises from an investigation of environmental crimes that occurred 

during the installation of the Mariner East 2 Pipeline in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

Sunoco Pipeline L.P was the permittee for the pipeline project and in tum hired multiple 

contractors to oversee the construction. Because of the size of the project, it was divided into six 

"spreads" within Pennsylvania, with each spread spanning a particular geographical region of the 

proj ect. Each spread had its own prime construction contractor, who was then in charge of 

finding subcontractors to handle portions of the proj ect. 

Spread I covered the westernmost portion of the project and included Washington, 

Allegheny and Westmoreland counties. Spread 2 included Indiana and Cambria counties. 

Spread 3 covered Blair, Huntingdon, Juniata and Perry counties. Spread 4 included Cumberland, 

York and Dauphin counties. Spread 5 spanned Lebanon, Lancaster and Berks counties. Finally, 

spread 6 included Chester and Delaware counties. 

Environmental laws exist to hold various industries accountable for activity that causes 

pollution-whether to the soil or to the water or to the air. These laws exist to ensure that all 

citizens of Pennsylvania are able to enjoy their constitutional right to clean air and pure water. 



The Grand Jury finds that Sunoco criminally failed to properly report and address the 

environmental hazards created by its operations during the entirety of the pipeline project. 

I. A Description of the Company: Sunoco 

Sunoco Pipeline, L.P. was originally incorporated in 1902 and is based in Wi ll iamsville, 

New York. The company is a diversified energy company with $6.2 billion in assets. The focus 

of the company is divided into five segments: exploration and production, pipeline and storage, 

gathering, utility, and energy marketing. Sunoco Pipeline is a subsidiary of Sunoco Logistics 

Partners, L.P. In 2017, Sunoco Logistics merged with Energy Transfer Partners, L.P. Energy 

Transfer Partners began in 1996 as a small intrastate natural gas pipeline operator in Texas. 

Over time and through acquisitions, ETP became a leader in various segments of the energy 

industry. Its current assets include more than 4,800 miles of pipelines with an aggregate 

transportation capacity of more than 3,000 million barrels per day (MBbls/d}. The pipeline 

assets transport natural gas liquids (NGLs) across Texas, as well as from the Marcellus and Utica 

Shales, which run through Pennsylvania, to the Marcus Hook Industrial Complex on the 

Delaware River. At the end of 2020, the company had the capacity to export j ust over I million 

barrels ofNGL per day. 

IL A Brief Primer on Pipeline Installation and Horizontal Directional Drilling 

Pipel ines are uti li zed across the Commonwealth for a variety of purposes. They are 

classified by the type of product they are carrying. "Gathering lines" transport unprocessed 

natural gas from a well pad lo a compressor station or other facility lo process the gas. 

"Transmission lines" move the processed gas to various distTibution companies. Transmission 

lines can span thousands of miles and may be pressurized to between 200 and 1,500 pounds per 
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square inch (psi). Once the natural gas reaches the distribution company, an odorant is 

introduced and the pressure is reduced to a distribution level, which is between .25 and 200 psi. 

"Distribution lines" then transport the gas to consumers. 

These various pipelines form a complex spiderweb underneath the ground of 

Pennsylvania. Natural gas companies are often replacing older lines or installing additional 

pipeline to transport product across the Commonwealth. In order to install new pipeline or 

replace older sections, a company must employ one of two methods: trenching or tunneling. 

Trenching involves using earthmoving equipment to dig out a ditch. Once the trench has been 

dug, the pipe can be laid inside and covered with earth. The tunneling method is usually used in 

more heavi ly populated areas, as it can cross a road or a waterway underground without 

disturbing the surface. The tunnels are constructed by drilling underground in a horizontal 

direction, which is most commonly accomplished by a process known as horizontal directional 

drilling (HDD). 

Horizontal directional drilling employs high pressure fluids that help to cut through the 

rock. The drill follows a path underground that must be carefully surveyed in advance. Various 

instruments can be utilized to ensure that the drill is following the correct path as it is steered 

underground. The drilling fluid is often composed of water and bentonite clay as well as other 

additives that the drilling company determines are necessary. According to one driller who 

testified before the Grand Jury, the drilling fluid is "the blood or the li fe line of the dril l." The 

fluid helps to lubricate the drill bit, but it can also harden and aid in keeping the hole open. The 

drilling fluid also assists in carrying the dri ll cuttings out of the hole, because the fluid flows 

back up and out of the tunnel along with the cuttings made by the dri ll bit. The fluid is then 

treated to remove the solids so that it can be injected back down into the drill path. 
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HDD is the chosen technique to reduce or avoid environmental impacts on the surface of 

the land. However, when the drilling does not go according to plan, environmental impacts do 

occur. A professional geologist explained that drillers must pay very close attention to the 

pressure of the drill ing flu id. He explained that the pressures used are so high that they can 

fracture rock, and therefore must be closely monitored. Fluid can enter a small fracture and 

"blow that fracture open and continue to follow that fracture for as long as it can, sort of like a 

pressure rel ief valve." The result is a " loss of returns" or "loss of circu lation." Instead of 

returning to the hole's entrance to be treated and reused, the fluid disappears into the formation 

through fractures or voids in the rock that are naturally occurring or the result of prior mining 

activity. The fluid can also travel through underground water and ultimately end up in drinking 

supplies. In addition, drilling fluid can also spill out onto the surface. Because of the potential 

impacts to lands and waters of the Commonwealth, these incidents have to be reported to the 

Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection pursuant to general regulations and the 

specific permits that authorize the drilling project. 

A drilling company can try to prevent such leaks and spills by increasing the viscosity of 

the dri !l ing fluid. However, this is not foolproof. As a witness testified, " if there is enough water 

present in the ground, it is going to thin out our drilling fluid," which then allows it to flow into 

smaller fractures and travel through the aquifer. 

When drilling fluid fai ls to return to the mouth of the tunnel, the drilling company will 

send men to walk along the drill path to see if they can find the leak. Regardless of whether fluid 

comes to the surface, however, ii can create significant environmenta l impact. The Grand Jury 

beard testimony from Steven Brokenshire, an Environmental Group Manager for DEP's Bureau 

of Program Planning and Management, who oversees the Mineral Resource Program Specialists. 
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He stated that often, the fluid that gets lost below the surface can find its way into private water 

wells. He noted that the majority of Pennsylvanians get their water supply from private water 

wells that are drilled into a groundwater source. Ideally, the fluid that is forced into the borehole 

will remain in the hole, pick up rock cuttings, and travel back up the borehole and into the 

drilling pit. But the fluid will take the path of least resistance. If that path is a fracture outside of 

the borehole, the flu id will follow it. Brokenshire explained that a water well is sometimes that 

least resistant pathway. 

A loss of return ing flu id can also be a sign of an " inadvertent return" - industry 

nomenclature for drill ing fluid that does not remain underground, but makes its way to the 

surface. Fluid can surface in wetlands or in bodies of water, or even in more elevated "uplands." 

The impact of an inadvertent return or a loss of circulation can be compounded by the 

type of addi tives used during the drilling process. The Grand Jury learned that additives 

approved by DEP for use during the HOD process are also used in the drill ing o f water wells, 

which presumably makes them safe for consumption if they should happen to get into a drinking 

supply. The industry certification for products approved for use in the drill ing of water wells is 

called NSF/ANSI 60. The bentonite that is used in drill ing fluid for HOD projects is NSF/ANSI 

60 certified. Some of the additives used by drillers during this p ipeline project, however, were 

not on DEP's approved list of addi tives . In addition, some of these uncertified additives were 

considered "proprietary," meaning that drillers are not required to divulge the nature of the 

chemicals being injected into the ground, and potentially into wells, lands, and bodies of water. 

Ill The Mariner East 2 Pipeline Project 

Sunoco sought approval to constrnct a new p ipeline to transport natura l gas liquids from 

Ohio and the Pittsburgh area to the Marcus Hook facility in Delaware County. The proposal was 
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for the new pipeline to run generally along the same location as an existing pipeline, Mariner 

East I. The new pipeline would traverse 17 counties in the southern tier of Pennsylvania. Along 

much of the route, the project would actually include two new pipelines, a I 6-inch line and a 20-

inch line. The route spanned more than 300 mi les. 

Mariner East Pipeline Project --=,., IUNOCO,.,....... ............ ........... _ - --· ·---·---· --~-==== -----~ ·-----

The proj ect proposed that most of Spread I (Allegheny, Washington and part of 

Westmoreland Counties), would include only installation of a 20-inch pipeline. Over the 

remainder of the Spreads (part of Westmoreland, Indiana, Cambria, Blair, Huntingdon, Juniata, 

Perry, Cumberland, York, Dauphin, Lebanon, Lancaster, Rerks, Chester and Delaware 

Counties), the project would include installation of the 20-inch line followed by the 16-inch line. 

In order to move forward on this proj ect, various permits were required. Sunoco sought 

three kinds of permits: Water Obstruction and Encroachment Permits under Chapter I 05 of 

DEP's regulations, which are specific to each county that the project would traverse; an Eros ion 

and Sediment Control Permi t under Chapter I 02 of the regulations, for each DEP region through 
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which the pipeline traveled; and a general pem1it for discharges from hydrostati c testing of tanks 

and pipelines under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System. Additionally, Sunoco 

submitted requests for approvals for modifications to and additions of pump stations, and for 

other activiti es, that are subject to federal and state air regulations. 

The Chapter I 02 and Chapter 105 pe1mit applications were originally submitted to DEP 

in the summer of 2015. Thus began a time-intensive review process. DEP deemed the 

applications "administratively complete" by June 20 16. At that time, DEP opened up the 

applications to a public c01mnent period which included five public hearings held across the 

Commonwealth. The comment period ran from June 25, 2016 through August 24, 2016. After 

additional back-and-forth between the Department and Sunoco, the final permits were issued on 

February 13, 2017. 

As a condition of the final permit, DEP required Sunoco to station licensed professional 

geologists at each HOD site. Witnesses from DEP testifi ed that the reason for this additional 

layer of oversight was to ensure that issues at these drills could be addressed before they resu lted 

in environmental harm. That precaution, however, did not function as intended. The Grand Jury 

learned that, although these geologists completed daily reports of their observations, the reports 

were not turned over to DEP. Desiree Henning Dudley, the Environmental Group Manager for 

the Waterways and Wetlands Program ofDEP's South Eastern Regional Office, testified that her 

program could have used a full time geologist j ust to review these daily reports, which were full 

of information about losses of circulation and inadve1tent returns. She stated that "[i]n my mind, 

that expertise would have been key in having on my team in order to oversee these types of 

records for these kinds of activities." 

DEP, however, was not provided the resources to employ such additional expertise - nor 

did it fully respond to that rea lity. Mariner East 2 was a massive construction proj ect that literally 
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spanned the state. It was thus beyond the scope of previous oversight efforts. The lack of 

geologists to review records from HOD locations was just one manifestation of the difficulty. 

DEP was also in need of other personnel, such as inspectors to patrol the spreads to oversee the 

actual constructi on process. The various regions made up for this by "bo1Towing" employees 

from other programs within DEP, and from County Conservation Districts. Yet no special 

training was provided to this borrowed staff, or to agency employees who had limited 

institutional la1owledge of the HOD process itsel[ As a result, DEP could not be everywhere it 

needed to be on a project of this unprecedented ma!,'llitude. 

IV. Work Begins on the Mariner East 2 Project 

Once all the pe1mits had been acquired, work across the various spreads of the project 

began. Sunoco dispatched prime contractors to each spread to begin the work of preparing the 

ground for the placement of the pipeline. Each prime contractor in turn hired subcontractors to 

complete the po1tions of the project that required horizontal directional drilling. Evidence before 

the Grand Jury established, however, that Pennsylvania lacked a sufficient number ofHDD 

contractors for the j ob. A DEP witness testified to 

Sunoco's desire to get under construction quickly. And given the number 
ofHDDs that they planned for on this project, they were searching high 
and low for any HOD driller across the country who could come and 
work on the pipeline in order lo get it done as quickly as possible. 

As a result, Sunoco and its prime contractors hired HOD subcontractors from across the 

country who were unfamiliar with Pennsylvania geology and water features as well as the 

regulatory landscape that existed in the state. The subcontractors applied their standard practices 

10 an unusual environment, which resulted in environmental impacts. 
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V. And Problems Follow Almost immediately 

Before the project began in late winter/early spring of 2017, Sunoco representatives had 

assured DEP that the horizontal directional drilling process it planned to employ would avoid the 

environmental impacts of conventional pipeline construction because the work would all be in 

underground rocks. A former Sunoco employee, however, testified before the Grand jury that 

such an assurance never should have been made, as the geology in Pennsylvania includes 

fractured rock that can lead to environmental impacts from the HOD process. In addition to the 

problematic geology, this former Sunoco employee indicated that the people hired to do the work 

were young and with limited actual experience. Leaks and spills of drilling fluid began to occur 

almost immediately. 

VI. Problems at Specific Locations 

The Grand Jury reviewed profess ional geologist logs, drill logs and other documentation 

related to 21 specific locations along the pipeline project. The Grand Jury also heard testimony 

from two Professional Geologists employed by ARM Group, LLC, a science and engineering 

firm. ARM Group, LLC was retained to review the professional geologist and drilling logs 

related to these specific locations in order to give an accounting as to the breadth and depth of 

the environmental incidents that took place. 

a. Raystown Lake 

Raystown Lake is a large recreational lake in Huntingdon County that was 

first constructed between 1907 and 1912 for hydroelectric power, and was later 

expanded with the construction ofa second dam in 1973. A section of the 

pipeline was to be routed directly underneath the lake for a distance of 2, I 00 feet. 
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Construction on the 20-inch pipe began in March 20 I 7 wi th Laney Directi onal 

Drilling as the subcontractor. In May, however, the drilling equipment broke, and 

Laney began cleaning up the site to prepare for shutdown over the summer 

recreation season. During the roughly two months that Laney was on s ite, the 

contractor lost circulation-meaning drilling flu id and its additives flowed outside 

of the drilling path- eight separate times. None of these incidents were reported 

to DEP, as required. The volume of fluids lost during these eight incidents totaled 

roughly 780,000 gallons. 

Once the recreational season ended and drill ing could recommence, work 

was taken over by a new subcontractor, Michels Directi onal Drill ing. This time 

drilling was completed, and the 20-inch pipe was installed by the end of October. 

During this period, Sunoco reported one loss of circulation to DEP on October 12, 

2017, but did not report the amount of fluid lost. Work began on the parallel 16-

inch line on November 16, 2017. Sunoco reported another loss of circulation on 

December 11, 2017, a loss of 2,000 gallons. Work continued until December 20, 

2017. This time, dri ll ing fluid flowed directly into the lake. The drill was shut 

down so that DEP could investigate. DEP issued a "Notice of Violation" on 

December 22, 2017 for the leak, i.e., "inadvertent return." 

Investigation revealed that Michels had lost drill ing fl uid 22 different 

times during the drilling of the 20-inch line and another nine times during work 

on the I 6-inch line. The contractor reported these losses to Sunoco, but Sunoco 

only reported two of them to DEP. The volume of flu id lost totaled close to 3 

mill ion gallons. 
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In an April 24, 2019 letter to DEP, Sunoco claimed that, due to inadvertent 

miscommunication, its management never learned of the losses of fluid. 

Evidence before the Grand Jury indicates that this claim was fa lse. The project 

manager for Michels, the HOD subcontractor, stated that if something was 1101 

reported on th is drill, it is not because people were not there to see it. The 

Construction Manager for the spread testified that it is "preposterous" for 

someone to imply that Sunoco 's environmental team was unaware. 

DEP directed Sunoco to investigate the lake bottom to detern1ine whether 

or not any of the lost fluids were present. Divers collected samples to analyze for 

the presence of bentonite, the main additive in drilling flu id. Out of 576 samples 

collected from the lake bottom, 168 confirn1ed the presence of bentonite. The 

tota l area of the lake bottom on which the bentonite lay was estimated to be 

approx imately 3.67 acres. Subsequent imaging showed that in some areas the 

bentonite was almost 2 feet deep. 

After a hiatus of more than two years, drilling recommenced on January 

29, 2020. The pipeline was installed in Apri l 2020, this time without further 

leaks. ARM Group LLC reviewed the logs and found th irty one instances of 

losses of circulation on these drills and one inadvertent return. Many of the losses 

of circu lation were not reported to DEP. 

b. Loyalhanna Lake 

Loyalhanna Lake is a large recreati onal lake in Westmoreland County. A 

section of the project was designed to cross below the lake with both 16- and 20-

inch pipelines. Lone Star Drilling began work on the 20-inch p ipeline in May 
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2017. The dri ll experienced a loss of circulation at 9:40 a.m. the very next day. 

But drilling continued, and within two hours an inadve1tent return was observed. 

Multiple leaks were then discovered at various locations along the eastern side of 

the lake. ln spite of these leaks, drilling continued, and the following day fluid 

spilled into the lake itself. Drilling still did not stop. On subsequent days, more 

fluid losses occurred, and more fluid was observed within the lake. Lone Star 

began using a more viscous drill ing fluid, but still lost circulation, and leaks were 

detected throughout the park area. The problems continued until a relief well was 

drilled in June 2017 in the hope that some of the lost fluid would flow into the 

hole, but the fluid overflowed, and there were additional spills into the lake in 

July, when the 20-inch pipe was finally installed. DEP issued a Notice of 

Violation for eight different inadvertent returns. 

Sunoco was permitted to begin work on the parallel 16-inch pipeline in 

March 2020, using subcontractor Michels. Losses of circulation occu1Ted on 

March 16 (1 ,000 gallons), March 17 (2,000 gallons), and March 19 (650 gallons), 

April 3 and April 7 before the work was finally completed on April I I, 2020. 

ARM Group, LLC reviewed the logs and found twenty four instances oflosses of 

circulation on these drills and twenty three inadvertent returns. Most of these 

losses of circu lation were not reported to DEP. 

c. Marsh Creek Lake 

Marsh Creek Lake in Chester County is another of Pennsylvania's large 

recreational lakes with fish ing and boat rentals offered for visitors. A section of 

the project was designed to install 20- and 16-inch pipeline underneath Milford, 
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Little Conestoga and Highview Road as well as an unnamed tributary that flowed 

to Marsh Creek and some wetlands in the area. The tum1eling would run through 

a residential area, and very close to Marsh Creek Lake. 

Drilling began in May 20 17, with Mears Group, Inc. as the HOD 

subcontractor. On June 19, 2017, fluid was lost and the borehole partially 

collapsed. The following day, 22, 113 gallons escaped. Losses continued. A 

geologist reported at the time that "approximately 42,000 gal of[drilling fluid] 

mud have been added to the borehole with no returns," meaning that all the fluid 

escaped. The next day the report concludes: "Consistent mud loss. No estimate 

available." 

Photo taken by Lieschen Fish, PG with GES, Inc. 
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Al the same lime, fluid emerged from the ground and spilled out into a 

wetland, resulting in an estimated loss of200 gallons. This inadvertent return 

contaminated both the wetland and an unnamed tri butary of Marsh Creek Lake. 

Another leak occurred in August. DEP issued a Notice of Violation for that leak, 

but two weeks later there was another leak in the same spot. Installation of the 

I 6-inch pipe was completed in November. 

Drilling for the 20-inch pipeline began in February 2020, with Michels as 

the HOD subcontractor. In March, 500 gallons of fluid escaped, and a week later 

it happened again. 

After a work stoppage for COVID-1 9, drilling resumed in May, but by 

June fluid was again escaping, eventually totaling approximately 4,600 gallons in 

a single day. Fluid losses occurred for the next four days: 4,784 gallons; then 

6,400 gallons; then 2,250 gallons; then 2,000 gallons. 

Drilling continued until August 2020 when fluid emerged from the ground 

and spilled into Park Cove and nearby wetlands with the estimated loss of 

approx imately 7,7 12 gallons of dri ll ing fluid. Sunoco estimated approximately 

400 gallons escaped into Marsh Creek Lake, but a DEP engineer calculated the 

loss to actually be between 21,000 and 28,000 gallons. The location was almost 

exactly the spot where a leak had occurred three years earlier. Aerial photographs 

show the spread of the drilling fluid plume outward from Park Cove after the fluid 

was carried into the lake by the water flowing through the unnamed tributary. 
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Shortly thereafler, drilling was suspended; it took I 00 to 150 people to 

contain and clean up the spread of the fluid. Drilling at the site remains in limbo 

at the present. ARM Group, LLC reviewed the logs and found eighteen instances 

of losses of circu lation on these drills and five inadvertent returns. Many of these 

losses of circulation were not reported to DEP. 

d. Lisa Drive 

Drilling at this location in Chester County was designed to travel 

underneath the Exton Bypass, Norfolk Rai lroad, Amtrak Rai lway, and in close 

proximity to a wetland and a neighborhood. Drilling began in April 2017 with Oz 

Directional Drilling as the HOD subcontractor, but the borehole soon began to fill 

with groundwater. Work was temporarily halted, but started again in late June; by 
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July, operators realized that drilling fluid was escaping. Drillers decided to give 

up on the tunnel and sta11 a new one, but fluid escaped there too. In October, 

drilling fluid emerged from the ground at 479 Lisa Drive. 

In November there was another leak, causing approx imate ly 500 gallons 

of drilling fluid to flow downhill toward 475 Lisa Drive. At the same time, a 

three-foot wide, two-foot deep s inkhole also opened up at 479 Lisa Drive. 



DEP issued a Notice of Violation for the leaks, spills, and subsidences. 

While drilling was paused, the subsidence at 479 Lisa Drive expanded to nine feet 

wide by 9.5 feet long and 3.75 feet deep. Dri ll ing resumed in February 20 18, and 

a 16-inch pipe was pulled into place. But in March, another sinkhole developed, 

at 491 Lisa Drive, down the road from the initial sinkhole. DEP approved 

Sunoco's request to forego the HDD process for the installation of the 20-inch 

pipeline and to instead utilize open trench and direct bore technologies. ARM 

Group, LLC reviewed the logs and found twelve instances of losses of circulation 

on these drills and three inadvertent returns. Most of these losses of circulation 

were not reported to DEP. 

e. Glen Riddle 

The Mariner East Pipeline cuts through the common parking areas of Tunbridge 

Apartments and Glen Riddle Station Apartments. These two apartment complexes are 

situated less than a quarter mile from each other on opposite sides of Glen Riddle 

Road in Middletown Township, Delaware County. A wetland, leading to Chester 

Creek, flanks Tunbridge Apartments on the south. About a tenth of a mi le north of 

Glen Riddle Apartments, the pipeline runs beneath the SEPTA railroad tracks. 

The original design required HOD installation of a 16-inch and 20-inch pipeline 

in this densely populated location. The driller subcontractor, Oz, began drilling a 16-

inch pipeline in June 20 17. A li ttl e over one month later, Sunoco reported the first 

inadve1tent return after discharging 1,500 gallons of drilling solution into a nearby 

stream. During 2017, Sunoco reported a number of inadvertent returns that emerged 
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either into the surrounding waterways or onto the ground, totaling approx imately 

1,800 gallons. DEP issued three Notices of Violation to Sunoco in 2017. In 

requesting permission to restart drilling, Sunoco acknowledged that the recurring 

inadvertent returns likely resulted from the impact of the HOD on the underlying 

fractured geology at the site. 

After drilling resumed in April 2018, so did the inadvertent returns, beginning 

with 150 gallons emerging on land at the Tunbridge Apartments. The next day, a th ird 

party informed DEP of another inadvertent return, totaling 8,000 gallons. During the 

next five days, Sunoco notified DEP of three additiona l inadvertent returns that 

emerged on the grounds at Tunbridge Apartments. When drilling hit the water table, 

DEP shut down the drill site and issued a Notice of Violation for the inadvertent 

returns; for failing to file timely reports, and for failing to notify the Department of 

the 8,000-gallon inadvertent return. DEP then recommended new geophysical surveys 

"to ensure the safety of residences, utilities, and waterways." 

Drilling resumed in May 2018, immediately triggering inadvertent returns into 

a stream and onto the landscaping of Tunbridge Apartments. Four days later, another 

inadve1tent return emerged, discharging 50 gallons of drilling fluid into the 

landscaping of Tunbridge Apartments. When drilling resumed four days later, so did 

the inadvertent returns, both into a Chester Creek tributary and onto the grounds of 

Tunbridge Apa1tments. Notwithstanding the ongoing inadvertent returns, Sunoco 

finally completed the pilot hole drilling on May 24, 20 I 8. Reaming, the next phase of 

drilling, began on June I , 20 18; Sunoco continued to manage the ongoing inadvertent 

returns that originally surfaced during the pilot hole drilling. In July, four inadvertent 

returns occurred, discharging about 200 gallons of drilling fluid into the adjacent 
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wetland. In the weeks that followed, Simoco's HDD activities resulted in 16 

inadvertent ret\nns, totaling approximately 900 gallons of discharged drilling fluid 

into the adjacent wetland, smTotmding streams, and onto land. 

In August 2018, a twelve-foot-deep, four-foot-wide hole appeared in the wetland 

and another similar hole of unknown depth appeared in the middle of the Tuubridge 

Aprutments parking lot the following day. On October 3, 2018, DEP approved 

Stmoco's requested change in methodology to complete a sho11ened HDD installation 

of a segment of the 16-inch pipeline, which triggered additional inadvertent returns. 
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During a lit11e over a year of <hilling at the sile, Sunoco ' s retrospective analysis 

revealed inadve1tent returns totaling approximately 11,000 gallons of drilling fluid 

impacting the wetland, nearby wate1ways, and the Ttmbridge grotmds. It took eight 

months of work to clean up and restore the impacted areas aroUDd Ttmbridge 

Apa1tments . 

Sunoco thereafter agreed to abandon its HDD methodology entirely at this site 

and instead to employ a variety of other pipeline construction methodologies, 

including conventional open trench, conventional auger bore, and direct bore 10 

complete the installation of the 16-inch and 20-inch pipelines through the Ttmbridge 

and Glen Riddle Station Apa11rnent complexes. Constmction is ongoing. ARM 

Group, LLC reviewed the Jogs and found thuty four instances of losses of circulation 

on these drills and thirty nine inadvertent rettuus. Most of these losses of circulation 

were not reported to DEP. 
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f. Piney Creek 

This drilling site is located in Woodbury Township, Blair County and was 

designed to travel under a wetland, a road and a portion of Piney Creek. Drill ing 

at th is location was conducted by Blacklick Dri ll ing and commenced in May 

2017. Within two weeks, approximately 6,000 gallons of drilling fluid was lost. 

Higher viscosity bentonite was inj ected into the borehole in an attempt to seal off 

any pathways through which the fluid was leaking, but tens of thousands of 

gallons continued to escape. 

Drilling halted for two months, and a different subcontractor, Michels, 

was brought in as the dri ll er. By October 2018, however, dri ll ing fluid was 

observed in two springs, one of which flowed directly into Piney Creek. DEP 

issued a Notice of Violation. 

Drilling continued, but so did the inadvertent returns into Piney Creek. 

DEP issued another Notice of Violation, but the cycle repeated, with more fluid 

flowing into waterways, over and over for several weeks. 

Sunoco began installing pipes in Piney Creek in order to divert all of the 

water out of the stream and around the areas where the fluid was su1facing within 

the stream. 
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But leaks continued in the creek bed and in areas nearby on an almost daily basis. 

A 20-inch pipe was ultimately pulled into place in December 2018. 
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Photo taken by an anonymous source 

To complete this segment, Sunoco was ultimately forced to change the 

route and install the majority of the p ipeline through open trench ing and then a 

conventional auger bore under Piney Creek Road/High Street. ARM Group, LLC 

reviewed the logs and found th irty one instances of losses of circulation on these 

drills and twenty four inadvertent returns. Almost all of the losses of circulation 

went unreported to DEP. 

g. 1-81 

This segment of the Mariner project is located in Middlesex Township, 

Cumberland County and was p lanned to cross underneath a portion of I-81 . 

Drilling for the installation of a 20-inch p ipe began in April 2017 wi th Pretec 
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Directional Drilling as the subcontractor. Fluid began escaping with in a week. 

The escaped fluid then smfaced, and DEP issued a Notice of Violation. There 

were more leaks of drill ing fluid in the following weeks, including one that 

impacted a wetland, and more fluid losses as drill ing continued over the following 

months. 

The 20-inch pipe was pulled into p lace in November 20 17. 

Drilling for a 16-inch pipe began in February 2020 with Pretec continuing 

as the subcontractor. One loss of drilling fluid was repo1ted to DEP, but later 

losses were not. Fluid surfaced into the stream bed of a tributary to Le Tort Spring 

Run and other inadvertent returns followed until drilling was suspended in March 

due to the coronavirus pandemic. In May 2020 there was a 200-gallon 

inadvertent return that impacted a wetland. DEP issued another Notice of 

Violation. ARM Group, LLC reviewed the logs and found twenty three instances 
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of losses of circu lation on these drills and twenty two inadvertent returns. Many 

of these losses of circulation were not reported to DEP. 

h. Blacklog Creek 

Yet another segment of the project is located in Shirley Township, 

Huntingdon County and was planned to cross two wetlands, a road and Black log 

Creek. This drill began in October 2017 with Michels as the HOD subcontractor. 

Fluid escaped almost immediately, and within days there was an inadvertent 

return of7,000 gallons into a wetland. DEP issued a Notice of Violation. 

Photo by Sean Sherlock, PG for GES, Inc. 

Drilling stopped until the following March, when there was a small release of 

drilling fluid into a wetland. A 20-inch pipe was installed in June 20 18. 
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Construction on the 16-inch line began in February 2020, with Petra 

Pipeline Services as the HDD subcontractor. Thousands of gallons of drilling 

fluid escaped and the hole was abandoned. After approval of a new, longer and 

deeper dri ll ing profile and moving equipment around to accomplish this, a new 

pilot hole began to be drilled in March 2020, until the site was shut down due to 

COVID-19. ARM Group, LLC reviewed the logs and found th irteen instances of 

losses of circu lation on these drills and four inadvertent returns. Many of the 

losses of circulation were not reported to DEP. 

i. Joanna Rd. 

Another drilling site was located near Joanna Road in Caernarvon 

Township, Berks County. The drilling company working at the site was United 

Piping lnc. Drilling fluid was discovered in an unnamed tributary to Hay Creek 

in November 2017. DEP issued a Notice of Violation. Work resumed in March 

2018, but was delayed by mechanical difficulties. In June a small leak occurred 

into the [East Branch] Conestoga River and DEP issued a Notice of Violation. 

In August a drill pit overflowed, and an estimated I 0,000 gallons of 

drilling fluid spilled into an adj acent stream. 
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In September the drill pit once again overflowed and dri ll ing fluid again 

discharged into a stream. Then there was a leak of drilling fluid into a wetland, 

and another into a wooded area. Containment efforts and notifications were 

made. The total release was estimated at 30,000 gallons. DEP issued a Notice of 

Violation and drilling was suspended. 
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A new subcontractor, Michels, ultimately succeeded in installing a 20-inch 

pipe in November 2018. ARM Group, LLC reviewed the logs and found one loss 

of circulation on these dri ll s and six inadvertent returns. 

j. Old \VilUam Penn Highway 

A secti on of the project in Westmoreland County was designed to route 

the pipeline underneath William Penn Highway and Turtle Creek. The 

subcontractor, MAXX HOD, began drilling in July 2017. After unreported leaks 

of small or undetennined size, in August there was a loss of 65,000 gallons of 

drilling fluid. Even this loss of fluid went unreported to DEP. Within days, 5,000 

to l 0,000 gallons of drilling fluid had flowed into Turtle Creek and wetlands 

nearby. 

Photo by Matthew Cousino, PG for GES, Inc. 
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On September 5, 20 17, a fairly large "void" or sinkhole appeared in close 

proximity, and then another void the day after. Drilling was placed on hold until 

March 2018, but as soon as it restarted, another 5,400 gallons of fluid surfaced in 

the same location as before. Losses of dri ll ing fluid continued to occur 

throughout the month of April, in amounts up to 104,400 gallons. The pipe was 

successfully installed, but yet another sinkhole, twenty feet in length, opened up 

along the bore path. ARM Group, LLC reviewed the logs and found twenty four 

instances of losses of circulation, resulting in the loss of approximately 46 1,745 

gallons of drilling fluid on this dri ll. ARM Group, LLC also noted six inadvertent 

returns during the HOD. Most of the losses of circulation went unreported to 

DEP. 

k. Norfolk Southern Railroad 

Another site in Westmoreland County was designed to ca1Ty pipeline 

underneath the Norfolk Southem Railroad and a portion of the city of Jeanette. 

MAXX HOD was again the subcontractor, and began drilling June 2017, but was 

shut down due to mechanical difficulties until April 2018. After drilling resumed, 

thousands of gallons of drilling fluid escaped into the ground. Shortly thereafter, 

12,000 gallons of drill ing flu id surfaced in the town of Jeanette. Drilling was 

suspended until cleanup could occur. 
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photos taken by Roman Kyshakevych, GES, Inc. on 4.30.18 
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But the drilling started up again, and over the following days almost 

80,000 gallons of fluid were lost, sometimes without notification to DEP. During 

efforts to remove some of the flu id, over 1,000 gallons spilled onto a road and 

into stonn drains . A 20-inch pipe was finally pulled into place in June 20 18. 

ARM Group, LLC reviewed the logs and found fifteen instances of losses of 

circulation on these drills and three inadvertent returns. Most of these losses of 

circu lation went unreported to DEP. 

I. Everett Railroad 

In Blair County, horizontal drilling was planned in the area of Reservoir 

Road and Everett Rai lroad. The drill was designed to bore underneath the 

railroad as well as the Frankstown Branch of the Juniata River. The contractor, 

Blacklick Drilling, began work on a 20-inch pipeline in June 2017. There was a 

loss of circulation and an inadvertent return on the very first day of the drill. The 

next day resulted in another surfacing of drilling fluid. A different driller, 

Michels, was soon brought in. After delays until April 2018, drilling fluid again 

surfaced and entered a wetland nearby. In June, the wetland was again 

contaminated. The drill ing route was then modified, but thousands of gallons of 

fluid were lost through September, mostly unreported to the DEP, when the pipe 

was finally inserted. 

More drilling began in October 20 18 and fluid soon leaked into the 

wetland. DEP issued a Notice of Violation, and several more the following 

month after several new leaks. 
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Work on the parallel 16-inch line began in February 2020, and resulted in 

another leak affecting the wetland, and another Notice of Violation. ARM Group, 

LLC reviewed the logs and found nine instances of losses of circu lation on these 

drills and eleven inadvertent returns. Many of these losses of circulation went 

unrepo1ted to DEP. 

m. Linden Road 

A horizontal drilling site in Washington County was designed to travel 

underneath Linden Road. Constrnction began in June 2017 with inadvertent 

returns occurring on the second day of the dril l. In spite of the installation of 

containment to prevent the drilling fluid from entering a nearby creek, at least 

1,000 gallons of fluid surfaced outside of the containment area and affected the 

creek. 

Photo by Josh Hickman, PG with GES, Inc. on June 24, 2017 

DEP issued a notice of violation, but in July drilling fluid was observed to 

be runn ing into the creek once again. Drilling was put on hold unti l August. In 
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September, after drilling had ended for the day, approximately 3,000 to 6,000 

gallons of drilling fluid overwhelmed containment walls and entered the creek. 

Photo taken by Joseph Maule, PG for GES, Inc. on 9/9/17 

Drilling resumed in September and a 20 inch pipe was pulled into p lace 

later in the month. ARM Group, LLC reviewed the logs and found nineteen 

instances of losses of circulation on this drill and seventeen inadvertent returns. 

Most of these losses of circulation went unreported to DEP. 
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n. Linden Creek Road 

Another section of horizontal drilling in Washington County was designed 

to travel underneath Linden Creek Road and Little Chartiers Creek. Construction 

of a 20-inch line began in October 20 17 with United Piping, Inc. as the 

subcontractor. Two weeks later, there was a loss of circulation and an inadvertent 

return totaling 2,000 gallons of drilling fluid. The drill was shut down and didn' t 

restart unti l May 2018. A week afler the restart, another leak, of 1,000 gallons, 

surfaced just outside the containment area. 

Photo by Brian Lipinski, PG for GES, Inc. on May 18, 2018 

Drilling was suspended for another month, but then resumed. The p ipe 

was installed in August 2018, but not before five additional inadvertent returns 
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occu1Ted. ARM Group, LLC reviewed the logs and found one instance of loss of 

circulation on these drills and nine inadvertent returns. Most of these losses of 

circulation were not reported to DEP. 

o. Buff-Pitt Highway 

In Indiana County, a section of pipeline was designed to travel below the 

Buffalo/Pittsburgh Highway as well as a wetland in the same area. Construction 

began on a 20-incb line in June 2017. The drilling was completed without incident 

and the pipe was pulled into p lace in Ju ly. 

Construction o f a 16-inch line began that month. In September, however, 

drilling fluid was lost on several occasions, and drilling was shut down when a 

homeowner reported seeing mud in a nearby stream. Fluid flowed downstream 

and into Black lick Creek. 

ii 
Photo by Matt Fry, PG with GES, Inc. on September 28, 2017 
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DEP issued a Notice of Violation, and drill ing was placed on hold. The 

work resumed in February 2019. The second day of drill ing, there was a loss of 

circulation reported to the util ity inspector and to the professional geologist on 

site. This was not communicated to DEP. Drilling continued and the pipe was 

installed. ARM Group, LLC reviewed the logs and found five instances of losses 

of circulation on these dri lls and one inadvertent return. Most of these losses of 

circu lation went unreported to DEP. 

p. North Zinns Mill Road 

A secti on of the pipeline in Lebanon County was designed to travel 

underneath North Cornwall Road, Snitz Creek, and Route 72. Horizontal drilling 

for a 20-inch pipeline began in August with Laney Directional Drilling as the 

subcontractor. Two days later, dri Hing fluid emerged from the ground and flowed 

into Snitz Creek. Drilling stopped, resumed in September, and fluid again 

surfaced in the creek. DEP issued a Notice of Violation and drilling stopped until 

March 2018, when there was more flu id flowing into the creek, resulting in 

another Notice of Violation. The same thing happened in April, in May, and in 

June, and aga in in August when the pipe was finally inserted. 
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North Elevation 
0 180°S (T) @ 40°17'24"N, 76°25'38"W ±32.8ft • 507ft 

Photo taken by PG with GES, Inc. on June 27, 2018 

Drilling for a 16-inch line began in May 2020 with Michels as the 

subcontractor. Between May and August, the drill lost circulation of fluid tota ling 

approx imately I 00,000 gallons. These losses were not reported to DEP. From 

August through September, drilling fluid flowed into Snitz Creek five different 

times, resulting in five more Notices of Violation from DEP. 

On October 19, 2020, there were 20 separate inadvertent returns found 

within and along Snitz Creek that totaled approximately 200 gallons of drill ing 

fluid. Without the requi red approval from DEP, Sunoco decided to block off the 

creek entire ly with a dam and flume. DEP issued a Notice of Violation. Because 

of the egregious nature ofSunoco's unilateral act, however, the company was also 
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the subject of a rarely-employed enforcement proceeding under the Clean Streams 

Law. The 16 inch pipeline was thereafter pulled into place. ARM Group, LLC 

reviewed the logs and found thirty eight instances of losses of circulation on these 

drills and s ixteen inadvertent returns. Most of these losses of circulation were not 

reported to DEP. 

q. Goldfinch Lane 

Horizontal drilling was employed in Cambria County to carry pipeline 

under two wetlands and Goldfinch Lane. Drill ing for a 20-inch p ipe began in 

May 20 18, with Lonestar as the subcontractor. The very next day, dri ll ing fluid 

surfaced in an upland area. Days later, drilling fluid was observed in the unnamed 

tributary to Hinckston Run. Drill ing was suspended and DEP issued a Notice of 

Violation. The driller !Tied 10 stanch the leaks with loss control materials, but the 

result was contamination of a nearby spring. After a temporary halt, drilling 

resumed in June but thousands of gallons of fluid escaped throughout the 

following weeks. Drilling mud then surfaced on a homeowner's lawn, and 3,500 

gallons impacted a nearby wetland. DEP issued another Notice of Violation. 

After another ha lt, drilling started again, in Ju ly, and again resulted in 

fluid coming up from the ground, in a pasture that flowed to an unnamed 

tributary. At this time, drilling was suspended. 
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Photo by Mark KJonicke, PG with GES, Inc. on July 22, 2018 

In August, once drilling resumed, more fluid was lost, and in September 

there was another leak outside the containment area. 
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Photo by Craig B. Clemmens, PG for GES, Inc. on September 15, 20 18 

The pipe was finally installed in October 2018. Because of the many 

problems with installation of the 20-inch p ipeline, Sunoco abandoned its 

horizontal directional drill ing plan for a nearby area and applied to use an open 

trench and a conventional bore instead. ARM Group, LLC reviewed the logs and 

found twelve instances of losses of circu lation on this drill and nine inadvertent 

returns. Many of these losses of circulation went unreported to DEP. 
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r. \Villiam Penn Ave. 

Another horizontal drilling site in Cambria County was located proximate to 

William Penn Avenue in Jackson Township (Johnstown). In June 2018, escaping 

drilling fluid flowed into a wetland, and into Hinckston Run. The estimated amount 

of fluid was 1,500 gallons. DEP issued a Notice of Violation. 

Photo by Joseph Maule, PG for GES, Inc. on June 21, 2018 
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After a month-long suspension, drilling began again in July. The resu lt was 

another leak of 1,500 gallons. Because this was near the same location as the last 

leak, equipment was on hand to tTy to clean ii up. 

Another leak occurred in August; it was estimated that 300 to 400 gallons of 

drilling fluid surfaced. The fluid affected the adjacent wetland. DEP issued a Notice 

of Violation. 
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Photo by Roman Kyshakevych, PG with GES, Inc. on August 24, 2018 

The same th ing happened again the next day, releasing 500 gallons of drill ing 

fluid. 
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Photo by Austin Richardon, EI with Tetr a Tech on August 25, 2018 

DEP issued a Notice of Violation. Inadvertent returns continued to occur until the 

pipe was pulled into place in late October, 20 18. ARM Group, LLC reviewed the 

logs and found no losses of circulation on th is drill and eight inadvertent returns. 

s. Spinner Road 

An additional horizontal drill in Cambria County was designed to travel 

underneath Spinner Road and the North Branch of the Little Conemaugh River. 

Installation of a 20-inch line began in July 20 18 with Lone Star as the 
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subcontractor. In August, dri ll ing fluid was forced out of the ground and traveled 

into a stream. DEP issued a Notice of Violation 

Photo by Mark Klonicke, PG with GES, Inc. on August 4, 2018 

Drilling resumed, but fluid was lost on an almost daily basis in August and 

September and on numerous occasions in October, until the pipe was finally 

installed in November. 
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Drilling for a parallel 16-inch line began in February 2020 with Southeast 

Directional Drilling as the subcontractor. Thousands of gallons of fluid escaped 

underground throughout the following month, until the site was shut down 

because ofCOVID in March. 

Workers returned in May but, in the final stretches of drilling, fluid was 

observed surfacing onto the ground. The company decided it did not have to 

report the incident, and the pipeline was installed at the beginning of July. ARM 

Group, LLC reviewed the logs and found sixty four instances oflosses of 

circulation on these drills and thirteen inadvertent returns. Most of these losses of 

circulation went unreported to DEP. 

t. Wheeling & Lake Eric Railroad 

Yet another drill site in Washington County was mapped to travel below 

State Route 88, the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad, and Patterson Road. 

Constmction began in May 20 17 with Mears as the subcontractor. Days later, 

loss of fluid resulted in multiple inadvertent returns onto the ground, including 

approximately 1,500 gallons to an upland area that entered into an unnamed 

tributary to Froman Run. Two smaller leaks of fluid followed. DEP issued a 

Noti ce of Violation. 

Ultimately, the use of horizontal directional drilling at this location was 

abandoned in favor of open trench constmction and conventional drilling. Work 

began in August 2018, but resulted in bubbl ing and turbidity in a stream bottom 
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a long Patterson Road. In October, the stream was dammed to allow c lean-up of 

the turbid water. 

Photo by Joseph Maule, PG for GES, Inc. on October 13, 2018 

Turbid water continued flowing in the dammed portion of the stream for 

much of the month of October. In November, a subsidence opened up at the edge 

of Patterson Road, in line with the drill path. 
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A week later, the dam that had been installed across the stream failed and 

allowed turbid water to flow downstream. The pipe was ultimate ly pulled into 
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place on November 13, 20 18. ARM Group, LLC reviewed the logs and found 

twenty instances of losses of circulation on this drill and eighty inadvertent 

returns. Most of these losses of circulation were not reported to DEP. 

u. 1-76 

Another dig was undertaken in Westmoreland County, within several 

hundred yards of mile marker 69 on 1-76, near Irwin Borough. United Pipe was 

the HOD subcontractor. Shortly after drilling began there were losses of 

circulation that were not reported to DEP. Approximately two weeks later, 

20,000 gallons of fluid emerged, flowing into two unnamed streams. DEP issued 

a Notice of Violation. 

Photo by Mark Sakino, PG from GES, Inc. on May 23, 2017 
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A 20-inch pipe was pulled into place on or about June 22, 2018. ARM Group, 

LLC reviewed the logs and found three instances of losses of circulation on this 

drill and one inadvertent return. Most of these losses of circulation were 

unreported to DEP. 

ARM Group, LLC noted a total of 30 I inadvertent returns over the twenty 

one locations that we requested they review. They noted a total of 397 losses of 

circu lation at those same twenty one locations. 

We are aware that our in-depth review of these 2 1 locations is roughly 

16% of the tota l number ofHDDs that occurred on this proj ect. From a review of 

the Consent Order and Agreements that DEP has issued to Sunoco during this 

project, we know that the issues that were discovered at the 16% of the locations 

that we reviewed were also occurring at other locations throughout the project. 

For the time period of May 3, 20 17 through April 27, 20 19, DEP noted a total of 

176 inadvertent returns into waters of the Commonwealth that occu1Ted at all the 

various HOD sites throughout the proj ect. This number does not account for 

inadvertent returns that did not impact waters of the Commonwealth or for ones 

that continued to flow day after day into containment that was set up. It also does 

not account for inadvertent returns that Sunoco failed to report to DEP. 

VU . Violations that Span the Entire Project 

a. Failure to Notify DEP 

Evidence before the Grand Jury showed numerous occasions in which Sunoco 

failed to properly noti fy DEP about various aspects of th is project. Early in the project, 
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there were mulliple locations where Sunoco did not have authorization 10 utilize 

horizontal directional drilling to cross a stream, wetland or road, but began that process 

without the appropriate permit modification in hand. This came to light in November 

2017, when a Berks County Conservation District employee observed HOD equipment at 

two unpermitted locations. The same thing happened in at least 22 other locations, in 

Allegheny, Berks, Blair, Cambria, Chester, Cumberland, Dauphin, Huntingdon, Indiana, 

Lancaster, Washington, Westmoreland, and York Counti es, where pipeline crossings of 

waters of the Commonwealth were pem1itted as open cuts but were changed in the field 

to some type of trenchless construction methodology without notification to DEP and 

without seeking appropriate pennits. This behavior was so egregious that DEP 

suspended Sunoco 's permits, and construction across the entire project came to a halt. In 

a January 3, 2018 Administrative Order, the Department stated that Sunoco's conduct 

"demonstrates a lack of ability or intention on the part of Sunoco to comply with the 

Clean Streams Law, the Dam Safety and Encroachments Act, and the permits issued 

thereunder." 

Although th is order, earl y in the proj ect, should have sent a clear message that 

DEP would not accept anything less than full disclosure from Sunoco, there were failures 

to report in other areas as well. DEP official Brokenshire testified about the regulations 

that relate to horizontal directional dri ll ing. He explained that these regulations, codified 

at 25 PA Code 78a.68a, went into effect in October 2016, and require i1mnediate 

notification to DEP anytime the drill experiences a drilling flu id discharge or a loss of 

drilling fluid. 

We also reviewed another regulation, at 25 Pa Code 91.33. This regulation 

requires immediate notification to the Department of Environmental Protection anytime a 
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substance that would result in pollution, or create a danger of pollution, of the waters of 

the Co1mnonwealth is discharged into those waters, or into a place from which it might 

discharge, flow, be washed to or fall into such waters. Mr. Brokenshire explained that 

the nature of horizontal directi onal dri ll ing requires drilling through the freshwater 

aquifer, which is a water of the Commonwealth. He explained that the moment fluid is 

lost, it is possibly going off the bore path and into the aquifer, which is, in and of itself, 

an impact to waters of the Commonwealth and requires immediate notification to the 

Department. 

Nonetheless, review of drill ing logs and geologists' daily logs from HDD 

locations revealed many instances in which drills lost fluid, yet Sunoco did not report the 

loss to the Department, as they were required to do. In testimony before the Grand Jury, 

Sunoco representatives did not deny most of these failures to report, instead attempting 

unsuccessfully to j ustify them. Christopher Embry, the Environmental Project Manager 

for the Mariner East 2 Pipeline Project, testified that repo1ting of lost drill ing fluid was 

done only when the size of the loss was "significant to the drill ." The question, however, 

is not whether the loss was "significant to the drill ," but whether it was significant to the 

environment, and specifically the waters of the Co1mnonwealth. The regulations that 

require immediate notification to DEP contain no qualifier on the amount of the loss or 

its significance "to the dri ll." 

Embry fu1ther testified about cases in which drill ing flu id is lost into the ground, a 

report is made to DEP, and the drill resumes but continues to lose flu id. Embry testified 

that Sunoco was not required to report such conti nuing losses. Noth ing in the applicable 

regulations, however, makes exception for repeated losses. Moreover, DEP explicitly 

advised Sunoco that its alleged understanding of "continuing loss" reporting obligations 
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was legally incorrect After DEP issued a Notice of Violation for Sunoco's failure to 

report losses of circulation that bad occu1Ted on a particular drill, there was a meeting 

held in which this very subject was discussed. That meeting was held in December, 

2017. Subsequent to that meeting, Sunoco sent an email to DEP wherein they stated that 

it was not necessary to report subsequent losses, but they would do so in order to 

"enhance communications with the Department". In a Notice of Violation issued on 

December 21 , 2017, the Department stated that it "disagrees with your interpretation of 

the notification requirements for (a continuing] loss of circulation." The NOY goes on to 

site the relevant legal authority that requires notification for all losses of circulation that 

occur. 

Such losses may raise even greater environmental concerns than more isolated 

losses. At Raystown Lake, for example, the drill experienced partial or full losses of 

circu lation on at least 3 1 occasions. Embry reported only two of these to DEP. Almost 

four acres of the lakebed wound up covered in drilling fluid. 

Sunoco's failures to report were not the product of insufficient information from 

the fi eld. Evidence before the Grand Jury demonstrated that Sunoco had an elaborate 

system of record-keeping in which all of the various daily repo11s would be submitted for 

uploading to a sharepoint location where designated employees within the company had 

full opportunity to review them whenever they needed. ln addition to this massive 

compilation of written records related to the project, Sunoco also conducted daily and 

weekly calls with inspectors, contractors and Sunoco personnel to discuss each active 

HDD. One individual who was present for these calls indicated that Sunoco 

Pipeline/Energy Transfer would go spread by spread for updates on the construction and 

the HDDs. He testified that if there had been an IR mere minutes before the call, 
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everyone on the call would already be aware of the incident. We learned that there was 

another daily call that dealt only with the HDDs that were occurring on the project. 

The grand j ury heard much testimony from on-site subcontractors all the way up 

the reporting chain. Drillers reported losses of circulation to the project manager and 

often to the assistant operations manager as well as the inspection team. Once the field 

crew made its notification, it would wait to receive word from superiors about whether to 

resume drilling. The decision to restart or not would come from the operator or from the 

prime contractor. One of the subcontractor project managers testified before the Grand 

Jury, and confirmed that he received reports from the field crew and then communicated 

that information to his boss, the regional manager, as well as to the prin1e contractor 's 

proj ect manager. The witness explained that the subcontractors had no incentive not to 

report incidents, because they were paid whether they were standing idle or working. 

A Project Manager for one of the prime contractors on the proj ect also gave 

evidence on this point. He confirmed that he received notifications on a daily basis from 

subcontractor project managers. He stated that any such notifications regarding loss of 

fluid circulation or fluid spi ll ing out of the ground were conveyed to the Construction 

Manager for the Spread. He then waited to hear back from the Construction Manager 

about whether to proceed with the drill or to halt activity. A Construction Manager 

testified as well. He corroborated the information provided by the Proj ect Manager for 

the prime contractor. He would receive updates from the prime contractor and relay that 

information directly to Sunoco. He would likewise relay any directives from Sunoco 

back down to the Project Manager for the prime contractor. 

Overall, the entire Mariner East 2 Pipeline Proj ect involved 132 horizontal 

directional drills for 20-inch pipeline and 105 such drills for 16-inch pipeline. According 
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the records received from the Department of Environmental Protection, Sunoco reported 

less than I 00 losses of circulation to DEP over the entire span of the project. h1 a review 

of the Professional Geologist logs associated with just 2 1 of the 132 horizontal 

directional drill locations, the Grand Jury heard testimony from ARM Group, LLC that 

there were a total of 397 losses of circulation that were beyond the amount of fluid 

expected to lose on those drills. Each of those 397 losses should have been reported to 

DEP. The fact that the number of instances of losses of circulation on the 21 sites 

reviewed far surpasses the number of notifications that were received over the entirety of 

the project indicates the breadth of this problem. 

b. Impacts to Private Water Supplies 

In addition to its requirement to notify DEP of losses of drilling fluid, Sunoco was 

also required to notify private well owners in the area, in order to protect these water 

supplies. Evidence before the Grand Jury, however, demonstrated many cases in which 

the company' s actions caused substantial harm to the water on which families depended. 

DEP official Brokenshire explained to the Grand Jury the costs of underground 

losses of drilling fluid. He testified that, if the loss of fluid continues, it will ultimately 

express itself somewhere- either on the surface or in someone's drinking water well. He 

explained that the aquifer is an underground reservoir of water that supplies well s. 

Drilling fluid injected into the earth will try to find the path of least resistance, which is 

usually along the bore path. Sometimes, however, that path is through fractures in the 

bedrock or other subterranean voids. If the drilling fluid flows out of the bore path and 

into the aquifer, it may find that the easiest place to go is into a drinking water well, 

because it provides a large opening and may be the path of least resistance. 
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DEP did require that the pennits for this proj ect included provisions to deal with 

impacts to private or public drinking water supplies due to construction activities. From 

the perspective of many homeowners, however, those provisions did not prove to be 

successful. 

Mr. Eberts testified that Sunoco Pipeline/Energy Transfer had an obligation to 

notify DEP once they received a well complaint. They were required to put the 

infonnation into Oil and Gas' OGRE system. Once the complaint was logged into the 

system, Sunoco Pipeline/Energy Transfer was required to reach out to the complainant 

and offer an alternative water supply while the investigation was pending. The next step 

would be for Sunoco Pipeline/Energy Transfer to submit a report sealed by a professional 

geologist that would be reviewed by a Department geologist to either concur with the 

report or to ask for additional information. It was rare that DEP conducted their own 

sampling. Typically, if there is an impact to a water supply, the permit requires the 

permittee to implement a plan "to the satisfaction of the public and private water supply 

owners". In addition to requiring remediation of the water supply, DEP has drawn up 

Consent Assessment for Civi l Penalty documents that have included all regional impacts 

to water supplies from the construction of the Mariner East 2 Pipeline. Mr. Ebe1ts 

explained that the impact is because a private water supply draws its water from 

groundwater, which is a water of the Commonwealth. So if the pollution is in the water 

table, it is considered pollution to waters of the Co1mnonwealth 

The Grand Jury received evidence from many well owners who lived in close 

proximity to the Mariner East 2 Pipeline constrnction proj ect. Rosemary Fuller lives in 

Spread 6, or the easternmost po1tion of the pipeline. She explained that her water is 

supplied by a private well that had been in place since her fami ly purchased their house in 
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2003. She testified that they never had any issues with their water well and that, in 

addition to perfom1ing yearly maintenance, they had the water sampled and analyzed for 

bacteria every year. 

Fuller testi lied about the easement that she signed with Sunoco. A land agent 

came to her house and represented that the project would require access to only a small 

amount of her land. He stated that there would be no risk and she wouldn' t even know 

that they were there s ince the work would be done underground. The agent also told her 

that Sunoco was just being a good neighbor by asking for the easement because, as a 

public util ity, the company could just exercise eminent domain and take the land anyway. 

Fuller testi lied that construction began in her area in 2017 and cut through a local 

park. Because construction is still not completed four years later, neighbors still do not 

have full use of the park. The area has been plagued with sinkholes and fluid spills. 

Below is a photograph of two s inkholes that opened along the construction path: 
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Fuller testi lied that she observed changes to her water supply after construction 

began. There was a drop in water pressure, and strangely colored sediment in all the 

toilet tanks. As time went on, the sediment destroyed one shower, many of the toi lets and 

the water heater. The washing machine and dishwasher no longer function properly. 

She notified DEP of the situation at the end of June 2019. Shortly thereafter, 

Sunoco came to sample her water. Sunoco's initial sampling and analysis showed the 

presence ofbentonite. A Sunoco representative told her there was nothing wrong with 

bentonite and she could carry on drinking her water and showering in it because it was 

not harmful. Several weeks later, however, she received a follow-up email informing her 

that additional test results indicated her water had tested high fore-coli and fecal 

coliform. In the intervening time period, her daughter drank the water and was 

hospitalized. 

As of the time that she testifi ed in March, 2021, her water issues sti ll remained

she had not been hooked up to public water and was still using the water from her well 

for showering and washing clothes and dishes. 

Another resident, Karen Katz, lives in Glen Mills. Her water wellhead was more 

than 450 feet from the dig, so her well water was not tested before the start of work in her 

area. In 2019, during installation of the pipeline, the drill p ierced an aqu ifer in the area of 

Meadow Lane and Shepherd Lane, causing her to lose water pressure. She recalled seeing 

a large amount of water flowing onto Shepherd 's Lane. She stated that to this day her 

water pressure is low. Katz stated that Sunoco has declined to test her water so she and 

her family drink bottled water. 
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Edward and Alice Mioduski live in New Alexandria, near Loyalhanna Lake. The 

Mioduski 'sown a 26-acre farm. Their wellhead is 450 feet from the pipeline right of 

way. Drilling started on their property in May 20 17. About two weeks later, their well 

water turned a" . .. cloudy gray. You couldn't even see through it." The water supply has 

not been remediated. Instead, Sunoco sent a "water buffalo" - a large outdoor water tank 

- and a Culligan brand bottled water cooler, now located in the couple 's kitchen. 

Patrick Robinson lives in New Florence. He stated that Sunoco asserted eminent 

domain against many of his neighbors, so he attempted to negotiate with them to 

minimize impacts to his property. Robinson's well is also 450 feet from the pipeline 

project. Robinson stated that, on the day Sunoco began digging at a nearby creek, the 

water level in his well fell 120 feet. The water turned " . .. like brown coffee with 

sediment," and the well soon ran dry. Sunoco offered to provide a "water buffalo," if he 

signed a re lease absolving it of any responsibility, but he declined. Robinson stated that 

Sunoco told him that, because there was no pre-construction water sampling or testing, 

the company is not responsible for any damage. 

Joanne Snyder lives in Holl idaysburg, adjacent to the Everett Railroad horizontal 

drilling project. Ms. Snyder stated that, before the project, her well water was pristine. 

The construction right of way is only six feet from her well. After numerous incidents, 

Snyder was provided a water buffalo. Sunoco attempted to take it back in the fall o f 

2020, but Snyder would not agree to its removal, because she had received notice of 

another recent spi ll. Snyder stated that an agent of the company "told me to settle with 

them and go build another house. He told me if I didn't settle, they would just come and 

take my house." 
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John and Valerie McCarthy live in Jeanette. The pipeline passes on a hill which 

is above the level of the McCarthy's drinking water source. Valerie McCarthy stated that 

when samples of their water were taken prior to drilling, it was found to be completely 

pure. John McCarthy stated that afier construction started, however, he began receiving 

letters advising them not to drink the water anymore, because it contained volcan ic ash 

used in the drilling mud. McCarthy also noticed an oily sheen on the water in his artesian 

spring, and in the stTeam coming from it. Sunoco agents verbally promised to connect his 

home to a municipal water supply, but never executed the agreement once construction in 

his area was complete. 

Mark and Kathy Daugherty live in Johnstown, near the William Penn Avenue 

horizontal drilling site. Their daughter and her husband live in an adjacent home. The 

pipeline right of way is approximately 300-400 feet away. Mark Daugherty stated that 

wells serving both homes were affected by the construction. The water in his daughter's 

well became gritty and dirty. His own well subsided and the submersible pump failed . 

Sunoco supplied temporary water for a year, but then stopped. The company claimed 

that the impacts did not result from its drill ing. 

Daniel Trantham lives on Goldfinch Lane in Johnstown near the site of another 

horizontal dri lling project. Sunoco offered him an undisclosed amount of money for the 

use of the property, and infonned him they would use eminent domain ifhe did not 

sign. They also offered a supplementary water supply even before they started drilling 

under a wetland that was adjacent to the spring that suppl ied his house with water. After 

drilling commenced, late one evening workers approached the house and told Trantham 

they were losing mud. The workers searched the property for the drilling fluid and 
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located three areas where it was emerging from the ground. The following day the 

workers returned and told Trantham not to use his water. Sunoco sta1ted supplying 

bottled water to the house. Ultimately, the company paid the construction costs to 

connect his home to a public water supply. 

The Grand Jury reviewed a spreadsheet the DEP has maintained of all water 

supply complaints that they were made aware of related to the Mariner East 2 Pipeline 

Proj ect. Their list contains one hundred eighty three (183) names. We rev iewed a 

similar internal list maintained by Sunoco. That list only included one hundred eighty 

two (182) names. The possibility exists that the number of fam ilies that have had their 

only water supply impacted by this proj ect is larger than is known. Many of the 

agreements that Sunoco entered into with homeowners who were affected by pipeline 

construction included non-d isclosure provisions. Some of these prohibit a homeowner 

from speaking even with DEP or other governmental entiti es at the township, borough, 

county, state or federal level. 

c. Use of Unapproved Additives 

Evidence before the Grand Jury established that, in some geological formations, 

the normal fluid used for horizontal directional dri lling - a mix of water and bentonite -

will be insufficient to seal holes or fractures in the rock. In these circumstances, drillers 

may wish to add other products to the fluid that are better able to p lug fractures. These 

additives, however, must be approved for use by the Department of Environmental 

Protection. 
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DEP official Brokenshire testified that the Department began implementing th is 

requirement when horizontal directional drilling was still a new process. Under the 

Department' s regulations, officially adopted in 2016, drillers may only use additives that 

are "NSF approved." The National Sanitation Foundation has developed a certification, 

NSF/ ANSI/CAN 60,that addresses the human health effects of drinking water treatment 

chemicals. These additives, as DEP later clarified, must also be function specific. That 

is, an approved additive may be used in dri ll ing fluid only if its intended use is for 

drilling, as opposed to some other water treatment function. 

DEP maintains a list of approved additives that is available on its website. 

Because the list changes, a drilling company must check it in a timely fashion to ensure 

that any intended additive is approved by DEP. Ifan additive is not NSF/ANSI/CAN 60 

certified, it must be submitted to DEP for review a long with the safety data sheet for the 

product. 

The Grand Jury learned of multiple incidents throughout the project when 

products were used that were not on the NSF/ ANSI/CAN 60 list of approved drilling 

fluid additives. Sometimes subcontractors used these unapproved additives without 

giving advance notice to Sunoco. However, once the product had been used, Sunoco 

generally found out, since it received regular reports about such matters. Even after it 

learned of the use of unapproved additives, however, Sunoco did not direct dri llers to 

stop, nor did it alert DEP. 

Documentation regarding the Zinns Mill Road/Snitz Creek drill provides an 

example. An April 20 18 report submitted to Sunoco's Environmental Project Manager, 

Christopher Embry, indicated that the driller had utilized Baroid Magmafiber and Baroid 

Fuse-It as additives - the day before a drilling fluid spill into Snitz Creek. Neither 
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additive was NSF/ANSI/ CAN 60 approved. But Sunoco never reported the problem, 

even after Embry was explicitly advised that Baroid MagmaFiber was inappropriate for 

use because it is an unapproved additive. 

Review of records revealed numerous instances of use of unapproved additives at 

locations throughout the project. Many of these were used even after DEP's clarification 

specifying that approved additives must be function specific for use in drilling fluid. But 

some of the additives used have never been on the NSF/ANSJ/CAN60 list for any 

product function. Additives used without approval included Baroid Magma Fiber, 

vegetable oil, Platinum PAC, Drill Seal, Oynacell, Diamond Seal, and PolySwell. 

Another unapproved additi ve was Fuse-It, which was used at several difierent 

locations on the Mariner East 2 Proj ect. Fuse-It's safety data sheet states that 10-30% of 

the product consists ofhydrotreated light petroleum distillate. The document states that 

the product may cause skin and eye irritation and may have toxicity to fi sh. Fuse-It was 

used at many locations where drilling fluid spilled into the environment, affecting aquatic 

life in any creeks, streams or rivers it entered. The product was also used near locations 

where dri ll ing affected aqu ifers that fed home drinking water supplies. 

In general, unapproved additives were most often used in the riskiest situations, in 

an effort to stop the escape of drilling fluid into the environment. Because these efforts 

in many cases fai led to stop the fluid loss, the unapproved additi ves themselves 

undoubtedly escaped into the environment as well . 

VIII. Applicable Environmental Statutes 
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The Grand Jury learned that the relevant portions of the Clean StTeams Law define 

" industrial waste" as any liquid or solid resulting from manufacturing or indust1y whether or not 

generally characterized as waste. "Pollution" is any contamination of waters of the 

Commonwealth that is likely to render those waters hannfu l, detrimental, or injurious to public 

health, safety or welfare, or to legitimate beneficial use. "Waters of the Commonwealth" 

includes any rivers, streams, rivulets, lakes or springs containing surface or underground water. 

Within the Clean Streams Law, Secti on 691.30 I makes it a crime to discharge industrial 

waste into the waters of the Commonwealth. Section 69 1.40 I prohibits the discharge of any 

substance resulting in pollution into any of the waters of the Commonwealth. Section 691.6 11 

makes it a crime to fai l to comply with any order or pennit or license of the Department of 

Environmental Protection, or to hinder, obstruct, prevent or interfere with the Department or its 

personnel in the performance of any duty. 

Finally, we reviewed a Certification of Records from DEP and heard testimony to 

confitm that Sunoco never applied for or was granted a permit or an exemption to a permit 

pursuant to the Clean Streams Law to discharge any waste from any source, except water 

discharged from hydrostati c testing, at or near the Mariner East 2 Pipeline Project located in 

Allegheny, Washington, Westmoreland, Indiana, Cambria, Blair, Huntingdon, Juniata, Perry, 

Cumberland, York, Dauphin, Lebanon, Lancaster, Berks, Chester and Delaware Counties, or to 

discharge any waste from that proj ect into any waters of the Commonwealth. 

TX. Recommendation of Charges 

We find that, in constructing the Mariner East 2 Pipeline, Sunoco repeatedly permitted 

industrial waste or other contaminating substances to escape into the environment; failed to 
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report incidents as required; used additives that lacked required approval; and caused impact to a 

multitude of waters of the Commonwealth, to include streams, lakes, rivers and groundwater. 

These activities have resulted in contamination of many private water supplies, some of which 

have been restored and some of which continue 10 be polluted 10 th is day. 

Based upon the evidence that we have obtained and considered, which establishes a 

primafacie case, we, the members of the Forty-Fifth Statewide Investigating Grand Jury, 

recommend that the Attorney General, or his designee, institute criminal proceedings against the 

entity listed below and charge them with the following offenses: 

SUNOCO PTPELTNE L.P./ENERGY T RANSFER 

SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P./ENERGY TRANSFER 

For Inadvertent Returns at Raystown Lake (S2-01 50): 

• Prohibition of Discharge oflndustrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.301 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P .S. § 

691.401 

For Inadvertent Returns at Piney Creek (S2-0 142): 

• Prohibition of Discharge of Industrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.301 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

691.401 

For Inadvertent Returns at Marsh Creek (S3-0290): 

• Prohibition o f Discharge of Industr ial Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.301 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

691.401 

For Inadvertent Returns at Linden Road (S 1-0080): 
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• Prohibition of Discharge of Industrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.301 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

69 1.40 I 

For Inadvertent Returns at Linden Creek Road (S 1-0050): 

• Prohibition of Discharge of Industria l Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.30 1 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

69 1.40 I 

For Inadvertent Returns at Buff-Pitt Highway (S2-0050): 

• Prohibition of Discharge of Industrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.301 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

69 1 .401 

For Inadvertent Returns at Goldfinch Lane (S2-0069): 

• Prohibition of Discharge of Industrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law -35 P.S. 

691.301 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P .S. § 

691.401 

For Inadvertent Returns at William Penn Avenue (S2-0070): 

• Prohibition of Discharge of Industrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.30 I 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

691.401 

For Inadvertent Returns at Spinner Road (S2-0080): 

• Prohibition of Discharge oflndustrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.30 I 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

691.401 

For Inadvertent Returns at Glen Riddle/Tunbridge Apartments (S3-0620): 
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• Prohibition of Discharge of Industrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.301 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

69 1.40 I 

For Inadvertent Returns at Exton Bypass/Lisa Drive (S3-0400): 

• Prohibition of Discharge of Industria l Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.30 1 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

69 1.40 I 

For Inadvertent Returns at SR 88 & Wheeling/Lake Erie RR (Sl-0120): 

• Prohibition of Discharge of Industrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.301 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

69 1 .401 

For Inadvertent Returns at Joanna Road (S3-0250): 

• Prohibition of Discharge of Industrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law -35 P.S. 

691.301 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P .S. § 

691.401 

For Inadvertent Returns at 1-76 (S 1-0230): 

• Prohibition of Discharge of Industrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.30 I 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

691.401 

For Inadvertent Returns at Loyalhanna Lake (S2-00 10): 

• Prohibition of Discharge oflndustrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.30 I 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

691.401 

For Inadvertent Returns at Norfolk Southern RR (S 1-0250): 
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• Prohibition of Discharge of Industrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.301 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

69 1.40 I 

For Inadvertent Returns at Old William Penn Highway (S 1-0270): 

• Prohibition of Discharge of Industria l Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.30 1 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

69 1.40 I 

For Inadvertent Returns at Reservoir Road/Everett RR (S2-0121): 

• Prohibition of Discharge of Industrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.301 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

69 1 .401 

For Inadvertent Returns at 1-8 I (S2-0220): 

• Prohibition of Discharge of Industrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law -35 P.S. 

691.301 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P .S. § 

691.401 

For Inadvertent Returns at SR 20 I 7/Blacklog Creek (S2-0 154): 

• Prohibition of Discharge of Industrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.30 I 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

691.401 

For Inadvertent Returns at Snitz Creek/Zinn's Mill Road (S3-0 l0 1): 

• Prohibition of Discharge oflndustrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.30 I 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

691.401 

For fai lure to report environmental incidents to DEP: 
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• Unlawful Conduct under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 691.6 I I 

For use of unapproved additi ves along the pipeline project : 

• Unlawfu l Conduct under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 691.6 I I 

For impact to private drinking water supplies: 

• Prohibition o f Discharge of Industrial Waste under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. 

691.301 

• Prohibition Against Other Pollutions under the Clean Streams Law - 35 P.S. § 

691.401 
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177 FERC,161,182 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Before Commissioners: Richard Glick, Chairman; 
James P. Danly, Allison Clements, and 
Mark C. Christie. 

Rover Pipeline, LLC, and 
Energy Transfer Partners, L.P. 

Docket No. IN17-4-000 

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE AND NOTICE OF PROPOSED PENALTY 

Ossued December I 6, 202 I) 

1. Pursuant to Rule 209(a)(2) of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, 1 

the Commission's Revised Policy Statement on Enforcement,2 and the Commission's 
Statement of Administrative Policy Regarding the Process for Assessing Civil Penalties,3 
the Commission directs Energy Transfer Partners, L.P. (Energy Transfer)4 and its 
subsidiary Rover Pipeline, LLC Gointly, Respondent or Rover) to show cause why it 
should not be found to have v iolated Section 7(e) of the Natural Gas Act (NGA), 15 
U.S.C. § 7 I 7f; the Commission 's Regulations, 18 C.F.R. § 157.20 (2021 ); and the 
Commission's Order Issuing Certificates (Certificate Order),5 by: (1) intentionally 
including diesel fuel and other toxic substances and unapproved additives in the drilling 
mud during its horizontal directional drilling (HDD) operations under the Tuscarawas 
River in Stark County, Ohio, (2) failing to adequately monitor the right-of-way at the site 
of the Tuscarawas River HDD operation, and (3) improperly disposing of inadvertently 
released drilling mud that was contaminated with diesel fuel and hydraulic oil. The 
Commission also directs Rover to show cause why it should not be assessed a civil 
penalty in the amount of $40,000,000. 

1 18 C.F.R. § 385.209(a)(2) (202 I). 

2 Enforcement of Statutes, Regulations and Orders, 123 FERC 1 61,156, at 
PP 35-36 (2008) (Revised Policy Statement on Enforcement). 

3 Process for Assessing Civil Penal ties, 117 FERC161,317, atP 6 (2006). 

4 Energy Transfer Partners, LP. is now Energy Transfer L.P. 

5 Rover Pipeline LLC, 158 FERC 161,109 (2017), order on cla rification & reh' g, 
161 FERC ~ 61,244 (2017), Petition for Rev., Rover Pipeline LLC v. FERC, No. 18-1032 
(D.C. Cir. Jan. 29, 2018) (Certificate or Ce1tificate Order). 
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2. Respondent may seek a modification to the penalty amount as warranted. 6 

Pursuant to Rule 2 l 3(a) of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure,' the 
Commission directs Respondent to file an answer with the Commission within 30 days 
of the date of this order. Office ofEnforc.ement staff (Enforcement Staff) may reply to 
Respondent's answer within 30 days of the filing of the answer. The Commission will 
consider these pleadings as part of its review of this proceeding. 

3. This case presents allegations by Enforcement Staff that Respondent violated the 
NGA, Commission regulations, and the Certificate Order during construction of Rover's 
$6.7 billion Rover Pipeline Project (or Project), an approximately 711 mile Jong interstate 
natural gas pipeline designed to transport gas from the Marcellus and Utica shale supply 
areas through West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Michigan to outlets in the Midwest 
and elsewhere.8 In April 2017, shortly after Rover began its HOD operation under the 
Tuscarawas River, a large inadvertent release (IR) of2 million gallons of drilling mud 
reached the ground surface and flowed into a nearby protected wetland. Testing of the IR 
contents conducted by the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency revealed the presence 
of petroleum hydrocarbons consistent with diesel fuel. Enforc.ement Staff's allegations 
arise out of an investigation into the IR and are fm1her described in the Enforcement Staff 
Report and Recommendation (Enforcement Staff Report). 9 Issuance of this order does 
not indicate Commission adoption or endorsement of the Enforcement Staff Report. 

4. Enforcement Staff alleges that from April 2 through April I 3, 20 I 7, multiple HOD 
crew members employed by Rover's contractors intentionally added toxic diesel fuel, 
hydraulic oil, contaminated containment fluids, and non-toxic but unapproved lubricants 
to combat drilling difficu lties and keep up with drilling progress demands. Witnesses 
testified that at least seven Rover contractor HOD crew members added diesel fuel to the 

6 See 18 C.F.R. § 385.209(b). 

7 18 C.F .R § 385.2l3(a) (2021 ) . 

8 Rover Pipeline LLC, Application of Rover Pipeline LLC for a Certificate of 
Public Convenience and Necessity, Docket No. CPIS-93-000, at I, 6, and IO (filed 
Feb. 20, 2015) (Rover Application or Application). 

9 The Enforcement Staff Report is attached to th is order as Appendix A. The 
Enforcement Staff Report describes the background of Enforcement Staff's investigation, 
findings and analysis, and recommended sanctions. 
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drilling mud10 at the site of the Tuscarawas River HDD operation, and that this was done 
intentionally and routinely. Witnesses also testified that at least four Rover contractor 
HDD crew members added unapproved additives to lubricate the drill and speed up 
drilling progress, and that this was also done intentionally and routinely. Additionally, 
one witness admitted to adding hydraulic flu id to the drilling mud on at least one 
occasion, and contaminated water from containments on more than one occasion. 
Enforcement Staff further alleges that these violations were the product of a corporate 
culture that favored speed and construction progress over regulatory compliance, that 
Rover pressed upon its contractors, and that its contractors in turn imposed on its 
subcontractors and HOD crews. 

5. Based on the allegations contained in the Enforcement Staff Report, the 
Commission directs Respondent to respond to this order as set forth above. 11 This order 
is also the notice of proposed penalty required by the NGA. 12 In the answer to this order, 
Respondent has the option to pay the proposed assessment or contest the order. If 
Respondent chooses to contest the order or the proposed assessment, the Commission 
will issue a further order. 13 If the record is sufficient, the Commission may assess a civil 
penalty. If a hearing is needed, the Commission will issue a hearing order and indicate 
whether the Commission will conduct a paper hearing or a hearing before an 
Administrative Law Judge (ALJ). If the Commission chooses to conduct a paper hearing, 
it will issue an order on the paper hearing record. If the matter is set for hearing before 
an ALJ, the ALJ will conduct a hearing under Part 385 of the Commission's regulations, 
and, unless otherwise directed in a hearing order, the ALJ will issue an Initial Decision 

1° For the Rover Pipeline Project, drilling mud was defined as "a slurry 
of naturally occurring, non-toxic bentonite clay and water." See FERC, Final 
Environmental Impact Statement for Rover Pipeline, Docket No. CPI 5-93-000, 
at app G-1 at GI -6 (issued July 29, 2016) (Final EIS). 

11 Under 18 C.F.R. § 385.213(c), Respondent must file an answer that provides 
a clear and concise statement regarding any disputed factual issues and any law upon 
which it relies. Respondent must also, to the extent practicable, admit or deny, 
specifically and in detail, each material allegation contained in the Enforcement Staff 
Report and set forth every defense relied upon. Failure to answer an order to show cause 
will be treated as a general denial and may be a basis for summary disposition under 
Rule 217. 18 C.F.R. § 385.213(e)(2). 

12 I 5 U.S.C. § 717t-l(b); Process for Assessing Civil Penalties, 117 FERC 
ii 61 ,317 at PP 6-7. 

13 Process for Assessing Civil Penalties, 117 FERC 1161 ,317 at PP 6-7. 
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and detennine whether a violation or violations occurred. The ALJ also will make 
factua l findings on the statutory factors relevant to a civil penalty and on the factors set 
forth in the Corrunission's Revised Policy Statement on Enforcement. 14 The Commission 
will then consider the Initial Decision of the ALJ and any exceptions filed. If the 
Commission determines that there is a violation, the Commission will issue an order and 
may assess any appropriate penalty. In accordance with NGA Section 19(a) and Rule 
7 I 3 of the Corrunission 's Rules of Practice and Procedure, 15 Respondent may request a 
rehearing no later than 30 days after the issuance of the order assessing the penalty. 
Respondent can appeal a final Commission order to a United States Court of Appeals 
within the appropriate time for review of a Commission order. If the Commission finds a 
violation and assesses a penalty, if such penalty is not paid within 60 days of assessment, 
the Commission will institute a collection action in an appropriate United States District 
Court. 16 

6. The Commission authorizes Enforcement Staff to disclose information obtained 
during the course of the investigation as necessary to advance this matter. 

The Commission orders: 

(A) Within 30 days of the date of this order, Respondent must file an 
answer in accordance with Rule 213 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and 
Procedure, 18 C.F.R. § 385.213, showing cause why Rover should not be found to 
have violated Section 7(e) of the NGA, 15 U.S.C. § 7 I 7f; the Commission's 
Regulations, 18 C.F.R. § 157.20; and the Commission's Certificate Order with 
respect to its conduct during construction of the Rover Pipeline Project. 

(B) \1/ithin 30 days of the date of this order, Respondent must file an 
answer in accordance with Rule 213 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and 
Procedure, 18 C.F.R. § 385.213, showing cause why the alleged violations should 
not warrant the assessment ofa civil penalty in the amount of$40,000,000, or a 
modification to that amount as warranted. 

14 See 15 U.S.C. § 717t-J(c); Revised Policy Statement on Enforcement, 
123 FERC ~ 61,156 at PP 55-71. 

15 See JS U.S.C. § 717r; 18 C.F.R. § 385.71 3 (2021). 

16 Process for Assessing Civil Penalties, 117 FERC~ 61 ,317 atP 7. 
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(C) In the answer, Respondent should address any matter, legal, factual , or 
procedural, that it would urge the Commission to consider in th is matter. To the 
extent that Respondent cites any material not cited in the Enforcement Staff Report, 
Respondent is directed to file non-publicly one copy of such material on CD-ROM 
or DVD in the captioned docket and to serve a copy of same on Enforcement Staff. 

(D) Within 30 days of the filing of the answer by Respondent, 
Enforcement Staff may file a reply with the Commission. 

By the Commission. Commissioner Phi ll ips is not participating. 

(SEAL) 

Kimberly D. Bose, 
Secretary. 

- s -
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The Office of Enforcement (Enforcement or Enforcement Staff) submits th is 
report to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (Commission or FERC) setting 
forth its findings of fact and conclusions of law regarding the investigation of Energy 
Transfer Partners, L.P. (Energy Transfer) ' and its subsidiary Rover Pipeline, LLC (jointly 
Rover). Enforcement's investigation relates to the presence of diesel fuel and petroleum 
hydrocarbons in the drilling mud2 in Stark County, Ohio, at the site of the horizontal 
directional drilling (or HDD)3 project described in Rover's Application for a Certificate 
of Public Convenience and Necessity and attendant filings.4 Based upon the evidence 
obtained during its investigation, Enforcement has concluded that Rover v iolated: Section 
7(e) of the Natural Gas Act (NGA), 15 U.S.C. § 7 l 7f (2018); the Commission's 
Regulations, 18 C.F.R. § 157.20; and the Commission's Order Issuing Certificates 
(Certificate Order), 5 by intentionally including diesel fuel and other toxic substances and 
unapproved additives in the drilling mud while drilling under the Tuscarawas River in 
Stark County, Ohio. In addition, Enforcement concluded that Rover fa iled to adequately 
monitor the right-of-way at the site of the Tuscarawas River HOD operation, and that it 
improperly disposed of inadvertently released drilling mud that was contaminated with 
diesel fuel and hydraulic oil. 

I. Executive Summary 

This matter involves Rover's project to construct the $6. 7 billion6 Rover Pipeline 
Project (or Project), an approximately 711 mile long interstate natural gas pipel ine 

1 Energy Transfer Partners, L.P. is now Energy Transfer L.P. 
2 For a discussion of what constitutes "drilling mud," see infra at Part II.C. 
3 HDD is a trenchless method of installing underground pipelines and is described more 
fu lly in Part II.A. 
4 Rover, Application of Rover Pipeline LLC for a Certificate of Public Convenience and 
Necessity, Docket No. CP 15-93-000 (filed Feb. 20, 20 I 5) (Rover Application or 
Application). The initial application filing Rover made was on Febniary 20, 2015, with 
pe1tinent attendant documents filed in the subsequent days and months. Enforcement 
Staff refers to the documents collectively as the Application or Application filings. 
5 The Commission issued a Certificate Order to Rover on February 2, 2017, though it 
denied Rover's request for a blanket certificate under 18 C.F.R. § 157.203, in part 
because of the conduct at issue in another investigation related to th is project. Rover 
Pipeline LLC, I 58 FERC ii 61, I 09 (20 I 7), order on clarification & reh' g, I 6 I FERC ii 
61,244 (2017), Petition for Rev., Rover Pipeline LLC v. FERC, No. 18-1032 (D.C. Cir. 
Jan. 29, 2018) (Certificate or Certificate Order). 
6 On May 2, 2019, Rover filed its Cost Comparison Statement, as required by 18 C.F.R. 
§ J 57.20(c), averring that Rover's final cost was then projected to be $6.7 billion. Rover, 
Cost Comparison Statement, Docket No. CP15-93-000 (filed May 2, 2019). Rover 
initially estimated the project would cost $4.22 billion in its Application tilings. 
Application at 6. 
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designed to transport gas from the Marcellus and Utica shale supply areas through West 
Virginia, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Michigan to outlets in the Midwest and elsewhere. 7 In 
April 2017, shortly after Rover began horizontal directional drilling under the 
Tuscarawas River in Stark County, Ohio, a large inadvertent release (IR) of2 million 
gallons of drilling mud reached the ground surface and flowed into a nearby protected 
wetland. Testing of the IR contents conducted shortly thereafter by the Ohio 
Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA) revealed the presence of petroleum 
hydrocarbons consistent w ith diesel fuel. 

As described in this report, Enforcement Staff investigated Rover's conduct and 
the circumstances leading to the IR and found that Rover: (I) intentionally added diesel 
fuel and other toxic substances and unapproved additives to the drilling mud while 
drilling under the Tuscarawas River, (2) failed to adequately monitor the Project's right
of-way, and (3) improperly disposed of IR mud that was contaminated with diesel fuel 
and hydraulic oil. Enforcement Staff concluded that th is conduct violated Section 7(e) of 
the NGA, the Commission's regulations, and the Commission's Certificate Order. 

Contemporaneous evidence demonstrates that these violations were the product of 
a corporate culture-one that equally infected the executives managing the Tuscarawas 
River HOD and the onsite HOD crew-that favored speed and construction progress over 
regulatory compliance. This culture was fueled by Rover's execution of a $1.5 billion 
"time is of the essence" contract with a prime construction contractor-which constituted 
35% of Rover's initial cost estimate for the Project. 8 It was also fueled by Rover 's self
imposed four-month schedule to complete over 500 miles of the pipeline construction. 9 

In addition to the contract requirements, Rover's Executive Vice President of 
Engineering and Construction, Yousif(Joey) Malunoud, continually applied direct 
pressure on the Vice President of its prime contractor, Bobby Poteete, to speed up 
construction, which funneled down to its subcontractor and HOD crews onsite. 1° For 
instance, when drilling difficulties arose in the initial days of drilling at the Tuscarawas 
River and the Project began to experience delays, these delays and work stoppages by the 
crew due to safety and environmental issues were viewed by the head executive of 
Rover's subcontractor, Bill Colson, as a failure to understand the urgency of progressing 
with drilling. 11 It was in this strained work environment that HOD crew members began 
adding toxic diesel fuel and other toxic substances, as well as non-toxic but unapproved 

7 Application at 1, 6, and I 0. 
8 See infra Part 11.D. 
9 See infra Part H.F. 
10 See infra Part ILG . 
i1 1d. 
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lubricants like "soap sticks" and "burritos,"12 to the drilling mud to lubricate the drill and 
increase drilling speed. As detailed throughout th is report, Rover HOD crew members 
have admitted under oath to doing so, and have provided numerous corroborating 
accounts of what occurred and how the conduct was openly discussed among onsite 
personnel. 

Enforcement Staff recommends that the Commission issue an Order to Show 
Cause and Notice of Proposed Penalty to Rover, requiring it to show cause why (i) it did 
not violate Section 7(e) of the NGA, 15 U.S.C. § 717f; (ii) did not violate 18 C.F.R. § 
157.20 of the Commission's regulations; (iii) did not violate the Commission's 
Certificate Order; and (iv) it should not pay a civil penalty of$40,000,000. 

This Enforcement Staff report begins in Part II by relating the facts 
chronologically, primarily through citation to Rover's Application filings and related 
agreements, contemporaneous emails and documents gathered as part of this 
investigation, as well as to the testimony taken from witnesses during the investigation. 
The cited materials will be fi led separately with the Commission as a non-public 
appendix, with a copy sent to counsel for Rover. Part III briefly outlines Enforcement's 
investigation. Pa11 IV sets forth the legal framework established by the NGA and the 
Commission's Certificate Order. Part V details Enforcement Staffs analysis and 
findings, while Part VI addresses Rover's anticipated defense. Part VII articulates the 
relevant penalty considerations. Part VIII summarizes Enforcement's conclusions. 

II. Factual Background 

A. The Horiz-0ntal Directional Drilling Process 

Horizontal directional drilling is a technique frequently used by natural gas 
pipelines to drill a horizontal hole beneath obstacles, and thereafter pull the pipe through 
the hole. 13 There are three main steps: drilling the pilot hole, reaming ( enlarging the pilot 
hole to the full intended size), and pulling the pipe into and through the reamed hole. 14 

To complete an HDD pipe installation, specialized construction contractors attach 

12 "Soap sticks" and "burritos" refer to drilling industry standard lubricants that, had 
Rover gone through the required approval process with the Commission, would likely 
have been approved for Rover's use. See, e.g., Testimony of Day Crew Foreman, Vol. I, 
at 128-29 (Aug. 15, 2017) (Day Crew Foreman Test. Vol. I); Testimony of Night Crew 
Mud Technician, at 76-77 (Nov. I, 2017) (Night Crew Mud Technician Test.). However, 
these lubricants, while non-toxic, do not constitute drilling mud or form part of the 
drilling mud mixture approved by the Commission in its Certificate Order. 
13 Pipel ines: A Crucial Piece of Modern Infrastructure, Am. Petroleum Inst. Energy, at 2 
(last visited Oct. 4, 2021 ), https://www .api.org/-/media/ API Website/oil-and-natural
gas/primers/Horizontal%20Directional%20Drilling%20HDD%20Operations%20White% 
20Paper.pdf?la=en&hash=87ECB03D2D25B28DE401D6A23DA I C74D387339A 7. 
14 Id. at 3. 
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steerable drill bits, reamers, tracking monitoring devices, and other tools to the end of a 
drill pipe string, then slowly drill a hole underneath an obstacle from one side to the other 
along a detem1ined path. 15 Subsurface obstacles can be avoided by steering the drill bit 
horizontally and vertically while drilling the initial small-diameter pilot hole and reaching 
a precise exit point. 16 To help the drill bit cut through soil and rock, drilling fluid is 
pumped through the drill pipe string. 17 The drilling fluid exits the drill string through jet 
nozzles in the drill bit, lubricating and cooling the drill bit. 18 The drilling fluid also 
suspends and, under normal circumstances, carries the soil and rock cuttings from the 
hole back to the surface through the space between the drill pipe string and the wall of the 
hole (i.e., the annulus). 19 The pilot hole is enlarged by reaming it out with progressively 
larger diameter cutting tools. 20 During the reaming process, drilling fluid is again 
circulated through the hole. 21 Finally, the pipe is pulled into the enlarged hole.22 

Normally, during the pilot hole and reaming stages of drilling, the drilling fluid 
that was added to the hole makes its way back to containment pits at the entry or exit 
points, where it then passes through a cleaning system to remove cuttings before being 
rec irculated back into the hole.23 In some instances, drilling fluid can escape the HOD 
hole and leak into the surrounding earth. 24 In extreme cases, drilling fluid can emerge at 
the ground surface or in any other undesired location such as wetlands or water bodies, 
which is known as an inadvertent release (or inadvertent return or IR). 25 IRs sometimes 
result from hydraulic fractures that occur when the drilling flu id pressure exceeds the 
strength of the surrounding material to contain it. 26 Irrespective of an !R's cause, an IR 
has the potential to release relatively large volumes of drilling fluid over a short period of 
time, particularly if high-pressure drilling flu id pumps are not immediately disengaged.27 

The Commission requires natural gas companies to not only develop, but also 
comply with contingency and mitigation plans for the construction phase, including the 

15 Id. at 2. 
16 Id. 
17 Id. at 3. 
is Id. 
19 Id. 
20 Id. at 4, 5. 
21 Id. at 4. 
22 Id. at 5. 
23 Id. at JO. 
24 Id. 
25 See id. at IO- I I. 
26 Id. at 10. 
27 See id. at 11. 
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measures to be taken in the event of an IR.28 Due to the importance of limiting the 
potential effects of !Rs, during construction, Rover personnel were required to 
periodically walk the HOD right-of-way to monitor for the release of dri lling fluid to the 
surfac.e. 29 

B. In February 2015, Rover Submits Its Initial Application Filings to 
Construct the Rover Pipeline 

On Febniary 20, 2015, Rover filed its Application for a Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity to construct the Rover Pipeline Project. The Commission 
then conducted its standard analysis to determine whether the proposed project was 
required by the public convenience and necessity. Under this analysis, the Commission 
determines whether the public benefits of the project outweigh any adverse effects on 
specific and potentially affected economic interests.30 If the Commission determines that 
the public benefits outweigh those adverse effects, the Commission then proceeds to its 
environmental analys is. 31 Specifically, the Commission takes a "hard look" at potential 
environmental impacts of the proposed action under the requirements of the National 
Environmental Policy Act or NEPA .32 As part of the analysis, Commission staff in the 
Office of Energy Projects (OEP) completes an environmental assessment (EA) or an 
environmental impact statement (EIS). 33 If the Commission determines that the potential 
environmental impacts are unacceptable, it will deny authorization. 34 By contrast, if the 
Commission determines, based on the analyses conducted and comments submitted, that 

28 See, e.g., 15 U.S.C. § 7 l 7f(e) ("The Commission shall have the power to attach to the 
issuance of the certificate and to the exercise of the rights granted thereunder such 
reasonable tenns and conditions as the public convenience and necessity may require."); 
18 C.F.R. § 380.1 et seq. (2020) (regulations implementing the Commission's procedures 
under the National Environmental Policy Act of I 969 (NEPA)); Certificate Order, I 58 
FERC ,i 61,109 at App. B (requiring Rover to follow the construction procedures and 
mitigation measures described in its application and supplements, including responses to 
staff data requests and as identified in the [environmental impact statement]"). See also 
PennEast Pipel ine Company, LLC, Order Issuing Certificates, 162 FERC ,i 61,053, at 
App. A (2018); Tennessee Gas Pipeli ne Company, L.L.C., Order Issuing Certificate, 156 
FERC ii 61,156, at App. B (2016). 
29 See FERC, Final Environmental Impact Statement for Rover Pipeline, Docket No. 
CP 15-93-000, at App. G-1 at G 1-6 (issued July 29, 2016) (Final EIS). 
3° FERC, Commission Statement of Policy on the Certification of New Interstate Natural 
Gas P ipeline Facilities, 88 FERC 161 ,227, at 61,745 (1999) (Certification Policy 
Statement). 
31 Id. 
32 Final EIS at 1-3. 
33 Certification Policy Statement, 88 FERC ,i 61,227 at 61,745. 
34 See id. at ii 61,750; Final EIS at 1-3. 
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the proposed project can be constructed and operated in an environmentally acceptable 
manner, the Commission moves to the final step-issuance of a certificate order. 35 The 
certificate order that is subsequently issued "will contain the environmental conditions 
the Commission deems necessary and appropriate to ensure acceptable mitigation of 
potential environmental harms." 36 

C. In July 2016, the Office of Energy Projects Issues Its Final 
Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Rover Pipeline 

During its review of Rover's Application, OEP staff issued a Final EIS in July 
2016, which assessed the potential environmental effects of the construction and 
operation of the pipeline in accordance with NEPA. 37 One area of focus was the various 
HDD crossings that were planned by Rover, which were intended to minimize risks to 
sensitive resources such as wetlands and river crossings.38 OEP Staff concluded that 
approval of the Project "would have some adverse and significant environmental impacts; 
however, these impacts would be reduced to acceptable levels with the implementation of 
Rover' s, ... proposed mitigation and the additional measures recommended by staff in 
the final EIS. "39 

To that end, and relevant here, the Final EIS contained explicit descriptions of the 
non-hazardous substances to be used in the HOD process. Specifically, in describing 
trenchless crossing methods to be pem1itted, the Final EIS stated that "throughout the 
drilling process, a slurry of naturally occurring, non-toxic bentonite clay and water 
would be pressurized and pumped through the drilling head to lubricate the drill bit, 
remove drill cuttings, and hold the hole open."40 Similarly, in describing the water 
mixture allowed for lubricating the HDDs, the Final EIS stated "[t]hroughout the process 
of drilling and enlarging the hole, a slurry made of non-toxic/non-hazardous bentonite 
clay and water, referred to as drilling mud, would be circulated through the drilling tools 
to lubricate the drill bit, remove drill cuttings, and hold the hole open."41 

In addition, the Final EIS contained an HDD Contingency Plan that required 
Rover to "closely and continually" monitor HDD activities and to conduct, as feasible, 
"visual and pedestrian field inspection along the drill path," "including monitoring the 

35 See Certification Policy Statement, 88 FERC ii 61,227 at 61,746; Final EIS at 1-3 and 
1-4. 
36 Final EIS at 1-3. 
37 Id. at I. 
38 Application at 38. 
39 Final EIS at 1 ( emphasis added). 
40 Id. at 2-31 (emphasis added). 
41 Id. at 4-88 (emphasis added). 
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wetlands and waterbodies for evidence of a release. "42 Rover was also required to 
properly dispose of any drilling mud released from an IR.43 

- IO -

D. In August 2016, Rover States that Its Project is Operating Under a 
"Necessity to Race to l\1arket," and Three Months Later Executes a 
$1.5 Billion Contract with a Prime Contractor 

After issuance of the Final EIS in July 20 I 6, while its Application was still 
pending with the Commission, Rover began to take steps in anticipation of a certificate 
order. In August of 2016, Rover anticipated that the Commission would issue a 
ce1tificate order in September or October of 2016, and that a notice to proceed with 
construction would subsequently be issued in October or November of2016.44 Al that 
time in August of 2016, Yousif(Joey) Mahmoud, ETP and Rover's Executive Vice 
President of Engineering and Constrnction, referred to the Rover Pipeline Project as 
operating under a "necessity to race to market"45 when speaking to prospective customers 
about the difficult environment Rover faced in terms of the time and expense for getting 
certain initial legal approvals that would be necessary in order to construct the pipeline. 46 

Tl1ree months later, on November 28, 2016, and still without the certificate order that it 
anticipated receiving in September or October of 2016 , Rover executed a$ 1.5 billion 
contract with Precision Pipeline LLC (Precision), a drilling company, to construct the 
Rover pipeline. 47 

Rover staffed its Project with contract staff and third-party contractors. Precision, 
Rover's prime contractor, was the largest contractor on the Project48 and was responsible 
for installing much of the pipeline by open trench installation and through HDDs under 
highways, railroads, and natural resources.49 Precision is a subsidiary of MasTec, Inc., an 

42 Id. at App. G-1 at GI -6. 
43 See, e.g. , id. at Gl-7. 
44 Rover Pipeline Customer Meeting, at 5 (20 16) Rover-00070525. 
45 Id. at 16. 
46 Id. (discussing the "Difficult Right-of-Way Environment"). A pipeline right-of-way is 
a piece of land, granted to a pipe I ine company, on top of and on either side of a natural 
gas pipeline. Also referred to as an easement, it provides certain interests and restrictions 
to the land that allow the pipeline company to install and maintain the pipeline. See Ohio 
State University, A Landowner's Guide to Understanding Recommended Pipeline 
Standards and Construction Specifications (May 23, 2016). 
https://ohiol ine.osu.edu/factsheet/anr-29. 
47 Master Construction Agreement between Rover Pipeline and Precision Pipeline (Nov. 
28, 2016) MASTEC0051598 (MCA). 
48 Testimony of Yousif Mahmoud, at 47 (Oct. 5, 2017) (Mahmoud Test.). 
49 Id. ; MCA at Ex. A, Scope of Work. 
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infrastructure engineering and construction company. 50 Precision was managed by Steve 
Rooney, its President, and Bobby Poteete, its Vice President. 

The Master Construction Agreement (MCA) between Rover and Precision set 
forth a seven-month schedule for getting "Phase I" of the pipeline in-service (i.e., by 
June I 6, 20 I 7), and an I I-month schedule for getting "Phase 11" of the Project in-service 
(i.e. by November 1, 2017), "with time being of the essence at all times" for both 
phases. 51 The MCA specified a stringent feet-per-day progression rate and further stated 
that there would be "no additional time ... for any slippage in such delivery dates" unless 
Rover conceded, in writing, that additional time was necessary and specified the extent of 
this additional time allowance.52 The MCA also contained a Target Price Incentive "for 
timely completing the \1/ork"53 In addition, the MCA provided that any subcontractor 
used by Precision for the Project must first be approved in writing by Rover. 54 The MCA 
also provided that the contractor, Precision, does not "assume any obligations or 
commitments in the name of' Rover. 55 

Precision, in tum, executed an lntracompany Work Order with Pretec Directional 
Drilling, LLC (Pretec), an HOD company, to perform work as a subcontractor on the 
Rover pipeline. Fom1ed by Precision in 20 I 6, Pretec is majority-owned by MasTec, Inc., 
the parent company of Precision. Pretec was managed by Bill Colson, Pretec's General 
Manager, who executed the lntracompany Work Order on behalf of Pretec. Per the tenns 
of the Intracompany \1/ork Order, Pretec was hired to provide all manpower and 
equipment for the Rover Pipeline Project, and to operate on a six-day, twelve-hour per 
day shift that would include Sundays as necessary to meet a previously agreed upon 
schedule. 56 Pretec would supply a day shift crew and a night shift crew that collectively 
provided 24-hour, around-the-clock manpower for construction of the pipeline.57 The 
day shift crew would be overseen by Pretec's Day Crew Foreman for the Tuscarawas 
River HOD, while the night shift crew would be overseen by Pretec's Night Crew 

50 See MasTec Website, https://www.mastec.com/. 
51 MCA at 2; id. at Ex. A, Scope of Work,§ 2.3.2. Phase I refers to the in-service date 
for Spread A, Line A, while Phase II refers to the in-service date for Spread A, Line B. 
See id. Line A covered over 500 miles. See Mahmoud Test. at 29. 
52 MCA at 2. 
53 1d.at9. 
54 Id. at 22. 
55 1d.at21. 
56 Precision and Pretec, Intracompany Work Order, at I (executed Mar. 10, 2017) 
MASTEC0051574-81; id. at Attachment I, ii JO. The Intracompany Work Order was 
executed in March 2017, following the Commission's issuance of the Certificate Order in 
February 2017. 
51 Id. 
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Foreman for the Tuscarawas River HOD. Many crew members, including foremen and 
drillers, were eligible for bonuses from Pretec based, in part, on perfom1ance. 58 

E. Commission Issues a Certificate Order in February 2017, and the 
Order is Subject to Rover's Compliance with Express Environmental 
Conditions 

On February 2, 2017, four months later than Rover had previously projected, the 
Commission issued the Certificate Order, granting approval of the Rover Pipeline Project 
subject to forty-five environmental conditions set fo11h in Appendix B. 59 

Environmental Condition # 1 of the Certificate Order required Rover to "follow 
the construction procedures and mitigation measures described in its application ... and 
as identified in the EIS."60 Rover has not disputed that this condition required it to use 
the non-toxic/non-hazardous drilling mud, described above, in the HOD process. 
Environmental Condition # I further stated that any modification to an environmental 
condition must be requested in a filing to the Commission, include a justification as well 
as an explanation for how the modification "provides an equal or greater level of 
environmental protection than the original measure," and be approved in writing by the 
OEP Director "before using that modification."6 1 

Environmental Condition # 3 of the Certificate Order stated that prior to 
commencing any construction, each applicant must file an "affirmative statement" with 
the Commission, "ce11ified by a senior company official, that all company personnel, 
environmental inspectors (EI), and contractor personnel will be informed of the El's 
authority and have been or will be trained on the implementation of the environmental 
mitigation measures appropriate to their jobs before becoming involved with 
construction and restoration activities. "62 

Environmental Condition # 6 of the Ce11ificate Order required Rover to fi le an 
"Implementation Plan for review and written approval by the Director of OEP," that 

58 Testimony of Robert M. Poteete, at 32 (Oct. 24, 20 I 8) (Poteete Test.); Testimony of 
Steve Rooney, at 133-34 (Oct. 5, 2018) (Rooney Test.); MasTec, Field Bonus 
Spreadsheet (20 I 6) MASTEC0059060; MasTec, Field Bonus Spreadsheet (2017) 
MASTEC0059061. Bill Colson, the General Manager of Pretec, valued speed with 
respect to the performance of Pretec's crew at the Tuscarawas River. Colson, with the 
approval of Bobby Poteete, Vice President of Precision, detem1ined the bonuses for the 
field employees based on the employee's performance rating. The bonuses were taken 
from a "block of money" set aside for bonuses by the Chief Financial Officer ofMasTec. 
Poteete Test. at 34-41. 
59 See Certificate Order, 158 FERC ii 61,109 at PP 6,281. 
60 Id. at App. B. 
61 Id. 
62 Id. 
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identi fied, among other things, "the company personnel (if known) and specific portion 
of the applicant's organization having responsibili ty for compliance."63 

Environmental Condition # 7 of the Ce1tificate Order required Rover to employ at 
least one EI per construction spread64 who was required to be: 

a. responsible for monitoring and ensuring compliance with all 
mitigation measures required by the order and other grants, permits, 
certificates, or other authorizing documents; 

b. responsible for evaluating the construction contractor's 
implementation of the environmental mitigation measures required in 
the contract (see condition 6 above) and any other authorizing 
document; 

c. empowered to order correction of acts that violate the 
environmental conditions of the order, and any other authorizing 
document; 

d. a full-time position, separate from all other activity inspectors; 

e. responsible for documenting compliance with the environmental 
conditions of the order, as well as any environmental 
conditions/permit requirements imposed by other federal , state, or 
local agencies; and 

f. responsible for maintaining status reports. 65 

Environmental Condition # IO of the Ce1tificate Order required written 
authorization from the Director of OEP before Rover could place its Project into service, 
and further provided that "[s]uch authorization will only be granted following a 
determination that rehabili tation and restoration of areas affected by the Project are 
proceeding satisfactori ly. "66 

On Febrnary 3, 2017, the day after the Commission issued its Certificate Order, 
and as required by 18 C.F.R. § 157.20(a), Rover filed its "affirmative statement" 
accepting the tem1s of the Certificate Order. 67 At that time, Rover projected the Rover 

63 Id. 
64 Pipeline constrnction for projects like Rover are typically broken into manageable 
lengths called "spreads," with multiple spreads under construction simultaneously. See 
Rover Pipeline Facts, Construction, (last visited Oct. 4, 2021 ), 
https://www.roverpipelinefacts.com/construction.html. Each spread is composed of 
various crews that each have their own responsibili ties. 
65 Certificate Order, 158 FERC ii 61 ,109 at App. 8 . 
66 Id. 
67 Rover, Acceptance of Commission Order, Docket No. CP 15-93-000 (filed Feb. 3, 
2017) (Rover Acceptance of Commission Order). 
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pipeline being in-service for Phase I by July 2017, and for Phase 2 by November 2017.68 

Thus, by comparison to its contract deadlines, Rover pushed back the in-service date for 
Phase I by less than a month, and made no changes to the in-service date for Phase 2. In 
addition, that day Rover also filed an Implementation Plan that identified Rover's 
Executive Vice President, Joey Mahmoud, several Rover managers, and Rover's Lead 
Els as "Key Rover personnel having responsib il ity for environmental compliance."69 

F. The Commission Issues a Notice to Proceed with Construction in 
March 2017, at Which Time Rover Plans to Construct Over 500 l\1iles 
of Pipeline in Approximately Four Months 

On March 3, 2017, four months later than Rover had previously projected, the 
Commission issued Rover a notice to proceed with construction (Notice to Proceed or 
NTP) for the Rover Pipeline Project. 70 That issuance date left Rover's contractors with 
what Rover described as a "doable but aggressive" construction window of 
approximately four months to build over 500 miles of pipeline for Phase I, which 
included clearing the right-of-way, stringing the pipe, welding the pipe, inspecting the 
pipe, including HOD drills at crossings, and restoring the right-of-way. 71 Even within 
that timeframe, Rover had certain earlier regulatory deadlines to meet, like completion of 
clearing the right-of-way, imposed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's clearing 
restrictions for migratory birds. 72 To keep up with the short timetable, Rover hired what 
it described as a "small army" of 12,000 construction workers- five times the number of 
workers that Rover claimed it would have had working simultaneously over a project of 
th is size had such self-imposed time constraints not been present-and asked unions to 
train and certify new workers. 73 

Around March 2017, Rover also retained various staffing contractors, including 
Project Consulting Services, Inc. (PCS), Cleveland Integrity Services (CIS), and Kestrel 
Engineering Group (Kestrel), to provide temporary employees to Rover. Specifically, 
Rover hired an HOD Chief fro m PCS, a Day Utility Inspector and a Night Utility 
Inspector from CIS, and a Lead Environmental Inspector from Kestrel for Spread A, the 
portion of the overall construction where the IR at issue occurred. 

68 Energy Transfer Press Release, Energy Transfer Announces Receipt of FERC 
Certificate for Construction of Rover Pipeline, Rover Pipeline (Feb. 3, 2017), 
https://www.roverpipelinefacts.com/documents/02 l72017/ETP _Press_ Release
Rover _ FERC _ Certificate_Receipt_2-3-2017 _Final.pelf (ETP Press Release). 
69 Rover, Implementation Plan, Docket No. CPI5-93-000, at 30 (filed Feb. 3, 2017) 
(Rover Implementation Plan). 
7° FERC, Notice to Proceed with Construction, Docket No. CP 15-93-000 (issued Mar. 3, 
20 I 7) (Delegated Order). 
71 See Mahmoud Test. at 29, 30. 
72 See id. at 29. 
73 See id. at 30-32, 37. 
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G. Rover HDD C rews Are Pressed to Begin Drilling, and the Pressure 
Continues Even as They Encounter Delays Due to Environmental 
Compliance Issues 

HDD crews were slated to begin drilling at the Tuscarawas River on March 18, 
20 I 7. 74 Contemporaneous communications from that morning show that Bill Colson, 
Pretec's General Manager, was getting heavy pressure from Rover via Precision to get 
the HOD at the Tuscarawas River started. At around 8:30 AM that morning, Colson had 
the following text exchange with his Project Manager for the Rover Pipeline Project: 75 

March 18,2017,8:36AM 

Colson: Push hard, I know you do, but extra hard! 
I want all drills ready tum today/tomorrow!!!! 
Let me know as soon as they are ready so I can 
push on etc 

How long till [the Day Crew Foreman] is 
ready 

How long before we are good to turn on 
Indian fork and Tusc? 

Project Manager: [The Day Crew Foreman] 
should be going by noon or close to it, [the Indian 
Fork HDD Day Crew Foreman] will be this 
afternoon. 

Colson: I don't care what we have to do ... [the 
Indian Fork HDD Day Crew Foreman] needs to 
be asap as well ... I know everything takes time, 
but I am getting g my ass tore up 

Other contemporaneous communications demonstrate that th is pressure appears to 
have originated from the top of Rover's management. On that same day and within the 
same timeframe of Colson 's text exchange with his Project Manager, Rover's Joey 
Mahmoud, as well as executives of Precision and Pretec, were directly communicating 
about drilling progress- or Jack thereof, and details about the construction work. 

74 J.D. Hair & Associates, Inc., Third-Party Review of Design and Construction 
Activities Rover Pipeline Project: 42-inch Tuscarawas River Crossing by Horizontal 
Directional Drilling, Docket No. CPI 5-93-000, at JDHAIR00 IO (filed July 31, 2017) 
(J.D. Hair Report). 
75 MASTECTEXT00791-94; MASTECTEXT000796-97. 
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Specifically, Jess than two hours after Colson and Carter's text exchange, Precision 's 
Vice President, Bobby Poteete, emailed Colson at I 0:07 AM to press him about drilling 
progress: "Drop me a text as soon as we start turning on any crossing. Also, have [the 
Project Manager] continue to update the spreadsheet daily on each crossing until it strays 
(sic] tuming."76 Poteete then went on to discuss the reason why he was pressing Colson 
about the timing, explaining that the source of the pressure was Rover: "I need to 
document our challenges as joey (Mahmoud) will be all over me. We received the NTP 
[Notice to Proceed] on the 3rd and not able to turn the first crossing until the I 8th. [H]e 
will blow a gasket at some point. That's him .... " 77 

Just over an hour later, at 11 :27 AM, Bill Colson checked in with his 
Superintendent about drilling progress, and then checked in again at 12:50 PM and 2:25 
PM. At that point, the sense of urgency coming from management was clearly evident to 
crew on the ground, as Colson merely texted the Superintendent a series of questions 
marks. As shown below, the Superintendent knew exactly what Colson was referring to. 
Significantly, when the Superintendent explained that there were delays due to the crew's 
focus on "button[ing] up" some safety and environmental issues that arose, Colson took 
this to mean that the HDD crew did not "understand the urgency here": 78 

March 18,2017, 11:27 AM 

Colson: Drilling yet 

Superintendent: (The Day Crew 
Foreman] says he be turning shortly. 

Colson: Giddy Up, let's go 

March 18, 2017, 12:50 PM 

Colson: [The Day Crew Foreman] in 
the ground? 

Superintendent: I really wish I could 
tell you yes, but not as of 20 minutes 
ago. Should be getting close they 
were hooking up pump. 

Colson: Drill, buddy, drill!!!! 

76 Email from Bobby Poteete to Bill Colson (Mar. 18, 2017) MASTEC010222. 
77 Id. 
78 MASTECTEXT0078 l-84; MASTECTEXT00786-90. 
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March 18, 2017, 2:25 PM 

Colson:?? 

Superintendent: Got dig pit and button 

- I 7 -

Once up some safety and environmental drilling did begin, the 
pressure continued. issues, shouldn' t take Jong. That same day, crews 
lost returns of drilling mud and they 

Colson: Do they not understand or 
were never regained. 79 The lost 

what? Do we need to kick it over to [the 
returns only exacerbated matters 

Second Day Crew Foreman] to fix ... I'm 
in this already time-sensitive 

about to fucking Jose it here. [The Day 
environment. Two days later, on March 

Crew Foreman) was supposed to be 
20, 2017, d d .11 1 1 d , Precision's Vice rea y to n a ong one ago, on t 
President, Bobby Poteete, sent a text to 

th ink they understand the urgency here ... 
Steve Rooney, Precision's President, 

[The Indian Fork HOD Day Crew 
relaying what a "nightmare" it was 

Foreman) says tonight.. .. 
onsite that day due .._ ______________ ___. to lost returns and 
demonstrating just how plugged in high-
level executives were to the most specific details of what was happening onsite, like the 
exact footage drilled. Poteete wrote:80 

79 In order to succeed with trenchless drilling, drills rely on a constant circulation of mud 
through the drill to the bit and back out of the hole to lubricate the drill stem and allow 
forward progress. Losing returns means that mud is pumping down into the hole but is 
not circulating back out and thus, is "lost" down the hole. The fundamentals of HDD 
operations are set forth above i.n Part II.A . 
80 MASTECEXT02003. 
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March 20, 2017, 7:16 AM 

It's been a nightmare today. 

Tuscarawas - 625 ft out with pilot, drilling 
on ... pat returns on joint 6 and have not got 
them back. Hauling a lot of water and 
mixing a lot o mud. 

- I 8 -

As a consequence of losing returns, new drilling mud had to be mixed via a mud 
system on site, and then pumped into the hole, instead of being constantly recirculated. 
The Day Crew Foreman testified that when there were returns of drilling mud, the mud 
system "dam near runs itself."8 1 However, when there were no returns, mixing and 
replacing the mud was a labor-intensive process. Workers had to cut 50-pound bags to 
mix clay with water all day and night. One crew member testified that he mixed 12 to 14 
pallets, at 60 bags a pallet, of 50 pound bags in one shift. 82 This became a serious 
personnel issue, requiring other laborers to step in to perfom1 the task, because of the 
enonnously difficult nature of the work. 83 In addition, drilling often had to shut down to 
catch up on mud by bringing more water onsite or mixing more clay.84 

l\!lud Machine Bentonite Clay Bags85 

81 Day Crew Foreman Test., Vol. I at 49. 
82 Testimony of Night Crew Laborer # 2, at 34, 39 (Oct. 24, 2017) (Night Crew Laborer 
# 2 Test.). 
83 See, e.g., Testimony of N ight Crew Driller, at 59-60, 62-63 (Oct. 25, 2017) (Night 
Crew Driller Test.); Testimony of Day Crew Laborer # 2, at 31 (Sept. 12, 2017) (Day 
Crew Laborer # 2 Test.). 
84 See Night Crew Driller Test. at 43-44. 
85 OE Staff Photos, Mud Machine (June 2, 2017) IMG_20l70602_l24153303; OE Staff 
Photos, Bentonite Clay Bags (June 2, 2017) IMG_ 20170602_124008816. 
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On March 23, 2017, a few days into drilling at the Tuscarawas River, a small 
potential IR was discovered before the much larger IR that occurred in April. The 
response to this small IR further demonstrates that at the site of the Tuscarawas River 
HDD operation, regulatory compliance was viewed as a nuisance to construction 
progress. In a text exchange with his Project Manager that morning, Pretec's General 
Manager, Bill Colson, expressed his annoyance with having to temporarily suspend 
construction while the IR was being investigated, and relayed that he had notified 
Precision's Vice President, Bobby Poteete:86 

March 23,2017, 8:36 AM 

Project Manager: Where they able to 
prove that it is actually and IR? 

Colson: No .... but we are still shot down 

I notified BP 

Hope it turns out not to be, so I 
can shove down their throats 

Project Manager: I hope so too. 

2 miles from entry and 3 miles 
fro m the bit. 

From April 2 to April 13, 2017, crews continued to face drilling difficulties and 
immense time pressures from Rover. Drilling issues were partially documented in 
contemporaneous drill logs, which show that the crews at the Tuscarawas River believed 
the reamer to be "balled up" or caked with mud. 87 Below are images of a clean and 
balled up reamer from the site of the Project:88 

86 MASTECTEXT00708-l l. 

87 J.D. Hair Report at JDHA1R02 14 and JDHAIR0228. 
88 OE Staff Photo, Clean Reamer (Jun. 2,2017) (IMG 20170602 123855271); CIS - -
Photo, Balled Up Reamer (April 3, 2017) (CIS00022l8). This picture of the balled-up 
reamer onsite was taken ten days before the IR. 
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Clean Reamer Balled Up Reamer 
April 3, 2017 
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H. Rover HDD Crews Begin Using Toxic Diesel Fuel and Other Unlawful 
Substances and Unapproved Additives to Speed Up Drilling Progress 

It was when the Rover HDD crews continued experiencing drilling difficulties on 
April 2, 2017, that they began using unlawful measures to lubricate the drill in order to 
keep up with job progress demands. 89 As described below, multiple Rover HDD crew 
members admitted to, and provided corroborating accounts of, intentionally adding toxic 
diesel fuel and other toxic substances and unapproved additives to the drilling mud 
during this period. Rover's Lead El for Spread A, testified that Rover had a 2,000-gallon 
tank of diesel fuel onsite, as well as a smaller tank, and estimated that there were "2500 
gal Ions or so" in total of diesel fuel stored onsite. 90 

1. Night Crew Foreman 

The Night Crew Foreman was the first to admit to adding diesel fuel to the drilling 
mud, and provided the fo llowing testimony regarding the origin of the idea: 

Q: D id you add diesel fuel to the drilling mud at the HDD of the Tuscarawas 
River? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Okay. Did you ask other people to do it? 

A: I don't believe I did, but it was -- once I did it, I believe that they thought it was 

okay to do it. 

89 Testimony of N ight Crew Foreman, at 19 (Oct. I I, 20 I 7) (Night Crew Foreman Test.) 
(Night crew used diesel to combat reamer difficulties); Testimony of Night Crew Laborer 
# I, at 27 (Oct. 24, 2017) (Night Crew Laborer # I Test.) (pinpoints diesel use between 
his start date and the IR). 
90 Testimony of Lead Environmental Inspector for Spread A, at 66 (July 21, 2017) (Lead 
EI Spread A Test.). 
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*** 

Q: Was it kind of everybody on your crew was doing it or just a few? 

A: [The Night Crew Mud Technician] is the only one that I remember. I've heard 
there was other ones doing it, and I honestly never really seen them. 

*** 

Q: Is it fa ir to say that you d id it because you thought it would help the drill? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Okay. How so? 

A: The reamer was getting stuck, and it acts as a lubricant. 

Q: Okay. The diesel fuel act as a lubricant? 

A: It did. 

*** 

Q: What made you think to use it? 

A: From the daytime driller. 

Q: Okay. Who is that? 

A: [The Day Crew Driller]. 

Q: Okay. And was he using it? 

A: He told me he did.91 

The Night Crew Foreman also admitted to using "burritos," a non-toxic but 
unapproved lubricant, on multiple occasions to lubricate the dri ll, and admitted that he did 
not record his use of it "[b Jecause we weren't supposed to use it. "92 

2. Night Crew Mud Technician 

Subsequently, the Night Crew Mud Teclmician admitted to adding diesel fuel and 
unapproved additives to the drilling mud, and that he did so at the instruction of the Night 
Crew Foreman, in order to speed up drilling progress: 

Q: Were you ever told to put diesel in the hole? 

A: Yes, I was. 

Q: And who -- who to ld you to do that? 

A: My foreman. 

91 Night Crew Foreman Test. at 18-20. 
92 Id. at 107- 109. 
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Q: [The Night Crew Foreman]? 

A: Yep. 

Q: Was th is after you had been using soap sticks? 

A: Uh-huh; yeah. 

Q: Was this because the soap sticks and burritos weren't doing the job? 

A: That's exactly why. 

*** 

- 22 -

A: And I think he told [Night Crew Laborer # 2) to one lime. Otherwise, he did it a 
few times himself. 

*** 

Q: Do you remember how many times -- did you ever see [Night Crew Laborer # 
2) do it? 

*** 

A: Once. 

Q: Did you ever see [the Night Crew Foreman] do it? 

A: Yep. 

Q: And how many times? 

A: Not for ce1tain. Two or three. 

Q: And how many times did he tell you to do it? 

A: I'm not certain on that either. 

Q: You can estimate. 

A: Yeah, I'd say four or five times. 93 

The Night Crew Mud Technician also testified that the Night Crew Foreman later 
to ld him, after they had already used the soap sticks and burritos, that "none of these were 
FERC-approved additives and we are not allowed to use them."94 

The Night Crew Mud Technician further testified about the mechanics of the 
Rover HOD crew members adding diesel fuel to the drilling mud, explaining that they 
were similar to pumping gas into a car al a gas station:95 

93 Night Crew Mud Technician Test. at 80-81. 
94 Id. at 76-77. 
95 Id. at 83. 
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Q: And when you did it, when you put the -- so was it just like when you 're filling 
up a car, it's that kind of handle? 

A: Yeah, that's exactly it, except just a little bi t bigger. 

Q: So you put that into the pipe. Did you have to actually squeeze and hold it, or 
like at the gas station, can you just like click it? 

A: Yeah, it had a clicker, and because we weren't getting returns and there was 
nothing in the pipe, it never clicked off. 96 

3. Night Crew Laborer # 1 

Night Crew Laborer # 1, similarly testi fied that prior to the April IR, he saw the 
Night Crew Foreman putting diesel fuel into the drilling mud on one occasion.97 When 
asked how long he observed the Night Crew Foreman was doing this for, he testified: "I 
would say that it seemed like at least 10 minutes."98 

4. Night Crew Driller 

A Night Crew Driller admitted that the Day Utility Inspector and Night Utility 
Inspector openly discussed adding diesel fuel to the drilling mud in his presence while 
they were in the drill cab transitioning between the day and night shifts.99 The inspectors, 
who were retained by and reported directly to Rover, expressed no concern for the 
conduct. The Night Crew Driller testified that the two inspectors said at the time: "oh, 
yeah, what's it going to hurt. Pump some diesel down there. We got no returns. Who is 
ever going to know. What's it going to hurt."100 

5. Night Crew Laborer # 2 

Night Crew Laborer # 2 testified that he heard the Night Crew Mud Technician 
and Night Crew Foreman discussing a couple of times over the radio adding "ruby red" 
or diesel fuel to the drilling mud. 101 He further testified that the Night Crew Mud 
Technician directed him to add an unapproved additive, "burritos," to the drilling mud 
and demonstrated for him how to do it. 102 Night Crew Laborer # 2 explained that this 
instruction to add "burritos" to the drill ing mud came from the Night Crew Foreman. 103 

96 Id. 
97 Night Crew Laborer # 1 Test. at 27. 
98 Id. 
99 Night Crew Driller Test. at 95-100. 
100 Id. at 100. 
101 Night Crew Laborer # 2 Test. at 42-43. Night Crew Laborer # 2 and other HDD crew 
members testified that "ruby red" refers to diesel fuel. See, e.g., id.; Night Crew Mud 
Technician Test. at 82-83. 
102 Night Crew Laborer # 2 Test. at 29. 
103 Id. 
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He further testi fied that he added burritos to the drilling mud "quite a few" times, and 
estimated the frequency to be "five or six a shift." 104 

6. Night Crew Operator 

A Night Crew Operator testi fied that Day Crew Laborer # 1 referenced below, told 
her that he saw Day Crew Laborer# 2 and the Day Crew Mud Technician add diesel fuel 
to the drilling mud. 105 The Night Crew Operator further testified that she herself was told 
by the Night Crew Foreman to "dump" hydraulic oil into the mud system, and told by a 
vacuum truck driver to dump the equipment grease and water that puddled into onsite 
containments into the mud system, and that she did so. '°6 While directing the Night 
Crew Operator to add hydraulic oil to the drilling mud, the Night Crew Foreman 
displayed the same lack of concern about adding hydraulic oil to the drilling mud, as the 
Rover Day Utility Inspector and Night Utility Inspector did about adding diesel fuel, 
responding: "It won't hm1 anything."107 The Night Crew Operator provided the 
fo llowing testimony: 

A: The hydraulic oil that we took out of the drill rig power unit, I was told to 
dump it into the mud system, and I did. 

Q: That is the --

A: The 5-gallon bucket. 

Q: The 5-gallon bucket that we talked about -- about the leak from the power unit? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Okay. Do you know when approximately that was? 

A: It was still in the pilot hole, because the mud system was still on rig side. So it 
was in -- within the first week or so. 

Q: Who told you to do that? 

A: [The Night Crew Foreman]. 

Q: Do you know why he told you to do that? 

A: He said it wouldn 't hurt anything. I said, It's hydraulic oil. He said, It won't 
hurt anything. It's probably the easiest way to get rid of it. 

Q: Do you know anything about any other fluids going into the mud that shouldn' t 
have been? 

104 Id. at 27. 
105 Testimony of Night Crew Operator, at 77-80 (Nov. 13, 2017) (Night Crew Operator 
Test.). 
106 Id. at ll5-17. 
107 Id. at I 16. 
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A: No, I don't. Oh, wait. Sometimes we would suck out the containments, which is 
the -- the containments that held the power -- the power unit, the containment that 
held the light p lants, the containment that held the fuel cans. And we would suck 
those out with the vac truck, and they would put that down the hole. I don't know. 
I mean, sometimes they would haul it away, and sometimes they would put it 
down the hole. So --

Q: What was it that you were sucking out? 

A: It was like, you know, if it rained and the water would be in the containment, 
but yet there was a slight bit of, say, fuel or oil off the can, or maybe the light plant 
leaked or something, you know. If it had any kind of grease or anything, that 
would have been in that. 

Q: Who told you -- or who, in fact, put that back in the hole? 

A: The vac truck driver .... 

*** 

A: Yeah. And that was direct order from someone else. I mean, he wouldn't have 
done it on his own. If that's what we were told to do,just suck those out and put it 
down the hole. 108 

7. Day Crew Laborer # 1 

Day Crew Laborer# I testified that prior to the April IR he saw the Day Crew 
Mud Technician add diesel fuel to the drilling mud, 109 and on multiple occasions he heard 
the Day Crew Foreman instruct the crew over the radio to add "ruby red" into "the mud 
system so it could get mixed up." 110 

8. Vacuum Truck Driver 

A Vacuum Truck Driver testified that Day Crew Laborer # 2 admitted to him that 
he added diesel fuel to the drilling mud, and "was almost boasting about it," staling to the 
Vacuum Truck Driver: "'of course, there's diesel fuel in there, I dumped it in there .... 
[The Day Crew Foreman] told me to do it. I dumped 2,500 gallons.'" 11 1 Notably, as 
described above, Rover's Lead EI for Spread A, corroborated that Rover had "2500 
gallons or so" of diesel fuel stored onsite. 11 2 

108 Id. at I 15-16. 
109 Testimony of Day Crew Laborer# l , at 81 (Mar. 9,2018) (Day Crew Laborer# I 
Test.). 
110 Id. at 81, I 18-22. 
11 1 Testimony of Vacuum Truck Driver, at 68-69 (Aug. 23, 2017) (Vacuum Truck Driver 
Test.). 
112 Lead EI Spread A Test. at 66. 
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9. Day Crew Driller 

A Day Crew Driller whom one witness testified was the source of the idea of 
adding diesel fuel to the drilling mud, admitted that he suggested using diesel fuel to 
Night Crew Driller and Night Crew Foreman, but that he was only "joking." 113 The Day 
Crew Driller further testified that Rover's Day Utility Inspector contemporaneously 
showed him an image of what the Day Crew Driller believed was the Day Crew Foreman 
putting diesel fuel in the drilling mud. 114 

IO. Day Crew Foreman 

Initially, the Day Crew Foreman categorically denied adding diesel fuel to the 
drilling mud and instructing others to do so. 115 However, his statements are di rectly 
contradicted by multiple other crew members, including crew members that he 
supervised. The Day Crew Foreman did, however, admit to adding an unapproved 
additive ("soap sticks") to the drilling mud, but claimed that it was an "accident." 116 The 
Day Crew Foreman admitted that at the time he used the "soap sticks," he knew that they 
had not been approved by the Commission for Rover's use. 117 When the Day Crew 
Foreman was questioned by Enforcement a second time, subsequent to other HDD crew 
members admitting to adding diesel fuel, hydraulic oil, contaminated containment flu id, 
and non-toxic but unproved additives to the drilling mud, the Day Crew Foreman refused 
to answer any questions and instead asserted his Fifth Amendment privilege against self
incrimination. 11 8 

I. Large Inadvertent Release and Discovery of Diesel Fuel in Drilling 
Mud 

On April 13, 2017, a large IR, later determined to be of nearly 2 million gallons of 
drilling mud, was discovered on the west/exit side of the Tuscarawas River.119 Rover's 
Day Utility Inspector, who ultimately discovered the IR, confim1ed that prior to the IR, 
the right-of-way was not being regularly monitored: 

If you 're not getting returns in that pit, you need to have 
somebody walking all the time, 24 hours a day with a 
flashlight, and [the IR] would have never happened . .. . We 
may have had a little bit of mud come up, but that should have 

113 See, e.g. , Testimony of Day Crew Driller, at 125-28 (Feb. 5, 2018) (Day Crew Driller 
Test.). 
114 Id. at 145-48. 
11 5 See Day Crew Foreman Test., Vol. I at 135-37, 146, 149. 
116 See id . at 128. 
117 See id. at 128-29. 
118 Testimony of Day Crew Foreman, Vol. II, at 196-97 (Apr. 25, 2018) (Day Crew 
Foreman Test., Vol. II). 
119 J.D. Hair Report at JDHAIR0005-06. 
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been -- when I'm drilling and I don't have flow, you 
automatically -- that is a person's job, get him out there 
walking. If you need two people out there because it's not safe, 
get two people walk ing. I mean, it's a multim illion-dollar [sic] 
project ... I'm pretty much the only one that was walking, you 
know. And if I had put the waders on a week before, you know, 
maybe it wouldn't have been so bad. 120 

- 27 -

After the large IR, as a further testament to the hyper-focus on drilling progress, 
Pretec's General Manager, Bill Colson, and the Day Crew Foreman were nonetheless 
making plans to move the drill stem in order to prevent a hole collapse while Rover 
awaited pennission from the Commission to recommence drilling on Apri l 22, 2017. On 
April 2 I, 20 I 7, Colson told his Day Crew Foreman that he could "pump a little mud" and 
"trip a few joints back and forth to try to ease everything, but they'd prefer it be done at 
night." 121 The Day Crew Foreman responded "l O 4. I will do it first thing in the 
morning. No one will be the wiser."122 

From April 13 to August 6, 2017, Precision estimates that it spent approximately 
$6,477,613.07 cleaning the IR, 123 including disposal of the drilling mud released in the IR 
at a local sand and gravel disposal pit and a local quarry. 124 On or about May 12, 20 I 7, 
the Ohio EPA informed Rover of hotline tips alleging that diesel fuel was contained in 
the drilling mud at Tuscarawas River. 125 On May 26, 2017, the Ohio EPA advised 
Commission staff and Rover that Ohio EPA 's sampling of the mud at the IR revealed the 
presence of petroleum hydrocarbons consistent with diesel fuel. 126 

III. Enforcement's Investigation 

On June I, 20 I 7, OEP publicly referred this matter to Enforcement for 
investigation, and urged Rover to cooperate. 127 Enforcement's investigation sought to 

120 Testimony of Day Utility Inspector, at I I 1-12 (Nov. 29, 2017) (Day Utility Inspector 
Test.) (emphasis added). 
121 MASTECTEXT00484-86. 
122 Id. 
123 Tuscarawas IR Cleanup Summary (Oct. 15, 2017) MASTEC0058126. 
124 See OEP, Letter re: Mitigation Measures Necessary for In-Service Authorization, 
Docket No. CP15-93-000, at I (issued July 12, 2017) (OEP Mitigation Measures Letter); 
Tuscarawas IR Cleanup Summary. 
125 Mahmoud Test. at 147-50; Testimony of Buffy Thomason, at I 14-18 (Sept. 15, 2017) 
(Thomason Test.). 
126 Email from Ed Gartner to Joey Mahmoud (May 26, 2017, 2:57 PM) THDD-000 15687 
(EPA informs Rover oftest results). 
127 FERC, Letter to Rover, Docket No. CPI5-93-000, at 2 (issued June I, 2017) 
(regarding the drilling flu id composition found in samples from various locations near the 
Tuscarawas River HOD). 
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determine whether and why diesel fuel was used in the drilling mud at the Tuscarawas 
River HOD operation. Enforcement Staff immediately served its first set of data requests 
on Rover. 128 On June 2, Enforcement Staff visited the site of the Tuscarawas River HOD 
and the IR. Over the next two weeks, Enforcement Staff requested testimony from key 
Rover witnesses. On June 23, Rover claimed to " fully cooperate" with the investigation, 
but could not produce key witnesses because it did not want to "disrupt or negatively 
impact Rover's ongoing activities." 129 Rover produced its first documents on June 26. 130 

Rover did not produce its first witness until August I 8, when the first and least relevant 
Rover witness appeared for testimony.131 

On July 12, 2017, after learning of the presence of diesel fuel in the IR mud, OEP 
sent Rover a letter, which OEP also submitted to the public FERC docket, requiring that 
Rover, pursuant to Environmental Condition# IO in the Certificate Order, remove "all 
drilling mud and drill cuttings with the presence of petroleum hydrocarbons from the 
Oster Sand and Gravel Disposal Pit and the Beach City Quarry to an Ohio Environmental 
Protection Agency approved solid waste disposal site."132 The letter also required that 
going forward, Rover must remove and dispose of any remaining contaminated IR mud 
to an Ohio EPA approved solid waste disposal site. 133 In the letter, OEP further 
explained that "[p ]rior to authorizing future HDDs, Commission staff also anticipates the 
development ofa set of protocols to prevent futu re drilling mud contamination." 134 OEP 
admonished that "it is important that Commission staff gain at least a preliminary 
understanding of the underlying causes for the presence of petroleum hydrocarbons in the 
drilling fluid at the HDD of the Tuscarawas River," and expressed "concern[ ] that the 
lack of availability of Rover's personnel and its contractors' personnel is delaying our 
ability to determine the relevant facts." 135 

On July 31 , 2017, third-party analyst J.D. Hair released a report prepared at the 
request of the Commission, regarding the circumstances that Jed to the IR. J.D. Hair 
reviewed "[Pretec] and Rover's documentation of daily HDD construction operations and 
daily IR moni toring," and found that their documentation of these activities "was very 
limited." 136 Based on the information available from that documentation, J.D. Hair 
concluded that the steps Pretec took to restore drilling fluid circulation after returns were 

128 OE Data Requests to Rover (June I, 2017). 
129 Email from Rover to OE (June 23,2017, 5:05 pm). 
130 Rover Letter to OE re production for June 1, 2017 Data Request (June 26, 2017). 
131 Testimony of Stacey Boultinghouse (Aug. 18, 2017) (Boultinghouse Test.). 
132 OEP Mitigation Measures Letter at I. 
133 Id. at 2. 
134 Id. 
13s Id. 
136 J.D. Hair Report at JDHAIR0005. 
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lost, "did fall short of common HOD industry practices."137 J.D. Hair also expressed its 
opinion that the IR "was due to a combination of weak overburden soil beneath the 
wetland and annular pressure increases that resulted from (Pretec's) remedial actions" 
taken when drilling difficulties emerged at the Tuscarawas River. 138 

J.D. Hair also disputed Pretec reports suggesting that the IR occurred over a 24-
hour period, immediately after the right-of-way had been inspected. J.D. Hair's analys is 
found that in order for 2 million gallons of drilling mud to have accumulated, "the IR 
likely occurred 3 to 4 days prior to being discovered." 139 Rover's Day Utility Inspector 
c-onfirmed in testimony that the right-of-way was not being regularly monitored. 140 

Based on its review, J.D. Hair recommended, among other technical drilling changes, that 
Rover "[u]se third pa1ty inspectors for independent monitoring and documenting HOD 
operations, as well as full-time inspectors to check for inadvertent releases of drilling 
fluid ."141 

On August 4, 2017, Rover responded to the J.D. Hair Report in a docketed letter, 
and theorized that "diesel concentrations could have been caused by an inadvertent and 
unreported spill or leak from equipment operating during the clean-up of the IR, or it 
could have been the deliberate or malicious act of individuals opposed to the project. 
Given the extensive inspection and oversite (sic) at this and other sites along the project, 
it is difficult to imagine that this occurred from an unreported spill or leak." 142 Rover has 
not changed, in any docketed on-the-record statement to the Commission, its narrative 
about the source of the diesel fuel in the IR mud. 

On August 21, 2017, the Commission authorized Enforcement to conduct a non
public, formal investigation.143 On August 28, Enforcement issued subpoenas for 
documents (re-issuing the previous data requests under subpoena) with return dates of 
September 13 and September 2 7. 144 

On August 29, 2017, in a letter to Enforcement, Rover repeatedly denied the use 
of d iesel fuel, arguing that the positive petroleum hydrocarbon test results d id not 
necessarily indicate the presence of diesel fuel, and posited that the testing could be 

137 Id. at JDHAIR0006. 
138 See id. 
139 See id. at JDHAIR0007, JDHAIR006 1. 
140 Day Utility Inspector Test. at 111 -12. 
141 J.D. Hair Report at JDHAIR0008. 
142 Rover, Letter re: J.D. Hair Report and FERC Letter Orders, Docket No. CPI 5-93-000, 
at 4-5 (filed Aug. 4, 20 17). 
143 FERC, Order of Non-Public, Formal Investigation, Docket No. IN 17-04 (issued Aug. 
21, 2017). 
144 Enforcement subpoena to Rover for Document Production of Documents (Aug. 28, 
20 17) (Second Data Request). 
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explained by way of sabotage or accident. 145 Rover stated that there was "a dearth of 
evidence to support" Enforcement's allegations, that '"Diesel Range Organics' are not 
the same thing as diesel fuel," 146 and that "Rover is not aware of any testing that shows 
diesel fuel contamination of the drilling mud at the HOD site in contravention of the 
Commission Order ." 147 

On October 3, 2017, Rover's Executive Vice President of Engineering and 
Construction, Joey Mahmoud, submitted an affidavit to Enforcement Staff regarding his 
failure to preserve data despite preservation notices issued by OEP and Enforcement 
Staff. 148 Specifically, Mahmoud stated that after getting locked out of his phone, he reset 
it and thus deleted all of the data stored on it, and then restored the phone to whatever the 
"the most recently available iCloud backup" was at the time. 149 While Mahmoud stated 
that it is his "understanding that the Company has taken steps to retrieve any information 
that may not have been restored to the phone," he later acknowledged in testimony that 
Rover had identi fied gaps in his phone records. 150 

Enforcement issued an additional subpoena on November 8, 2017, with a return 
date of December 7, 2017. 151 Rover's production was purportedly complete on March 
27, 2018. 152 However, on May 21, 2018, Rover produced more than 4,000 documents 
that were previously withheld or redacted, and that were not included in their privilege 
claims. 153 Rover's production was complete nearly a year from the original data request 
(June l, 2017) and eight months from the first subpoena deadl ines (September 13 and 
September 27, 2017). From June 27, 2017 to present, Enforcement reviewed more than 
25,000 documents produced by Rover and third parties. From July 18, 2017 to October 
26, 2018, Enforcement took the testimony of24 witnesses. 

On May JO, 2019, Enforcement Staff issued preliminary findings to Rover. 154 On 
January 19, 2021, Enforcement Staff issued a letter providing notice pursuant to 18 
C.F .R. § lb.19 that Enforcement would be recommending that the Commission issue an 

145 Letter from Rover to Enforcement (Aug. 29, 2017). 
146 Id. 
147 Id. at 1-2 (emphasis in original). 
148 See Affidavit of Joey Mahmoud (Oct. 3, 2017) (Mahmoud Aff.). 
149 Id. p 7. 
150 Id. P 8; Mahmoud Test. at 219-2 1. 
151 Enforcement Subpoena to Rover for Document Production of Documents (Nov. 8, 
2017) (Third Set of Data Request). 
152 Rover Letter to Enforcement (Mar. 27, 2018). At the time, Rover made no indication 
that it would produce additional documents in May 2018. To the contrary, Rover 
indicated a privilege log was forthcoming and insisted it would not produce a privilege 
log until its production was complete. 
153 Rover Letter to OE re Production Responsive to Data Requests (May 21, 2018). 
154 Enforcement Staff Preliminary Findings Letter to Rover (May I 0, 2019). 
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Order to Show Cause why Rover should not be made the subject of a public enforcement 
proceeding and pay a civil penalty. 155 To-date, Rover has not provided a substantive 
response to Enforcement's preliminary findings or Enforcement' s § I b.19 notice. 

IV. Legal Framework 

A. Natural Gas Act 

Interstate natural gas pipeline construction is governed by NGA Section 7, which 
provides: 

No natural-gas company or person which wi ll be a natura l-gas 
company upon completion of any proposed construction or 
extension shall engage in the transportation or sale of natural 
gas, subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission, or unde1take 
the construction or extension of any facilities therefor, or 
acquire or operate any such facilities or extensions thereof, 
unless there is in force with respect to such natural-gas 
company a certificate of public convenience and necessity 
issued by the Commission authorizing such acts or 
operations. 156 

Pursuant to Section 7, in order to begin construction on an interstate natural gas 
pipeline, a company must receive approval from Commission in the form of a certificate 
of public convenience and necessity.157 The Commission will issue a certificate only if 
" it is fo und that the applicant is able and willing properly to do the acts and to perfom1 
the service proposed and to conforn1 to the provisions of (the Act) and the requirements, 
ru les, and regulations of the Commission thereunder" and if construction and operation of 
the pipeline "is or will be required by the present or future public convenience and 
necessity." 158 

As described above, Rover filed its requisite Application on February 20, 2015, 
and the Commission issued the Certi ficate Order on February 2, 2017. 

I. Natural Gas Act Section 22(a) 

Section 22(a) of the NGA gives the Commission authority to impose a civil 
penalty for a violation of Commission orders, including certificates of public convenience 

155 Enforcement Staff Jb.19 Letter to Rover (Jan. 19, 2021). 
156 15 U.S.C. § 717f(c)(J)(A). 
157 See Texas E. Transmission Corp., 90 FERC ~ 61,278, at 61 ,921 (2000). 
158 15 U.S.C. § 717(f)(e). 
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and necessity, of $1 million per day per violation for as long as the violation continues, as 
adjusted for inflation. 159 

2. Natural Gas Act Section 7(e) 

NGA Section 7 also provides the Commission with the authority to attach to a 
certificate of public convenience and necessity "such reasonable terms and conditions as 
the public convenience and necessity may require." 160 In other words, the Commission 
may require certificate holders, such as Rover, to meet certain condi tions- such as 
environmental conditions- in connection with their construction and operation of 
interstate natural gas pipelines. 161 

B. Commission Regulations, 18 C.F.R. § 157.20 

Section 157.20 of the Commission's regulations, which addresses general 
conditions applicable to certificates, similarly provides that the "terms and conditions" 
that the Commission finds are "required by the public convenience and necessity, shall 
attach to the issuance of each certificate and to the exercise of the rights granted 
thereunder." 162 

C. Commission's Certificate Order 

Environmental Condition# 1 of the Certificate Order required Rover to fo llow the 
construction procedures and mitigation measures described in its application and as 
identified in the Final EIS. 

Rover was therefore required under NGA Section 7 to comply with the conditions 
contained in the Commission's Certificate Order, including Environmental Condition# I, 
which mandated that Rover "follow the construction procedures and mitigation measures 
described in its application ... and as identified in the EIS [Environmental Impact 
Statement)." 163 

159 15 U.S.C. § 717t-l; Civil Monetary Penalty Inflation Adjustments, 158 FERC 
ii 61,017, at P 8 (20 17). See also Algonquin Gas Transmission, LLC, 154 FERC 
,I 61,048, at P 14 n.19 (2016) ("Pipeline companies that violate certificate conditions are 
subject to general and civil penalties."). 
160 15 U.S.C. § 717f(e). 
161 See, e.g. , Algonquin, 154 FERC ii 61,048 at P 14 n. 19 ("Pipelines cannot begin 
construction before receiving authorization from the Director of the Commission's Offic.e 
of Energy Projects pursuant to a certificate order's conditions."); Iroquois Gas 
Transmission Sys., L.P., 52 FERC ,i 61,091, at 61,402 n.195 (1990) ("The Commission 
has a longstanding practice of issuing certificates conditioned on the completion of 
environmental work or the adherence by the applicants to environmental conditions."). 
162 18 C.F.R. § 157.20. 
163 Certi ficate Order, 158 FERC ,I 61, I 09 at App. B. 
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The Final EIS stated that "throughout the drilling process, a slurry of naturally 
occurring, non-toxic bentonite clay and water would be pressurized and pumped through 
the drilling head to lubricate the drill bit, remove drill cuttings, and hold the hole 
open." 164 Further, in describing the water mixture to be used for lubricating the HDDs, 
the F inal EIS stated "[t]hroughout the process of drilling and enlarging the hole, a slurry 
made of non-toxic/non-hazardous bentonite clay and water, referred to as dri lling mud, 
would be circulated through the drilling tools to lubricate the drill bit, remove drill 
cuttings, and hold the hole open."165 

The Final EIS explicitly enumerated the only substances (non-toxic bentonite clay 
and water) Rover was permitted to use in the HOD process. 166 The Final EIS also 
required Rover to "closely and continually" monitor HOD activities and to conduct, as 
feasible, "[ v ]isual and pedestrian field inspection along the drill path," "including 
monitoring the wetlands and waterbodies for evidence of release." 167 Additionally, the 
Final EIS required Rover to properly dispose of any drilling mud released from an IR. 168 

V. A11alysis a11d Fi11di11gs 

A. Rover Violated the NGA, the Commissio11's Regulatio11s, a11d the 
Commission's Certificate Order 

1. Rover HDD Crews l11te11tio11ally Used Diesel Fuel a11d Other 
Toxic Substances and Unapproved Additives in the Drilling Mud 

As further described below, Enforcement found that from April 2 through April 
13, 20 I 7, multiple HOD crew members employed by Rover's contractors intentionally 
added toxic diesel fuel, hydraulic oil, contaminated containment fluids, and unapproved 
lubricants such as "soap sticks" and "burritos" to combat drilling difficulties and keep up 
with drilling progress demands. 

Wit11esses testified that at least the following seven Rover HDD crew members 
added diesel fuel to drilling mud at the Tuscarawas River HOD: Night Crew Foreman, 
Night Crew Mud Technician, Day Crew Foreman, Day Crew Mud Technician, Night 
Crew Laborer# 2, Day Crew Laborer# 2, a11d Day Crew Driller. 169 The Night Crew 
Foreman and Night Crew Mud Technician admitted i11 testimony to engagi11g in this 
conduct. 170 Their testimony further shows that diesel fuel was routinely added to the 

164 Final EIS at 2-3 I (emphasis added). 
165 Id. at 4-88 (emphasis added). 
166 Id. 
167 Id.at App. G-1 at G 1-6. 
168 See, e.g. , id. at G l-7. 
169 See supra Part II.H (describing testimony of Night Crew Foreman, Night Crew Mud 
Teclmician, Night Crew Laborer# l, Day Crew Laborer# I, and Vacuum Truck Driver. 
110 Id. 
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drilling mud. 171 The Night Crew Mud Technician te-stified to adding diesel fuel to the 
drilling mud five times, and testified to seeing the Night Crew Foreman adding diesel 
fuel three times. 

Witnesses also testified that at least the following four Rover HOD crew members 
added unapproved additives, like "soap sticks" or "burritos" to lubricate the drill and 
speed up drilling progress: Night Crew Foreman, Night Crew Mud Technician, Night 
Crew Laborer # 2, and Day Crew Foreman. 172 Additionally, one witness admitted to 
adding hydraulic oil to the drilling mud on at least one occasion, and contaminated water 
from containments on more than one occasion. 173 

Rover's use of diesel fuel, hydraulic oil, contaminated containment fluids, and 
unapproved additives to lubricate the drill, constituted clear violations of Section 7(e) of 
the NGA, the Commission's implementing regulation at 18 C.F.R. § I 57.20, and the 
Commission's Ce1tificate Order. Environmental Condition # 1 of the Ce1tificate Order 
imposed the condition, pursuant to Section 7( e) of the NGA, that Rover "follow the 
construction procedures and mitigation measures described in its application ... and as 
identified in the EIS," 174 and to request any modification to an environmental condition 
in a fil ing to the Commission "before using that modification."175 The EIS pem1itted 
Rover to use only non-toxic bentonite clay and water in its drilling fluid. 

2. Rover HDD Crews Failed to Monitor the Right-of-Way 

Enforcement also found that Rover HOD crews at the Tuscarawas River fa iled to 
monitor the right-of-way. As demonstrated above, potential JRs slowed progress. 
Rover's Lead EI for Spread A believed right-of-way monitoring to be the job of Pretec 
alone. However, he was listed in Rover's Application as an individual responsible for 
environmental compliance, 176 and Environmental Condition # 7 required Lead Els to be 
responsible for evaluating the construction contractor's implementation of environmental 
mitigation measures, and for documenting compliance with the environmental conditions 
of the Certificate Order. 177 Further, third-party reviewer J.D. Hair concluded that there 
was no documentation of monitoring the IR, and that due to the volume of drilling flu id it 
understood to be found in the wetland, "the IR likely was occurring 3 to 4 days prior to 
being discovered."178 That time period equates to approximately seven shifts ofHDD 
crew members and inspectors who failed to monitor the right-of-way and discover the 

111 Id. 
172 See supra Part 11.H (describing testimony of Night Crew Foreman, Night Crew Mud 
Technician, Night Crew Laborer# 2, and Day Crew Foreman. 
173 See N ight Crew Operator Test. at I I 6. 
174 Certificate Order, 158 FERC ii 61 ,109 at App. B. 
11s Id. 
176 Rover Implementation Plan at 30. 
177 Certificate Order, 158 FERC ,i 61 ,109 at App. B. 
178 J.D. Hair Report at JDHAIR0007, JDHAIR0088. 
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IR. 179 The Day Utility Inspector who ultimately discovered the IR, confim1ed that crews 
were not monitoring the right-of-way as required. 180 

Enforcement concluded that this failure to monitor the right-of-way constituted a 
clear violation of Section 7(e) of the NGA, the Commission's implementing regulation at 
18 C.F.R. § 157.20, and the Commission's Certificate Order. Environmental Condition# 
1 of the Certificate Order imposed the condition, pursuant to Section 7(e) of the NGA, 
that Rover "follow the construction procedures and mitigation measures described in its 
application ... and as identified in the EJS."181 The HOD Contingency Plan contained in 
the Final EIS, required Rover to "closely and continually" monitor HOD activities and to 
conduct, as feasible, "[v]isual and pedestrian field inspection along the drill path," 
" including monitoring the wetlands and waterbodies for evidence of a release." 182 

3. Rover HDD Crews Failed to Properly Dispose of IR Mud 
Contaminated with Diesel Fuel and Hydraulic Oil 

Additionally, Enforcement found that Rover improperly disposed of the drilling 
mud released during the IR that was contaminated with toxic diesel fuel and hydraulic 
oil. Instead of removing the IR mud at a site appropriate for disposing of the 
contaminated mud, such as an Ohio EPA-approved solid waste disposal site, Rover 
disposed of the IR mud at the Oster Sand and Gravel Disposal Pit and the Beach City 
Quarry.183 Per a July 12,2017 request from OEP, Rover was required to remove and 
dispose of the IR mud from those two locations and transfer it to an Ohio EPA-approved 
solid waste disposal site. 184 Further, Rover was required to remove and dispose of any 
remaining IR mud at an Ohio EPA-approved solid waste disposal site. 185 

Enforcement concluded that Rover's in itial disposal of the contaminated drilling 
mud from the IR at a local sand and gravel pit and a local quarry constituted a clear 
violation of Section 7(e) of the NGA, the Commission's implementing regulation at 18 
C.F.R. § 157.20, and the Commission's Certificate Order. Environmental Condition# 1 
of Certificate Order imposed the condition, pursuant to Section 7(e) of the NGA, that 
Rover "follow the construction procedures and mitigation measures described in its 
application . .. and as identified in the EIS."186 The HDD Contingency Plan contained in 
the Final EIS, required Rover to properly dispose of drilling mud released from any IR. 187 

179 See id. at JDHAIR0061. 
180 Day Uti lity Inspector Test. at I 11 -12 (emphasis added). 
181 Certificate Order,158 FERC ,I 61 ,109 at App. B. 
182 Final EIS at App. G-1 at G 1-6. 
183 OEP Mitigation Measures Letter at I. 
184 Id. 
185 Id. at 2. 
186 Certificate Order,158 FERC ,i 61,109 at App. B. 
187 See, e.g ., Final EIS at App. G-1 at Gl-7. 
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B. Rover's Weak Environmental Compliance Program and Focus on 
Construction Speed Created an Environment Ripe for the Violations 

In addition to the foregoing violations, Enforcement found that Rover's 
environmental compliance program was ineffective and superficial. Rover failed to make 
the requirements for environmental compliance clear. Precision's then-Director of 
Environmental Compliance stated in testimony that "it seemed like each spread might 
have had their own interpretation [of the environmental rules.)"188 Individuals with 
responsibility for environmental compliance, such as the Lead Environmental Inspector 
for Spread A, had no specific environmental training. 189 Enforcement also found that 
Rover fa iled to define the roles and responsibilities of its inspectors. \1/hile Rover hired 
two individuals nominally as day and night " utility inspectors," Rover provided no job 
description and no guidance as to their roles or responsibilities until after the IR. 190 In 
addition, the inspectors were not contemporaneously empowered with the authority to 
address environmental noncompliance. For example, the Day Utility Inspector related 
that he told the Day Crew Foreman to take care of an inadequate containment. In return, 
he got a call from his boss telling him that his job "was to observe and report and not give 
any direction toward what they should and shouldn't do." 191 

The inspectors also lacked a meaningful presence on the job site itself. One 
operator testified that he never met or spoke with the inspector on his shift. 192 Another 
driller stated that the inspector's job was to "[s]leep in the trucks, make sure that we're 
doing everything accordingly . . . They just want to know how much footage you made 
at the end of the day so they can put it on their report." 193 The inspector's reports 
confirm that they were mainly concerned with progress and not compliance, as they 
superficially reported "everything went as planned" while the crews were faced with 
some of the drilling difficulties described above. 194 The J.D. Hair Repo11 similarly 
observed that "Pretec Directional Drilling's (POD) and Rover's documentation of daily 

188 Testimony of Precision's Director of Environmental Compliance, at 49-50, 53 (July 
18, 2017) (Director of Environmental Compliance Test.). 
189 Lead EI Spread A Test. at 20. 
190 Compare Email from HOD Chief re Inspector Roles and Responsibilities (Mar. 19, 
2017) (CIS000l816), with Email from HDD Chief re Inspector Roles and 
Responsibilities (Aug. 18, 2017) (CIS0000982), and Utility Inspector Definition and 
Responsibilities (CJS0003520). 
191 Day Utility Inspector Test. at 56. 
192 Night Crew Laborer # l Test. at 26. 
193 Night Crew Driller Test. at 25-26 . This highlights that Rover 's environmental 
inspectors were, at least in part, concentrated on monitoring and reporting to Rover 
management the speed of work progress. 
194 J.D. Hair Report at JDHAIR0294; Day Utility Inspector Test. at I 09; Testimony of 
Night Utility Inspector, at 18 (Nov. 19, 2017) (Night Utility Inspector Test.). 
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HDD construction operations and daily IR monitoring was very limited," and 
consequently "it was not possible for JDH&A to accurately assess or verify confonnance 
with many of the applicable project requirements." 195 

Not only did Rover facilitate an atmosphere in which environmental compliance 
was treated in practice, as an afterthought, Rover placed direct pressure on its contractor 
to maintain its "aggressive" constrnction schedule. 196 Rover sought to have Phase l of 
the project in-service only four months after the Commission issued the Certificate 
Order. 197 As described above, in order to meet this "aggressive" schedule for this multi
billion dollar Project, Rover hired a "small army" of I 2,000 workers, five times the 
amount of workers that would be optimal in the absence of such pressing deadlines, and 
asked unions to tra in and certify new workers. 198 Any delays - including environmental 
compliance delays - would be costly to Rover and its subcontractors. 199 That pressure 
from Rover was transferred directly down from executives at its contractor Precision, to 
the Rover HOD crews onsite who resorted to any means necessary to keep up with job 
progress demands. 

VI. Rover's Anticipated Defense Is Unavailing 

\1/hile Rover has not yet responded to the substance of Enforcement's 
allegations, 200 Enforcement Staff anticipates that Rover wi ll argue that the subcontractor 
Pretec is solely liable for the addition of diesel fuel and other contaminants to the drilling 
mud. Rover is likely to cite the fact that Pretec crew members are known to have 
physically placed the contaminants in the drilling flu id and further contend that those 
crew members acted contrary to Rover's policies and instructions. For the reasons 
discussed below, any attempt by Rover to shirk responsibility for the actions of its own 

195 J.D. Hair Report at JDHAIR0005. 
196 See supra Part 11.G. 
197 ETP Press Release. 
198 Mahmoud Test. at 30-32, 37. 
199 Rover estimated that the additional compliance measures it was required to take after 
the IR, which may have prevented the violations found here had they been in place at the 
outset of construction, cost Rover approximately $93 million. See Ohio Dep't. ofTax'n., 
re: Assessment No.1901142/Public Utility Personal Property Tax (July 10, 2020), 
https://tax.ohio.gov/static/legal/final
determinations/roverpipelinellcfinaldetermination.pdf (including table that Rover 
submitted as cost reductions in support of its effort to decrease the taxable value of its 
property by approximately $1.6 billion). 
200 See supra Part III. 
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contractors on the Project, for which the NGA makes Rover solely responsible,201 cannot 
succeed. 

A. Rover is Solely Responsible for Ensuring Compliance with the 
Certificate Order 

Rover alone accepted the terms of the Commission's Certificate Order for the 
Rover Pipeline Project. 202 Rover affirmed under oath that "all company personnel 
involved with construction and restoration, envirorunental inspectors, and contractor 
personnel will be informed of the Environmental Inspector's authority and will be trained 
on the implementation of the environmental mitigation measures appropriate to their jobs 
before becoming involved with construction and restoration activities."203 In addition, 
c-ertificates issued to applicants are not transferrable. 204 As a result, it was Rover, not its 
contractors, that was solely responsible for ensuring compliance with the Certificate 
Order. 

B. Rover Cannot Sever Its Regulatory Obligations By Pointing the Finger 
at the Contractors It Hired 

Rover, as the certificate holder, is responsible for any violations of the Certificate 
Order. It is well-established that a company can be held liable for the actions of its 
agents, including contractors and their employees, and thus Rover cannot escape liability 
by pointing to Pretec (or Precision) as the wrongdoers. The Commission itself has stated 
that a company " is responsible for actions taken by its agents and its agents' 
employees,"205 and explained its rationale for that position in Trafalgar Power, Inc.: 

201 See, e.g., infra note 220; 15 U.S.C. § 7l7f(e) (providing that "a ce,tificate shall be 
issued to any quali fied appli cant therefor, authorizing the whole or any part of the 
operation, sale, service, construction, extension, or acquisition covered by the application, 
ifit is found that the applicant is able and willing properly to do the acts and to perform 
the service proposed and to conform to the provisions of this chapter and the 
requirements, rules, and regulations of the Commission thereunder .... ") ( emphasis 
added). 
202 See Rover Acceptance of Commission Order. 
203 Id. 
204 See 18 C.F .R. § I 57 .20( e) ("The certificate issued to applicant is not transferable in 
any manner and shall be effective only so long as applicant continues the operations 
authorized by the order issuing such certificate and in accordance with the provisions of 
the Natural Gas Act, as well as applicable rules, regulations, and orders of the 
Commission."). 
205 Berkshire Power Co. LLC et al., 154 FERC 161,259, at P 22 (2016); see also City of 
Dover, New Hampshire, 19 FERC 161,231, at 61 ,452 (I 982) ("Parties are responsible 
for their agents' acts as well as their own."). 
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Corporations act through their employees or contractors and 
are responsible for the actions and inaction of those workers 
.. . . Placing blame for the license violations on [the contractor 
in this case, a project engineer] does not relieve the licensee of 
its responsibil ity ... The licensee is ultimately responsible for 
ensuring that the requirements of its license are met. Licensees 
can frequently claim that they relied on their project engineers 
and argue that the Commission should distinguish between 
knowing fa ilures to comply and situations where licensees 
relied on their agents and assumed that all license requirements 
were met. If readily accepted, such arguments could undercut 
the Commission's ability to ensure compliance with the law. 206 

- 39 -

Consequently, the Commission found that the actions of Trafalgar's contractor 
"were the actions of Trafalgar," and rejected Trafalgar's argument that it was not notified 
of potential violations as " unfounded. "207 Any such argument from Rover that it is not 
responsible for the actions of its contractors or for the violations of the Ce1tificate Order 
should similarly be rejected by the Commission. 

VU. Recommended Remedies and Sanctions 

Enforcement Staff recommends a civil penalty of$40,000,000. Pursuant to NGA 
Section 22(a), the Commission may assess a civil penalty ofup to $1 million per day, per 
violation against any person who violates the NGA or any rule, regulation, or order under 
the statute.208 In determining the appropriate penalty amount, NGA Section 22(c) 
requires the Commission to consider "the seriousness of the violation and the efforts to 
remedy the violation."209 The Commission regularly applies its Penalty Guidelines to 
perform this penalty analysis for violations by companies, such as Rover. However, the 
Commission also can depart from the Penalty Guidelines in appropriate cases.210 

Specifically, when adopting the Penalty Guidelines the Commission recognized that they 
are not "tailored to fit every conceivable circumstance of a case," and the "departure 
mechanism allows [the Commission] to account for unique or exceptional factors that 

206 Trafalgar Power, Inc., 49 FERC ii 61,140, at 61,597 (I 989). 
201 Id. 
208 15 U.S.C. § 717t-l(a). Based on inflation adjustments, this penalty authority at the 
time of Rover's violations increased to $1,2 13,503 per day per violation. Civil Monetary 
Penalty Inflation Adjustments, I 58 FERC ii 61 ,0 I 7, at P 8. 
209 15 U.S.C. § 717t- l(c). 
21° FERC Penalty Guidelines § \ALI (I) ("The Commission reserves the right to depart 
from these Guidelines where it deems appropriate."). 
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might arise in a case."2 11 For the reasons described below, Enforcement Staff believes 
that a departure is justified here. 

The section of the Penalty Guidelines applicable to Rover's violations, Section 
28 I. I, focuses largely on the pecuniary market harm caused by the violations, or the 
resulting pecuniary gain to the violator. 2 12 Rover's violations are more appropriately 
viewed in terms of the environmental , safety, and regulatory harms they caused, and 
these elements are not specifically considered by the Penalty Guidelines. 

Therefore, Enforcement Staff believes it would be more appropriate to depa11 from 
the Penalty Guidelines in this case and proposes a civil penalty of $40,000,000, based on 
the various factors the Commission takes into consideration under the NGA and its 
Revised Policy Statement on Enforcement. 213 As described above, in determining the 
amount of a proposed penalty under Section 22 of the NGA, the Commission is required 
to take into consideration "the nature and seriousness of the violation and the efforts to 
remedy the violation." 214 The Commission has identified five factors that the 
Commission may consider in determining the amount of any civil penalty: (I) seriousness 
of the offense, (2) commitment to compliance, (3) self-reporting, (4) cooperation, and (5) 
reliance on staff guidance. 215 

First, the Commission bases the seriousness of a violation on, among other things, 
the scope of the violation and the circumstances giving rise to it. 216 The Commission 
examines the specific harm caused by the violation, and whether the actions were 

2 11 Enfo rcement of Statutes, Orders, Rules, and Regul ations, 130 FERC 1161 ,220, at P 32 
(20 I 0). 
2 12 See FERC Penalty Guidelines§ 281.1; Application Note 2. 
213 See Enforcement of Statutes, Regulations, and Orders, 123 FERC ii 61 ,156, at PP 55-
71 (2008) (Revised Policy Statement on Enforcement). The Commission has approved 
departures in other cases where the circumstances warrant them. See, e.g., Vitol Inc. , 169 
FERC ,i 61,070, at P 226 (2019) ("[A] strict application of the Penalty Guidelines to 
Yitol ' s conduct would not adequately account for Corteggiano's role in this matter, and 
thus we find that it is appropriate to depart from the Penalty Guidelines in th is case."); 
National Energy & Trade, L.P. , 156 FERC 1161 ,154, at P 26 (2016) (approving 
downward depa11ure "[ a ]fter considering all of the circumstances of this matter, including 
the fact that National Energy is no longer a going concern"); In re Xcel Energy Inc., I 38 
FERC ,i 61,026, at P I 3 (2012) ("[W]e determined that a downward departure from the 
Penalty Guidelines penalty range is appropriate here, given the unique facts and 
circumstances surrounding the merger of PSCo and SPS and the construction of the 
Lamar Tie."). 
214 15 U.S.C. § 717t- l(c). 
2 15 See Revised Policy Statement on Enforcement, 123 FERC ,i 61,156 at PP 55-71 . 
2 16 See id. P 55. 
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"willful," "reckless," or "deliberately indifferent to the results."217 In addition, the 
Commission looks at whether the "wrongdoer act(ed) in concert with others."218 The 
Commission also examines whether the actions were "the result of pressure placed on 
employees by senior management to achieve specific results.219 The Commission also 
considers " [w]hat penalty amount best discourages improper conduct, while not 
excessively discouraging beneficial" market activities. 220 Here, Enforcement believes a 
significant fine is necessary given the seriousness of the violation. As set forth above, 
several Rover HOD crew members admitted to adding diesel fuel, hydraulic oil, 
containment flu ids, and other unapproved additives into the dri II ing mud, and/or seeing 
others do it, and that this happened repeatedly and was openly discussed onsite. 221 

Enforcement Staff determined that Rover used diesel fuel and other unapproved 
substances routinely over at least 12 days leading up to the IR, from April 2 through 
April l3, 2017. The evidence also shows that the IR was occurring for approximately 
four days before it was discovered, evidencing a failure to adequately monitor the right
of-way. 222 This failure to adequately monitor the right-of-way allowed for 2 million 
gallons of drilling mud contaminated with toxic diesel fuel and hydraulic oil to 
continuously flow into a protected wetland near the site of the Tuscarawas River HDD 
operation. 

Second, the Commission considers the company's demonstrated commitment to 
compliance at the time of the violations.223 Relevant compliance measures include: "(i) 
systems and protocols for monitoring, identifying, and correcting possible violations, (ii) 
a management culture that encourages compliance among company personnel, and (iii) 
tools and training sufficient to enable employees to comply with Commission 
requirements."224 As described in Pa11 V.B above, Enforcement Staff found that Rover's 
compliance program for the Rover Pipeline Project was ineffective and superficial. 
Further, as detailed in Part 11.G above, Enforcement Staff found that executives at Rover 
fueled a culture among its contractors and at the Project site that favored speed and 
construction progress over regulatory compliance. 

Third, the Commission considers whether the company self-reported the 
violations. 22; Here, Rover did not self-report the violations to the Commission, and the 

211 1d. 
21s Id. 
219 Id. 
220 Id. P 57. 
221 See supra Part II.H. 
222 See id . at JDHAIROOO7, JDHAIROO6J . 
223 Revised Policy Statement on Enforcement, 123 FERC 1161, 156 at P 57. 
224 Id. 
22; Id. PP 61-64. 
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Commission did not learn of the presence of diesel fuel in the IR mud until it was notified 
by the Ohio EPA on May 26, 2017. 

Fourth, the Commission considers whether the company demonstrated "exemplary 
cooperation," during Enforcement' s investigation. 226 Examples of uncooperative conduct 
include "untimely or incomplete responses, unresponsiveness to information requests, 
misrepresentation, or any other conduct that obstructs a Commission investigation, audit 
or inquiry."227 Further, "[o)bstructionist conduct in an investigation can include, among 
other things: misrepresentation, persistent delays in responding to information requests, 
or frivolous objections to information requests."228 As discussed in Part ill above, Rover 
withheld or redacted unprivileged and relevant subpoenaed documents for nearly a year, 
and failed to preserve data subject to OEP and Enforcement Stafrs preservation notices. 
Based on the foregoing, Enforcement Staff concluded that Rover engaged in 
obstructionist conduct during the investigation. 

Fifth, the Commission considers whether the company reasonably relied, " in good 
faith, on staff guidance in pursuing the conduct that is ultimately found to be in violation 
ofa Commission requirement." Rover did not rely, and does not claim to have relied, on 
staff guidance in pursuing the violative conduct described herein. 

Staff's proposed $40,000,000 penalty is appropriate under the foregoing analysis 
and falls below the penalty allowed under the statutory maximum. 229 

vm. Conclusion 

For the reasons discussed above, Enforcement recommends that the Commission 
direct Rover to show cause why it did not violate Section 7(e) of the NGA, 15 U.S.C. § 
717f, the Commission's Regulations, 18 C.F.R. § 157.20, and the Commission's 
Certificate Order, by: (i) intentionally including diesel fuel and other toxic substances and 
unapproved additives in the drilling mud while drilling under the Tuscarawas River in 
Stark County, Ohio; (ii) fai ling to adequately monitor the right-of-way for the 

226 Id. P 65. 
227 Id. P 68. 
22s Id. 
229 The Commission's statutory maximum at the time of the violations was $1,213,503 
per day per violation. Civil Monetary Penalty Inflation Adjustments, 158 FERC i! 61,017, 
at P 8. For the violations described herein, Enforcement Staff calculated a statutory 
maximum ofat least $52,180,629 based upon the evidence. This includes, but is not 
limited to, the evidence discussed above in Part II.H. This calculation reflects a 
conservative view taken by Staff of the number of times each of the fo llowing violations 
occurred: (I) adding toxic and other unapproved additives to the drilling mud, including 
(i) diesel fuel, (ii) hydraulic oil, (iii) containment fluids, and (iv) non-toxic, but 
unapproved lubricants; (2) failure to adequately monitor the right-of-way; and (3) failure 
to properly dispose of the contaminated IR mud. 
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Tuscarawas River HOD; and (iii) improperly disposing of IR mud that was contaminated 
with diesel fuel and hydraulic oil. Enforcement further recommends that the Commission 
direct Rover to show cause why il should not pay a civil penalty of$40,000,000. 
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NOTICE: This reporl is required by 49 CFR Parl 195. failure to reporl can resull in u civil penally as 0:1-fB NO: 2137-0047 
provided in 49 USC 60122. l;XJ>IR/\TION DAT€: 4/3().'202(> 

Original Report 1011()12016 

0 U.S Dq,a,tmcnt ofTransportatioo 

Date: 

No. 2016032S -22497 

f'ipelinc and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration ---·-··---·-··----
(DOT Use Ooly) 

ACCIDENT REPORT· HAZARDOUS LIQUID AND 
CARBON DIOXIDE PIPELINE SYSTEMS 

A federal agency may not conduct or sponsor. and a person is not required to respond to, nor shall a person be subject to a penalty for failure to 
comply wi1b a oollection of infonna1ion subject to the requirements of the Pape1work Reduction Act unless that collection of information displays a 
current valid 0MB Control Number. The 0.MB Control Number for this infonna tionc.ollection is 2137-0047. Public repottins for this collection of 
informa1ion is tslima.100 lO be approximately 12 hours per resp0nse. including lht.1ime for reviewing ins:lruclions. g.-i1hering 1he CW1.-i needed. and 
completing ;.1nd reviewing the collection of lnfo1mation. All responses to the collection of informmion are mandatory. Send comments .-egarding this 
burden or any other aspect of this collection of informa1ion, including suggestions for reducing the burden to: Information Collection Clearance 
Offi cc,.r. PHMSA, Office of Pipeline Safety (PHP-30) 1200 New Jc.rsey Avenue. SE, Washington, O.C. 20S90. 

INSTRUCTIONS I 
Jmport,int: P/Mse r(!(ld the :U.'{X1rtllt. ins1ruc1i<msferc<m1pll'tirig this /<mn bl'ferl' yo" Ix-gin. IT1l'.y cl<,rify the i11/0rn1(Jti<>11 rcqut'Stl'V.f <md prtwidc 
specific l!Xamples. f/J 'Q11 do ,iot hn\'e a ct>py Qf1he i11s11•1,c1io,1s, you can qb,afo one from the PHMSA Pipeline Sftje1y Com111u11i1y Web Page at 
htte,.1twww.e,hmsa.dotg_ovlefe.eline/libra{Yfforms . • 

PART A · K.IW R.~PORT INFORMATION 

Original : Suppkmcntal: final: 

Repor1 Type: (sl'ltt t ,,IJ 1h11t ,,pplJ~ 
Yes Yes 

Last Revision Oa1e: 07/2412017 

I. Opemtor·s OPS-issued Ope-mmr ldcmific.alion Numbc-r (OPJO): 18718 

2. Name of Opera to, SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P. 

3. Address of Operator; 

3a. Streec Address I JOO MAIN STREET 

l b, Ci1y HOUSTON 

k . Slate Texas 

J<I. Zip Code 77002 

4. Local time {14-hrcl<,ck) and date of accident: 08/2912016 02:00 

43. n me Zone for local time 

4b. Daylight Saving in entct? 

5. Location of Accident 

Latirude / Long,ii-ude 32.45279, -100.35862 

6. Conunodi1y released: (.w!fe,c:t 011/y 011e. based 011 predomina,11 HJl11me 
Crude Oil 

rl'll'<ISed) 

• Specify Commodiiy Sub1ype: 

.. lf''Olhe," Subtype. Describe: 
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. If Oiofut.1/Altetnalive. Fuel and Commodity Sublype is ELhanol 
Blend, then% Ethanol Blend: 

. If Oiofue.1/Altemative Fuel and Commodity Sublype is 
Biodiesel, 1hen Biodiesel Blend e.g.. 82. 820. 8 100 

7. Eslimatcd volume of commodily released uninte-ntionally (Barrels): 8 600.00 

8. Es1imated volume of intentional ancV0t contl'olled releaselblowdown 
(Barrels): 

9. Es1imatcd volume of conunodi1y recovered ( Barrels): 2,000.00 

10. Were there fatalities? No 

- If Yes. specify the number in each category: 

I Oa. Operator employees 

IOt,. Contractor employees working for the Operator 

IOc. Non-Operator emergency responders 

IOd. Workers working on the right-of-way, but NOT assodatcd 
with this Operator 

I (le. Ococral public 

I Of. Total fa1a li1ics (sum of nbO\'C) 0 

11. Were there injuries requiring inpatient hospi1aliza1ion? No 

- If Yes. specify the number in each category: 

I la. Operator employees 

I lb. C.Onlra<:1or tmployees working for the Operalor 

11<:. Non-Opera1ortmerg,eocy resp0nderS 

l ld. Workc~ working on the rigJn--of-way. but NOT 
associated wilh this Ope-rator 

I le. Ge.neral public 

11 f. Tolal injuries (sum of above) 0 

12. What was tbe Operamr•s initial lndic.ltion of the Failt1re? (selt---cl <>11fy <>,u~ Gt'ound r,urol bv O~taCofofil co1fCiacfoft 

Othe-r 

I 2a. Jf "Con1r01ler·•. "L0<:al Ope.rating, Personnel. including, <:ontraclOrS''. "Air Pa1r0I". or ' 'Ground Patrol by Opera1or or its conlrac.1or" is seleclcd in 
Question 12. specify the fo llowing: (select only one) 

Operator employee 

(Ct t:ocal time O~iclen1tfiOO fa ilure 097IOJ20r617 · I SJ 

14. fonnerty C2 Par1 of system involved in A<:cidt.nt: (.wde,t.'t 011/y 011e) Onshort. Pipeline. Ln <: luding Valve Sites 

15. fonnerty 0 1 A1110-popula1ed based on A /4 Was the origin of lht . 
Yes A<:ciden1 onshore? 

Yes (Comple,e Questions 83•8I 2) 

No (Complttt. Qut>Sli(nt& 813-BI 5) 

16. Opefational Status al lime. Operator iden1ified failure: 

17. Jf0pe.ra1ional S1a1us • Rouline Start-Up or Normal Operation. was lhe. 
Yes pipeline/facility shu1 down due 10 the A<:-<:ident1 

Explain: 
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If Yes, complele Questions 17.a and 17.b: (use l<JC<1I sime, ]4-hr tl<Jek) 

ll 7a. Local ume and d31e of shuldown 0971onororn6J 

17b. Loe.al time pipclineJfucility restarted 09123/2016 07:45 

Still shut down• 

I 8. /fA11 = N<>tiflc01io,i from 1:,-:,11~,gency Respo,ider. sl..'ip A 1$.a through A 1$.c,. 

I Sa. Did the operamr communicale wilh Local, Slate.°' Federal 
Emel)tcncv RcsnnMcrs about the accident'! 

I f No.skip 18b. and 18c 

18b. Which party initiated communication about the acddent? 

18c. Loc31 1ime ofinitfal Oper3lor and Local/S1a1e/Federal Emel'gency 
Responder eommunicstion 

19. Local time Operntor responders nrrivcd on site 09/1012016 17:15 

20. Local time of eonfimlCd discovc1)' 

21s. Local time (24-h.r clod:) snd date of initial operator report to the 09/10/2016 19:16 
National Response Centc-r : 

21b. Initial Oper3tor N.ltional Response Center Reporl Number OR 1158671 

2 lc. Additional NRC RepOrl nurnberS submincd by the ope.rator: 

22. Did 1he commodil)' igni1e1 No 

If Yes, answer 22.a thl'ough d: 

22a. Loc31 1lme ofigni1ion 

22b. How was the fil'e ex1lnguished? 

specify: 

22c. Eslirnated volume of commodity consumed by fire (barrels): 

(must be less th.an or equal 10 A7) 

22d. fonnerly AJ6. Did the commodity explode? No 

23. If 14. is ''Onshol'e ripeline, Including Valve Sites" OR "Offshore ripelioe. Lnch1ding Riset and Riser Bend", answer A23a lhrough f: 

23a. Initial aclion la.ken 10 conlrol 0ow@:p,:,trtl@1of failure location 

. If Operational Control 

If Val\'e Closure. answc-r A2.3band c: 

23b. Local time of valve closure 

23c. Type. of ups:ire-am valve used 10 iuilially isolate release sourc~ R~y CoiiwU"eili 

23d. Initial action taken to control flow downstream of failure location 

- If Optfational Control 

If Valve Closure. answc-r A2.3.e and f: 

23e. Local time of valve closure 

23f. Type of1downslream)valve used to initially isolate release1~ u,cc _ 1-:-Maiillall 
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24. If A6 = Crude Oil. Reti.ned and/or Petl'oleum ProduC1 (non-HVL) which is a Liquid al Ambien1 Condi1ions. or Biofuel / A lternative Fuel 
(including c1banol bl cods) AND A IS. is Onshore. answer questions A24a and c 

24a. Did lhe operator notify a "qualified individl1;,\I" ln 1he Onshore Oil 
Spill Response Pino'? 

If Yes, answer A24b. 

24b. Local 1ime the "qualified individual" was notified. 

24c. Did the operamr ;miv31e an Oil Spill Removal Otganiz.ltion 
(0$R0)'1 

I f Yes, answer A24d and e: 

24d. Local l ime opera1or ae1iva1ed OSRO 

24e. Local 1lme OSRO aJYived on site 

25. Number of genernl public evacu.lted: 0 

PART 8-AOOITIONAL LOCATION INFORMATION 

I. Pipeline/Facility name: Permian Express I_I 

2. Segment namc/lD: 2301 $.24" Colorado Ci1y to Corsicana 

If Yes, Comple1eQu~s1icms (1-IZ) 

If N<>. Comple1e Qu~s1icms ( I 3-15) 

- If Onshore: 

J. $1stc: Texas 

4. Zip Code: 79556 

s. City Sweetwater 

6. Couo1y or Parish Nolnn 

7. Opemtor•designated location: Sur.·ey S1a1ion No. 

8. Spceify: 1595+44 

9. Was 1his onshore. Acciden1 on Federal land? No 

I 0. Location of Acd dc:nt: Pipeline RighH>f•way 

11. Arc.a of Accidenl (as found}: Underground 

Specify: Under soil 

• JfOthe-r, De.scribe: 

I la. Depth~f.Co\'er (in}: 
54 

12. Did Acciden1 ooc:.ur in a crossing? No 

- If Yes, specify type below: 

- If Bridge crossing -

Cased/ Uncased: 

.. Jf Railtood crossing -

Ca..,ed 

Unc-ased 

8-0redldrilled 

• If Road cros..,ing -
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Cased/ I Dore<l/drilled 

Uncased 

Bored/drilled 

- If Wa1cr crossiog -

Cased/ Uncased 

• Name of body of water, if commonly known: 

• Approx. wa1e.r depth ( ft) ttl the point of the acciden1: 

• Selec1: 

Is this water crossing 100 feet or more i.n length from high wate, matk 10 high 
water matk? 

• If Ollsliorc: 

13. Approxirna1e waler depth (fl) at the. p0int of the. Accidt.nt: 

14. Origin of Aoc.ident: 

- In State wa1crs . Specify: 

- S1a1e: 

• Area: 

• Dlock/Trac1 #: 

- Nearest County/Parish: 

• On 1he Ouler Con1inen1al Shelf (OCS) : 

• Area: 

• Dlock/Trac1 #: 

15. Area of Accidt.nt: 

PART C. ADDITIONAL FACILITY INFORMATION 

I. Is the. pipe.line or fac-ili1y: Interstate 

2. rcservtd 

3. Item i.nvolved in Accident: 
WT1e11 AU ts "On:1/10~ 8re(1fo111 Tank or Stomg,e Vessel. /11d11d'11g At10el1ed Pipe 
.-4pf111J'l/!11U11tt:S" CJ will di:fw,lt to "Tu11k!Jll!.\"Sl!J" 

• Jf Pipe, specify: Pipe Body 

If ripe Body: Was 1his a puddle/spo1 weld? 

3a. Nominal r ipe Size: 24 

3b. Wall thickness (ln): .406 

3-c. SMYS (Specified Minimum Yield S1rength) of pipe (psi): 65,000 

3d. Pipe specilica1ion: APISL 

3-e. Pipe Seam . specify: ERW • Hig.b Frequency 

• JfOther. Describe: 

3f. Pipe m;.urnfacru,er: Srupp 

Jg. Pipeline c031ing 1ypc at point of Acciden1, specify: Fusioo Bonded Epoxy(FBE) 

• Jf Othc-r, Describe: 

3h. Coating field applied? 

. If Weld. including hea1°affec1ed zone, specify 

- If Other, Describe: 
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If Pipe Ginh Weld is selected. comple1e items C3a 1hrough b ;.1bove. Are any 
of1hc C3b though b values different on either side of the g.inh weld'? 

If Yes, enter the ditl'eren1 value(s) below: 

J i. Wall thickness (in): 

Jj. $MYS (Specified Minimum Yield $1rcng.1h) of pipe (psi): 

3k. Pipe specification: 

Unknown 

31. Pipe Seam 

• If Other• Desc:.ribe: 

3m. Pipe manufoc:turcr: 

Unknown 

3n. Pipe-line coaling type at point of Accident 

• JfOthe-r, Describe: 

Jo. Coating field applied'? 

• If Valve. specify: 

• Valve type 

• JfMainline, Valve Muinline type 

- JfOthe-r, Describe: 

31>-Mainline valve manufacturer: 

3q. Type of pump 

• JfOther. Descl'ibe: 

Jr. TypeofSe1•viee 

• If Other. Describe; 

3s. Tubi.ng m:.ueri31 

3t. Type of tubing 

3u. Specify failure path 

• If Other. Desc:.ribe: 

3v. Tank Type 

lf 3v. = Pressurized: 

3vl. Tank Maximum Operating Pressure 

J\'2. Whal is the set poin1 of the primnry pressure relief device on 
the t.nnk 

J\•3. Did 1he thcnnal or 1)fessurc relief valve activate'? 

Jv4. Was the MOP of,hc tank exceeded? 

If Jv = Atmospheric or Low Pressure: 

3v.S. Safe-Fill-Level (i.n t«.t) a1 the 1ime of the ..lCCidem? 

3v6. Was the Safe fill-Level exceeded'? 

J\r7. Year of most recent A.Pl Std 653 01.1t-of-Serviee 1.nspeetion 
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3v8. Ari Sid 653 In-Service Lnspec1ion 

4. Year item involved in Accident was iu.stalled: 2015 

4a. Year item involved in Accide.nt was manufuc1urOO: 2014 

5. Material involved in A<:.c-ident: Carbon Steel 

- If r,.,1aterial othrt than Carbon Slee I. specify: 

6. Type of Accident Involved: L<-ak 

- If Mechanic-al Punc1urc - Spec.ify Approx. size: 

in. (axial) by 

in. (cimunfcren1ial) 

- If Leak. Se.le<:1 Type: Pinhole 

- If Othe.r. Describe: 

- If Rupiure - Select Orie.nta1ion: 

- If Othe.r. Describe: 

Approx. size.: in. (widest Opening) by 

in. (le.ngth circumfe.rtntially or axially) 

- If Othe.r - Describe: 

PART D . ADDITIONAL CONSEQUENCE INFORMATION 

I. Wildlife impact: No 

la. If Yts. Specify all th.al apply: 

- fish/aquatic 

- Birds 

-Tmestrial 

2. Soil contamina1ion: IYcsi 

3. Long te-nn impaet <1.<;sc:ssmc:nt pcrfonned or planned: No 

4. An1icipn1cd rcmcdialion: ® 
4a. If Yts. Specify all th.al apply: 

- Surface wa1er 

- Groundwater 

-(Soil _y esi 

- Vegetation 

- Wildlife 

5. Water con1amin.'ltion: No 

Sa. If Yes. specify all d1a1 apply: 

- Occan/Scawa1c:r 

• Surface 

• Groundwa1er 

• Ol'i.nking wa1er: (Selec, 0 11c or both) 

- Priv3te Well 

- Public Wa1er Intake 

Sb. Estima1ed amoum released in or re3chi.ng wacet (831·rels): 
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Sc. Name of body of water. if commonly known: 

6. At the location of this Aoddcnt, had the pipeline segment or fac ility been 
iden1ified as one.1hat "oould affecf' a J ligh Conseque.nce Area (I ICA) a.s e 
detennined in 1he Operator's J.n1egl'ity Management rrog.ram? 

7. Did the released commodity reach or occur in one or more High 
(fill Consequence Area (HCA)? 

7a. If Yes, spcdfy HCA typc(s): (Select all that apply) 

• Commercially Na\•igable Waterway: 

Was this HCA identified in the .. could affect"' determination 
for this Accident site in the Operator's Jntegri1y r,.,1anagemen1 
Program? 

.. High Population Area: 

Was this HCA identified in tbe "could afftct" de1ennination 
for th.is Accident site in the Opcra1or·s lmcgrily Maoagcmcn1 
Program? 

• Other Populated Arca 

Wa.s this I ICA identified in the "oould affecf' de1ennin.a1ion 
for this Accident si1e ln 1he Opera10t's lmeg.ri1y Manageme111 
Program? 

.. Unusuall)' Sensi1ive Area (USA) .. Ol'i.nklng Wmer 

Wa.s this I !CA identified in the "oould tiffed' de1ennin.a1ion 
for this Accident site ln 1he Opera10t's lmeg.ri1y Managemen1 
Program? 

.. Unusuall)' Sensi1ive Area (USA) .. Ecological 

Was this HCA identified in tbe "could afftcf' de1ennination 
for this Accident si1e ln 1he Opera10t's lmeg.ri1y Manageme111 
Program? 

8. Es1imatcd cost to Operator - effective 12-2012, changed to "Estimated Propc11y Damage": 

8a. Es1imated cos1 of public and oon-OperatOt private properly damage 
paid/reimbursed b)' the Operator - effect ive I 2-2012, "paid/reimbursed 0 
by the Operator" removed 

3b. Estimated cost of commodity lost 354,900 

3c. Estimated cost of Opcmtor·s property damage & rci:mirs 513,000 

8d. £.-.timatcd cost of c-merscney response 750,000 

Se. Es1imated cos1 of environmental remediation 2.400.000 

Sf. Estima1ed other coses 0 

Describe: 

(l!g. oral e.stimated p__m~y aamag~_J.filmtofal,o\•,:) ij,0T7.900i 

lnjun-d Ptrsons noc induded in Al I The. numbrt of prtson.s injurOO. admitted 10 a hospi1al. and remaining in the hospital for at least one 
ovemight are l'epor1ed in Al I. lf Up t,'t'S()n is i,,('/uJcd l11 All , Jo ,u,1 lnduJe them in D9. 

9. Es1ima1ed number of persons with injuries requiring trea1men1 i.n a medical 
facility bu1 not requiring ovcmiglu in-paticn1 bos1>itali-,ition: 
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If fl pcrso11 is included l11 D9, dt> Mt i11c/,,de 11,em ln DIO. 

I 0. Estimated number of persons wi1h lnj t1ries requir ing treamlent by EMTs at 
the site ofaocident: 

Buildings Affected 

11. Number of residential buildings affected (evacuated or required repair): 

12. Number of business buildin~ affected (cvacuntc:d or required repair): 

PART E • ADDITIONAL OPERATING INFORMATION 

I. Estimated pressure at lhe poinl and time of the Acciden1 (psig): 1.060.00 

lf C3. Is Tank/Vessel and C3v. is Acmospheric. do not answer E2. and EJ 

2. Maximum Operating r ressure (MOr) .:tl lhe poinl and time of the Aeciden1 1.480.00 
(psig): 

2a. Limiling factor establishing MOP (select only one): 

describe: 

2b. Date MOP established 

2c. Was the MOP established in conjunction with a reversal of Oow 
direction? 

If f 2c = \' cs, f2d. What is the date of the most recent surge analysis 
perfonned ttl the. point of the. Acciden1? 

3. Describe the pressure on the S)"Slern or facility relating to the Accident 
Pressure did not exceed MOP (psig): 

4. Was the system or facility reltt1ing to 1he Accident 0pera1ing under an 
esu1blished pl'essure restriction with pressure l imits below those oom,all)' No 
allowed by the MOP'? 

- If Yes. Complete4.a and 4.b below: 

4a. Did the pressure exoccd this established 1)fessure restriction'? 

4b. Was this pressure restriction mandated by PHMSA or the 
S1nte? 

If A 14. is "Onshore Pipeline, lnc.luding Valve Sites'· OR .. Offshore Pipeline, lncludins Riser and Riser lk-nd .. , complete ES through E7 

S. Answer ES only when both A23a and A23d arc Valve Closure 

Length of segmen1 initially isolated between valves (fl): 67,056 

6. Is the pipeline confisurcd lo accommodate internal inspection tools? Yes 

- If No, Which physical features limit tool aocommodnlion'! (select all tlwt oppl)I} 

- Chaoses in line pipe diamete r 

- Prcsc-nce of unsuitable mainline valves 

- Tight or mitered pipe beads 

- Other passage rcstriclions (i.e. unbn1Ted tec·s. 
projectins instrumcnlnlion, etc.) 
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- Extra thick pipe wall (applicable only for magnetic 
Oux leakage intemnl inspoction tools) 

- Olher -

- JfOthe-r, De.scribe: 

7. For this pipeli.ne. are there opern1ional fuctors which signilican1ly 
No 

complicate 1hc execution ofan internal inspection tool run'? 

- If Yes, Whic.h operational fnctors complicate exocution? (:udect all that apply) 

Excessive debris or sea le. wax. or other wall buildup 

Low oper.n ing pressurc(s) 

Low Oow or absence of flow 

lnoom1)3tib1c commodity 

Other-

- If Other. Describe: 

8. Function of pipeline system: > 20% $MY$ Regulated Transmission 

9. Was a S upc-rvisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)-based s)'Slc:--m 
in place on lh<: pipel ine or faci li1y involved in lhe. Accide.nt? e 

If Yes-

9a. Wa.s it 0pera1inga1 the 1ime ofthe.Acciden1? Yes 

9b. Was i1 fully fu nctional at 1hc time o hbc Accide nt'! ~ 

9c. Oid SCADA-00.,;c:-d information (suc-h as alarm(s), alert(s), 
even1(s). ancVor volume calculations) assis1 with 1he dt1e<:1ion e 
of the Accident? 

9d. Did SCADA-bas-ed information (such as alann(s). akn(s), 
even1(s). ancVor volume calculations) assis1 with 1he e 
confirmation of the Aocident? 

I 0. Was a CPM leak detection system in plac~ on the pipeline or facility Yes 
involved in the A<:-<:.iden1? 

-If Yes: 

I Ott. Was i1 operating at lh<: time o f th<: Accident? Yes 

I Ob. Was it fully functional a1 the lime of 1he Acciden1? (@ 

I Cle. Did crM leak detection system lnfo1ma1ion (such as alarm(s), 
alcrt(s), cvent(s), ancVor volume calculations) assis1 withffhc .Nol 
detection oflhe Accide-nt'? 

I Od. Did Cf'M leak detection system information (such as a lnrm(s), 
al<:rt(s). event(s). ancVor volume c-akulations) assis1 with 1he 0 
confirmation of1be Aocident? 

11. Was an invcstiga1ion ini1ia1cd in10 whether or n(N the oon1roller(s) or 
Yes. specify i.nvest iga1ion resul1(s): (sehxa a ll tba1 apply) 

control room issues were the Cilusc of or a contributing fnc lor to the Accidcnl? 
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.. JfNo, the Oper;i,1or did not find 1h;.1l an investigation of the 
con1rollcr(s) actions or con1rol room issues was necessary due 10: 
(provide on expla11atfrmfnr ,d1y the operator did 1101 i11wJ1igate) 

.. JfYes. specify investigation resull(s): (sdttl <1ll 1h<11,,pplJ~ 

. lnvestigMion reviewed work schedule rot.'llions. oontlnuous 
hours of service (while working for the Opern1or), and other C 

factors assodatcd with fatigue 

. Jnves1ig,uion did NOT review work sc.hedule ro1,uions . 
oootlnt1ous hours of service (while working for the Operator). 
aod other factors associated wi1h fa1iguc 

Provide an explanation for why no1: 

~ lnvest:1@tion i"acotmea no cormol room 1ssueSl 

. Investigation identitied no oonu·oller issues 

. Investigation identitied lncol'rec1 controller -'Ction or 
controller CIT0r 

• Investigation idcmified that fat igue may have affected the 
controller(s) involved or im1,ac1ed the involved eontroller(s) 
response 

• Lnvesti~.-uion ide.ntilicd inc0rrec1~ dure.s m 
• Lnvestigation ide.ntilicd inc0rrec1 <:on1r0I room e<1uipment 
opera1ion 

• Investigation ide-ntilied mainte-nanc:c activities that affected 
oontrol room operi11ions. procedures. and/or con1r01ler rc:.ponse 

• Investigation identified ate11s other than those above: 

Describe: 

PART F • ORU(; & AtCOHOI, TF,$TIN(; INFORMATION 

I. As a resul1 of this Acciden1. wel'e any Operatol' employees tested under the 
pos1•accidcn1 drug and alcohol 1csting rcquircmen1S of DOrs Drug & Alcohol No 
Testing rcsulations? 

- If Yes: 

la. Specify how many were tested: 

I b. Specify how many failed: 

2. As a resul1 of this Acciden1. were any Operator con1t;,1ctor employees tested 
under the post•accident drug and nlcohol tes1iog requirements of DOT's Drug No 
& Alcohol Tes1ins rcsulations? 

.. JfYes: 

23. Specify how many were tested: 

2h. Spcdfy how many failed: 

PART C-APPARJ;NT CAUSf; 

Srlret m,ly (me box from PART G l,1 i>/ruded (:o/um,r on left reprtse,rtlng tire A PPAREN T Cu11$e ,if tire Acdde111, a,rd a,r.swtr tire q11e:~tfo11$ ,m 
the riglil. Describe seconJury, ,:,mlrib11tlng or root cuuses of the Actlde11t l11 tire 11urrulil't: (PART HJ. 

Apparent Cause: GI • Corrosion failure 
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GI • Corrosion Failure • only one s ub-cause can be picked from shaded left-h.'lnd column 

Corrosion Fallure - Sub .. Cause: Ex1emil! Cotrosi~ 

• I f External Corrosion : 

0 . Resul1s o fvisffiil examm.'llion: t::ocalizcGri1tiiig) 

• Jf Olher. Describe: 

2. T)'Jlc of corrosion: (.re/eel all tl1a1 opply) 

• Galvanic 

• Auu osphe,ic 

• Stray1CUt'l'elll 1-:.Yeil 

• Microbiological 

• Selective Seam 

• Olhe r. 

• Jf Olher. Describe: 

la. lf2 is Stray au·rem. specify 

l b. Describe the stray currem source; 

3. The. type(s) of corrosion selecled in Question 2 is based on th<: following: (selet'I o/1 that app~v) 

- Field examination Yes 

~ Detenn,rioo 6y 111<:tallurgictil afl.llysi:; _y esi 

- Other. 

- If Othe.r. Describe: 

4. Was 1he failed item buried or submrtged? Yes 

• Jf Yes : 

4a. Was failed item considered to be unda- cathodic. protection at 
Yes 1he time of the Acciden1? 

If Yes - Y car protection started: 2016 

4b. Was shie lding. tc1u ing, or disbonding of coating cvidcn1 at the 
No point of the Accidenl? 

4c. I las one or more Cathodic Protection Suivey been conducted a1 
Yes 1he poin1 of 1he Acc-ident? 

lf"Yes. er Annual Survey .. - Most recent year conduc1ed: 

If ··y cs, Close Interval Survey .. - Most recent year conduc ted: 2016 

I r··v es. 01her er Survey .. - Most recent year conducted: 

Describe 01her er survey 

- If No: 

4d. Was 1hc failed item externally coated or pain1cd? 

s. Was there observtiblc damage 101he ooaiing, or pain1 in Lh<: vic.ini1y o f 1he 
corrosion? C 

• If Internal Corrosion: 

6. Resulls o f visual examin.'llion: 

• Olhe r. 

7. Type of oorrosion (select all that opply): -

- Corro.sive. Commodily 
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.. Wmer drop-out/Acid 

.. Microbiological 

.. Erosion 

.. Olhe r. 

.. JfOlhe r. Describe: 

8. The causc(s) of corrosion selected in Question 7 is based on the following (select all 1/wt oppl)I}: • 

• field examination 

• Dl'lennincd by metallurgical analysis 

• Olher. 

• JfOthc-r, Describe: 

9. Localion of corrosion (.,;elect o/1 //tat apply): 

• Low poin1 in 1>ipc 

•Elbow 

• Dcnd-1.,:g 

• Other. 

• If Other, Describe: 

10. Was 1he c.onunodity 1re.a100 wilh corrosion inhibitorS or bioc.idcs? 

I I. Was the interior coaled or lined with protcc1ive coating? 

12. Were deaning/dewute-ring pig.s (or olhc:t" opcrutions) roulincly u1ilized? 

13. Were corrosion coupons routine ly u1ilized? 

Gl .. Natural Force Damage .. only one sub-cause can be picked from sh.lded left-handed column 

Natural Force Damage - Sub-Cause: 

.. If Earth Movement, NOT due to Heavy Ra.lnsfFloods: 

I. Specify: 

.. lfOlhe r. Describe: 

.. If Hea,•y Rains/Floods: 

2. Specify: 

.. JfOlhe r. Describe: 

• If Lightning: 

3. Spedfy: 

.. If Temperature: 

4. Specify: 

• If Other, Describe: 

- If Other Natural Fc,rce 0-amage: 

S. l)cscribc: 

Cc,mple te t:he fo llow-in~ if any Natural Force Damage sub-cause is selected. 

6. Were the natural forocs cnusing 1bc Accident gcnera1cd in conjunc1ion with 
an cx1reme wcathtt event? 

6a. l.f Ycs. specify: (select flll tJ,01 apply) 

• Hurricnnc 

• Tro1>ical Storm 

• Tornado 
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• Olher 

.. JfOlhe r. Describe: 

G3 .. E:<(.avatlon Damage• only one sul>-cause c3n be picked from sh3ded le1Mland column 

Exca,,acfon Damage - Sub--Cause: 

Complttt the followin,: if 1111y Excavation 0 1111111.,:e sub-taust is s1.-l1.-tttd. 

I. Did the operator gee prior notification of the excavation activity'! 

la. If Yes.. Notificalion received from: (:udec1 all that apply) -

- One-Call Sys1cm 

- Excava1or 

- Con1ractor 

- Landowner 

lb. Per the primary Accident Investigator results. did State law exempt 
the excavator from notifying the one-call centcl? 

If yes. answe.r le through le. 

I e. select one of the followins: 

Describe 

Id. Exemptins authority: 

I e. Exempting criteria: 

2. Do you wan1 Pl IMSA 10 uplood the following, infonntnion 10 CGA-DIRT 
(www.29a-dirt.com)? 

3. Right-of-Way whe.-e event occurred: (selec1 llll thllt <1pp~v) • 

• Public 

• lf''Public", Specify: 

• Pl'ivme 

• lf"Private ... Specify: 

- Pipeline Propc11y/Eascmen1 

- Power/Transmission Linc 

- Railroad 

- Dedicated Public Utility Eascmcn1 

- Federal Land 

- Unknown/Other 

4 Was the facility part of u Joint Trcn<:h? 

5. Did this tNcnt involve a Cross Bore? 

6. Measured Depth from Grade 

Measured depth F'mm Grade 

7. Type of excavator. 

8. Type of excavation cqui1>men1: 

9. Type of work performed: 

IO. Was the Onc•Call Center notified'! 

If No. skip to question 11 
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I oa. If Yes. specify ticket number; 

I Ob. rr 1his is a S1a1e. where. more 1han a single One-Call Cmter t xists. 
list the name of the One-Qlll Cenlet no1ified: 

10 c. Was work area while l ined7 

11. Type.of l oca1or: 

12. Were fae ili1y locate mnrks visible in 1hc are11 of excnvation'? 

13. Did 1he d;.1mage cat1se an imerrnption in service? 

13a. If Yes.. specify dura1ion o hbc in1erruption (hours) 

14. Dcserip1ion of 1he CGA-DIRT Root Cause (st:l«t only the Ql11! predqminam fir# lt:\'f!I COA-DlRT RMI Couse and then, where a\-oilable as o 
clwice, tl1e one predomill(lllf st-co11d le1·el CGA-DIRT Roo1 Cmw~ a.1 we//): 

Root Cause Category 

kool Cause Type 

(oomrnenl required) 

G4 - Other Outside fnrce Oi.mage - 011ly 011e t11b-t·a11.-.e ca,1 be selec1ed fi'om tl1e shaded left-hand column 

Other Oulside Fortt Oama,::e - Sub-Cnust: 

~ If Damage by Car. Truck, or Other Motorized Vt hlel~/Equl1>ment NOT Engaged In Excavation: 

I. Vehicle/Equipmen1 operated by: 

If th is sub-section is picked. please complete queslions 5-11 below 

- If Oamni::,e by Boals, Bar,::es, OrillinJ:: Rii::,s. or Other Maritime Equipmenl or V1.>ssels Stt Adrifi or Which lhwe OthtrYi ise Lose Their 
Mooring: 

2. Select one or more o f Lhe following IF an txtrerne. weather eve.nt was a factor: 

- Hurricane 

- Tropical S1orm 

-Tornado 

-1 ltavy Rains/Flood 

-O1her 

- If O1he.r. Describe: 

- If Prl'vious Mcclianic11l Damage NO"f l<ellltcd to Exc11,·11ti11n: Cnmpll'tc Qu1.-slions 3-7 O~LY If the "Item ln,·oh·cd in Accident" (from 
PART C, Qu1.>slion 3) is Pipt or Wcld. 

- lflntentional Damage: 

3. Specify: 

- If Other, Describe: 

- If Other Outside Fc,rce 0 -amage: 

4. l)cscribc: 

Complete the fo llowing If Damage by Car. Truck. or Other Motorized Vt hlcle/Equl))ment NOT En.gaged In Exc~watlon sub-eause Is 
selected. 

5. Was 1he driver of the vehicle or equipmen1 issued one or more citations 
related to the accident? 

If 5 is Yes. wha1 was the nature of the. c i1a1ions (seloc.1 a ll that apply) 

5a. Excessive Speed 

Sb. Rrtkless Driving 
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5c. Driving Under the Influence 

5e. Other 

If Other. Describe 

6. Was the driver under con1rol of tbe vehicle 31 tbe time of 1be collision? 

7. ESlim:.ued speed of 1be vehicle at 1he tlme ofimpact (miles per bout)? 

• Unknown 

8. Type of vehicle? (select only ooe) 

9 . Whe re did the vehicle travel from to hit the pipeline facility? (select 
only one) 

I 0. Shortest disrn.nce from answer in 9. to the dam3ged pipeline. facility (in 
feet): 

I I. At the time of the aociden1. were protections installed to protect the 
damaged pipeline faci lity from vehicular damage? 

If 11 is Yes. specify type of protection (select a ll 1h:.u 3pply): 

I la. Boll.lrds/Guard Pos,s 

I lb. Bal'ricades - inclt1de Jersey ba.JTiers and fences i.n instruc1ions 

I le. Guard R3ils 

lf Olhel', Desctibe 

GS • Material Failure or Pipe or Weld • only one sub-cause can be selected from the shaded left-hand column 

Use this section to report material failures ONLY IF the " Item ln,•ol-ved In A(cld ent'" (from PART C. Question 3) Is " Pipe'", " Weld'" or 
"Tank/ Vessel" . 

M11teri11l failurl' of Pipe ur Wl'ld - Sub-Cam11t': 

I. T he sub-cause shown above is based on the following: (:udect all that apply) 

• field £xamination 

• Determined by Mclilllurgicill Analysis 

• Other Analysis 

• lf .. Othcr Analysis", De.scribe: 

• St1b•cause is Ten1a1ive OI' Suspec1ed~ Still Under lnvestigmion 
(Supplemental Repon required) 

-If Ocsi~n-, ConstrucUo n-. Insta llation- or Fabrica tion-related 

2. List con1ributing factors: (select all that (lpply) 

- Fatigue or Vibration-related 

Specify: 

- If Otht.r. Describe: 

- r,.,1e<:hanical S1ress: 

- Other 

- If Otht.r. Describe: 

. If Ori2,inal Ma11urae1urin2,-relared (NOT 2,ir1h " 'eld or other welds formed in the neld) 

- Fatigue or Vibration-related 

Specify: 

- If Otht.r. Describe: 

- Mechanical S tress: 
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- Other 

• Jf Olher. Describe: 

- If Environmental Cracklng-rela(ed: 

3. Specify: 

- If Other - Describe: 

Complete the following If any Ma(erial Failure of Pipe or Weld sub-cause Is selected. 

4. Addi1ional foclOrs: tselec1 llll th(II app~y): 

- Deni 

- Gouge 

- Pipe Bend 

• Al'C Burn 

- Crack 

- L'lckof f usion 

- L'tmin31ion 

- Buckle 

- Wrinkle 

- Misalignmen1 

- Bunn Steel 

- Other: 

- Jf Olher. Describe: 

G6 - Equl1>ment Fallure .. only one sub-cause ~n be selected from lhe sh..1ded ten-hand column 

Equipment Failu re - S11b°C:ause: 

- If MaUunction or Control!Rellef Equl1>ment: 

I. Spedfy: (.,;elect a/11/iat apply) -

.. Co1mol Valve 

.. lnS1rumentation 

• SCADA 

.. Communications 

.. Block Valve 

• Check Valve 

- Relief Valve 

- Power Failure 

- S1opplc/Con1rol Fitting 

- ESD Sys:1em Failure 

-Other 

- If Other - Describe: 

- If Pump or Pump-related Equipment: 

2. Specify: 

4 If Other - Describe: 

- lf'l'hrcadt-d Connc.-ctfon/Cc,upling failu re: 

3. Specify: 

4 lfOthcr - Dcscribc: 
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• If Non-threaded Connection Failure: 

4. Specify: 

0 lf O1her - Describe: 

• If Other EquJpment Failure: 

S. Describe: 

Cc,mplete r:he fo llowing if any Equipment Failure sub-cause is se lected. 

6. Addilional factors that contributed lO the cquipmen1 fai lure: (select all that oppl)I} 

- Excessive vibration 

- Overprcssuriiatioo 

- No support or loss of support 

• ManufuCIUl'i.ng dettc1 

• Loss o f e lec1rici1y 

• Improper installation 

- Improper maimenanee 

- Mismatched items (diffcrcm mnnufacmrcr for tubing and tubing 
littin~) 

- Dissimilar metals 

• Breakdown of son goods due 10 oom1xuibili1y issues with transported 
commodity 

• Valve vault or valve can contributed 10 the release 

• Alam'lfst.'lfilS failure 

- Misaligomcn1 

- Thennal st.ress 

- Erosion/Abnormal We-ar 

- Othe r 

- JfOthe--r, De.scribe-: 

G7 • Incorret.t Operation • only one sul>-<.ause can be selected from the shaded left-hand column 

Incorrect Opt-ration - Sub.Cause: 

- If Tank, Vessel, or Sump/Separator Allowed or Caused to Overfill or Overflow 

1. Spe<:ify: 

- If Other, Describe: 

- If Other Incorrect Operation 

2. Describe; 

Complt te the following If any lncornct O1>tr-atlon sul>-e-aust Is sek~ted. 

3. Was this Acciden1 related to (sele<:1 t,11 th<1t app(•;): • 

• lnadequace pl'ocedure 

• No procedure est.'lblished 

• Failure to follow procedul'e 

• Othe r. 

• If Other. Describe: 

4. What categol'y type was the accivity 1hat ~used the Acciden1? 
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S. Was 1he task(s) that led to the Accident identified as a covered task in your 
Operator Qualification Program? 

Sa. If Yes. were 1he individuals pcrfonning the task(s) qunlificd for 1be 
task(s)? 

C8 - Other Accident Cause - only one sul>-eause can be selected from 1he shaded lcft-lutnd column 

Other Aceidenr Cause-Sul>-Cause: 

- lfMiseellaneous: 

I. Describe: 

- lfUnSmown: 

2. Specify: 

Mandato?)' commco1 field: 

PART J -COMPLETED INTEGRITY INSPECTIONS 

Cc,mplcte the fo llowing if the .. lh.'m Involved. in Accident" (frnm PART C, Question 3) is Pipe or Weld and the "Cause" (from Part G) is: 

Ce1rrosion (any subCausc in Part GI); or 

Previous Oum age due to Exca,•atiun Acth'ity (11ubCausc in Part C.3); or 

Previous Mechankal Damage NO'f Re-lated tu £xc,avatic1n (11ubCausc in Part C4); or 

Material FaUure of Pipe or Weld (any subCausc In Part GS) 

J I. Have incemal inspec1ion lools collected da1a a, the poim of the Acciden11 Yes 

J la. If Yes. for each tool and technology used provide the in fo tmation 
below for the most rcccn1 and orcvious 1001 runs: 

Axial Magnetic Flux Leakage 

Mos I rcoc-nt run \' ear: 

Mosl rcoc-nt run Propulsion Method (select only one): 

Mosl rcoc-nt run Attuned to Oc1ect (select only one): 

Other Describe 

If Mewl Loss.. specify (selecl only one): 

Other Describe 

Previous run Year: 

Previous run Propulsion Method (select only one): 

Previous run Attuned to Oct«l (select only one): 

Other Describe 

If Mewl Loss.. specify (selecl only one): 

Other Describe 

Cireumfcrcnlial/fmnsvc--rse Wave Magnetic Flux Leakage 

Mosl rcoc-nt run \' ear: 

Mos1 recent run Propulsion Method (select only one): 

Mos1 recent run Resolu1ion (select only one): 

Olher Describe 

Previous run Year: 

Previous run Pl'opulsion Method (selecl only one): 

Previous run Resolution (selec1 only one): 
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Olher Describe 

Ultrasonic 

Mos1 recent run \' ear: 

Mosl recc--nt run Propulsion Method (select only one): 

Mos1 reoe-.nt run Auuned (select only one): 

Olher Dcsc:ribe 

Previous run V tar: 

Previous run Pl'opulsion Method (selecl only one): 

Mos1 recent run Al1uncd lO (select only one) 

Other Describe 

If Attuned 10 Wall Measuremen1. mos1 rcocn1 run Metal Loss 
Resolulion (select only onC): 

Other Describe 

Gcometry/ l)cformn1ion 

Mos• rcocnt run Ycnr: 20 15 

Mos• recent run Propulsion Method (select only one): 

Mos1 recent run Resolu1ion (select only one): 

Olher Describe 

Mos1 reoe-.nt run Measurernenl CupS (sele<:1 only one): 

Previous run Ycnr: 

Previous run Propulsion Method (select only one): 

Other Describe 

Previous run Resolu1ion (select only one): 

Other Describe 

Previous run Measurement Cui:rs (select only one): 

Eleetromagnelie Acoustic Transducer (EMAT) 

Mos• recent run Ycnr: 

Most recent run Pl'opulsion Me1hod (selec1 only one): 

Previous run Year: 

Previous run Pl'opulsion Method (selecl only one): 

C3lhodic Protection Cu1Ye111 Measurement (CPCM) 

Most recent run \' ear: 

Mos1 recent run Pl'opulsion Me1hod (selec1 only one): 

Previous run Year: 

Previous run Pl'opulsion Method (selecl only one): 

Other. specify 1001 

Most recent run \' ear: 

Mosl reoe-nt run Propulsion Method (select only one): 

Previous run V tar: 

Previous run Pl'opulsion Method (selecl only one): 

Answer J l.b c,nly when the cause i: 
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Answer Jl.b only when the cause I: 

r revtous Damage due to Exc~wation Acth•hy (subCause ln Part G3); or 

r revtous Mecha1lk~11 Damage NOT Rclated to E:<(.avadon (subCause In Part G4) 

J lb. Do you have reason to believe lhat lhe inlernal in.<;p<:etion was completed 
OEFORE Lhe damage. was sus1ained 

J2. Hns one or more hydrotest or 01hcr pressure 1cs1 been conducted sinoc 
original c.on.<;lruction at the point of the Accidenl? No 
(initial post cons1ru<:.1ion pressurt.1es1 is NOT rcp0rted he.re) 

Mos:1 recent yea, 1es1ed: 

Tes1 pressure. (pSig): 

H. Has Direct Assessmen1 been condl1c1ed on 1he pipeline segmern? 
No 

Mosl rccenl year conducted: 

Mosl rccenl year conducted: 

If J3 is Yes, J3a. For c.ach type, indiciltc the year of lhe most recenl assessmenl 

External Corrosion Direct Assessment (ECDA) 

Other. specify type 

J4. Hns one or more non 4 desm1c1ive examina1ion been conducted prior to the 
No Accidenl at lhc point oflhc Accide-nt since January I. 2002? 

4a. If Yes. for each examination conducted, selec1 type of non•desm1c1ive examination and indicate nlOSI recen1 year the ex;.1mi.na1ion was conducted: 

Radiogr.tphy 

Guided Wave Uhrasonic 

I landhcld Uhn'lsonic Tool 

Wel Magnetic Particle Test 

Dry Magne1ic Particle Test 

Other 

• If Other. specify type 

PART K - CONTRIBUTING FACTORS 

The Apparent Cause of the ac.c:ident is c.ont.uined in Part G. Do not report lhe Appare-nt Cause ag.ain in this Part K. If Contributing Foctors were 
iden1ified during a rool <:.-iuse analysis. seloc.1 all 1hal apply below and explain each in lht. Narr.-i1ivc: 

£xtc-mal Corrosion 

External Corrosion. Galvanic 

External Corrosion. Atmosphe-ric 

External Corrosion. Stray Current Induced 

External Corrosion. Mic.robiolog.ically Induced 

External Corrosion. Selective Scam 

lnte-mal Corrosion 

lnlernal Corrosion. COIT().Sive Cot:nrnodilv 

Internal Corrosion, Wmer drop-out/Acid 

Internal Corrosion, Microbiological 

Internal Corrosion. Erosion 

Natural Forces 

Eatth Movemen1. NOT due 10 Heavy Rains/Floods 
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Heavy R.'l i.ns/Floods 

Lightning 

Tempernture 

High Winds 

Tree/Vege1a1ion Rool 

Excavation l)amagc 

Excavation Damage by Operator (First Party) 

Excavation Damage by Operator's Contractor (Second Pany) 

Excavation Damage by Third Party 

Previous l)amage due to Excavation Activity 

Other Outside Force 

Neatby J.ndustl'ial, Man-m.M.ie. or Olhet Fire/Explosion 

Damage by Car, Truc-k. or Othcr Motorized Vchk lc/Equipmc-nt 
NOT Engaged in Excavation 

Damage by Boats.. Batges. Drilling Rigs, OI' 01her Adl'in Maritime 
Equipment 

Routine or Normal Fishing, or Other Maritime Ac-1ivity NOT 
Engaged in Excavmion 

Elecuical Al'c-ing from Olhet Equipmen1 OI' Facility 

Previous Mechanical Damage NOT Related to Excavation 

ln1cn1ional Damage 

Pipe/Wtld Failure 

Design-related 

Constru<:.tion-related 

lnstatlation-rel.ned 

Fabrication-rt.la.led 

Originnl Manufacturing-rclntcd 

Envir0nmen1al Cracking-related. Stress Corro.sion Cracking 

Eovironmen1a1 Crncklng•related. Sulfide S1.ress Cracking 

Envir0nmen1al Cracking-related. 1 lydrog,en Stress Cracking 

Envin:,nmcn1al Cracking-related. Hard Spot 

Equipment Failure 

Malfunction ofControl/R.clicfEquipment 

Pum1> or Pump-related Equi1>mcnt 

Threaded Connection/Coupling Failure 

Non-threaded Connection Failure 

Defective or Loose Tubing or Fi11ing 

Failure of Equipmen1 Body (except Compressor). Vessel Plate. or 
other Matcrinl 

Incorrect Opcra1ion 
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Damage by Operator or Operutor·s Contractor NOT Excavation 
and NOT Vehicle/Equipme.nt Damage 

Tank. Vessel. or SumpJSeparator Allowed or caused to Overfill 
or Overflow 

V:ilve Left or Placed in Wrong Position. bu1 NOT Resul1ing in 
Over1)1'essurc 

Pipeline or Equipmcn1 Over pressured 

Equipment No1 Installed Properly 

Wrong Equipment Specified or Installed 

Inadequate Procedure 

No 1mxcdure established 

Fnilure to follow 1>nxicdures 

PART H - NARRATIV& m :SCRIPTION O FTH~; ACCIDENT 

Beginning on the morning of AuglL,;t 29, 2016 the Control Centcr began invcstig.atins line imbalance indications identified via over/short 
calcula1ions. Until the discovrty of the rt.lease. on September 10. 2016 numerous methods were trnployed to determine 1he cause(s) of the 
imbalance. A1 no time during the i.nvestigtition process did the iml.xtlance exceed es1ablished normal operating tolerances. The over/shor1 
calculations were reviewed alongside CPM data 10 assess aligomcn1 between wha1 the 1wo methods were rcponing. CPM was not yc1 fully 
functional and was being run in parallel with nonnal hourly over/short line balance c-.akulations. During the timcframc between August 29 and 
September 101he line was pa1r0lled numerous times via aerial. walking. driving and cornbin.a1ions of these methods. Additionally. me1ers were 
checked for accu,acy and function with issues identified on September 3 and 6 thm required l'epairs. Tank to tank line balance calculations were also 
em1>loyed. On Sc1>1cmbcr 2 a sta1ic pressure test was carried out but 1he rcsuhs did not identify a leak condi1ion. On 1bc evening ofScp1embcr 9 a 
second static prcs.,;ure test was initiated. This test was tc-rminatcd ut 13: 16 on September IO when indications pointed to a suspected rde.ase. Patrol 
of the pipeline continued thal day until the discovery of the release via groond p.itml al approximately 17: 15. 

Subsequen110 discove,y the line was excavmed and a through wall failure was observed at the 6 o'clock position. Tile fa iled pipe w35 cul ou1 and 
re1>laced. Linc was resumed on September 23. 2016 under a PHMSA required 20% reduction in operating 1)1'essure. Metallurgical analysis of 1be 
failed pipe concluded that the cause of the through wall leak was external pitting/corrosion located at the 6 o'dock orienlalion, adjac.c-nt to a girth 
weld. ttl a single. pit. The. primary contributing factor to 1he <:.orrosiou rale was DC stray curren1 interfe.ren<:.e. from an adjacent pipeline .. All 
con1aminated soil bas been removed for proper disposal or remediated on site. PHMSA issued a Correc1ive Action Order (CAO) in response 10 this 
accident (CPF 4•2016-5030H). A n:>04 cause fai lure analysis (RCFA) was conducted and idcn1ificd recommendations for improvement to pre 
construction ass.cssme-nts and control room procedures. Aetions to address these r«-0mmcnda1ions and the root eausc of the accidc-nt will be carried 
oul under the PHMSA issued CAO. 
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Local C.onlact Name 
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Subject: Economic Issues w ith Dakota Access Pipeline Lake Oahe Crossing Project: Draft Environmental 

Impact Statement 

Contents 

Overview 

Specific Concerns 

The DEIS contains inconsistent geographic and temporal scope of analysis. 

The DEIS compares economic apples to oranges in an inadequate economic analysis 

The DEIS further mischaracterizes temporary economic effects due t o well shut-in and/or decreased 
production. 

The DEIS fails to assess, or even to mention, effects on ecosystem goods and services. 

Abbreviation.s Used 

Works Cited 

Overview 

The Dakot a Access Pipeline Lake Oahe Crossing Project: Draft Environmental Impact Stat ement (DEIS) fails t o 

appropriately consider all economic impacts of each alternative, presents inconsistent analysis of alternatives, 

and draws inappropriate comparisons among the potential economic effects of these alternatives. In addition, 

USACE should employ its own and other U.S. government guidance for assessing the impact of federal actions 

on ecosystem goods and services. 

Specific Concerns 

The DEIS contains inconsistent geographic and temporal scope of analysis. 

In its description of alternatives, USACE states "Because the USACE's authority is limited to granting an 

easement under the MLA in a single location, this EIS evaluates alternatives to granting and denying an 

easement across the USACE's federal property.''1 It also notes that its "analysis is limited to effects of allowing 

the pipeline to cross federally owned lands at Lake Oahe in Morton and Emmons counties, North Dakota."2 

However, this limitation is only in place for certain effects on the human environmen t; the DEIS considers just 

two census t racts (one on either side of the M issouri River at the crossing and, importantly, upst ream of t he 

Standing Rock Indian Reservat ion) when evaluating certain potential economic effect s of the project. For other 

effects and different alt ernatives, however, the DEIS considers a mult i-county region (e.g. for housing and 

1 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District, "Dakota Access Pipeline Lake Oahe Crossing Project Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement," 2- 1. 
2 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District, 2-1. 
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DAPL DEIS Economics Poge2 

property tax effects), the ent ire state of North Dakota (t ransportation tax revenue impacts), the Fort Berthold 

Reservation, the multi-st ate region DAPL traverses, and the nation as a whole (energy markets). 

Arguably, and in light o f USACE's obligations to consider cumulative effects and reasonably foreseeable impacts 

on the human environment, 3 effects of t he alt ernatives in or on these larger geographic regions areas should be 

considered. The pairing of specific geographies to some types of effects but not others in the DEIS, combined 

with t he comparison of estimated effects in or on smaller geographies to effects on larger areas, gives a false 

impression of the relative intensity of those effects. 

For example, t he DEIS states t hat " the DAPL project creat ed about 12,000 construction jobs across five stat es."4 

It does not state that these were all t emporary jobs, as the construction took only 10 months. Later, USACE 

estimates that there would be 750 construction jobs (and 2,200 indirect jobs) created as a result of Alternative 

1. It labels these jobs as "temporary" while noting t hat t he removal of the pipeline and restoration of t he land 

"would take 6 to 20 years or more to abandon the pipeline by removal and finalize restoration)."' Nevertheless, 

USACE stat es t hat t he beneficial impacts of Alternat ive 1 would be "negligible."6 

To put these figures in t he right perspective and create a useful comparison and a basis for declaring whether 

( or not) the beneficial impact of Alt ernative 1 is "negligible," USACE should have estimat ed t he "unknown" 

number of jobs created by the const ruction of the Oahe Crossing during the DAPL const ruction per iod. USACE 

could also have recognized that 12,000 jobs that last for only 10 months are like 10,000 jobs that last for one 

year and that those 10,000 temporary jobs occurred in states (ND, SD, IA, and IL) w ith a combined population of 

17.8 mill ion people. Thus DAPL created 5.6 construction jobs per 10,000 persons in those states during the 

construction period. Alternat ive 1, by contrast, would create 750 jobs in two counties with a combined 

population o f 34,380, or 218 jobs per 10,000 persons. And those jobs would persist for between 6 and 20 years. 

Therefore, the charact erizat ion of t he beneficial economic impact of Alternat ive 1 as "negligible" in the DEIS is 

without basis. 

On the cost side, USACE counts t he loss of direct and indirect j obs in oil extract ion, lost st ate tax revenue, lost 

county property taxes, lost royalties, and ot hers among the costs of abandonment (Alternatives 1 or 2). If 

realized, these costs would be spread across a geographic area much larger than the two census tracts chosen 

for purposes of evaluating t he costs of the other Alternatives that involve cont inued operation, including 

operation at a more intensive rate.7 Therefore, the DEIS assessment of the economic costs of Alternatives 1 and 

2 are also without basis. 

The DEIS fails to take a consistent approach that counts economic benefits and costs in bot h upstream and 

downst ream areas {along t he pipeline and waterways) likely to experience the effects of the pipeline's 

'Council on Environmental Quality, "Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of the National Environmental 
Policy Act. 40 CFR 1500-1508.," sec. 1508.7, 1502.22. 
4 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District, "Dakota Access Pipeline Lake Oahe Crossing Project Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement," 3- 194. 
s u .s. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District, 3- 200. 
6 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District, ES-20. 
7 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District, sec. 3.8.1. 
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operation, including natural resource damages due to leaks or spills t hat occur during its operat ion. This includes 

Sioux County, ND, the entire Standing Rock Indian Reservation, and communit ies on both sides of the Missouri 

River downst ream of t he crossing site. 

The DEIS compares economic apples to oranges in an inadequate economic analysis 

In part due to t he inconsist ent treatment of geography and t he failure to adjust or normalize quantitative 

information about certain economic impacts fo r the duration, affected population, or o ther factors, the DEIS 

uses language that present s a biased impression of these impacts. For example, t emporary construction 

employment impact s associated wit h Alt ernative 1 are described as "long-term" but "negligible." The est imat es 

are of 750 direct construction jobs and 2,200 indirect j obs that, as noted above, may be in place for a period of 

between 6 and 20 years. 

By contrast, USACE estimates that Alternative 1 would also "reduce full-t ime jobs from closures of oil r igs in 

North Dakota by 600 to 700 jobs"8•9 - a change in employment USACE characterizes as "major," even though it 

is clear elsewhere t hat many or most of t hese jobs would return i f alternative capacity for transporting crude oil 

from North Dakota is developed, such as via the North Bismarck Reroute. 

USACE characterizes these and related effects as "major and long-term to permanent,"10 but in truth, jobs on 

the rigs, in pipeline maintenance, and ot her support functions are subject to many frequently variable factors 

such as the price of oil, the rate of extraction, and the presence of economically recoverable reserves that could 

be t ransport ed by DAPL. Jobs in t his boom-and-bust industry t hat also depend on DAPL would only exist for as 

long as the pipeline is economically justifiable based on these factors. At a maximum, they would exist for the 

period during which the permit is in effect (up to 50 years) and/or the pipeline remains in operating condition 

(also~ 50 years), but they would not be permanent . 

The DEIS fails to provide any basis for the claim that 750 direct j obs that would be needed for between 6 and 20 

years in counties with a combined population o f 34,380 are "temporary" and "negligible" while the idling of 600 

to 700 workers for perhaps a year or so while an alternative route is constructed is a "major" impact . This 

characterization seems unsubstantiated considering that the mining sector, which includes oil and gas, has lost 

almost 8,500 jobs in the past 10 years 11 due to changes in oil prices and ot her factors. 

The DEIS further mischaracterizes temporary economic effects due to well shut-in 

and/or decreased production. 

The DEIS repeats, without evident examination and with insufficient int erpretation, estimat es of financial and 

job losses provided by Dakota Access. 12 These estimates include specific estimates of impacts (e.g. "$3.81 billion 

to $5.95 billion in revenue losses caused by the shut-in of wells and production") as well as vague estimates like 

8 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District, 3- 203. 
9 USACE earlier cites an estimate provided by Dakota Access that the number of rig jobs lost due to shut-down would be 
"600 to 7SO U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District, 3- 201." . 
10 u .s. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District, 3- 203. 
11 U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, "BEA Interactive Data Application." 
12 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District, "Dakota Access Pipeline Lake Oahe Crossing Project Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement," 3-201 ff. 
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"Mill ions of dollars in lost tax revenues annually to t he Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Bert hold Reservation," 

"Mill ions of dollars in capital costs incurred by (upstream and downstream cust omers]," or " Increase supply 

costs for refiners .... " 13 

The DEIS fails to critically examine t he information provided, for example: 

• The DEIS fails to consider whether the revenue, tax, employment, and other effects are truly losses or 

simply postponements of economic activity. Oil in the ground will still be t here when and if alternative 

transportation is arranged - which USACE explicitly assumes w ill happen - in which case the true value 

of t he loss would be only and at most the forgone return on investment for the duration of t he 

postponement. Those are real impacts, to be sure, but the level of impact would be some minor fraction 

of t he value of the oil t hat might otherwise be sold today, not the full amount . And it "might otherwise 

be sold" because drillers and shippers may decide to slow or postpone production for strategic and 

market reasons at any time. As the fluct uations in mining employment cited above suggest, there is 

not hing new, catastrophic, or out-of-the-ordinary in short-term gains and losses in the energy industry. 

• The DEIS repeats Dakota Access's claim that Alt ernatives 1 and 2 will result in property tax losses in 

several states, including Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee, Kentucky, Arkansas, and Texas. However, the 

DEIS fails to explain how those losses are relevant to the USACE's deliberations when the DEIS already 

clearly ignores or greatly discounts impacts that will be felt in North Dakota, a few hundred feet from 

t he project site - that is, in Sioux County, which is not considered as part of the affect ed environment 

along w ith Morton and Emmons county and other portions of North Dakota . 

• The DEIS fails t o normalize and harmonize impact estimates t o represent consistent and coherent 

estimates of t he potential effects of shut-in wells. And like the probabilistic treat ment of effects on 

wat er quality in the event of a leak, t hese estimates should be turned into "expect ed value," which 

would be t he probability t hat t he effect will occur multiplied by the possible dollar value of the effect. 

Yet the DEIS failed to calculate the expected value of t he effects of shut-in wells. 

• The DEIS fails t o consider whether t he indirect job effects- "losses by third-party service vendors such 

as maintenance contractors, util ity companies, [etc. ]" 14- are permanent changes in employment or 

rather jobs that may transition to another industry and/or location. The DEIS, citing Dakota Access, 

notes that "short-term drops in the supply of crude oil from the DAPL Project would eventually be filled 

by other sources at the national level, but at higher prices, resulting in long-term negative 

socioeconomic impacts." i s If the closure of t he Oahe crossing does have such an effect (a temporary 

drop in crude oil supply and a temporary increase in crude oi l prices), then one would expect 

employment opport unities to open up in competing regions, drawing labor and capital from North 

Dakota to places where they can be more profitably employed in the short to medium run. 

u u .s. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District, 3- 201. 
14 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District, 3- 201. 
is U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District, 3-202, emphasis added. 
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That infl ow (to other regions) of labor and capital will boost crude oil production in, and deliveries from, 

t hose other regions, and the short-term increase in t he price of crude oil will subside. In t he long run, 

t herefore, and cont rary to t he implied contention in the passage from t he DEIS just quot ed, t here is no 

reason to believe the price increases would persist and or t hat t here would be "long-term negative 

socioeconomic impacts." This would be especially true in the likely scenario that the closure of the Oahe 

Crossing portion of DAPL under Alt ernatives 1 or 2 would be followed by the development and 

implementation of alternative transportation options. When those options do come on line, supply w ill 

increase, and prices will fall. 

The DEIS fails to assess, or even to mention, effects on ecosystem goods and services. 

USACE has long been a participant in the National Ecosystem Services Partnership (NESP), whose members 

include several other U.S. government agencies, private businesses, and nonprofit organizations 16
. NESP 

promotes research, best practices, and tools for consideration in planning of Ecosystem Goods and Services 

(EGS), to use USACE's preferred term. Among t he resources included as part of the NESP guidebook are USACE's 

own reviews of USACE's history wit h the ideas behind EGS and recommendations for using EGS concepts, as well 

as policies and practices for using those concepts in USACE planning.17 Wainger et al., note that "The framework 

(proposed for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers] is compatible with goals to create a single decision-support 

document covering National Environm ental Policy Act requirements and planning objectives when comparing 

project alternatives." 18 

EGS are "goods and services t hat are derived from self-regulating or managed ecosystems and that are tangibly 

used or otherwise appreciated [by humans]." 19 They include material that is used directly (water for drinking), 

indirectly, (wat er as habitat for fish and wildlife), actively (wat er as surface on which t o engage in recreational 

activities), and passively (water as part of aesthetically pleasing scenery). The va lue of ecosystem goods and 

services can derive from human's biophysical (water for hydration or as habitat for fish harvested for food) or 

personal (positive effects on health and well-being from experiencing that aesthetically pleasing scenery) needs 

and experiences. Thus EGS and an EGS framework and approach provide a comprehensive and coherent means 

of enumerating and assessing (and in some cases ascribing monetary values to) all of the ways in which nat ure 

provides benefits to humans. 

Had USACE utilized such a fram ework for i ts assessment of alternatives in the Oahe Crossing DEIS some of the 

problems of disjoint ed consideration of t he effects of the alternatives on jobs, cultural values, water quality, fish 

& wildlife, et al. could have been much improved. As it is, the DEIS treats different values important to people 

differently and, t herefore, unevenly. The DEIS misses entirely t he connections between, for example, the risk of 

losing access to subsistence resources and socioeconomic well-being. 

Evaluation of the impact of federal actions on ecosyst em goods and services does not require monetization of 

t hose impacts; qualitative descriptions are certainly useful and much better than no consideration at all. The 

16 Nat ional Ecosystem Services Partnership, Federal Resource Management and Ecosystem Services Guidebook. 
17 Reed, M artin, and Cushing, ''Using In formation on Ecosystem Goods and Services in Corps Planning"; Tazik et al., 
"Incorporat ing Ecosystem Goods and Services in Environmental Planning"; Wainger et al., "A Proposed Ecosystem Services 
Analysis Framework for the U.S. Army Corps o f Engineers." 
18 Wainger et al., "A Proposed Ecosystem Services Analysis Framework for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers," ii. 
19 Wainger et al., 1. 
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newly revised Circular A-4 includes a recommendation t hat "analysis should account for effects on 

environmental or ecosystem services, or changes in the value of natural assets." 2° Forthcoming guidance from 

t he Office of Management and Budget provides detailed information on how to assess impacts on ecosystem 

goods and services.21 USACE shou ld have used these resources and USACE's own documents referenced above 

to inform DEIS's consideration of the Oahe Crossing project. 

Abbreviations Used 

DAPL Dakota Access Pipeline 

DEIS: Draft Environmental Impact St atement, specifically and in these comments, t he Dakota Access Pipeline 

Lake Oahe Crossing Project Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act 

NESP National Ecosystem Services Partnership 

USACE U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
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